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PREFACE.
WHEN, in 1901, the Expedition of the 8.8. 'Discovery,' under Captain Scott, R.N.,

was sent to the Antarctic Regions, the Trustee* of the British Museum gave tlirir

assistance to this national enterprise l>y allowing the cases containing the natural

history specimens which might be obtained by the Expedition to be sent to the

Natural History Museum for unpacking and sorting. They further undertook to

publish a detailed report on the collections so obtained, under the superintendence

of the Director of the Natural History Departments.
Some of the most important collections have been dealt with by naturalists who

were members of the Expedition. Thus, the Mammals and Birds arc descriled by
Dr. Edward A. Wilson, the Isopoda and Pycnogonida by Mr. T. V. Hodgson, and

the Rocks (in relation to Field Geology) by Mr. IL T. Ferrar. Other groups have

been dealt with by members of the staff of the Natural History Departments of

the British Museum : Mr. Boulenger describes the Fishes ; Mr. E. A. Smith, the

Gastropoda, Lamellibranchia, and Brachiopoda ; Mr. Jeffrey Bell, the Echinodcrma ;

Dr. Caiman, the Crustacea Decapoda, and the Cumacea ; Mr. Kirkpatriek, the non-

calcareous Sponges ; whilst Mr. G. T. Prior has prepared a petrographical description

of the Rock-specimens.

It has l>een necessary to obtain the assistance of other specialists in order to deal

with the rest of the collections. So far as the latter group of contributors is

concerned, the following is a list of the subject-matters, together with the name of the

naturalist who has undertaken the work in each case :

EMBRYOS OF SEALS ..... DR. MARRBTT TIMS.

ANATOMY OF EMPKROR PENCUIN . . . MR. W. P. PYCRAFT.

TUNICATA ....... PROF. HERDMAN.

CEPHALODISCUS ...... DR. RIDKWOOD.

CEPHALOPODA DR. HOYLE.

NUDIBRAXCHS AND PTEROPODS . . . SIR CHARLES ELIOT, K.C.M.G.

POLYZOA . . ... . . . MR. H. W. BfRROWS.

EGGS AND YOUNG OF ASTERIAS . . . PROF. MAC-BRIDE.

AMPHIPODA MR. A. <>. WALKER.

SCHIZOPODA . . . . . .MR. HOLT.

NEBALI.C DR. J. THIELB.

OSTRAOODA PROF. BRADY.

COPEPODA ,
. DR. WoLFBNDBH.
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CIRRIPEDIA ...... PROF. GRUVEL.

MYZOSTOMA ...... PROF. v. GRAFF.

ACARI ....... DR. TROUESSART.

COLLEMBOLA ...... PROF. CARPENTER.

POLYCH^TA ...... PROF. EHLERS.

GEPHYRIA ...... MR. A. E. SHIPLEY.

CH^ETOGNATHA ...... DR. FOWLER.

NEMERTINES ...... PROF. HUBRECHT.

FREE PLATYHELMINTHES .... MR. F. F. LAIDLAW.

CESTODA ....... MR. A. E. SHIPLEY.

NEMATODA ...... DR. v. LINSTOW.

ZOANTHARIA . . . . . .MR. CLUBB.

ALCYONARIA AND PENNATULIDA . . . PROF. HICKSON.

HYDROMEDUS^; ...... MR. E. T. BROWN.

CALCAREOUS SPONGES ..... MR. FREWEN JENKIN.

RADIOLARIA ...... MR. LEWIS H. GOUGH.

MOSSES ....... M. JULES CARDOT.

LICHENS . . . . . . . MR. DARBISHIRE.

ALG^E (MARINE)...... MRS. GEPP.

ALG.E (FRESH-WATER) ..... DR. FRITSCH.

ALG.E (CALCAREOUS) ..... DR. FOSLIE.

PHYTOPLANKTON...... DR. LEWIS H. GOUGH.

The work of securing the assistance of these specialists and of distributing the

collections has been performed by Mr. Jeffrey Bell, of the Zoological Department, who

has also acted as sub-editor of the Zoological and Botanical portions of the reports.

The Keeper of Minerals, Mr. Fletcher, has superintended the reports in the subjects

belonging to his department.

The Director desires to acknowledge the ability and energy which have been

brought to bear on the preparation of the Zoological reports by Mr. Jeffrey Bell.

Owing to his care, the reports have been got ready by the various contributors and

published within a reasonable time after the return of the
'

Discovery
'

from the

Antarctic Regions. Neither trouble nor expense has been spared in order to

render the illustration and presentation of the Natural History of the Expedition

worthy of the generous efforts both of Captain Scott and his fellow-explorers and

of those who provided the funds for that enterprise.

E. RAY LANKESTER.

October, 1906.
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UNIVERSITY

ON COLLECTING IN ANTARCTIC
SEAS.

By T. V. HODGSON, F.LS.

As the atay of the
'

Discovery
'

in Winter Quarters extended over two years, it may
be of some interest to explain the principal features and conditions of the locality

where such a large proportion of the collections were made.

McMurdo Sound, as it now appears on the charts, is the channel passing Itetween

the mainland of South Victoria Land and the large island upon which the active

volcanoes Erebus and Terror stand. The Sound is, however, converted into a true

bay by the passage across its southern extremity of that vast sheet of ice which forms

ROBS' Great Ice Barrier, and which as effectively closes it as if by terra jlnnn. As this

gnat ice sheet travels northwards past the Sound, pressure is relieved and the ice

invades the ly, but its action is checked and complicated by means of certain islands

as shown on the map issued with Vok I. and II. Of these, White Island is the most

important, as it lies nearly half-way between Minna Bluff and Cape Mackay,

dividing the southern opening of the Sound into two. The larger and more easterly

of the two openings is by far the most important, as the other is complicated by
the presence of Black Island. Brown Island exerts but little influence on the ice

movements of the Sound.

A tide crack separating the Barrier from the
"
floating

"
ice runs between Black

Island and the Bluff Range a little to the south of Mount Discovery. From the

south-west corner of Black Island there is a continuous if gradual rise in the ice-sheet

to a line between the south-east corner of the same island and White Island. From

this point there is a comparatively rapid descent possibly equal to, if not greater than,

the previous ascent ; the descent is accomplished in the distance of half a mile, and

there is a triple tide crack at the bottom. The mouth of the Sound from Cape Bird

to an unnamed headland on the mainland is about forty-two geographical miles

wide, and it is approximately the same distance from Cape Bird to Hut Point, under

the shelter of which the '

Discovery
'

lay. These figures were given to me by
Lieut Armitage when we were in Winter Quarters. Subsequent observations, as

shown by the map, seem to have modified them a little.

On the 20th of January, 1902, the 'Discovery* passed across the mouth of

McMurdo Sound
;

it was then full of ice. The floes were of no great size and for the

VOL. HI. B



2 T. V. HODGSON.

most part rectangular, massed so thickly together that it was not deemed desirable

to force the ship through them, so the voyage was continued to the eastward.

Returning on February 7, the
'

Discovery
'

found the Sound full of loose ice on the

eastern side, but the western side was clear. New Harbour was examined and also

the "
rough

"
surface of the old or permanent ice further to the southward. Then,

crossing the Sound, the ship arrived at the site of our future Winter Quarters on the

8th of February, anchoring just north of Hut Point in what is now called Arrival

Bay. Winter Harbour, to the south of Hut Point, was then full of ice, but the

position of the ship not being considered satisfactory, she was taken into it, and for

a few days lay alongside the ice face with only just enough room for her length.

At that time open water existed for some eight or nine miles to the westward of Hut

Point, but only for a few hundred yards to the southward. During the next few

days the ice went out in instalments, and on the 17th of February the harbour was

quite clear.

Cape Armitage lies a mile to the S.S.E. of Hut Point, and may be said to form the

southern boundary of the harbour. After the ice went out, open water extended for a

distance of about four miles to the south, and for about a mile and a half to the

eastward round Cape Armitage. This, we afterwards learnt, might be taken as the

approximate boundary between the fluctuating sea ice and the permanent or barrier

ice which had forced its way into the Sound from the southward, as already stated.

In proof of this it may be mentioned that on February 12th several diminutive bergs

of very irregular shape passed the mouth of the harbour on their way northward ; these

were obviously fragments from the barrier ice, and in later days, when sledging

expeditions were undertaken, it was found that the difference in level between the

barrier and sea ice was from two to ten feet, the difference increasing from east to

west, but not with any regularity. There cannot be the slightest doubt that the whole

of the ice, with the exception of the bergs already alluded to, that went out of the

Sound in the early part of 1902, was "
one-year ice," a fact proved by the condition of

the drifts against the shore, and the complete absence of pressure ridges at Pram Point.

We were not frozen in till near the end of March, and during the six weeks that we

were waiting for that event some shallow water dredging and trawling took place when-

ever a boat was available. Winter Harbour was a small bay about half a mile wide

across the mouth, and about a quarter of a mile deep. It lay at the extremity of a

spur from Mount Erebus termed the Ridgway, but this name is not an official one. This

spur was some ten miles long, and from one to three miles across ; at Winter Harbour

it was about a couple of miles wide. Within a radius of three miles round Hut Point

lay the scene of our more active operations, the whole of the western side of the Sound

being closed by reason of the ice conditions, the distance from Winter Quarters, or botli

combined. The following report therefore refers more particularly to the eastern side,

which became fairly accurately known. One prominent feature of the Sound was the

so-called
"
Glacier Snout," an undulating tongue of ice connected with the Ridgway
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close to its junction with M<nnt Erebus and extending seawards for nomc ten

inili-s. luit nowhere more than a mile across. Its extremity was about nine miles from

Hut Point. North <>f this lay four small islands. These have shire Keen named the

l>ellliridi:e Islands. The more westerly one of these was about a mile from the Glacier

Snout, and called
" Tent Island," as close by it a camp was established when the

attempt was made to assist nature by sawing a channel for the ship through the ice.

The camp was maintained for some time after the sawing-out operations had been

alMindoncd, and for a short time some dredging operations were conducted among the

numerous ice cracks round the island. A bare mile to the north was Inaccessible

Island, so called on account of the difficulty of exploring it by a single individual, not

on account of its real inaccessibility. These two islands were about the same size, and

perhaps a quarter of a mile long, between 300 and 400 feet high. A couple of miles

further on, on the lowest slopes of Mount Erebus, was Skuary Point, a broad expanse of

basal tie rubble and patches of snow where the Skua, Mrgaltstris inaccorniicki, bred in

large numbers. It was from this place that most of their eggs were taken for

scientific and domestic purposes.

The shore line is not much indented, except here and there, where precipitous

elitl's are exposed It is covered by a vertical wall of ice varying from between

two and a hundred feet in height, consequently there is no tidal zone. Access

to the shore from the sea or vice tvwi is in many places rendered easy by the

"
drift

"
slopes which speedily accumulate in winter. In the neighbourhood of Cpc

Royds the shore is not so precipitous, and a small tidal zone exists, consisting

of Ixmlders and volcanic sand. This area was not explored till the relief ships

arrived in 1904, and then it was not possible to do much. Red Algae were however

seen to be abundant

The state of the ice in the Sound is almost entirely dependent on the weather,

and that is an efficient explanation of our failure to escape from Winter Quarters

during the summer of 1902-3. A three days' blizzard at the beginning of May,

1902, when the ice was about two feet thick, swept every particle of it out of the

Sound, again exposing the area that was open when we arrived in February. In the

following September a gale again swept out the ice, and we had open water to well

within eight miles of Hut Point. Events of this kind are however accidental.

Large areas of the Ross Sea are known to be ice-free at irregular intervals, very

early in the season, after the return of the sun on August 23rd. Whatever the

condition of the fixed ice in the Sound, all through the summer the mouth is choked

at irregular intervals with fields of loose ice, brought in by wind and weather from

unknown localities, most probably from the eastward, the current setting from that

quarter. Part at least of these fields are eddied into the Sound as they are

direi-ted northward by the trend of the coast. It is the frequent presence of these

masses of loose ice that damps down the swell that may occur in the ROM Sea, and

so retards the breaking-up of the fixed ice. During the season of 1902-3 the open

I _'
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water never came within five miles of the '

Discovery,' so that in the following season

its gradual approach was watched with more than ordinary interest, not to say

anxiety. On January 4th, 1904, when the relief ships arrived there were at least

eighteen miles of ice still to go ;
some fourteen miles went out in about six weeks,

but on February 14th the necessary conditions obtained, and four miles of fast

ice broke up and started northwards in about as many hours. At the time it

was practically a dead calm, so that the wind had no influence. When we

passed Winter Harbour for the last time, on February 18th, the last masses of

ice were floating out, a phenomenon which had occurred one day earlier two years

previously.

The foregoing is the briefest possible account of the ice conditions prevailing

in McMurdo Sound, and is not without biological interest, as by it the Sound may
be divided into three areas.

The first, or Northern area, extends from Cape Bird to the so-called
"
glacier

tongue," and includes the Dellbridge Islands. This is on the eastern side of the

Sound. A line drawn from the
"
Glacier Snout

"
to the southern boundary of New

Harbour forms the southern limit of this area. Open water occurs in this area for

at least four months of the year as a general rule
;
in the more northern part of the

area, beyond Cape Royds, the period of open water is probably much longer. This

is incontestably proved by the Penguin rookery at Cape Royds and the large

breeding place for the Skua at Skuary Point, neither of these species going far from

water except in occasional wanderings. The Penguin requires open water and a

convenient landing place, both of which were obtainable at Cape Royds ;
the Skua

is less dependent on either, but seeks for the former. Our presence brought immense

numbers to Hut Point, but only a few stragglers bred there ; they bred in very

large numbers on the numerous islets on both sides the Sound, where the open water

was within easy reach.

The second, or Central area, includes the rest of the Sound south of the Glacier

Tongue and New Harbour, which is periodically open to navigation, Tarely exceeding
a couple of months at this point, a good deal less than that south of Cape Armitage.
A small area of open water occurred under Hut Point during the summer, caused

mainly by the ice-movements in the vicinity. A large lake also appeared off

Cape Armitage, over a shoal, and was fully half a square mile in area. The

explanation of this phenomenon ultimately arrived at was that the shoal brought
the deeper and warmer .waters of the Sound to the surface as the current swept

past the Cape, and so melted the ice through. This occurred in January 1902 and

1903, and a little later in 1904. It had just frozen over when we arrived in 1902.

The third, or Southern area, is much the largest, and includes the whole of that

part occupied by the permanent or barrier ice. As the ice is covered as soon as it is

formed by a thick deposit of salt crystals and very shortly afterwards by snow, it

forms an opaque covering over the sea bottom through which no light can penetrate,
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honuc vegeUl'1.' life to which light is essential is reduced to the minute forms

pertaining to the Plankton.

A largo l.amimirian was dragged up by the anchor in Arrival Bay and was

unfortunately thrown away ; this was the only seaweed found within ten miles of

the ship. A quantity of red Alga? was found off the shore of Tent Island, and more

again at Cape Royds. Repeated dredgings inside the 20-fathom line in Winter

Harbour produced nothing whatever in the way of seaweeds, and dragging in Arrival

Bay for iMininarui, carried out because it had once been found there, was equally
unsuccessful.

As soon as the Sound was frozen over the biological work was carried on through
holes in the ice. It was soon found that these holes had to be made large, and at the

beginning they were about six feet square. The ice taken from them had to go
somewhere, and as any irregularity of surface caused drift to accumulate, the blocks

were placed to windward and built up as a wall. In a comparatively short time this

developed into a circular shelter some fifteen feet in diameter and six to ten feet high,

having a small entrance to leeward.

As one could work in perfect comfort in these shelters all through the winter,

the work was scarcely interrupted. One had, however, to buy wisdom with experience.

At first the drift was allowed to accumulate outside against the wall, an error which

caused an immense amount of trouble, drift getting in over the top to the serious

hindrance of the work. It is absolutely imperative that the outside of such shelters

shall be kept vertical, then the bulk of the drift is kept out, as it invariably l>eats

back from a vertical face. As continuance of the work throughout the winter

was not expected, the routes to the.se shelters were not marked out, and frequently

they were very difficult to find in the dark ; this occasioned a further considerable

loss of time.

After the blizzard at the beginning of May, 1902, when the ice was blown out

of the Sound and open water came to within 100 yards of the ship, advantage was

taken of tin- circumstance to sink 100 fathoms of line over the edge of the remaining

ice, the two ends being secured to the ice 100 yards apart When the Sound was

again frozen over, a suitable hole was cut at each end of this line, then a light trawl

(commonly called the D net on account of the shape of its frame), and an additional

line was attached, so that the net could be hauled backwards and forwards underneath

the ice. This proved an exceedingly profitable investment till one of the ropes broke,

then operations were suspended. At intervals, however, cracks occurred in the ice

across the mouth of the Harbour, and through some of these the bight of a line was

forced for 100 yards; this came to be regarded as the practical working distance.

New holes were cut and fresh lines rove, the rest of the work proceeding as before.

This operation was not conducted without ditti<-ulty or delay from various causes.

Another serious impediment to the work of the first winter was the formation of

ice crystals on the nets and lines. At the end of May, 1902, two tow-nets were
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lowered to a depth of 6 and 7 fathoms respectively on the same line at No. 3 hole,

half a mile from the ship, the total depth of the water being 56 fathoms. Owing to

bad weather and the accumulation of drift, these nets could not be recovered for

eighteen days. It was then found that the line was thickly covered with thin plate-like

crystals of ice, of roughly hexagonal shape, and from one to four square inches in size.

The upper net of fine mesh, 150 to the inch, was similarly covered both inside and out
;

the lower net of coarse mesh, 50 to the inch, was equally thickly coated, but with

crystals of much smaller size, comparatively minute. Naturally the contents of the

nets were ruined, their prolonged stay under water would have been sufficient for that,

independently of ice crystals. The occurrence of these crystals was at first thought to

be due to the prolonged immersion of the nets. However, they occurred constantly

from this date, even in twenty-four hours' immersion, but not so badly on the nets. It

was not suspected for some time that depth had anything to do with it, and most of

this time I was working alone, and so could not see how far these crystals extended on

the lines of the traps. However, on one occasion, Sept. 19, 1902, a trap set in 100

fathoms had been down for three days, and the crystals were measured on the line to a

depth of 17 fathoms. The line used was a quarter of an inch in diameter; with the

crystals on it, it was increased to something like a foot. Ultimately it was found that

under ordinary circumstances, i.e., when nets, etc., could be visited every forty-eight

hours at the outside, immersion to a depth of 10 fathoms kept the nets free, the

crystals only descending to a depth of 5-8 fathoms. This phenomenon occurred

from June to October, when the temperature of the water was 28 '4 F. or 2 C.

By October the temperature of the water had risen to 28 '8 F. and the formation

of these crystals diminished, the crystals themselves becoming smaller and more

scattered, till at the end of the month they finally ceased to exist. During this month

similar crystals formed on the sides of the holes
; they were easily detached, and had

to be removed before the nets could be drawn through, in order to prevent their

dropping into the net and so spoiling the contents. They disappeared about a

fortnight later. By the middle of November the surface temperature of the water

went up to 29 F. At the end of December it was 30 F., by the beginning of

February it had gone down to 29'5 F, and to 28'8 F. before the end of the month.

The annual range of the sea temperature was, therefore, less than a couple of degrees.

Various thermometers were used in these observations, and as some of them were lost

it is not possible to apply any correction for error.

The tides were irregular, but the ebb and flood occurred once in the twenty-four

hours. After two or three experiments in tide gauges one was finally rigged up on

board the ship. It consisted of a sounding wire attached to a heavy weight lowered to

the sea bottom, the depth being 9 fathoms. To pass through the ice the wire travelled

through a glass tube of narrow diameter, which was filled with paraffin and kept full.

The wire then passed over a pulley on board the ship, with another weight at its inner

end, and a pointer being attached the rise and fall was indicated on a scale. As the
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ti'liil observations arc not, for the time being, accessible, I can only say, therefor, tli.it

the avenge rise and fall was alwut three feet; the difference between neap* and

springs was about a foot

The set of the current through the Sound would naturally IKS influenced by the

tide, but, extraordinary as this may seem, it was not noticed. A current-meter placed

two or three hundred yards to the southward of the ship, while working, invariably

showed a current travelling to the south-east, or around Cape Annitage. Two holes

were constantly kept open in order to obtain specimens, one of these was dose to the

ship, the other about a mile and a half distant ; others there were, but they were of a

more temporary nature. Up to the end of January, 1903, the current invariably

carried the lines, that- depended from these holes, to the south or south-east aircording

to the position of the particular hole, that is, round Cape Armitage towards the

outlet of the Sound between White Island and Cape Mackay. Quite suddenly on

Feb. 2, 1903, the current was noticed setting very strongly to the northward, or exactly

op|x>sitc to the nonnal direction. This lasted for a few weeks, but it was not constant.

It then reverted to the normal and became constant in general direction, but not in

strength. I was unfortunately confined to my bunk during the
"
critical

"
period of

1904 and was, therefore, unable to note the change of current. If such occurred at

that period, no mention was made of it by others ; just l>efore then it hud varied

considerably in strength but not in direction.

As regards the sea bottom, its composition, as far as could be ascertained, was an

exact counterpart of the land surface. The heights round Winter Harbour were

composed almost exclusively of basaltic rocks, the average elevation of which was

ov.-r 400 feet, though Crater Hill in the background was 1000 feet high. This

extremity of the Ridgway consisted of extinct craters in a more or less shattered

condition, the greater part of the rock lying in small angular lumps, with here and

there a sprinkling of boulders of very moderate dimensions, and on the lower

I'-v.-ls, patches of a fine gravel or coarse sand. The bottom of the Sound was the

same wherever it could be examined : angular basaltic stones everywhere, with small

patches of volcanic sand, mud and Ixiulders of varying size near the shore. The

shoal off Cape Armitage, already alluded to, was more covered with organic debris,

chit-fly polyzoa and shells ; especially on its south-eastern slopes, which were rather

steep. No. 10 Hole was over this slope, a mile and a half S.S.E. from the ship in

125 fathoms.

In the north, 10 miles from Hut Point, the Dellbridge Islands rise apparently

abruptly from the bottom. The so-called
" Glacier Snout

"
lay a mile nearer the ship,

and presented many peculiar features which could not be fully investigated. It is not

directly connected with Mount Erebus, and many circumstances point to its )>eing on a

sul.merged ridge, but two soundings taken at the end of our stay only serve to

complicate the problem. They were taken against the Glacier Snout, half a mile from

its free end ; that on the south side showed bottom at 175 fathoms, that on the north
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side 150 fathoms. It is impossible to understand how such a mass of ice, if floating,

can hold together at such an angle to the general current.

Speaking broadly, it may be said that the Sound forms a deep trench with a fairly

even bottom, the greatest depth sounded being close to the permanent or barrier ice

some four miles from Cape Armitage ;
at that point, 410 fathoms, no bottom was found.

The hundred-fathom line lay about a mile from the ship and about half that

distance from Cape Armitage. My two principal holes were a mile and a half from

Hut Point, in 125 fms., one to the N.W., the other S.E. Two others, quite

two miles due west of Hut Point and not far from each other, were in 163 and

178 fms. respectively. Another hole a mile south of the Glacier Snout and eight

miles from Hut Point was in 180 fms. Numerous other soundings were taken

by Lieut. Barne within a radius of a few miles of Hut Point, but I have not yet

seen the details.

The ice reaches an average thickness of eight and a half feet in the course of a

season, and for operating under such conditions tools of a certain kind are

indispensable. After consultation with the engineer, Mr. Skelton, it was decided

that all tools should be made of mild steel, case-hardened. The effects of

temperature were not always borne in mind, and the muscular A.B. was invariably

tempted to use his tools as in temperate climates
;
a very slight leverage caused them

to snap, so that notwithstanding the skill of the engineering department, there was

very soon a shortage of effective instruments. Not being endowed with the

average amount of muscular strength, I did not lose my tools in this way. The

tools provided consisted of a pick, pointed at both ends, a shovel and a crowbar

termed a "pricker." This was of iron, six feet long and about an inch in diameter,

with a chisel edge about two inches broad. These tools are essential ; with regard

to the pricker, its use for any length of time makes the hands very cold, irrespective

of the amount of covering one may wear. The weight of the tool is an important

factor, and it should be maintained, though the length of the iron could be reduced to

about three feet, and a wooden stock of the same length added. As its only use is

as a stabber, the wooden stock would not be a disadvantage. As the ice thickens,

and as long as the hole is kept in trim it is only necessary to remove a slab of ice one

or two feet thick every day, but as the water is at freezing point for fully six

months of the year, the holes freeze up and close in at the sides and bottom ; they

therefore have to be shaved in order to maintain their size. A tool was made for this

purpose, but the resources of the ship were not equal to making it heavy enough. It

should be a sharp chisel about 3 inches wide, and near 10 Ibs. in weight, attached to

a wooden handle 9 feet long. Another essential tool, but one readily improvised, is a

stout hook at the end of a 12-foot pole. The lines were always carefully placed in the

centre of the hole, but were invariably more or less displaced, partly by the current,

but more generally by the seals. After the ice had become 4 feet thick the lines were

frequently caught up at the lower edge of the hole and frozen in. This was a frequent
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of loss ; but if the ice mil Id In- honked up from Mow lx>fore any attempt was

imidr to release it, tin- loss ronl.l !* a\i'ile.l. It should 1x5 lx>me in iniiitl that a large

]ir|H>r(ion of tin- work was .hmo in the dark and, apart from thin fact, once water

j.i i ued access to the hole, the whcrealtouts of the line was more or lens a matter of

guesswork. Lines cannot l coiled nor wound on a winch ; when fro/.en they snap only

too readily. It was always necessary to
" walk away

"
with them when hauled, and let

iln-iii lie out straight on the floe. If, however, the depth was greater than :iO fathoms,

or thereabouts, they lay out in festoons. Lengths of flexible steel rope not exceeding

an eighth of an inch in diameter are strongly recommended, as these can !H> wound on

a small light winch, but it is necessary to be on the sharp look-out for kinks, which are

of far greater importance than in temperate climates. The use of steel rope involves the

use of snatch-blocks and tripods. A single winch secured to a sledge is sutliri.-ut for

any number of holes, also a single snatch-block. The tripod should IM- frozen in over

each hole, the rest is a mere matter of management. Another very important tool of

wiii.-h we were quite deficient is an ice saw, some 3 or 4 feet long, with a wooden

hainlle. to be worked by one man. For keeping the holes open and for negotiating

cracks these would be invaluable. Our smallest ice saw was 13 feet long, and

11-.].-- l..| !.;.'!. .J;.M! pOpOMI uit:."ir a i,:;:nii ol UK n

The lines were very frequently
"
stranded," though never cut through, presumably

by the seals coming in contact with them and snapping at them as they passed ; there

did not appear to be any other reason for this. The lines had then to be cut through

and knotted. Although the line was always hauled over a bar, usually the pricker,

it was especially in the deeper water deflected by the current and, cutting into the

ice, hitched up at every one of the knots, which before long were numerous. This

reii'lcred hauling the traps single-handed rather a difficult matter, but the lines stood

the strain well ; it was only when completely frozen that they snapped. The traps

used were at first wooden frames two feet square at the base, covered with mosquito

Dotting, after the fashion of a lobster-pot As the ice increased in thickness these

rigid traps became difficult to negotiate through the holes, and moreover supplies were

not inexhaustible. The ordinary tow- net, tied up at one end and baited, was much

more convenient and quite as effective. Swabs attached to the traps were always

used and very satisfactory.

Dredging in some form was always carried on inside the 25-fatbom line, but

beyond this depth stationary traps only could be used. However, in deep water

(125 fathoms) the trap or D-net was frequently sent down light and very slowly, so

as to be carried by the current as much as possible from the vertical. Then one or

two 25-lb. sinkers were sent down and the net hauled Sometimes this was very

successful, sometimes it was not The captures were brought to the ship either in

glass bottles or in a large tin-lined packing-case previously made water-tight In the

winter of course everything froze at once and had to be thawed out on board ship.

In the summer the specimens were hardly so well off, for, although they did not freeze,
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the water was generally full of ice crystals which, with the jolting of the sledge as

it travelled shipwards, cut the more delicate specimens to pieces.

If the flora of McMurdo Sound was poor, the fauna was extremely rich, as the

collections described in this and other volumes show. It is to be regretted that the

difficulties of the investigation precluded the capture of specimens from greater depths

and distances from the ship, so that a more complete comparison of the fauna at

different zones could be made.

APPENDIX.

Two other matters require attention by those who visit the distant south. One concerns the trawls

and nets generally. On the outward voyage of the
'

Discovery
'
it was found extremely difficult, if not

impossible, to keep the nets dry owing to constant leakage into the deck-houses. As this bade fair to

continue throughout the voyage, as it actually did, all the nets were tarred in New Zealand as an attempt

to preserve them ; it was successful in this respect, but it depreciated their value for work in cold

temperatures. They became so hard as to be difficult to manipulate, and also inflicted far more injury on

the specimens than they would have done if treated in another way. A thorough soaking in oil is

suggested.

The other matter concerns the work at sea ; as a matter of fact very little was done. An accumulator

of some form is almost a necessity, certainly if any extensive work is contemplated. The one provided was

the old pattern of india-rubber bands as supplied to H.M.S. 'Challenger.' The instrument was quite

useless. The cold weather rendered the rubber bands hard and brittle ; apart from that, the days of the

hemp rope are over, and the great weight of steel ropes renders the use of such an accumulator a very

cumbrous affair. The only kind that can be used in a Polar climate is one made of steel springs, such

as that used by H.S.H. the Prince of Monaco, or by the Norwegian Government on board the
' Michael Sars.'



MOLLUSCA.
VI.-PTEEOPODA.

BY SIR C. ELIOT, K.C.M.G., LL.D.

(2 Plates.)

THK Pteropods collected by the
'

Discovery
'

comprise the following species :

. Qiumtitv. Locality.

1. Limaeina antaretiea. Woodward

2. Limarina retrotvrta* (Fleming)

3. Clio tulettia (Pfeffer) .

4. Clioiu atttarclteo, E. A. Smith

5. Spenyiobranchata aurtralu, D'Orb.

Numerous Winter Quarters, and tlie region about
Nut. 61, Long. 140 E.

Moderately abundant From Long. 95 43* W. to Long. 178 33'

E., ami from Lat. 55 to I*t. 61 8.

None from Winter Qnartcn.

Two specimens and
Rome fragment*

Numerous

Fire specimens

la*. 68 04' 8., Long. 175 43' 8.

Winter Quarters.

Winter Quarters and Lat. 55" 31' 8.,

Long. 156 19' E.

Winter Quarters wen in Lt. 77 49* 8., Long. 167" 7' 4" E.

Some naturalist* might regard the formi here called Limaeina rttroverta ai at leait two dirtlnct cpeciei.

Though L. antarctica and Cl. antarctica are represented by numerous specimens,

ami clearly are enormously more abundant than the other species, the quantities

contained in each tube suggest that they do not occur in such great shoals as the

northern forms.

I received the specimens in two consignments, described respectively as Pteropods

and Pteropods from the Plankton. The former, it would seem, were taken out of

holes cut in the ice ; the latter in the open sea. In most of the tubes 'the Pteropods

are mixed up with other forms, such as small crustaceans, larvae of Lamellariidaj, and

a globular gelatinous mollusc (probably Lamtllaria mollis, E. A. Smith). In the

majority of specimens the soft parts are well preserved, but the fragile shells are not

only broken, but partly dissolved by the fluid in which the animal has been kill-l

or kept The number of perfect shells in the collection is small.

In the above table I have entered Litnacina antarctica and Cliane antarctica as

c 2
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distinct species, and not as varieties of L, helicina and of Clione limacina ; but I

have entered as L. retroversa specimens which others might be disposed to call

L. australis or L. lesueuri. I have given below my reasons for these identifications

and distinctions, but I recognise the possibility of interpreting the facts differently

and also the uncertainty of some of the facts. An examination of several

collections shows that both the shells and soft parts of Pteropods are very

susceptible to the influence of the fluid in which they are preserved, so that

individuals belonging to the same species may become superficially dissimilar in

shape and colour. To this must be added the differences arising from age and

local variation. But, making the widest allowance for such influences, I am still

of opinion that the two chief Antarctic forms (L. antarctica and CL antarctica) are

distinct from the corresponding northern species.

The distinction is most clearly marked in the genus Clione. Comparing the

Antarctic specimens with typical specimens of CL limacina, one may even say that

they are a well-marked species, unless indeed they are immature, as might be

argued from their small size and other features. The differences between Limacina

helicina and L. antarctica are less noticeable, and some may think that the term

variety is sufficient to cover them. But they are internal as well as external, and

it seems to me safer to regard the forms as specifically distinct, at least

provisionally. On the other hand, all the Limacinas with elevated spires collected

by the
'

Discovery,' though showing considerable variation, form in my opinion

only one specific type, and if this is admitted, I do not see how that type can be

distinguished from L. retroversa. The only differences lie in the colour and

striation of the shell. Even if natural, they are hardly of specific value, and they

are very likely due in part to the action of the fluid in which the animals were

kept. The alternative of recognising about four separate species is possible, but

not only do the forms pass into one another by intermediate stages, but they

appear to live together. It is noticeable that L. retroversa was not found as far

south as L. antarctica and CL antarctica, and does not extend much beyond
Lat. 60 S. This agrees with the distribution recorded by other expeditions.

Whether we call the Antarctic forms varieties or species is, in reality, a comparatively

unimportant question. That there are some differences of detail between them and the

Arctic forms everyone will admit ; that the two sets of forms are nearly related is

equally clear. The interesting point is that in both the Arctic and Antarctic seas the

predominant, and as we approach the Poles probably the only Pteropods are closely

allied, or even identical species of Limacina and Clione. The characters which these

Arctic and Antarctic forms present are compatible with any hypothesis which assumes

that they are derived one from the other, or from a common ancestor. Further, the

distribution of these forms is interrupted by a wide zone in which they do not occur.

None of them are recorded from within thirty degrees either north or south of the

Equator,
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1 . -i.nfess that I have Been n<> explanation <>f these facto which appears to me
< >ur knowledge of the direction in postages of ocean currents which must

have largely ilctcrmincd the distribution of pelagic forms in alight, and our record of

t'o->il 1'tiTojMMls is very imperfect. As far as I can ascertain, none are recorded from

S, ,uth America or South Africa, Imt it hardly seems possible to argue profitably about

the distriluation of the group in the past without definite information on this point
Meanwhile it is interesting to observe that one Antarctic form, Clw ntloata, is

< !<>-< lv allied to a cosmopolitan form, < '/. pyramidata, and may plausibly be considered

M a
-[,.

. ;.il a.i iptatioii "t i! t.. Antai. 1 1.- lit'.-. AI-". i! wM0MM let ' ' i i~ a. hint i. ,| to

be merely a variety of L. rrf/wvmi, then L. retruversti is cosmopolitan and bipolar. Is

it not probable then that Clwne aiitarctica and Clione linuiciiui, plus some tropical

forms of the genus, represent variations of a once cosmopolitan species? There

is nothing unnatural in the idea that such a species may have undergone similar but

not identical changes in North and South Polar waters. The species of C'l///

inhabiting the warmer seas ( CY. lontjiaiwlntu, Cl. flavtscens, and Cl. jmnctata) have not

been described in great detail, but they do not seem to differ from the Arctic and

Antarctic species so profoundly as to forbid the supposition that all may be modifica-

tions of one form. It is noticeable that the Arctic and Antarctic species have

invariably three pairs of buccal cones, whereas the warm water species have two pairs

or only one. The forms of Limacina which predominate in the tropics are not nearly

allied to L. antarctica and /,. helicina, but Dr. Meisenheimer states that /.. ranai
" weist ausserordeutlich nahe Beziehungen zu L. helicina auf,"

*
although he separates

the two. This species, as to whose independence authors are not agreed, has been

found as far north as Lat. 33 S. L. helicuide*, which is known only by the shell,

resembles L. helicina and L. antarctica in having a Hat spire, though it is specific-ally

distinguishable. It is widely, though sparsely, distributed in the warmer waters of the

Atlantic,

The anatomy of the Pteropods has been so fully described by various authors that

in the following notes I have not touched on it, except when necessary for purposes of

classification. My best thanks are due to Mr. T. J. Evans, Lecturer on Zoology in the

University of Sheffield, for preparing sections and drawings, and for much assistance.

LIMACINA.

Ten or eleven species have been referred to this genus, but the animals of

/.. rinctintfui and L. helieoides are unknown, and opinions differ as to whether all

the other species are really valid. The relationships of L. hclicina and L. nuinrctica,

as well as of L. retroversa, L. le&ueuri and L. awtrali* are discussed below.

There is some difference of statement as to the presence or absence in tins

genus of organs called jaws, and possibly some variation in the texture of the

SUdpoUr Expedition. Itcropoden, p. 106. 1006.
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organs themselves. Sars, who is quoted by some subsequent authorities, gives

(Mollusca Regionis Arcticse Norwegise, 1878, p. 328) maxillae nullae as a character

of Fain. Limacinidae, but on Plate XVI., 17, b, he figures a collection of lamellae with

denticulate or fringed edges, and explains them (p. 462) as maxilla una 190"* aucta.

But in
fig. 21, b, of the same Plate, representing the buccal parts of Clione limacina,

what appears to be one of the hook sacks is described as maxilla una 15'
es

aucta.

It is clear therefore that he did not restrict the meaning of the term maxilla to the

ordinary molluscan jaw.

Neither in Limacina antarctica nor in L. retroversa have I been able to isolate

any hard jaws, such as are frequently found in Opisthobranchiata, but sections show

that the sides of the cavity bear folds which are covered with a very thin chitinous

layer.

LIMACINA ANTARCTICA, Woodward.

See Pelseneer,
'

Challenger
'

Reports, Vol. XXIII. (1888), Thecosmata, p. 22 ; id., Voyage du 8. Y.

Belgica, Mollusques (1903), p. 29 ; Meisenheimer,
'

Valdivia,' Pteropoden (1905), pp. 7, 8 ; id., Die

Arktischen Pteropoden (190C), pp. 409-413 ; id., Siidpolar Expedition, Pteropoden (1906), pp. 96-98.*

The numerous specimens obtained by the Expedition differ considerably in size,

colour, and general appearance, and may be classified under three heads :

(A.) Black and yellow specimens. The majority are about 3 mm. wide and

2 mm. or a little less in height, but four are as much as 5 5 mm. broad and rather

more than half as much in height. An operculum was often found. The fins,

hermaphrodite gland, and the majority of the organs are of a pale lemon yellow,

varying considerably in intensity, but contrasting markedly with the black mass

composed of the digestive organs, and especially of the liver. The shell is extremely

fragile and in bad condition, being not only considerably broken in nearly all

specimens, but also pierced by numerous holes. The word picric is written on some

of the labels, and probably all these specimens were killed with picric acid. This

has caused the fins and head parts to remain well expanded, but the action of the

acid has coloured the light portions yellow and partially destroyed the shells.

Specimens of this class are recorded from :

(1) Lat. 61 46' 8. ) Numerous.

Long. 140 12' E. 5

(2) Lat. 61 40' 8
j

Fftir] numerom
Long. 141 32' E. )

(3) McMurdo Bay . . . .

(4) Lat. 66 52' 8. ) A fcw
Long. 178 15' E. 5

(5) W. Q

(6) Wood's Bay .

* Full titles and references will be found at the end of the Memoir.
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I P. \\liitish sjMvimrns. In these the prevalent coloration is white or grey,

tin- lilm-k visceral muss being seen more or leas distinctly, according to the

transparency of the shell. The animals are not much expanded, the tins being

usually retracted, but the shells are Iwttcr preserved than in the blark and yellow

-]>
< im.-ii-. being thicker, more opaque, less broken and less perforated. The breadth

is ,-il M, in 3 mm. and the height about 1*75. These specimens were probably put

straight into alcohol, which accounts for the contracted state of the soft parts and

good preservation of the shell. They are recorded from :

(1) W. Q Fairly numerous.

(2) McMurdo Bay . . . .A few.

(C.) These specimens, which are extremely numerous, are distinguished by

(a) their small size, the diameter being usually about 1*50 mm., and few whorls;

and (b) the position of the fins, which form a sort of hood extending beyond the

anterior part of the body. As this hood often bears fragments of shell, the whole

animal sometimes bears a resemblance to Limacina inflata, as figured by Souleyet

But a comparison with specimens of that form, kindly lent me by Mr. . A. Smith, i. -.<>..

shows that the resemblance is merely superficial, and that there is no true rostrum

above the hood. The coloration is varying : pure yellow, black and yellow, white,

grey, and dark grey being all found. Some of the animals have been treated with

picric acid, and some apparently put straight into alcohol or formol. The majority

of the shells are poorly preserved, though in so large a mass of material good

specimens were not wanting. An operculum is generally present ; otherwise this

form resembles those described above as A and B, and may be regarded as a

younger stage.

The Expedition brought back twenty-three tubes containing specimens of this

type, all captured at Winter Quarters, none being recorded from elsewhere.

Taking all the specimens together, I have little doubt that they represent a

single species which may be thus described.

The shell is between 5 and 6 mm. broad in large individuals, but considerably

smaller in the majority, and the height is about half the breadth or rather less. In

the best specimens it is white, imperfectly transparent, and faintly but distinctly

striated, but the action of the preserving fluid often renders it extremely fragile

and the striation may disappear. There are 3-6 whorls (5-6 in large specimens)

divided by distinct sutures. The last whorl is considerably dilated and terminates

in a large rounded lip, which is generally broken. The spire is somewhat flattened.

The umbilicus is moderately wide and deep, but is not surrounded by any raised keel

or special border.

In large specimens the fins (fig. ib) are about 4 mm. long and 3 mm. broad

across the tips. They are shaped much as in L. helicina and bear a small accessory

lobe. The right tentacle is well developed, the left rudimentary. The foot is ample
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and the posterior lobe is rather deeply divided. An operculum is often present in

specimens of both small and moderate size, certainly in several which have a

diameter of at least 3 mm., but is absent in the largest and is probably caducous in

adult life. It is much as figured by Pelseneer
(' Belgica,' figs. 70, 71) and has a

short sinistral spire of two whorls (fig. 2). The balancer or long narrow lobe on the

right side of the mantle is well developed.

The jaws mentioned by some writers could not be found by ordinary dissection,

but in transverse sections there were seen in the part of the buccal tube lying in

front of the radula, dark pigmented folds covered by a very thin layer of a lighter

colour and apparently chitinous. In the floor of the cavity are two ciliated grooves

(fig. 3).

In individuals having a diameter of 3 mm. or more the radula consists of

8-11 rows containing three teeth !each. The teeth (fig. 4) present slight but distinct

and persistent differences from those of L. helicina (fig. 5) and are larger in

proportion to the size of the animal. In the median teeth (4a) the hair-like

denticulation is longer and extends higher up the sides of the median cusp, which

consequently appears to be shorter ; the base is straighter and bears at either end

two or more lobes and bulges. The laterals (4b) are less curved than in L. helicina

and the denticulation, as in the median cusp, extends higher. In the oldest row of

teeth the laterals are very thin (4c) and the base of the median tooth is simpler,

without bulges.

The whole interior of the stomach (fig. 6) is lined with a thin layer of chitin which

gives rise to five stomach plates and also to various prominences and spines (6a)

which are larger in the cardiac portion, but do not form four definite accessory

plates, such as some authors have reported in L. helicina. The four large stomach

plates (fig. 6a) consist of a rectangular or oval base out of which rise one or more

prominences with strongly jagged edges. These plates appear to play on one another,

which probably modifies the details of the shape in each case : in two the point of

the projection is more acute and more bent than in the others. When the four pro-

jections are in contact a conical hollow remains between them posteriorly and into

this fit the prominences of the fifth plate (fig. 6a, e), which is smaller than the

others and lies below them on the pyloric wall of the stomach, but is of essentially

the same form, though generally seen sideways and hence apparently more triangular.

In all the specimens examined the stomach was found to contain globigerina and

diatoms.

The inner whorls of the shell are entirely filled with the white hermaphrodite

gland.

Authorities are not agreed whether this form is a separate species (Pelseneer)

or a variety of L. helicina (Meisenheimer). In the hope of contributing to a

decision, I have compared with the
'

Discovery
'

collection a large number of

specimens kindly furnished me by Professor D'Arcy Thompson, C.B. (from Davis
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Straits and North Pacific), the British Museum and others. The following taMo

\\ill show the point* of difference which I have found to be constant:

1. Maximum breadth o

boat 4 mill. long.

LlVACIXA ANTARCTICA.

.V."> mill. ; fins

S. Shell with very fine transverse striation or with

none at all. (Bat see what is said above as

to the injuries sustained by the shells.)

3. Umbilicus without any sort of keel or distinct

border, even in the largest specimens.

4. The colour of the animal is light, with the

exception of a distinct dark mass composed
of the viscera and situated chiefly in the

second half of the first whorl. The inner

and upper whorls are entirely light (fig. Ib).

5. The posterior lobe of the foot is more deeply

and ili-t inrtly divided than in L. htlieina.

6. The hair-like denticnlation of the troth extend*

to a considerable height, so that the main

cusp is less conspicuous. The base of the

central tooth is fairly straight, with knobs at

the end.

LlMACIXA HKLICTHA.

1. Considerably larger. Maximum breadth observed

9 mill. ; fins 10 mill. long.

2. Striation much stronger and more distinct :

sometimes darker than rest of shell.

S. Umbilicus surrounded by a very distinct circular

rai*ed border, which is invurinbly present in

well-preserved specimens of moderate site.

4. The upper and inner whorls ore marked with a

dark stripe following the direction of the

spiral, so that the shell when seen from above

presents an alternation of dark und light

spiral stripes. The dark stripe in not hqwtic,

but is formed by a pigmcnted membrane

which appears to be continuous with the

mantle (fig. IA).

5.

6. The denticnlation is less developed and the cusp

consequently scorns more prominent. The

base of the central tooth is hollowed out

almost into a horseshoe shape.

Other points, such as the shape of the operculum mentioned by Prof. Pelseneer,

seem to me less certain. Whether the differences tabulated a1x>ve are sufficient specific

characteristics must depend on each naturalist's view of what constitutes a species,

there being no accepted definition of specific difference. But as far as the collections

which I have examined are concerned, these differences are persistent and concomitant,

and it seems to me that when so decided a character as the presence or absence of the

raised border round the umbilicus is accompanied by differences in size, colour and the

teeth of the radula, the two forms are entitled to specific rank, though the divergences

by no means show that they have originated independently, but rather support the

idea that they are differentiations of a common ancestor or one of the other.

VOL. Ill*
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LIMACINA RETROVERSA, Fleming.

See especially Meisenheimer on Limacina relroversa, Siidpolar Expedition (1906), IX. Band, Zool. I. Band,

Heft II., pp. 103-105 ; Eydoux and Souleyet on Spirialis australis, Revue Zool. (1840), p. 237, and

Bonite (1852), p. 222; Pelseneer, 'Challenger' Report, LXV., pp. 25-27; Munthe, Pteropoder,

pp. 8, 9 (1887).

There are six tubes containing specimens of a whitish Limacina of small or

moderate size, with a spire of somewhat varying height, but never so low as that of

L. helicina or L. antarctica. The labels are :

1. Lat. 55 44' S. Long. 95 43' 30" W. 5 fathoms (11 spec.).

2. Lat. 56 12' 45" S. Long. 136 18' 30" W. 10 fathoms (3 spec.).

3. Lat. 57 25' S. Long. 151 f E. (Several spec.)

4. Lat. 59 19' S. Long. 120 24' 30" W. 5 ms. (6 spec.).

5. Lat, 59 34' S. Long. 106 28' 13" W. 5 fathoms (4 spec.).

6. Lat. 61 13' 30" S. Long. 173 33' E. (Several spec.)

The tubes contain comparatively few specimens, and suggest that this species is

not found in abundant shoals.

The shells show considerable variation in form (fig. 7). No differences were

found in the animals, though, as they were without exception retracted into

their shells, the investigation of the foot and fins was difficult. An accessory lobe

was, however, found on all the fins which could be extended, and after examining
numerous specimens of L. retroversa from the coast of Scotland, I can confirm

Meisenheimer's statement (Siidpolar Exped., p. 104) that the lobe occurs in this

northern form. The radula appears to be much the same in all specimens, and

substantially as in L. retroversa.

The shell varies in colour from greyish white to yellowish brown, but is always

rather opaque, not striated, but covered with fine granulations arranged in no apparent

order. The height of the spire varies from 1 mill, to 2 mill., the latter dimensions

being rare, and the maximum breadth across the last whorl is 1 mill. The umbilicus

does not vary materially in shape ;
it is distinct, straight, rather narrow, and

I did not find the distinction in breadth mentioned by Prof. Pelseneer ('Challenger'

Reports LXV., pp. 26 and 27). The mouth is subquadrangular.

The variation in the shape of the shell produces two types. Type A
(fig. 7A)

is tall, with very deep sutures and six or seven whorls, which increase symmetrically

in size, the last not being disproportionately large. In many of these shells, as

preserved, the columella is not continued at the side of the mouth. Type B
(fig. 7c)

is smaller and lower ; the sutures are not so deep ; there are only four or five whorls,

and the last whorl is disproportionately large and swollen.
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If these forms were sharply distinguished from one another, they might !>

regarded as separate species, hut in a few OMon intermediate vnriationH (Kg. ZB) occur,

surli as a tall slu-ll with deep sutures and seven whorls, of which the last is

disproportionately larger than the others. Moreover, all the variations may be

found in the same tube, which seems to show that they live together in their natural

state. I think that the low form in L. ItMusuri, and some varieties of the high form,

seem to he typical examples of L. ./'/>//-.///-. But if these forms pass into one another,

and are not specifically distinguishable, they are not, in my opinion, specifically

distinguishable from L. retrovtraa. Dr. Meisenheimer (SUdpolar Exped., p. 103) lias

already identified L. Mtffrofu with this northern form.

I have compared the contents of these six tubes with very numerous specimens

of L. ntiWU'ta captured in the North Sea (where it seems to occur in vast quantities)

and kindly lent me for examination by Prof. D'Arcy Thompson, C.B. The only point*

in which the whole series of Antarctic specimens can be said to differ from the northern

specimens are the colour and surface of the shell. In the Antarctic forms it is

opaque, not striated, and covered with a fine, irregular granulation ; in the northern

form it is hyaline, transparent, and finely striated, the striae being composed of

dots arranged in fairly regular, but not perfectly continuous, lines. These differences

do not appear to me to have specific value. I can find no distinction in the brcndth

of the umbilicus or the obtuseness of the spire. Though L. retroverxa is commonly
said to have an acute spire, many of my specimens are quite as blunt at the tip as

L. auxtralis.

Meisenheimer (Sudpolar Exped. p. 106) regards L. rnnyi and /.. le*ueuri

as separate species. I confess I doubt whether this distinction will be found to

hold good, but the specimens now under consideration arc certainly not L. ranyi

as defined by him, for the spire is higher, an accessory lobe is present on the fin,

and the umbilicus is not particularly broad.

CLIO SCLCATA, Pfeffer.

Pfeffer, Uebcnicht dcr auf 8. M. Schiff Gazelle geaammelten Pterpodcn, Monateb. k. prcius. Akad. Wiw.,

Berlin 1879, p. 240.

Pebeneer,
'

Challenger
'

Report*, No. LXV., Thecotomato, p. 62.

Two specimens labelled
"

1. 1. '02. 63 04' a, 175 43' E.", of nearly the

same size and measuring about 18*5 mm. in length and 11*5 mm. in breadth.

The shells are very fragile and both are broken, but they must have been about

14-5 mm. long and 8 mm. broad at the top. When the animal is inside they are

coloured rosy red by the viscera, but when empty are of a bluish white. The

sides are inclined towards one another, and are not parallel in any part There are

lateral keels on the anterior portion of the shell, but they disappear before the

D 2
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end. The shape of the lips is doubtful, owing to the injuries that they have

sustained. The anterior portion of the back seems to have been triangular. The

ventral surface is not re-entrant, but flattish and only slightly convex. The

dorsal surface is moderately convex. The anterior part is broken, but appears to

have borne a median ridge and four lateral ridges, which disappear in the posterior

half. The whole surface of the shell bears numerous fine transverse ridges. After

the termination of the animal inside, the shell is produced into a thin point
4 mm. long. The embryonic shell resembles Pelseneer's figure (I. c., pi. II., 9) of

Clio sulcata rather than Clio australis.

The foot, wings and other portions of the animal protruded from the shell are

yellow, the viscera reddish. The wings are ample, about 6 mm. long and 5 mm.

wide, deeply bi-lobed and with wavy edges.

The interior of the liver is deep red. The stomach contains four large plates,

bearing a conspicuous Y-shaped ridge on the outside. There also appears to be a

fifth plate, smaller* indistinct and triangular, as well as a double row of minute

plates. The radula is tri-seriate. The sides of the teeth are somewhat irregular

and indented, but not serrulated.

I think that these specimens belong to the Clio sulcata of Pelseneer, I. c., but

feel some doubt whether that species is really identical with Pfeffer's Cleodora

sulcata.

To the same species are probably referable a small Clio, to which fragments
of shell are attached and two posterior ends of shells, one of which bears

remarkably large and distinct transverse furrows. They are all labelled

27. 12. '01. 54 OU-' S. 170 49' E.

CLIONE ANTARCTICA, E. A. Smith.

See E. A. Smith, Coll.
' Southern Cross

'

Mollasca (1902), p. 210, and pi. xxv., figs. 7, 8. See also

Meisenheimer on Clione Umacina, var. antarctica, in Sudpolar Expedition, Pteropoden (1906),

pp. 101-103.

The labels state that the numerous specimens representing this form were all

captured at Winter Quarters in from three to ten fathoms, the great majority at

the latter depth. They fall into two classes, chiefly distinguished by their colour,

some being yellowish and generally well expanded ; others, brownish or greenish

grey, and much more contracted. These differences seem due to the method of

preservation rather than to natural variations, and the labels make it probable that

the yellowish specimens were killed with picric acid.

The measurements of a large specimen are: length, 17 mm., breadth of the

body at its thickest part, 6 mm., breadth across the fins, 9 mm. The colour is

usually a pale lemon yellow (probably representing an original white), sprinkled

with round dots of opaque yellow. The number of dots varies greatly, but they
are entirely absent in comparatively few individuals. They are much more
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conspicuous in the yellow than in the grey specimens. In their natural condition

ili- integuments seem to be semi-transparent, especially above the foot, where the

bu.val muscles are often clearly visible. Below the foot they are more opaque,
t'tit the blackish viscera can be somewhat indistinctly discerned. The shape is

m.xlcrately stout and moderately elongate, either tapering fairly symmetrically to

the terminal knob, or prolonged into a distinct tail. The majority of the specimens
have preserved the three larval rings, and when they are alwcnt it seems probable
that they have been obliterated. The first ring is represented by a circular baud
a little below the mouth, bearing 14-18 whitish prominences set at regular
intervals. Some distance below the fins and alx>ut the middle of the body is the

second ring, a very distinct line often accompanied by a deep constriction At the

end of the body is found, with a few exceptions, another deep constriction dividing
the tip from the rest, so that the animal terminates in a knob, which, in well-

preserved specimens, is surmounted by a circular frill.

The fins are of moderate size, transparent, and show inside a network of muscles.

They are of somewhat varying but rounded outline, and are never triangular or

.|udrilateral. In many cases the base is much narrower than the rest, and this

feature is probably natural.

The two anterior lobes of the foot are fairly ample nnd inclined so as to form

an acute angle. They are attached to the body only by a narrow Iwse, the greater

part of the flap being entirely free. The posterior lobe is an acute-angled triangle,

rather long and thin, but proportionately to the size of the animal larger and stouter

than in Clwne limacina,

In specimens in which the buccal parts are fully everted there may be seen two

pairs of tentacles, three pairs of buccal cones, and a pair of hooksacks. The anterior

tentacles are distinct and fairly large. The posterior tentacles are small, and in most

specimens can only be found by following the nerves, having become invisible owing
to retraction. The buccal cones are soft in the best preserved specimens, but very
distinct. The middle one on either side is the largest The two which are nearest

to the foot are set close together, but are separated from the dorsal cone by a

somewhat larger interval (fig. lla). The hook sacks, which are not unfrequently
everted in the form of two bundles, contain 60-70 yellowish hooks, slightly curved and

somewhat hollowed out on the inner side. They are set in several rows, those at the

end being smaller than the rest and forming a bundle.

There are no jaws. The radula (fig. 10) consists of about thirty rows, which have

a maximum formula of 8. 1. 8, but the median tooth is very small, and is only found

in one or two of the hindmost rows. Except in this posterior portion, the radula is

split into two halves, which extend over two protuberances towards the right and

left, so that the whole organ has somewhat the shape of the letter Y, and in the

greater part of its length offers no place for a median tooth. This disposition

was constant in all the radula} examined, and MMM to lie natural and not due to
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distortion. The following is an analysis of a radula of 32 rows, row No. i. being

the hindmost :

Rows i-ii . 8 1 8, the- median tooth being smaller in i than in ii.

Rows iii-ix . 808.
Row x . 7r r7, where r indicates a rudimentary lateral.

1

Rows xi-xiv . 707.
Row xx . . Gr r6 ,, ,, ,,

Rows xxi-xxvi. 606.
Rows xxvii-xxx 505.
Row xxxi . 404.
Row xxxii .303.

The shape of the teeth is much as in Clione limacina, except that the median teeth

(llgh) are markedly smaller and less distinctly cuspid, and that the laterals in the

hindmost rows (lief) have forked bases. It is noticeable that several specimens have

been preserved in the act of holding and apparently eating small elongate fishes,

which are still attached to them (fig. 12).

In Cl. limacina the penis is large, frequently found exserted, and provided with

a large accessory organ (vide Boas's figure reproduced by Meisenheimer in Die

Arktischeu Pteropoden, p. 415) ;
but these characters are not found in any of the

present specimens of Cl. antarctica. The penis is small, invariably retracted, and no

accessory organs were discovered. Too much stress should not be laid on this

difference, for no doubt the accessory organs may have a very different appearance

in the same species when exserted and when retracted.

The presence of the larval rings and the small size of the penis naturally suggest

that this form is immature, and it is also noticeable that the specimens were all captured

between the months of November and March (though in different years), most of them

in January and February. This certainly makes it probable that they are all in the

same and possibly not adult stage of development. On the other hand, it is clear from

a comparison of Arctic and Antarctic specimens of the same size that the young Clione

limacina is not more like Cl. antarctica than are the full-grown individuals. Also

the type specimens of Clione antarctica, captured by the
' Southern Cross

'

off

Cape Adare and lent to me for examination by the kindness of Mr. E. A. Smith, i.s.0.,

resemble those found by the
'

Discovery
'

in most external points except the

colour, which is dirty green with purplish spots, a difference no doubt due to

the method of preservation. The length is 20 mm. or a little less, the larval rings

are more or less distinctly visible, the fins, foot, and buccal cones are as in my
specimens.

1 The conformation of the radula may be due to one or both of two causes : (a) In most opisthobranchs

the front, that is the earliest rows of the radula, contain fewer teeth than the posterior or later rows. (6) As, in

this case, the radula is split into two portions, it is possible that not only the central tooth, but the inner laterals

on either side are worn away, in which case r would indicate a vestigial tooth.
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These specimens found by the
'

Discovery
'

seem referable to Cl. aiifttrctica, E. A.

Smith
(/.<*.). They can hardly be identified with Cl. longicatulata, Cl. flavewfn* or

Cl. punctata, because those species, though imperfectly known, arc said to have only one

or two, and not three pairs of buccal cones. In my opinion they arc also
specifically

distinguishable from Clione linutciiui, though the species are, no doubt, nearly allied.

The superficial difference in appearance is striking, and the divergent characters of the

two species may be tabulated as follows :

CLIOKK LIMACIXA.

1. A specimen 1* mm. long consists of 2*5 mm.
head and fins + 15 '5 body.

The broadest part of the body is jnst behind

the fins, and as far as there is a neck it is

between or above the fins.

2. Specimens 40-45 mm. in length are frequent.

ANTARCTICA.

1. The part of th body behind the fins is shorter

than in the Arctic form. A specimen 18 mm.

long consist* of 6 mm. head and fins +
12 mm. body.

There is a distinct neck behind the fins.

B. Considerably smaller than the Arctic form. Pew
individuals exceed 20 mm., even when arti-

ficially extended. E. A. Smith gives 22 mm.
as the length ; presumably the maximum of

his specimens.

8. The integuments are thicker, firmer, and less

transparent than in the Arctic form. In

most specimens they are plentifully be-

sprinkled with opaque yellow spot*, some-

times a little raised.

4. Three, or at least two, larval rings are habitually

present in individuals measuring 15 mm. or

more in length.

5. The base of attachment for the anterior lobes

of the foot is a narrow band. The posterior

lobe is larger and stouter in proportion to the

anterior lobes than it is in Clioiu limatina.

6. There is an interval between the dorsal cone

and the other two. The median cone is the

largest.

7. Median tooth very small, and present only in

hindmost rows of radnla. Laterals in hind-

most rows have forked bases. The number

of laterals gradually increases from 8 to 8,

the innermost teeth of the half row being

sometimes rudimentary.

8. Penis small, and presence of accessory organ

doubtful, though not disproved.

9. The visceral mass extends backwards almost

into the posterior third of the body.

3. The integuments are thin and transparent.

Though spoU are present they arc not con-

spicuous, and as u rule can only be aeon when

carefully sought for. The whole animal is

flabby, and almost gelatinous.

4. No larval rings found in individual* measuring
as much as 10 mm. When traces of the

posterior ring are fonnd in small specimens it

is not shaped as in C'lioiu antarrtita.

5. The base of attachment for the anterior lobes is

broad.

6. The cones are equidistant. The dorsal

largest and the ventral smallest.

is the

7. Median tooth larger, and present in all or most

rows. Laterals with forked bases not fonnd.

The number of laterals does not increase so

markedly, and the rudimentary teeth are

fonnd at the onter ends of the row*.

8. Penis proportionately much larger, and provided

with a large accessory organ.

9. The visceral mam is more compact and rounded,

extending only a little way behind the fins.
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SPONGIOBRANCHAEA AUSTRALIS, D'Orb.

See especially Pelseneer,
'

Challenger
'

Report LVIII., pp. 18-20 ; Meisenheimer,
'

Valdivia,' pp. 47-49 ;

id., Siidpolar Exped., pp. 99-101.

One specimen labelled "Winter Quarters, 19. 11. '03. Mosquito net, 10 fathoms."

Four others labelled
"

21. 11. '01. Lat. 55 31' S., Long. 156 19' E. ; 15 fathoms."

These localities support the idea that the species is circumpolar.

A large elongated specimen is about 30 mm. long and 8 mm. broad, another of

about the same volume is contracted and stouter, measuring 22 mm. in length and 1 1

in breadth. The colour of the body is violet, grey or brown, with ill-defined bands of

lighter colour round the median constriction and the posterior gill. The buccal parts

and the appendages which bear the suckers are yellowish white, and contrast strongly

with the body colour. The foot is bluish with yellow edges, the fins yellowish.

The lateral gill is hardly visible in any of the specimens. It is at most an

inconspicuous bladder-like projection which interrupts the median constriction, and is

lighter than the surrounding parts. The posterior gill
is distinct and well-developed.

The median lobe of the foot is long and tapering, the side lobes are small, and the space

between them bears a few deep furrows. The parts behind the head, including the fins,

are much contracted, bat in the only specimen where the fins can be seen they appear

to be about 6 mm. long, and broader, and more deeply lobed than previous authors

have described.

The buccal parts are everted in one specimen. The large proboscis bears a papilla

as described by Pelseneer, and at its base are two large and distinct tentacular flaps.

Each of the acetabuliferous appendages bears 8 stalked suckers, which increase in size

upwards. The two lowest are very small ; the upper ones are about 1 mm. wide. Just

before the radula is the jaw, which appears to be a collection of small straight spines or

teeth. At the sides of the radula are two small short hook-sacks, filled with hooks of

various shapes. The formula of the radula is about 26 x 8. 1. 8, and the teeth are as

in Pelseneer's plates. The median tooth is tricuspid. The laterals are longish, slender,

and curved at the tips. The first lateral bears a denticle on the inner side of the base

which is not found in the others.

Winter Quarters appears to be the furthest southern record of Sp. aiistralis, which

is probably circumpolar, since it is now recorded from Long. 60 W., and Long. 5 E.

to Long. 30 E
, Long. 54 E. and Long. 167 E. It is recorded from as far north as

Lat. 35 S.
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DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES IN PLATES I. AND II.

1. I'isiribution of colour in animal of Liiaatina hrlirina (a) and L. antarcliea (b), the shell being removed.

2. Limofina anlarctifa : operculom.

3. Transverse section through buccal cavity of Limaeina anlarftira : (aa) folds covered with thin chitiuous

layer ; (b) radula ; (e) ciliated groove.

4. f.inuiriiia antarctica : teeth. 4a median ; 4b-c lateral teeth.

5. Limacina htlicina : teeth. 5a median ; 5b lateral tet-th.

6. Limaeina antaretica .- section through stomach. 14 stomach plate* ; (a) chitinous pine*.

6a. Limofina antaretiea : stomach plates detached.

7. Limaeina rttrortrsa : three varieties.

8. Client antaretiea.

9. Client antaretiea : anterior end of a specimen in which the bnccal parU arc everted so as to show the

hook sacks. Only two of the three pain of buccal cones arc visible.

10. Client antaretiea : radula.

11. Client antaretiea: separate teeth, (a-d) laterals; (e-f) laterals from the hindmort rows; (g-b)

median teeth.

1 la. Client aataretiea: side view showing buccal i-oncs.

1 2. Client aniaietiea : specimen captured in the act of eating a nil fish.

vot. 111. *
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Limacma antarctica and L. helicina.
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CEUSTACEA.
III.-AMPHTPODA.
BY A. 0. WALKER, F.L.S.

(13 Plates.)

THK collection of Ampbipocla consists of fifty-three species, of which eighteen are new

to science, belonging to forty-three genera, of which four are new. This may not appear

very large nuniln-r considering the length of time the
'

Discovery
'

was in the Antarctic

Seas, yet as (with the exception of the pelagic Hyperiids taken on the voyage) all but noun-

nine species were collected from holes in the ice at the Winter Quarters, and, therefore, from

a very limited area, it appears to me to reflect great credit on the energy and persever-

ance of Mr. Hodgson under unusual climatic conditions. The long sojourn of tin-

'

Discovery
'

in one spot enables us to observe the seasons at which different specie*

visit shallow water, generally for the purpose of depositing their ova or young. In tin-

CM6 of the most abundant species, Orchinni'iiopsia roxni, A. 0. W., of which Mr.

Hodgson says that
"

It was quite the usual thing to take ten to thirty thousand at a

haul," I only observed one male with fully developed lower antennae and no females with

ova, though some measured as much a* 25mm. The young had probably been lx>rn

at a considerable depth, and had at once made their way to comparatively shallow

water, the parents remaining in deep water. Again, the almost equally abundant

Euslrus propinquus (G. 0. Sars) only exceeded 25mm. in four specimens, three femali*

with ova or young measuring 48mm., and one male measuring 50mm. This species

resembles in this respect Gammurellus [Am<it/iifl>i] huniari (Fabr.), which I have

observed to visit the north coast of Wales in the early spring, when alone the large

adult females, and more rarely males, measuring nearly I in. in length, can be taken

between tide-marks ; in the summer months every tidal pool swarms with young

pecimens.

Aa in the Arctic Amphipoda, the Lysianassidae greatly preponderate in the number

of genera, species, and individuals. The typical Gammaridae, as restricted by Mr.

Stebbing in establishing the families Melphidippidae and Lilljeborgidae, are unrepre-

sented. In Professor G. 0. Sara' Amphipoda of Norway there are nine genera with

twenty-one species ; and in Professor Herdman's Ceylon collection seven genera with

fifteen species.

Among the Gammaridae several species are remarkable for their wide distribution
:

Amptlitca macrocephala (Lilljeborg) is an abundant Arctic species, though found also in

E 2
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temperate seas ;
Eusirus propinquus (G. 0. Sars) and Melphidippa macrura (G. 0.

Sars) have only been recorded before from the more northern waters of Norway ;

Leucothoe spinicarpa (Abildgaard) appears to be ubiquitous, and I am unable to see any
difference between those taken from the ice-holes of the Winter Quarters and those

from our own seas and the tropical seas of Ceylon and the Maldives. This is an

ascidiicolous species, and probably owes its wide distribution to the drifting of its host

by currents and winds. The same may be said of the two spongicolous species,

Polycheria antarctica (Stebbing) and Colomastix pusilla (Grube), of which the former

has also been taken in Ceylon, but not further north ;
while the latter has been found in

the British Isles, the Mediterranean, and Ceylon, but is nut recorded from Norway or

Arctic seas. These species must have a great capacity of adaptation to extremes of

heat and cold. On the other hand, Orchomenopsis rossi appears to be able to exist

only in water just above the freezing point*

As species remarkable for peculiarity of structure may be mentioned the following :

Hyperiopsis australis, of anomalous structure, and belonging to a genus so rare that

previous to the capture of the single specimen in this collection only two individuals

of another, but nearly allied species, //. Voeringii G. 0. Sars, had been taken off the

coast of Norway ;
Thaumatelson herdmani is the only known Amphipod which has its

telson set on in a vertical plane ;
in the rest of the Stenothoidse it ia horizontal and

generally spoon-shaped, with the concave side uppermost. Epimeria macrodonta

is characterised by the long curved and sharp teeth on the body segments ; while

Iphimedia hodgsoni has these so densely clothed with fine spines directed backwards

as to have a shaggy appearance. All the four species of Iphimedia in the collection

are of very large size compared to the northern species, measuring from 20 to 45mm. in

length. Lastly, the remarkable development of the meral joints of the last three pairs

of perseopods in the adult males of Seba antarctica, may be mentioned.

CLASSIFIED LIST OF ' DISCOVERY ' AMPHIPODA.

HYPERIIDEA.f

FAM. VIBILIID.E, CLAUS.

GENUS VIBILIA, H. Milne Edwards.

V. propinqua, Stebbing.

FAM. CYLLOPID^E, BOVALLIUS.

GENUS CYLLOPUS, Dana.

C. magellanicus, Dana.

FAM. HYPERIID^E, DANA.

GENCS HYPEKIA, Latreille.

H. gaudichaudi, Milne Edwards.

H. macronyx, A. 0. Walker (1906).

* ' Southern Cross' Paper, Journ. Linn. Soc., XXIX., p. 45 (1903).

t For references to and descriptions of the Hyperiidea, see "
Bovalliufl, Monograph of the Amphipoda

Hvperiidea
"
(Kongl. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademiens Handlingar, Band 21 and 22, 1887 and 1889).
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GBJCUS HTPBROCHB, BovalliM.

//. Utbnidtt, A. 0. Walker (1906).

Ones HYI'RRIBI.LA, Boralliiu.

//. dilatala, Stcbbing.

GBHUS Ei'THKVisTo, Boralliu*.

E. gaudtrhawii, Gui-rin.

FAM. ANCHYLOMERIDJE, BOVALLIUS.

liKxrs Kri-uiMXii, Borallius.

K. matropi, Guorin.

GAMMARIDEA.

FAM. HYJ'KRIOPSID.fi, BOVALLIUS.

GENUS llri-KRiuraig, G. 0. 8m.
IT. mutralit, A. 0. Walker (1906).

FAM. LYSIAXASSID.E, G. 0. SABS.

Ousts CIIKIRIXKUOX, Slebbing.

C.fouffneri, A. 0. Walker.

C. fcMMt A. 0. Walker.

Giaus WALDKCKIA, Chevrcux (1D06).

If. tbtta, (fcBTrenx, Expn. AnUrctiqoe Franyaisc, p. 13.

GBXUS ARISTIAS, Boeck.

A. antarcticui, A. 0. Walker (1906).

GEXUS OUCHOJCEXK, Boeck.

0. ffmiopi, A. 0. Walker (1906).

GENUS ORCHOMKXKLI.A, G. 0. SUB.

O.pvyuMft, A. 0. Walker.

O./rankliin, A. 0. Walker.

0. chdipet, A. 0. Walker (1906).

rs ORCBOVEXOPSIS, G. 0. Sure.

0. rout, A. 0. Walker.

GEXCS TKVI-HOSA. Boeck.

T. mwrayi, A. 0. Walker.

T. kergueltni. Micro.

GEWUS URISTES, Dana.

U. ffiffat, Dana.

GESUS PoDOi-RiosiDES, A. 0. WALKER (1906).

P. inttrta, A. 0. Walker (1906).

FAM. PHOXOCEPHALID^, G. 0. SABS.

CEBITS HAKPIVIA, Boeck.

H. obtutifront, Stebbing.
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FAM. AMPELISCID^, G. 0. SARS.

GENUS AMPELISCA, Kroyer.
A. macrocephala, Lilljeborg.

FAM. STEGOCEPHALID.E, G. 0. SABS.

GENUS EUANDANIA, Stebbing.

E. gigantea, Stebbing.

FAM. LEUCOTHOID.^!, G. 0. SAKS.

GENUS LEUCOTHOE, Leach.

L. spinicarpa, Abildgaard.

FAM. STENOTHOID.E, G. 0. SAKS.

GENUS PBOBOLOIDES, Delia Valle.

I 1
, antarcticus, A. 0. Walker (1906).

GENUS PBOBOLIELLA, A. 0. Walker (1906).

P. typica, A. 0. Walker (1906).

GENUS THAUMATELSON, A. 0. Walker (1906).

T. herdmani, A. 0. Walker (1906).

FAM. OEDICERID.E, G. 0. SAKS.

GENUS OEDICEROIDES, Stebbing.

Oe. iwwnesi, A. 0. Walker.

Oe. calmani, A. 0. Walker (1906).

FAM. EPIMERIID^l, G. 0. SABS.

GENUS EPIMEBIA, Costa.

E. inermis, A. 0. Walker.

E. macrotlonta, A. 0. Walker (1906).

GENUS EPIMEEIELLA, A. 0. Walker (1906).

E. matronyr, A. 0. Walker (1906).

FAM. IPHIMEDIID^;, STEBBING.

GENUS Ii'HiMEDiA, Rathke.

/. pacifica, Stebbing.

/. echinala, A. 0. Walker (1906).

/. longipes, A. 0. Walker (1906).

/. hodgsoni, A. 0. Walker (1906).

FAM. EUSIRIDJ3, G. 0. SABS (1895).

GENUS Eusmus, Kroyer.

E.propinqum, G. 0. Sara.

E. microps, A. 0. Walker (190C).

FAM. CALLIOPIID^!, G. 0. SABS (1895).

GENUS OBADOREA, A. 0. -Walker.

0. longimana, A. 0. Walker.

GENUS ATYLOIDES, Stebbing.

A. serraticauda, Stebbing.

GENUS STEBBINGIA, PfefTcr.

S'. gregaria, Pfeffcr.
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Gam Bonoanu, Boeck.

P. magrllanifa, Stebbing.

FAM. ATTLID^E, G. 0. SARS (1895).

Gnus ATYLI-H, Letch.

A. teatttri, Stebliing (1906).

FAM. DEXAMINID^, STEBBIHO.

GKXU8 POLYCHERIA, Huwcll.

/'. aniarrtiea, Siebbiag.

FAM. MELPHIDIPPID.E, STEBBIHO.

GEM;s MKi.i'iiiDiri'A, Boeck.

J/. niofrvra, G. 0. 8m.

FAM. LILLJEBORGIID.E, STEBBISG.

Gnus LILUBBOBOIA, 8p. Bate.

L. tlubin, Ilauwcll.

FAM. PHOTID.E, G. 0. SAKS (pt).
GKJUS HA.PLOCHBIRA, Uaawell.

//. barbimana, G. M. Thonuon.

Graus EuBTSTHEua, Bate.

. longuornu, A. 0. Walker (1906).

FAM. SEBID<, A. 0. WALKER (1906).

GENUS SEBA, Stebbing.

Srba antarctiea, A. 0. Walker (1906).

FAM. ISCIIYROCERID.E, STEBBIHO.

GESUS HEMIJASSA, n.

//. yoniamera, A. 0. Walker.

FAM. COLOMARTIOID^, STEBBISO.

GEVUS COLOMAHTII, Grube.

C.putilla, Grube.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECffia

UNLESS otherwise stated, the references to Professor G. 0. Sure are to his
"
Crustacea

of Norway," VoL L, Amphipoda, 1895 ; those to Mr. Stebbing (Rev. T. R R.) are to hi*

'

Challenger
'

Report ; and to A. 0. Walker, to the Amphipoda of the
' Southern Cross

'

Antarctic Expedition, Journ. Linn. Soc., London, Zoology, VoL XXIX. (1903),

pp. 38-64.

The classification of the species is, as far as possible, in accordance with that of

Professor G. 0. Sars, in the "
Amphipoda of Norway." After the completion of this

memoir (on October 30, 1906) I received, through the kindness of the author, the Rev.

T. R R Stebbing, F.R.S., a copy of his invaluable work on the Amphipoda Gammaridea,

written for
" Das Tierreich." As this will be indispensable to all systematic workers on

the Amphipoda, and as it contains full references to all species described and published
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up to May, 1906, I refer my readers to it where my references are insufficient. The

nomenclature of the genera and species has been corrected to correspond with it.

I have not thought it advisable to give synonymic lists of the older species, as I

have often found these to be sources of error, owing to mistaken identifications.

The following terms are used in the descriptions :

" Picon
"= metasome, G. 0. Sars ;

the first three abdominal segments.
" Urus "= urosome, G. 0. Sars ; the last three abdominal segments.
" Ocular lobe

"= lateral angle of the head.
"
Appendage

"= secondary or accessory appendage of the upper antennae.

In the peduncle of the antennse, the "
first joint

"
is the antepenultimate ; in the

limbs it is the basipodite. The measurements are from the tips of the uropods to the

base of the antennae, when the amphipod is straightened.

FAM. VIBILIID.-K, CLAUS.

VlBILIA PROPINyUA,

Vililia jtrojtintjua, Stebhing.

From lat, 54 01' S., long. 170 49' E. (27 Dec., 1901) to lat. 69 S., long. 174 E.

(7 Jan., 1902); many specimens. The 'Challenger' specimens were taken in lat.

25 30' N., long. 130 E. It has recently been recorded by Mr. Stebbing from the Bay
of Biscay.*

The genus Vibilia has been partly revised by Herr Vosseler,f but his paper does

not include the following species :

1892. 1. V. erratica, Chevreux, Bull. Soc. Zool. de France, 17" annee, pp. 32-35.

1896. 2. V. bovallii, Bonnier, Camp, du Caudan dans le Golfe de Gascogne, Ann. Universite de

Lyon, p. 612, PI. XXXV., fig. 3.

1900. 3. V hirondellei ,

chevreui, Camp, scient. de 1'Hirondelle (1885-8), Fasc. XVI.

Amphipodes, pp. 125-134, Pis. XV., XVI.
5. V. grandumms }

Of these No. 1 is distinguished by the wrist of the second gnathopods. being
without the usual process. Nos. 3 and 4 belong to Bovallius' division, in which the

lateral angles of the last urus segment are not produced backwards. No. 3 is said to

be very near to V. viatrix, Bov., but distinguished by the presence of a rostrum

(which, according to Vosseler, occurs also occasionally in V. viatrix), the rounded form

of the epimeral plates of the first and second pleon segments, the partial coalescence of

the two last urus segments, and the great length of the carpal process of the second

gnathopods. No. 4 is characterised chiefly by the large size of the teeth on the palmar

margin of the first gnathopod. No. 5 has the angles of the last urus segment produced
in

" deux petits prolongements lateraux, larges et arrondis." In the present collection

* Trans. Linn. Soc. Zool., 2nd Ser., Vol. X., p. 81.

t Amphipoden d. Plankton Ezpn. 1 Tell. Hyperiidca, Mitt. Koniglich. Nat. Kabinct, Stuttgart, 1901.



is female V. i>r<>piiujua, of 1 2mm., with seven or eight young, 3-5ram., which agree
with V. Antarctica, Stabbing, thus continuing Vosaeler's opinion (op. cit., pp. 118 and

120, note). Then were taken in the steamship
'

Morning,' lat. 67 5' 8., long.

179 30' E.

t'ylloput moftUa*inu, Dana.

PAM. CYLLOPID/E, BOVALLTO*

CYLLOPUS MAOELLANICUS.

From lat 51 58' 8., long. 170 03' E. (26 Dee, 1901) to "pant Cape Adarc
"

(11 Jan., 1902) ; several specimen* ; length 12- 14mm.

FAM. HYPERIIDvE, DANA.

HYPKRIA UAUDICHAUDI.

Hyfirif gaadifhaiuh, M. Edw.

W.Q., 25 Dec., 1902, 6 fm., one young ; W.Q., 6 and 7 May, 1903, one female,

25mm., one male almost as large, and an immature male, Ifiinin. ; W.Q., IfiJune, 1903,

15 fin., one female, 10mm. ; W.Q., 5 May, 1904, 10 fm., one immature female and two

young.

HYPKRIA

(Plate 1, fig. 1.)

Hyperia macronyt, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hint. XVII. (1906), p. 452.

S.E. of Coulman I., 22 Feb., 1904, six specimens, immature, length of largest

10mm. W.Q., 16 April, 1903, 5 fm., one specimen. W.Q., 18 May, 1903, lOfm. ;

W.Q., 1 Aug., 1903, 10 fm., eight specimens.

Head shorter than the first two segments. Eye* occupying the entire head

Segments all free ; the three pleon-segmente with a tooth on the hind epimeral angle.

Carpal process of the first gnathopods reaching thr middle of the hind tnar</in of the

hand, which is orate, If** than twice as lontj as wide, the hind margin convex and

finely serrate. Carpal process of the second pair reaching ctmsiderahly beyond the middlr

of the hand ; the limb otherwise as in the first ;
branchiae of first pair oblong, wider

below ; of second pair, pyriform.

First and second perseopotl* longer than the gnathopodH : first joint a little wider

than the fourth, which is twice as wide and about two-thirds as long as the fifth, with

five long equidistant species on the hind margin ; the fourth and fifth joints have their

hind margins finely serrate. Dactyli slightly curved, slender, about half as long as the

fifth joint.

Third perteopods : First joint subequal to the fifth, about twice as long as wide,

W.Q. = Winter Qoartm.
t From the long <Uct vli of the peraopod*.

vou m.
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widening near the middle
; fifth joint half as long again and half as wide as the fourth,

its front margin finely serrate. Dactyli as in preceding pairs.

Fourth and fifth perseopods : First joint narrower than in the third pair, and

the front margin of the fifth smooth. The fourth pair are subequal to the third and

about one-fifth longer than thefifth. Dactyli as in preceding pairs.

First uropods reaching to the end of the third, second a little shorter.

Third uropods : Peduncles broad, one-third longer than the rami, which are sub-

equal, wide at the base, and acutely pointed ;
the outer edge of the outer ramus smooth

the rest unequally serrate.

Telson equilaterally triangular, barely reaching the middle of the peduncle of the

third uropods.

This species in the length of the perseopods and the relative proportions of the

last three pairs approaches Parathemisto, with which it also agrees in the mouth-organs,

but the widely expanded and produced wrist of the first gnathopods does not agree with

either G. 0. Sars' or Bovallius's* definition of that genus.

Length 10mm.
HYPEROCHE LUETKENIDES.

(Plate 1, fig. 2.)

Hyperoche liitkenules, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVII. (1906), p. 453.

Lat. 57 25' 30" S., long. 151 43' E. ;
one male, length 12 mm.

Like Hyperoche lutkenl, Bovallius,f except in the following respects : In the

second pair of perseopods (fourth pair of Bovallius) the hind margins of the fourth and

fifth joints are not serrate. In the third pair the fifth joint is curved.

The telson is triangular, with rounded apex, rather longer than the width at the base,

and reaching to the middle of the peduncles of the third uropods.

The mandibular palp has the third joint almost as long as the first and second

united as figured by Bovallius for II. lulke.nl. In this respect both species differ from

G. 0. Sars' figure of //. kroycri, Bov. [//. tauriformis (Sp. Bate and WestwoodJ)], in

which the third joint is shorter than the second.

In the first pair of perseopods the hind margin of the fourth joint is prolonged in

the form of a strong serrate tooth ; in the second pair the tooth is smaller and not

serrate, but the curved portion of the end of the joint between the tooth and the base

of the fifth joint is so.

HYPERIELLA DILATATA.

Hyppriella dilatata, Slabbing.

Young specimens, abundant at W.Q. from Nov. to July, length 8-9mm.

*
Bovallius, Aniphipoda Hyperiidea, Part 2 (1889), p. 129.

t BovalliuR, Amphipoda Hyperiidea, Part 2 (1889), p. 97, PI. VII.

J British Sessile-eyed Crustacea, Vol. 2, App., p. 519.

Mr. W. M. Tattersall, who has kindly examined specimens of H. tauriformis from the W. of Ireland for

me, informs me that the palp in the male resembles Bovallius's figure of H. liitkeni, while that of the female

agrees with Sars' figure.
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El'THKMWTO . \M'h II \i m
Kutktmut gmniiekatidi, Gu6rin.

Abundant from lat. 54 01' a, long. 170 49' E. to lat 63 04' 8., long. 175 43' E.,

mostly young u female with ova measured 15mm.

FAM. ANCHYLOMERID/E, BOVALUOS.

El'PRIMNO MACBOPA.

Euprimno wofropa, Gaerin.

One specimen, length 16mm., 26 Feb., 1904.

FAM. HYPERIOPSID^:, BOVALUU&

HYPBRIOPSIS AUSTRALIA (PI. 4, fig. 3.)

Hypfritftu mutraltt, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hint. XVII. (I90G), p. 464.

W.Q., 16 June, 1903, 15 fm. ; one.

Differs from If. Voriruiii, G. O. Sere (Norweg. N. Atlantic Expn., p. 231), in the

following points :

The lower margin of the head is oblique.

The first segment of the urosome has a deep dorsal depression : the second

segment is the longest of the three.

The third joint of the first and second perseopods is not quite twice as long as the

next two united, and is alxmt the same width, i.e., the margins are parallel, the distal

three-fourths of ite length.

In the last peneopods the jointing is indistinct, the very long third (or fourth)

joint is finely serrate and spinulose.

Th? first and second uropods are biramou*. In his definition of the genus Sars says
that they are

"
simple, two-jointed," but as the rami cling closely together this might

easily l>e an oversight.

The single specimen was not dissected (nor, probably, was Sara
1

), but the

maxillipeds are evidently of the Gammarid type. Bovallius (Amphipoda Synopidea)
has placed the genus in his tribe of Synopidea under the family Hyperiopsida?.

FAM. LYSIANASSHXE, G. 0. SARS.

CHEIRIMKDON FOUONKRI.

duirinudo* fougturi, A. 0. Walker.

W.Q., 8 Aug., 1902 ; No. 2 D., 4 fm. ; one. W.Q., 1 Dec., 1902 ; Hut Point

(123), one young.

CHKIKIMKDON HANSONI.

hanxoiii, A. O. Walker.

Cape Adare, 24 Feb., 1904 ; Lnminaria root*, 13-20 fra. ; one, 4 mm. long.

F 2
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WALDECKIA OBESA. (PI. 2, fig. 4.)

Waldeckia obesa, Chevreux. Expn. Antarctique Francaise (1906), p. 13.

Charcotia obesa, Chevreux, Bull. Soc. Zool. de France, Vol. XXX. (1906), p. 163.

W.Q., 17 May, 1902, two ;
4 Oct., 1902, off Castle Rock (107), 3

; 27 Aug., 1902,

two (one adult male) ;
5 March, 1903 (159), one large, one young ; 10 March, 1903

(160), one large.

Female, length 18 mm.

Body tumid : First four side plates at least twice as deep as the segments, the

fourth wider at the lower margin than deep, and greatly extended behind to the hind

margin of the side plate of the third perseopod ;
this is large, convex, and subquadrate,

widest below, angles rounded. The posterior angle of the first pleon segment is

rounded ; that of the second acute ;
the third has the hind margin elevated dorsally in

a blunt tooth, the posterior angle upturned and sub-acute, the hind margin of the

epimere hollowed out just above it, and thence convex. The first segment of the urus

is carinate, the hind margin dorsally elevated in a recurved point.

Head scarcely produced in front, a little longer than the first segment, speckled

with red ; ocular lobe produced to an acute point reaching to the end of the first joint

of the upper antennae. Eyes large, dark, elongate-reniform.

Upper antennse a little longer than the head, reaching the middle of the rlagellum

of the lower ; first joint as long as the flagellum, second very short, third almost

covered by the second ; flagellum twelve-jointed, the first joint longer than the next

two, setose ; appendage seven-jointed, reaching beyond the middle of the flagellum.

Lower antennse : The first joint the shortest, the second the longest, curved and

widening distally, the second and third together subequal to the twelve-jointed

flagellum. In the male this reaches to the urus.

Mandibles : Palp robust
;

first joint about half as long as the second, which is

rather longer than the third, the anterior margin of which is convex for one-third its

length, then straight and fringed with setae.

First maxillse as in Socanies vahlii (KrOyer), except the inner plate, which has

four or five unequal plumose setae.

Epistome with both lobes rounded.

Maxillipeds with the inner plates squarely truncate, with rather long setae on the

ends and inner margins.

First gnathopods : Side plates more than twice as deep as wide, oblong, with the

front margin obtusely angulated near the insertion of the first joint, angles rounded.

First joint wide, and as long as the remainder ; wrist shorter than the hand and wider

than its base. The hand is simple (not subchelate), tapering to the base of the strong

curved dactylus, and setose on the hind and distal half of the front margins.

Second gnathopods : First joint fully as long as the remaining joints together ;

wrist longer and rather narrower than the hand, the hind margin of which is a little

produced ; dactylus distinct.
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Firtt pcrttapods: Side platen narrow, widening distally, curved. (Vixopoditc

distinct, about une-third the length of the Hide plate. First joint subcqual to the next

two, widening -li-tally ; third joint rather wider at the distal end than the tint at the

same point ; second, third, and fourth setose, fifth spinous on the hind margin.
'id I-

i;> ftdl l.;k. the tir-i. UMfl ttl Ml |>l.it
-

(
-

\nA\
Third peraopods: Side plates as deep as the leg is long, widening below,

the hind margin angulate below, the front rounded. First joint wider than

long, with the hind margin excavate and setose al>ove and oliscurely crenate below ;

hind margin of the third joint produced to the middle of the next and terminating in a

spiuous point ; the front margin of all the joint* except the first is armed with short

Fmtrth jxrseopods : First joint subovate, very olwcurely crenate behind.

Fifth ptrmopod*: First joint much wider than that of the fourth pair, the hind

margin distinctly crenate in the middle.

First and second uropods: The peduncles as long as the outer rami, the inner

rather shorter.

Third uropods : Rami rather longer than the peduncles, the outer rather the longer,

with spines on the outer and long setae on the inner margin.
Telm cleft nearly to its base, reaching to the middle of the rami of the third

uropods.

AKISTIAS ANTARCTIC-US. (PI. 3, fig. 5.)

Aritttatanlarftifut, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVII. < I :;.. p. 454.

W.Q., 28 Feb., 1902, Millurdo Bay, 20 fm., one, length 15 mm. ; D., 5 June,

1902, one smaller.

Body moderately compressed, without cariuse or teeth.

Head shorter than the first segment ; ocular lolie produced to the end of the first

joint of the upper antennae, rounded at the apex. Eyes large, dark, expanded
below.

Body-segments increasing in length backwards. First four side-plates about as

deep as the segments, the first concealed by the second ; the fourth moderately pro-

duced behind ; the fifth much wider than deep. Posterior angle of the third pleoti

segment produced backwards, acute. First urus segment depressed in front ; second

ami third almost concealed by the first, and perhaps coalesced.

Upper and lower antennas subequal, scarcely reaching the end of the third segment.

Upper antenna: First joint rather longer than the second and third, the lower

margin projecting distally ; second twice as long as the third, lower margin projecting.

Flagellum ten-jointed, the first joint setose, as long as the next three joints, which are

distally setose. Appendage five-jointed, the first the longest, the rest sul>equal.

Lower antennse : First joint twice as wide as long ; second and third subequal,

about three times as long as the first ; flagellum ten-jointed.
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Mandibles as in A. neglectus, Hausen,* but the projection from the molar tubercle,

which appears to be membranaceous, is less prominent. The third joint of the palp is

straight.

First and second maxillse as in A. neglectus.

Maxillipeds as in A . neglectus.

First gnathopods : Side plates small, rather wider than deep. First joint as long

as all the rest, four times as long as wide. Wrist longer and wider than the hand,

unequally setose on the hind margin. Hand not subchelate, narrowing distally, the

front margin convex, the hind slightly concave, spinulose along its entire length, with

four spines at unequal intervals.

Second gnathopods : Side plates semi-oval, extending to about one-third of the first

joint. First joint subequal to the next three united, widening to about one-fourth of

its length from the distal end, then narrowing. Wrist longer and wider than the hand,

the hind margin densely setose ; hand with subparallel margins, both setose. Dactylus

well developed.

First and second perseopods : Side plates rounded below, those of the second pair

obtusely augulated about the middle of the hind margin. The fourth joint is about

half as long and twice as wide at the distal end as the fifth
;
the hind margin of the

latter terminates in an acute angle.

The remaining perseopods are subequal in length and structure, robust, the third

joint expanded, the fourth with both margins produced downwards
;
the hind margins

of the first joints in the third and fourth pairs are smooth, except the lower part, which

is obscurely crenate ;
in the fifth pair the whole margin is serrate.

First and second uropods : Peduncles subequal to the outer rami, inner rather

longer ;
all parts sparsely spinous. The first pair extend beyond the second and these

beyond the third.

Third uropods : Inner rami lanceolate, as long as the peduncle, and reaching to the

end of the first joint of the outer ; margins finely spinulose.

Telson about as wide at the base as long, cleft about two-thirds of its length,

divisions dehiscent, rounded.

Both specimens had the third and fourth perseopods turned up over the back.

ORCHOMENE GONIOPS.| (Plate 3, fig. 6.)

Orchomene goniops, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVII. (1906), p. 455.

W.Q., 21 Aug., 1903 ; two specimens, probably immature ; length 5 mm.

Body-segments increasing in length backwards. First four side-plates deeper than

the segments, narrow. Third pleon-segmeiit, with a small postero-dorsal carina and hind

and lower margins straight, the former crenate, the posterior angle rather less than 90.

* Vidensk. Meddel. 1887 (1888), p. 67.

f yuviit. angle ; fy, face.
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Ill-nil shorter than the first segment; ocular Ufa broadly trianyulnr, produced
>>/,'n<l the eiut of the /irtlnncle of the upper nntennte. Eye moderately large, oval, dark.

Upper antenna : First joint three times as long as the next two united, nuked.

l-'lu-rllinn 13-14-joiuted, the first joint as long as the next three, sparsely setose on

the upper Hide. Appendage 5-jointed, the first joint the longest, the third the shortest

fuvrantMMrnther longer than the upper ; peduncle reaching the end of the third joint

of the flagellum of the upper ; first joint the longest, second the shortest First

jfiutthopod* : Side plates narrowed and rounded below ; wrist two- thirds of the length

of the han. 1, which is alxmt twice us long as wide, with parallel margins, setose ; palm
rather oblique, convex, crenulate, defined by t spine. Second fitalkgpod* as in Orchoinene

hit mili* (Costa) [=0. batei, Sara]. Thinl pe-rteopotl* : Side-plates wider than the depth
in front, with the u-n.-il posterior !"!

; first joint al>out half as large as the side-plate,

deeper than wide ; hind margin convex, serrate, produced down to the middle of the

third joint ; this is much produced behind and downwards. The fifth, perteopmlit hare

t/n fir#t joint nearly twice * deep <i* wide, and lonaer than the rent of tlie joint*, iii<-ltnlin<(

the dactylus, together, otherwise like the third pair ; the dactyli of all the peneopods
are very short.

Th>' jirxt uropods are sube<]ual in extent to the second, exceeding the third
; the

peduncle is one-fourth longer than the subequal mini, all the parts very spinous on the

upper margins. Second pair less spinous. Peduncle in the thinl pair rather longer

than the outer ramus : inner ramus not nearly reaching the end of the first joint of the

outer, ite inner margin minutely serrate. Telxoii entire, deeply concave above, the end

truncate tcith two setules : it extends beyond the end of the inner mini of the third

uropoda.

The diifereuce between the telson of this species and that of the female 0. huinilix

is only one of degree, as the truncate margin is slightly concave.

ORCHOMKNKLLA PINOUIDES.

Orchoinmtlla pinguid**, A. 0. Walker.

W.Q., March to October,l902 ; ten, \\\ tin. ; length 10 mm.

O. FRANKLINI.

ifii, A. 0. Walker.

W.Q., 15 June, 1902 ; D net, nine, various sizes, length of largest 6'5 mm.

0. CHELIPEM. (PI. 4, fig. 7.)

0. cMipM, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Ma^. Nat. Hirt. XVII. (1906), p. 4M.

W.Q., 28 Feb., 1902 ; eight, 10 fin.

Body moderately compressed ; first and second segments subequal to the head and

each other, remaining mesosome segments rather longer and subequal. First four aide-
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plates but little deeper than the segments. Hind margin of the epimere of the third

pleon segment forming a rounded right angle with the straight lower margin. First

urus segment as long as the remaining two, carinate ;
second shorter than third.

Head : The ocular lobe reaching the end of the first joint of the lower antennas,

rounded at its apex. Eyes large, wide-oval, dark red in spirit.

Upper antennse : First joint about three times as long as the next two, naked
;

third shorter than the second. Flagellum in the female 11-jointed, the first as long as

the next two, with a few long setae below. Appendage 4-jointed, the first twice as

long as the second, which is subequal to the third, the fourth minute, the whole very

sparsely setose.

Lower antennse slightly longer than the upper; flagellum 12-jointed, subequal to

the peduncle.

Mouth organs as in 0. nana (Kr.). The mandibular palp strong, with the second

joint twice as long as the third.

First gnathopods : Side plates widening downwards, rounded in front, straight

behind. First joint almost as long as the rest united ; front margin of the wrist rather

shorter than that of the hand ;
hand rather narrower than the wrist, slightly curved,

the hind margin produced distally so as to form an imperfect chela with the dactylus ;

the oblique palm is finely pectinate and defined by two spines ; the hind margins of

the third, fourth, and fifth joints are densely fringed with short setae.

Second gnathopods rather stout ; side plates oblong, widening below. First joint

about twice as long as the second, which is longer than the third
;
this has the hind

margin densely pilose ;
wrist tumid, much longer and wider than the hand, the hind

margin convex, scabrous ; front margin straight, densely setose ; hand densely setose,

with a few strong curved and serrate spines over the insertion of the dactylus.

Second perseopods : Side plates moderately produced and angulate behind.

Third, fourth, and fifth perseopods of similar structure, increasing in size suc-

cessively ; the side plates of the third pair are wider than deep, and much larger than

the first joints. The first joints in the three pairs are wide and obscurely crenate

behind.

First uropodft extending a little beyond the second, alid these beyond the third ;

inner ramus of the third not reaching the last joint of the outer.

Telson barely reaching the end of the peduncle of the third uropods, deeply

notched.

Recognisable by the peculiar form of the first gnathopods.

ORCHOMENOPSIS ROSSI.

Orchomenopsis rossi, A. 0. Walker.

This species was taken in enormous quantity throughout the year, and is doubtless

the one to which Mr. Hodgson refers in his
"
Preliminary Report," p. 398, as being

"commonly taken 10,000 to 30,000 at a haul." It is noteworthy that it has not been
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taken cither by the 'Discovery' or 'Southern Cross' north of lat. 77 50'. Male

specimens with the lower antenna; developed in the manner supposed to indicate sexual

maturity are very scarce, yet in a gathering from Castle Rock Seal Hole, W.Q.,

14| fm. (no date), there are a number which, though only 15 mm. long, have the

flagella with 36 joints well furnished with ealceoli ; and from Hole 6, W.Q.,

23 Feb., 1903, 130 fm. (153), there is a probably adult male of 25 mm., which appearH

to ! the maximum size. There is some variability in the form of the third pleon

segment, the hinder angle of which is less rounded in some .specimen*, especially the

largest, than in others. Mr. Hodgson writes as follows :

"
This specie! was not regarded with favour when we were in Winter Quarters,

and it is a matter of considerable regret that its seasonal development was not looked

for ; its migration it was impossible to follow. It occurred first in considerable num)x>rs

on the 17th May, 1902, when the winter was well advanced. On that occasion the trap

was hauled from 56 fathoms about 4.0 p.m. and then it was so dark that I was obliged to

return to the ship for a lantern. The trap contained about 10,000 of these amphipods.

A thousand individuals were counted, the volume ascertained, and this formed the Iwsis

for the present estimate of numl>er and for future occasions. Four fish were in the

trap, one of them had l>ecn reduced to an absolute skeleton ; on another the amphi]>ods

hung by their
'

teeth' in a compact mass, completely concealing their victim. Its skin

had disappeared, and I judged also about a millimetre of flesh, but the animal was still

alive ; the other two fish were presumably waiting their turn.

" From that date until 25th October, 1 902, this species was taken generally in numbers

varying between 10,000 and 30,000 at a haul, and this at all depths to 125 fm., which

was our practical limit for ordinary work. Two or three times a trap was used in 173

fm., in July and August 1902, but not many amphipods were obtained 100 or so at a

time. These animals swarmed over the bait to such an extent as to make it obvious

they kept other animals away ; otherwise the number of other animals captured was

unaccountably small. Under these circumstances the presence of this amphipod was

regarded as a nuisance, and as a large stock had l>cen preserved, further captures were

generally left on the ice at the mouth of the hole. My experience at the holes soon

made it perfectly clear that there was no small mortality among the seals through their

not being able to get to a breathing-hole in time during their wanderings, and thus

affording a substantial food supply for predaceous crustacea. I came to the conclusion

that these amphipods travel about the sea bottom in vast hordes in search of food, a

conclusion further accentuated by the fact that from 25th October to 27th Dccemtar,

1902, they completely disappeared from all the traps; stationary traps were not used

during the same period of 1903. From October to January is the seals' breeding season,

and at this time they remain, for the most part, close inshore. The place nearest the

ship where they congregated most was among the pressure ridges at Pram Point.

TTtMfi ridges are formed by the
'

Barrier
'

ice intruding into the Sound between White

Island and Cape Mackay and pressing against the land at Pram Point As the ice did

VOL. in. O
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not go out during the season of 1902-3, the principal ridge became more than a mile

long, the ice being pressed up to a height of twenty or thirty feet at the point of

greatest pressure. Considering that the mortality among the seals would be much

increased during the breeding season, it occurred to me that the amphipods might have

migrated close inshore, more especially to Pram Point, as an area where a super-

abundant supply of food might be obtained. I went to investigate this matter, but the

seals had made their holes among the irregular blocks of ice piled up in a confused

manner. I found that the hole from the surface usually led on to a platform some

two or three feet below ; the hole which completed the passage through the ice had no

relation to the one above, and was generally at some distance from it, and quite

invisible from my point of view. As it turned out, I could not get a trap 'down any of

the holes, so that the presence of these amphipods on the breeding-grounds of the seals

is uncertain, and no explanation of their desertion of the traps in deeper water is

forthcoming."

TRYPHOSA MURRAYI.

Tryphosa murrayi, A. 0. Walker.

T. adarei, A. 0. Walker.

This is another abundant species, though not nearly so much so as 0. rossi. The

largest female measured 30 mm. It appears to occur from Cape Adare to lat. 77 50',

and was taken at the Winter Quarters throughout the year.

The examination of a large number of specimens has convinced me that the

characters relied upon for the separation of T. murrayi and T. adarei, viz., the form of

the hind margin of the third pleon segment and the carina on the first urus segment
are very variable, and I have therefore united them.

TRYPHOSA KERGUELENI.

Lysianassa kergueleni, Miers.

Hippomedon kergueleni (Miers), Stebbing.

Hoplonyx kergueleni (Miers), A. 0. Walker.

Cape Wadsworth, 8-15 fm., 15 Jan., 1902, one, small ; W.Q., 15 June, 1902, one,

length 13 mm. ; W.Q., 20 Sept., 1902, Castle Rock, 14 fm., three.

URISTES QIGAS.

Uristes gigas, Dana.

Tryphosa antennipotens, Stebbing.

Past Cape Adare, 11 Jan., 1902, one specimen.

PODOPRIONIDES.

Podoprionides, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVII. (1906), p. 457.

Resembles Podoprionella, G. 0. Sars, in the chelate first gnathopods and the

deeply serrate first joints of the last three perseopods, but differs in the less compact
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body, the structure of the mandihular palp ami of the outer minus of the third uropoda.
From Pinloprion, Chevrcux,* it differs in having the first joint of the fourth and fifth

peneopoda serrate like the third.

PODOPRIONIDES INCERTA. (PI. 5, fig. 8.)

Ptdoprion*i* insert.i, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat Hist, XVII. (1906), p. I.'M.

w.i.' . -". \ii-_'.. r.i n-j. ||,, i,. i-j. h n. -i. qpou&en : tangtb _ mm
Body not wry compact ; the anterior side plates small.

Upper antenna reaching a little Iteytmd the
p>-tl

uncle of the lower; appendage

2-jointed, the first twice as long as the second, which has a tuft of very long setts at

the extremity.

Lotftr antennae: Peduncle stout, margins of third joint produced. Mandilmlar

palp icith the, third joint moie than half as long as the second, narrow, pectinate.

First gnathopods : Side plates less than half the length of the first joint, rounded

in front, straight behind, with a notch and a spine alxive the angle. First joint

rather longer than the remaining five, widening ditally ; second and third

joints subequal ; wrist subequal to the hand ;
the hind margin of tlie hand ix x/iorf,

convex and prolonged in a spine-lite process, which is xlightly citnvd intnird* tn meet

the. point of the curved dactylus, forming a completely chclate, joint ; palm very Mitjiu',

smooth.

Second gnathopod* : Side plates oblong, about twice as deep as wide, angles

rounded. First joint hardly as long as the next three ; second longer and wider than

the third ; wrist about twice as long as the hand, which is oblong, setose on both

margins, palm transverse. The last three pairs of perseopod* have the first joints

broadly ovate, the hind margins deeply serrate, as in Podoprion, Chcvreux, and

Podoprionella, Sara.

Uropod*: First and second subequal in extent and scarcely exceeding the third

pair; the outer minus in this pair has two subequal joints and is but little longer than

the inner. The telson could not be made out

The single specimen was not dissected ; the mouth-parts therefore could not le

described

FAM. PHOXOCEPHALIDjE, G. 0. SABS.

HARPINIA OBTUSIFRONS.

ffarpinia obtutifrtinx. Stubbing.

W.Q., Oct-Nov., 1902, Hut Point; three, length of largest 6 mm. W.Q., 15

June, 1902, D net, twelve young.

U Societc Zool. de Fnnce, Tome IV. (1801), p. ft, PL L
. I
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FAM. AMPELISCID.E, G. 0. SARS.

AMPELISCA MACROCEPHALA.

Ampelisca macrocephala, Lilljeborj;.

Coulman Island, 13 Jan., 1902, 100 fm.
; two males, length 18 mm.

In these specimens the upper and lower antennae appear to be subequal, and reach

to the urus. They (especially the upper) are therefore considerably longer than in the

northern form as figured by G. 0. Sars. The lower margin of the first joint of the fifth

pair of peraeopods is more truncate than in the female specimen in the
' Southern

Cross
'

collection.

FAM. STEGOCEPHALID^:, G. 0. SARS.

EUANDANIA GIOANTEA ?

Euandania gigantea ? Stebbing.

W.Q., 20 Aug., 1903, Hole 12, D net; one specimen, length 9 mm.

Probably a young specimen ;
not dissected.

FAM. LEUCOTHOID.E, G. 0. SARS.

LEUCOTHOE SPINICARPA.

Leucothoe spinicarpa, Abildgaard.

W.Q., 13 Sept., 1902, two; 5 Nov., 1902, one
;

11 Nov., 1902, one; 28 Nov.,

1902, one ;
8 Sept., 1903, two

; 30 Sept., 1903, one.

I am unable to see any difference between these specimens and the European and

Ceylon forms. The largest measured 15 mm.

FAM. STENOTHOID.E., G. 0. SARS.

PROBOLOIDES ANTARCTICUS. (PL 5, fig. 9.)

Prololoides* antarcticus, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. 18.

W.Q., from Feb. to Dec., 1902, sponges, Hut Point, etc.

Female: Epimeres of the third pleon segment with straight hind and lower

margins, forming a rounded subrectangular posterior angle. Ocular lobe not very

prominent, subrectaugular. Eye round, colourless in spirit.

* There can be little doubt that Dr. Delia Valle is right in holding that Prololium polyprion, Costa, was a

true Stenothoe. The very nearly allied Stenothoe galleneis, A. O. Walker, certainly is so, the mandibles having
no palp and the lobes of the maxillipeds being separate. In Proboloides antarcticus the expansion inwards and

distal prolongation of the joint which corresponds to the outer lobe of the maxilliped are sufficiently developed
to form a rudimentary lobe. A similar form is shown by Stebbing in his figures of Metopa on Pis. XL. to XLVI.,

and as all these species have mandibular palps, and the inner or basal lobes of the maxillipeds distinct, they should

now be included in Proboloidea, Delia Valle, with the exception of M. ovata, which, from its two-jointed mandibular

palp, might be referred to Proboliella but for the narrow first joints of the peraopods.
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Anttnnee subequal, as in /'. (PnMium) yrrytirium (G. O. Sara) ; no appendage.
Mouth organs as in P. gregnrium.

Maxillipeds with the inner lobes very Hmall and separate, the outer (masticatory)

represented by a dilation and distal prolongation of the inner margin of the joint
First gnathopod* : Wrist subequal in length to, but wider than, the hand ; the hind

margins of both convex and setose, otherwise as in /'. gregarium.

Second gnathopod* : Side-plates with the front and lower margins forming a

continuous curve, hind margins almost straight. First joint as long as the next four ;

third joint rather acutely produced I > liiml ; wrist with a rounded process ; margins of

the hand subparallel ; hind margin sultcqual to the ]Hilm, which is defined by a small

tooth and two spines.

First ami xecoml perseitpod* resembling those of P. gregariuin, the second being
stouter and more spinous than the first, but the side-plates are more rounded in front.

Thirtl /KTariyx*/* : The posterior lobe of the side-plate is sul>oval and considerably

produced downwards. The concave hind margin of the narrow first joint is prolonged
almost to the end of the second, terminating in a divided loin?.

Remaining ptrttopedf as in / '. //_./////////.

The secvnd unymdx are sul>equal in extent to the third, the peduncle sulxxjual to

the inner ramus, which is almost twice as long as the outer ; this has two spines, the

inner and peduncle several.

Thinl
urttporlx : The peduncle is shorter than the ramus and has five spines ; the

first joint of the ramus is subequal to the second and has three spines.

The ttlson reaches the end of the peduncle of the third uropods and has three

spines on each margin.

Length, 3*5 mm.

The male is considerably larger than the female. Upper antennae reaching to the

middle of the Hagellum of the lower. Peduncle of the lower twice as wide as that of

the upper, the second joint as long as the flagellum, which is 12-jointed, the first

joint as long as the next three.

First gnathopodx: Wrist considerably longer and but slightly wider than the

hand.

Secoiul ijnatkopodx : Side-plates rounded in front, hind margin concave, the

posterior part of the lower margin irregularly serrate. First joint rather longer than

the next three ; second with a prominence on the front ; wrist produced behind.

Hand as long as the three preceding joints, subtriangular, hind margin shorter than

the front and ending in a sharp tooth ; palm deeply excavate, with a central tooth and

a denticulate ridge near the base of the dactylus.

In a younger male the palm is less deeply excavate, the central tooth wider,

blunter, and denticulate, and the ridge as wide as the excavation.

Associated with this species were two or three females characterized by the concave

lower margins of the side-plates of the second perseopods.
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There are other slight differences, such as the greater relative width of the first

joint of the upper antennae ; more slender gnathopods ; the third joints of the fourth

and fifth perseopods more acutely produced, etc. It is possible that it might prove to

be a distinct species if the males were known.

PROBOLIELLA.

Proboliella, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. 13.

Mandibles with a two-jointed palp.

First inaxillse with a two-jointed palp.

Maxillipeds with the inner plates divided to the base ; the outer more or less

developed.

Second perseopods not stronger than the first ;
third perseopods with a narrow first

joint ; fourth and fifth with an expanded first joint.

P. TYPICA. (PI. 6, fig. 10.)

P. typica, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906) p. 14.

W.Q., Hut Point, 11 Nov., 1902, one; 13 Oct., 1902, one; 18 Feb., 1904, one.

All females.

Female

Body tumid. Posterior angle of the third pleon segment produced and rounded.

Eye small, round, colourless in spirit.

Upper antennse without an appendage, reaching to the middle of the flagellum of

the lower ;
the third joint half as long as the second ; flagellum seven-jointed, as long

as the two last joints of the peduncle.

Mandibles bent downwards from the base of the palp and narrowed towards the

coarsely toothed cutting edge ; the palp more than half the length of the mandible ;

the first joint less than one-fourth as long as the second.

Maxillipeds : Inner plates divided ; outer distinct, though narrow ; first and

second joints of the palp subequal, the third longer.

First gnathopods : Wrist shorter and narrower than the hand ; palm very oblique,

about as long as the rest of the hind margin, spinulose, and defined by two or three

long spines.

Second gnathopods : Side-plates oblong, convex in front, straight behind, the angles

rounded with a small tooth. First joint strong, as long and more than half as wide as

the hand, fringed with setae before and behind
; third joint produced behind to a very

acute point, which extends a little beyond the carpal process. Hand subelliptical,

the palm longer than the rest of the hind margin, convex, spinulose, and defined by a

strong tooth, beyond which is a smaller tooth and a group of spines.

First perseopods : Side-plates oblong, angles rounded, margins parallel ; first
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joint curved, oblong, almost as long and three times as wide as the next throe ; thinl

and fifth sul>ciual, fourth rather shorter ; dactylus slender, two-thirds of the length

of the preceding joint

Secoml peraopoda : Side-plates subtriangular, front margin straight, lower and

hind margins convex. The legs as in the first pair.

Third peraopoda : First joint narrow, oblong, straight

Fourth and fifth peraopod* alike ; first joint oval, deeper than wide, hind margin
smooth.

The uropod* are subequal iu extent and sparsely spiuous ; the peduncle of the

third pair is subequal to the first joint of the mums, which is also nubequal to the

second joint

TV/xtw not reaching the end of the peduncle of the third uropods, narrowing

rather abruptly to a point with two spines on each side before the middle and one

bojoud.

Length, 3 mm.
THAUMATKLSON.*

TfuinmatfUon, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Hag. Nat. Hut. XVIII. (1906), p. 15.

General characters of Metopa.

Palp of thefirst maxilla two-jointed.

First gnathopods distinctly subchelate,

Telson large, entire, oval and set in a vertical plane on its longer edge.

T. HERDMANI. (PL 7, fig. 11.)

. Am/warn, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Hag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. 15.

W.Q., Oct, 1902; 8-net, Hut Point; from Sponges. One spec, W.Q., 13 Feb.,

1904 ; D-net, Hut Point; one.

Body as in Metopa : the fourth side-plate unusually large, covering the bases of

the last three pairs of peraeopods. The last two pleon segments with a postero-dorsal

tooth. Segments of the urus coalesced.

Antennae: subequal, longer than the head.

Upper antenna: First joint longer than the second, which is rather shorter than

the third, and has the upper margin produced ; there is no appendage. Flagellum

shorter than the peduncle.

Lover antenna : Peduncle subequal to that of the upper, second and third joints

subequal and together longer than the flagellura.

Maxillipeds : Inner lobes reaching half-way up the narrow outer lobes, apparently

divided rather further down than in Mttopa ; outer lobes, as in Proboloide*, a mere

slight expansion of the inner margin of the basal joint, which is produced distally half

the length of the next joint, which, as well as the remaining joints of the palp, is short

[Rectiui ThaumatoteUoo. ED.]
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and wide
;
the third joint expanded distally ; dactylus wide at the base, the inner

margin pectinate.

First gnathopods : First joint straight, subequal to the next four ; second shorter

than the third, which narrows distally to a rounded point ;
wrist triangular, about half

as long as the hand, which is subquadrate, with transverse, rather convex, palm as

long as the hind margin and defined by a group of spines.

Second gnathopods : First joint straight, widening distally, almost as long as the

next four ; third joint oblong, ending behind in a blunted acute angle ; wrist produced
behind a little beyond the base of the hand

;
this is subtriaugular, nearly twice as long

as the width at the palm, which is the widest part ; front margin straight ;
distal half

of hind margin slightly concave, ending in a tooth behind which is a short and a long

spine defining the transverse, slightly convex and spinulose palm.

First and second perceopods : Similar ;
all the joints narrow. Side-plates of the

first pair oblong, about twice as deep as wide, the angles rounded ; those of the second

broadly subtriangular, more rounded behind than in front, the lower margin slightly

concave or sinuous.

Remaining peraeopods resembling the first and second, the first joints narrow.

First uropods extending beyond the second, the rami subequal, shorter than the

peduncle ; in the second pair the upper ramus is shorter than the lower.

The single ramus of the third uropods is subequal to the peduncle, the first joint

rather longer than the second.

Telson as described above.

Length 2'5 mm.

FAM. OEDICERIDX G. o. SARS.

OEDICEROIDES NEWNESI.

Oediteros netmesi, A. 0. Walker.

5 June, 1902, two ; length of female with ova, 7 mm. W.Q., 15 June, 1902,

six young. Tent Island, 3 Jan., 1904, 20 fm., one.

A better mounting of the mandible than was effected with the
' Southern Cross

'

specimen shows that the molar tubercle is well developed, with a toothed grinding

surface. It must therefore be referred to the genus Oediceroides Stebbing.

The mandibular palp has the second joint wider and about one-fourth longer than

the third, being widest about one-third of its length from the base.

OE. CALMANI. (PI. 6, fig. 12.)

Oe. calmani, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. 15.

Coulman Island, 13 Jan., 1902, 100 fm., two females. Flagon Point, 23 Jan., 1902,

one young. Barrier, 29 Jan., 1902, 100 fm., one.
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Female: Body scarcely compressed laterally. Meaosome segment* very abort,

-til'c-|u;il, the first with a transverse fold. First pleoii segment about twice as long,

the second shorter, the third much longer than the first ; the last mesosomc and first

two pleon segments with a dorsal tubercle near the middle ; the third pleon and first

urns segments with a shallow carina ; hind margin of the third pleon segment rounded.

First four side-plates as deep as the segments.

Head : Rostrum shorter than the rest of the head and reaching the end of the

first joint of the upper antenna), the lower margin scarcely concave ; the front sulcate,

not carinate. Eyes contiguous, occupying the greater part of the rostrum, varying from

red to brown.

Upper antfiinee not quite reaching the end of the second joint of the lower ; the

first joint rather longer and twice as wide as the second, widening distally ; the second

twice as long as the third ; first and second with tufts of plumose seta-. Flngellum

ten-jointed, shorter than the peduncle.

Loicer anttntix: First joint wider than long, setose ; second stout, longer than the

third, which has a long spine near the middle and another at the distal cud, both on

the lower margin.

Mandibles: Primary cutting edge with two short blunt teeth, secondary with a

long and a short tooth, molar tubercle bicuspidate ; first joint of the palp very short

and obconical ; second subequal to the third in length, but more than twice as wide

near the base, both joints with long spine-like setae on the front margin.

Third perteopods : First joint oblong-oval, the front margin somewhat produced,

both margins with long setse, on the distal half ; third joint almost as wide as the

first, densely setose.

Fourth perscopods : First joint ovoid, the hind margin denticulate, sparsely setose ;

the front margin with longer setae which are plumose at the lower angle, otherwise as

in the third pair. The dactyli in all the perteopods except the last (which are broken

in all the specimens) are almost as long as the fifth joints.

The gnathopods and rest of the animal agree with (E. rostrata, Stebbing, from

which species this differs in the conspicuous eyes, the different form and proportions

of the rostrum, mesosome segments, first joint of the upper antennae and second

joint of the mandibular palp.

Length of female 30 mm.

FAM. EPIMERIIDjE, G. 0. BARS.

EPIMERIA INKKMIS. (PI. 8, fig. 13.)

Kptmrria inrrmit, A. 0. Walker.

Jan. 22, 1902, 500 fm., two females, length 35 mm. ; W.Q., 14 July, 1903, Hole 10,

107 fm., one dissected; W.Q., 2 and 4 Sept, 1903, one; W.Q., 8 Sept, 1903, one

young.
\OI_ HI. H
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As the single specimen in the
'

Southern Cross
'

collection was not dissected, the

following additional details are given. The specimen from which they are taken was not

full grown, and differs from the larger in the absence of the prominent convexity of the

lower part of the fifth side-plate and of the dorsal carina, except on the third pleon

segment.

Upper antennse : First joint of the peduncle longer than the remaining two,

swollen at the base on the lower margin ;
second nearly twice as long as the third

;

both have the upper margin produced and notched. Flagellum 28-jointed.

Lower antennse : Basal joint produced on the inner side beyond the first joint, the

upper margin in both forming an acute tooth ;
second joint rather longer and thicker

than the third, the upper margin of which is produced and notched.

Mandibles : The palp stout, the second joint longer than the third, otherwise the

mouth organs and maxillipeds are nearly as in E. cornigera (Fabr.).

Gnathopods nearly resemble those of E. cornigera ; the hand of the second pair is

shorter and wider at the distal end than that of the first, and is finely denticulate at

the rounded and spinous palmar angle.

Third perseopods : Side plates rhomboidal ; first joint with a long tooth-like

process directed downwards from the upper part of the hind margin, which terminates

in a sharp tooth.

Fourth perseopods like the third, except the side plate.

Fifth perseopods : Side plates rather wider at the top than the widest part of the

first joint, narrowing downwards
;

first joint expanded above, narrowing abruptly near

the middle, whence the hind margin curves outwards and ends in a tooth.

First uropods: Kami subequal, longer than the peduncle, narrow lanceolate,

fringed with short spines on both margins.

Second uropods : Inner ramus not reaching the end of the first uropods ; outer less

than half as long and much narrower than the inner.

Third uropods not reaching the end of the longer ramus of the second pair,

broadly lanceolate, subequal, longer than the peduncle, which has a prominent tooth.

Telson reaching to the base of the rami of the third uropods, tapering considerably

and notched at the tip.

Length of the specimen described, 25 mm.

EPIMERIA MACRODONTA. (PI. 8, fig. 14.)

Eplmeria macroclonta, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. 16.

Jan. 22, 1902, 500 fm., three ; W.Q., 4 Sept., 1903, Hole 12, one.

All the segments of mesosome and pleon, with the exception of the first two

segments, of which the first is twice as long as the second, armed with lateral teeth,

increasing in length backwards, with longer dorsal teeth, curved and directed upwards

and backwards
; those of the last mesosome and first two pleon segments the longest.
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First two segment* of the urus with an upright dorsal tooth, that on the tint segment
the longer ; the third segment with a lateral carina, which is turne<l up in a sharp
tooth. First three side plates narrow, acutely pointed IM?!OW, the first straight, second

and third curved ; the hind margin of the fourth forms an irregular crescent with

acute point* ; the fifth has a long acute tooth directed backwards and outwards,

reaching the hind margin of the sixth segment ; the sixth has a small tooth ; the

seventh unarmed. Posterior angles of the epimercs of the pleon segment* produced
and acute.

I/etui: Lower margin of the ocular lobe produced forward in an acute tooth.

Rostrum almost horizontal, slightly dccurved, and much longer than the rest of the

head. Eye large, round-oval, almost filling up the ocular lol>e, colourless in spirit

Upper antenna shorter than the lower ; first joint with a sutaqual distal tooth on

each side, reaching nearly to the distal end of the lower margin of the second joint,

which is subequal to the first, and has two long subequal distal teeth on the upper side,

reaching to the seventh joint of the flagellutn ;
third joint about half as long as the

second, with a small distal tooth on the lower margin. Flagellum 32-jointed, slender.

Linear antenna : Basal joint with four or five unequal teeth ; first joint very
short ; second and third more than twice as long, subequal, the former with a small

distal tooth below. Flagellum slender, reaching in the largest specimen to the fifth

segment
Mouth organs and maxillipftlx as in E. cttrnigera.

First and second gnathopods almost alike, more slender tlian in E. cvrnigera, and

almost exactly like those of E. parasitica, M. Sars.

First and se&nid peneopods : First joint sutaqual to but wider than the third ;

fourth joint about half as long as the third ; fifth considerably longer than the

fourth.

Third peratopods : First joint rather longer than and twice as wide as the third,

the hind margin concave, with a rounded protuberance at the proximal end and a

luge, very sharp tooth at the distal end directed backwards ; front margin concave in

the middle ; front margin of the second joint produced downwards in a small tooth ;

third joint acutely produced behind.

Fourth perseopods : Hind margin of the first joint convex in the middle, otherwise

like the third pair.

Fifth perseopod* : First joint wider than that of the fourth pair, the margins more

convex above, but the hind one concave above the strong and sharp distal tooth ; front

margins of first and second joints not produced.

The uropods are all subequal in extent ; the second pair has the outer rainus one-

third shorter than the inner ; in the first and third pair the outer rami an scarcely the

shorter ; the peduncles of the third pair have the upper margins produced behind in an

acute tooth, and are about one-third of the length of the rami ; these are long and

narrow, lanceolate, with a few small spines on both margins.
ii 2
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The telson narrows distally, the sides are slightly convex, and the divisions formed

by a notch extending to about one-third of the length are subacute.

Length 33 mm.
This species has a superficial resemblance to Acanthozone (Boeck.*), from which it

differs in the shape of the head, and Acanthechinus (Stebbing), from which it differs in

the head, mandibles, gnathopods, etc. Both these genera have the telson entire.

EPIMERIELLA.

Epimeriella, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. 17.

Body smooth, without dorsal teeth, except in the first segment of the urus.

Head with a very small rostrum.

Fifth pair of side plates small, oblong, wider than deep, without a projecting process.

Mandibles with the molar tubercle imperfectly developed.

Third and fourth pairs of perseopods much longer than the fifth.

Otherwise like Epimeria.

EPIMERIELLA MACRONYX.! (PL 9, fig. 15.)

Epimeriella macronyx, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. 17.

W.Q., 29 May, 1903, Hole 4, 5 fm., two; W.Q., 1 June, 1903 ; Hole 8, 10 fm.,

three; 26 Feb., 1904 (269), one. This last measured 25 mm. ; the rest were young,

measuring only 6 mm.

Head slightly produced in front. Eyes large, round, oval, prominent, colourless

in spirit.

Mesosome smooth, first and third segments subequal, and much longer than the

second ; remaining segments increasing in length successively. First three side-plates

about as deep as the segments, narrow, convex, and pointed below, fourth deeper than

the others, narrowing below in a curved point, with the upper posterior angle produced

under the fifth side-plate in an acute tooth ; fifth, small, transverse, oblong, with

rounded ends.

Pleon with an obscure dorsal carina ; hind and lower margins of the third

segment straight and forming a right angle.

First segment of the urns dorsally depressed in front, and with a postero-dorsal

tooth.

Upper antennae : First joint more than twice as long as, and much wider than, the

second ; third shorter than the second and subequal to the first joint of the flagellum,

which has about twenty joints.

Lower antennae subequal to the upper ; first joint very short ;
second and third

subequal, barely reaching to the end of the second joint of the upper.

Mandibles : Molar tubercle imperfectly developed ; primary and secondary cutting

* Skandinavske og Arktiske Amphipoder, 1876, p. 229 ; also G. O. Sars.

t From the great length of the dactyli of the third and fourth perseopods.
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iK-ntato ; -[.in.- row long, <>l nUm twenty spiai tl..-
|..ii]..

\\ i.i, i. i -, t,,i im
front of the middle, H longer than the mandible ; the first joint about one-third aa

long as the second, which is subequal to the third. One of the mandible* appears to

be without a secondary cutting plate.

First maxilla: Inner plate with about 12 plumose setae on it inner margin.
First giuithopodx : First joint stout, rather longer than the side-plate, and sutaqual

to the wrist and hand united ; these an subequal to each other, the wrist rather the

wider : the hand is oval, the palm undefined, pectinate ; the whole hind margin sparsely

and unequally spinous. Dactylus with 5 spines on the inner margin.
Second ynatltopod* are like the first, except the palm, which is more transverse, and

about half as long as the rest of the hind margin.
Second ptrseopods : Side-plates reaching l>elow the second joint First joint narrow,

oblong, subequal to the third and fourth united ; third rather longer than the fourth,

and shorter than the fifth. Dactylus continuous with the fifth joint, as long as the

third, and slightly curved.

Third and fourth perxopod* subequal : First joint oblong, twice as long as wide ;

third joint half as long as the first, acutely produced behind ; fourth joint .subequal to,

and fifth rather longer than the first Dactylus very long, al>out one-fifth longer
than the fifth joint, and tapering very gradually. These two pairs appear to be

generally carried elevated over the back. In the largest specimen (25 mm.) the

dactyli are not quite so long relatively.

Fifth perteopod* are considerably shorter, and the first joint wider, than the third

and fourth ; hind margin of the first joint convex, obscurely serrate, and produced
downwards in a rounded lobe almost to the middle of the thin! joint ; this is

much produced In-hind, and is a little shorter than the fourth, which is as long as the

dactylus and shorter than the fifth joint

First and second uropods : The rami longer than the peduncles, the outer shorter

and narrower than the inner.

Third uropods : Rami nearly twice as long as the peduncle, snbequal, the outer

the narrower, with fine spines on both margins.

Telson, reaching to about one-fourth the length of the rami of the third uropods,

deeply notched at the end, with a minute notch on the tip of each division.

The above description, with the exception of that of the external characters of the

animal as seen without dissection, is taken from a young specimen G mm. long.

FAM. IPHIMEDIIDjE, STF.BBINO.

IPHIMRDIA PACIFICA.

Ifihimfdia pafifita, Stebbing.

W.Q., 20 Feb., 1902, 20 fin., one ; 14 Jan., 1903, 130 fm., one, young, about

8mm.; 14 July, 1903, 130 fm., one, length 24mm.; 30 Sept, 1903, one, length

20 mm. ; two on 4 Sept., 1905, one, length 30 mm.
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The tooth on the first joint of the upper antennae is much longer in the large

specimens than is shown in Stebbing's figures. This is probably only a matter of age.

IPHIMEDIA ECHINATA. (PI. 10, fig. 16.)

Iphimdia echinata, A. 0. AValker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. l.
r
>0.

W.Q., 24 Sept., 1902, Hut Point, one, large ; 24 Aug., 1903, Hole 12, D-net, three,

large, 30 mm., and about twenty-five, young ;
26 Sept., 1903, Hole 12, D-net, one, about

45 mm. long and 15 mm. across the back.

First segment of the mesosome longer than the second ; the next four segments are

longer than the second and subequal ;
the posterior angles of the first two are almost

right angles, and of the next four acute. The fifth segment has sometimes a few small

teeth on the hind margin ; the sixth has more, and the seventh is dorsally depressed,

and is longer than any of the other segments in the middle, but greatly narrowed down-

wards, with the hind margin more coarsely dentate. The pleon segments have

strongly dentate, dorsal carinse, with smaller teeth on each side, and on the hind

margins ; the posterior angle of the second is acute and upturned, and that of the third

similar, but longer, and with a much longer curved tooth above it. The first urus

segment is as long as the two next united, and has a dorsal depression followed by a

group of upright teeth ; the second and third are smooth, except for a tooth on each

side of the telson. The first three pairs of side-plates narrow downwards to a point,

the second and third curved ; the fourth, fifth and sixth have a strong tooth with

serrate edge directed outwards. The number of teeth appears to vary considerably in

different specimens.

Head : Rostrum as long as the rest of the head, acute, decurved
; ocular lobes

rounded ; eyes prominent, round, colourless.

Upper antennae : First joint with two distal teeth on the upper side ; second joint

with a serrate tooth reaching almost to the end of the first joint of the fiagellum on the

upper margin, and a short one on the lower ; third joint short. In a young specimen
a rudimentary appendage was seen, but in a larger (though not adult) this was only

indicated by two setae. First joint of the flagellum as long as the next three.*

Lower antennae subequal to the upper ;
second and third joints subequal ;

the

three peduncular joints have the upper margins produced ; the basal joint has a

prominent curved tooth on its upper side.

Mandibles, without molar tubercles, different
; one, having the simple cutting

edge oblique, obscurely dentate, with a tooth at the lower angle ; the other having the

cutting edge more strongly dentate, with a peculiar secondary apparatus in the form of

a hollow chitinous cylinder with a smooth periphery. First joint of the robust palp

shorter than the second, which is subequal to the third.

* In the specimen figured the antenna was curved upwards.
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First in-i.i if!n- normal.

Miifilli/Hvl.'i as in /. pacijica, except the inner platen, which are oblong and aim. -t

as wide as the outer.

First yiuit/wpods : First joint widest in the middle ; wrist rather shorter than the

hand, which is chelate with short spines on the immovable digit

Seamd i/imf/io/Hx!.* : First joint narrow, oblong, as long as the remaining joint* ;

wn-t and hand subequal, the latter chelate with long plumose set on the hind

mnrgin.

Fir*t and second perseopods : First joint strong, widening distally ; second as long

as the fourth ; third rather longer and produced Whind.

Thiitl perwopod* : First joint oblong, with a median ridge and live sul>equal i--tli

on the hind margin. In young specimens the spines are fewer and less equal. Tin*

side-plates are wider than deep, with a tooth directed l>ackwards.

Fourth ptrwopodl: First joint rather wider than in the thinl |..ur. witli fewer

and more unequal teeth, and the posterior angle very acute and upturned.

Fifth peraopods: Side-plates small. First joint wider than in the fourth pair,

with four unequal teeth on the hind margin, and the posterior angle still more acute

and produced.

First uropud*: Kami subequal, shorter than the peduncle.

Second nro/HxIft : Outer ramus two-thirds of the length of the inner which is rather

shorter than the peduncle.

Thinl urttpuds : Kami wide-lanceolate and subequal, longer than the peduncle.

Tflmm emarginate, the outer angles reaching to the end of the peduncle of the

third uropods.

The nearest ally of this fine species is /. pulchridentatn, Stebbing, from Heard

Island, from which it differs in not having the lower ends of the first three pairs of side-

plates forked, and in the numerous dorsal spine-like teeth on the seventh mesosome and

three pleon-segments.

I. LONGIPKS. (PI. 9, fig. 17.)

7. longipes, A. O. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. 151.

Coulman Island, 100 fm., 13 Jan., 1902 ; one, length 30 mm. (not dissected).

Mt*o*omt wide ; pleon and urus compressed. IIfad, exclusive of the rostrum,

longer than the first segment ; rostrum fully as long as the rest of the head, deflezed

and pointed ; ocular lobe rounded in front and terminating below in a strong tooth

directed downwards. Eyes round-oval, dark, widely separated.

First segment considerably longer than the second (which is the shortest of all) and

subequal to the sixth ; third, fourth, and fifth shorter than the first and subcqual ;

seventh as long as the fifth and sixth united, with two long subdorsal teeth directed

backwards. The first side-plates are rather deeper than the segment, much expanded

below and rounded
;
second and third bluntly pointed ; fourth sharply pointed below,
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with the hind margin produced backwards in a spur ; fifth and sixth with the

hinder angles acute
; seventh small and subquadrate.

The first two pleon-segments have two long subdorsal teeth, as in the seventh

segment ; the lower margin of the first is narrowed, with the posterior angle obtuse
;

the hind margin of the second is concave with the posterior angle acute
; the third

segment is smooth with the posterior epimeral angle forming a short, blunt tooth and

a longer curved tooth above it.

First segment of the urus dorsally depressed, much longer than the remaining two

united.

Upper antennae : First joint with a strong distal tooth on the inner side reaching

almost to the end of the second joint.

First gnathopods with a chelate hand.

Last three pairs of perseopods increasing in length successively, the last pah-

extending much beyond the ends of the uropods ;
hind margin of the first joints

smooth, more or less concave, and ending below in a subacute tooth.

Telson reaching to the base of the peduncles of the third uropods, shorter than the

width at the base, rather deeply notched.

I. HODGSONI. (PI. 11, fig. 18.)

/. hodysoni, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. 152.

Coulman Island, 13 Jan., 1902, 100 fm., one.

The whole body is clothed with fine spine-like teeth directed backwards and

arranged more or less in zones on the segments of the mesosome, pleon, and urus
; the

side-plates are also densely spinous, and appear to be a little deeper than the segments.

The body is but little compressed laterally and is widest about the first and second

segments of the mesosome. The antennse are rather short, subequal, and directed

outwards, the basal joints of the upper being a mass of branching spines. The rostrum

is almost straight and about as long as the rest of the head. Eyes round, darkish, and

far apart.

Inner plates of the maxillipeds folded and squarely truncate ; outer broad and

rounded.

The gnathopods resemble those of /. obesa, Rathke.

Length 20 mm.

The single specimen was only partially dissected.

FAM. EUSIRID.E, G. 0. SARS.

EUSIRDS PROPINQUUS.
Eusirus propinquus, G. 0. Sars.

W.Q., etc., various dates, very abundant.

The only points of difference between this form and the type are as follows : The
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first pair of side-plates an produced in front to a rounded acute angle ; the eye* arc

dark brown (in spirit) instead of light red ; the antenna) have longer and more slender

flagelln, and the telson is less deeply divided. The two l.-i-i characters, however, vary
with age ; thus the telson in an adult female is like that of E. inintitn* as figured l>y

Sars, while in an immature specimen it resembles that of E. cuMpidatu.*, Kr.

Iti the large number of specimens taken but few are adult, viz. :

1 male, length 50 mm., W.Q., 25 April, 1903, Hole 8, 10 fm.

1 female, with young, length 48 mm, W.Q., 25 Mar., 1903, Hole 8, 10 fm.

1 female, with ova, length 48 mm., W.Q., 31 Mar., 1903, Hole 4, G fm.

I female, with ova, length 48 mm., W.Q., May, 1903, Hole 8, 10 fm.

In all proliability this species, like our own GammareUu*(AmatkiUa)kornart, Fabr,
inluil.it- deep water when full grown, only coming to shallow water to deposit its young,
which are hatched in the brood pouch.

Mr. Hodgson writes: "This species occurred constantly in the traps, but in small

numbers. I therefore soon ceased to preserve specimens, unless I could get them in

good condition, and as their length of leg rendered this difficult, occasional specimens
occur in the collection from most periods of the year. As far as I recollect, the adult*

with ova or young were only taken in the summer or autumn."

E. MICROPS. (PL 11, fig. 19.)

E. micropt, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. 152.

W.Q., Hole 8, 10 fm., 10 May, 1903, one, length 25 mm., and 1 June, 1903, one,

length 30 mm. ; Penguin Rookery, Mount Erebus, Feb., 1904, one, length 48 mm., in

bad condition.

Last segment of the mesosome and first two of the pleon carinate, with a postcro-

dorsal tooth. Third pleon segment with the carina rounded l>chind, hind margin
rather convex, finely crenate in adult, the posterior angle a little produced and acute

with a row of five or six intramarginal spines on the lower margin in front of it.

Urus with the first segment dorsally depressed.

Siil,- plate* small, the first subquadrate, not wider below ; the next three sub-

triangular, the apex Iwlow ; all rather deeply and irregularly crenate on the lower margin.

Head sul>equal to the first segment ; ocular lobe not prominent, truncate. Eyes

dark, almost round, diameter less than that of the first joint of the upper antenna;.

Upper antenna reaching the base of the uropods ; first joint about three-fourths of

the length of the second, with a distal prominence on the lower margin terminated by
a very sharply pointed tooth with a spine and a few setae behind it ; the second joint

expands at the distal end, where there are two or three acute teeth ; the third is

subequal to the first of the flagellum. Secondary appendage as long as, and closely

adherent to, the first joint of the flagellum.

VOL. III. I
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Lower antennae about half as long as the upper, the peduncles being subequal ;

second and third joints subequal.

Mandibles: First and second joints of the palp together longer than the mandible

and four-fifths of the length of the third joint.

First maxillse : Inner plate with five or six setae.

Maxillipeds as in E. longipes, Stebbing.

First gnathopods : First joint robust ;
hinder angle of the third joint acute, as well

as the carpal spur, densely setose ;
hand much longer than wide.

Second gnathopods rather longer than the first, the front margin of the second

joint produced over the third.

First and second perseopods very slender, first joint about six times as long as wide

and subequal to the next two ;
third joint twice as long as the fourth and rather longer

than the fifth ; all the joints with a few plumose setae.

Remaining perseopods increasing in length backwards ; the first joint has the hind

margin rather concave, ending below in a sharp tooth, except in the third pair ; the

third joint is two-thirds of the length of the fourth, which is about three-fourths of the

fifth
;

all the joints spinous and clothed with long plumose setse. Dactylus slightly

curved, the point blunt with a curved tooth near it.

Second uropods : Outer ramus about half as long and wide as the inner ;
this is a

little longer than the peduncle, subequal in extent to the third uropods and spinous on

both margins.

Third uropods: Kami subequal and similar, lanceolate, rather longer than the

peduncle, with spines and plumose setae on the inner margin.

Telson reaching beyond the end of the peduncle of the third uropods, with a small

notch at the tip, the terminal divisions acute.

Kecognisable by the relatively small eyes and slender hirsute legs. From its

nearest ally, E. holmii, H. J. Hansen (Dijmphna Togtet Krebsdyr, p. 42, PI. 22), it

differs in the structure of the gnathopods.

FAM. CALLIOPIID^E, G. 0. SARS.

ORADAREA LONGIMANA.*

Oradarea longimana, A. 0. Walker.

Cape Adare, 9 Jan. 1902, 20 fin., nine young of various sizes, showing the gradual

development of the dorsal teeth. Coulman Island, 13 Jan. 1902, 100 fm., three;

W.Q., 19 Nov. 1902, Hut Point, one, length 20 mm. ; 10 Jan. 1903, one; 26 Feb.

1903, one; 16 Mar. 1903, 35 fm., Hole 7, one ; 30 Sept. 1903, Hole 12, one.

* Mr. Stebbing remarks on this species (Tierreich, Amphipoda Gammaridea, p. 727) :
"
Strangely like Lept-

amphoput novce-zelandice, G. M. Thomson." It differs, however, from this species as described in Trans. N. Z.

Institute, Vol. II. p. 239, Pheriua novce-zelandce, in having only the first two pleon segments dorsally produced
in one tooth, instead of the two posterior segments of the mesosome and two anterior of the pleon produced into

two teeth ; also in the upper antennae having an appendage.
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In the description of this species I omitted to mention that in both pairs of

autenuw the second joint is produced d istally on each side of the third joint in a

subacute lobe or tooth.

ATYLOIDKS SKRRATICADDA.

AlyltUm wTff/JrtMfc/o, Stebbiiig.

Gape Adare, 9 Jan. 1902, 20 fm., one; and 24 Feb. 1904, in Laminaria roots,

13-20 fm., several Cape Wadsworth, 15 Jan. 1902, 8-15 fms., one.

In addition to the difference noted in the description of the specimens taken l>v

the
'

Southern Cross* expedition at Cape Adare, viz., seven teeth instead of two on t lu-

ll in- 1 margin of the third pleon segment, the following may also lie mentioned :

1. The eyes are hardly so large and vary much in depth of colour.

2. The first joint of the upper antenna) has a strong tooth at the distal end of the

lower margin.

3. The side-plates of the first and second gnathopods have more teeth on the

lower margins al>out seven on the first and four * on the second. The.se, however, may
be considered as merely local or age variations, and arc not, in my opinion, sufhYicut

to constitute a new species. The '

Challenger
'

specimens from "
off Mell>ourne

"

measured } inch or about 6 mm., the largest of the Cape Adare ('Southern Cross')

being 15 mm.

STUBBING iA URKUARIA.

SUbbingia grtgaria, PfefTer, Krebw v. Sud-Georgien Die Amphipoden, Jahrbuch d. wimetmchaft. AnilulU-n

Hamburg, V. (1888), p. 110.

W.Q., 29 Aug. 1902, Hole 12, two young specimens, length 6 mm.

These specimens differ in several respects from Atyloidf* auxtrali* (Miers) an

descrilxxl by Stebbing (Chall. Rep. p. 914). The liosal joints of the flsgellum of the

upper antennae are longer than wide, and there is no secondary appendage, both of

which points agree with Pfeffcr's description, but not with Stcbbing's. The outer rnmi

of the third uropods are shorter than the inner. The telson is divided only one-third of

its length, with the tips of the divisions evenly rounded. In these last two points they

differ from both Stebbing's and Pfeffer's descriptions, but the specimens are too young
for any reliance to be placed on them. On the whole they agree better with Pfeffer's

species than Stebbing's, of the identity of which I am doubtful (w Chall. Rep. pp. 913,

914, and 1654).

PONTOGKNEIA MAGELLANICA. (PI. 12, fig. 20.)

Atyloprit mayeUanira, Stebbing.

Ponttyrneia moffrllanifa, Stebbing.

W.Q., Hut Point, 13 Sept, 1902, one ;
23 Nov., 1902, one, length, 12 mm. Tent

Island, 3 Jan., 1904, three.

This is a similar instance to the last species of small variations which are insufii-

In a young ipociimtn there are only two.

I 2
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cient for the establishment of a new species. The hind margin of the third pleon

segment above the upturned angle is almost straight ; the whole lower margins of the

first side-plates are serrate ; the hand of the first gnathopods is considerably longer than

the wrist, in proportion of six to four, and the divisions of the telson are smooth and

rounded at the tips.

FAM. ATYLID^E, G. 0. SAES.

ATYLUS WALKERI, Stebbing.

Atylus antarcticus, A. 0. Walker.

Atylus u-alkeri, Stebbing.

W.Q., 31 Jan., 1902, Hut Point, 3 fm., several; 18 Mar., 1902, 10 fm., four;

28 Nov., 1902, one.

Length, 15 mm.

FAM. DEXAMINIM, STEBBING.

POLYCHEEIA ANTARCTICA.

Detamine antarctica, Stebbing, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XV. (1875), p. 184.

Polycheria antarctica, Stebbing.

W.Q., 30 Sept., 1903, Hole 12, D net, six
; length G mm.

This species was described by Mr. Stebbing, in 1875, from three small specimens

found in a sponge dredged up by Sir J. Ross a few miles to the E. of the
'

Discovery's
'

Winter Quarters. The specimens were not in good condition, or, probably, full-grown,

so that the description is not as satisfactory as it might otherwise have been. Mr.

Stebbing informs me that he has now united his Trltseta Kergueleni with this species.

The present specimens agree with the description of T. Kergueleni, except in the

following features : the side-plates of the first gnathopods are subquadrate, not

produced in front
; the posterior angle of the third pleon segment is produced, and

acute ; the margins of the telson are without spines ; and the inner plate of the first

maxillae has two setae.

Polycheria tenuipes, Haswell, P. brevicornis, Haswell, and P. vbtusa, Thomson,

have been referred to this species. The description and figure of the second gnathopod
of the first of these, and the description of the same limb in the second, are quite unlike

that of P. antarctica (Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., Vol. IV., 1880, pp. 345-6, PI. XXII.,

fig. 8g.).

MELPHIDIPPA MACRURA.

Mdphidippa macrura, G. 0. Sars.

Jan. 27, 1902, 300 fm., one ; length to end of telson 25 mm.

The specimen which, with the exception of the loss of the third uropods, was in

excellent preservation and was therefore not dissected, agrees with Sars' description
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except that the middle postero-dorsal tooth on the first and second pleon segment* in

shorter, character of little importance.

FAM. L1LLJEBORGIID/E, STBBBIMI.

LlLLJKBOROIA I it 'III A.

Lilljtborgia tlubia, Huwell.

W.Q., 29 Aug., 1902, and 28 Nov., 1902, two specimens, both young, the largest
12 mm.

FAM. PHOTIM, G. 0. SARS.

HAPLOCHKIRA BARBIMANA.

//aplofhfira barbimana, 0. M. Thomson.

Fairly abundant in W.Q., Oct. and Nov., 1902, especially at Hut Point ; also at

Flagon Point, 23 Jan., 1902, and W.Q., 30 Sept, 1903.

The appendage of the upper aittemue, which was broken in the
'

Challenger
'

specimen, is three-jointed, the first wider than, but subc<iual in length to, the second ;

the third minute, reaching almost to the end of the second joint of the flagcllura. The

first urus segment has two small postero-dorsal teeth ; these arc sometimes difficult to

see, and may have escaped Mr. Stebbing's notice, as they are not mentioned in liis

description. No sexual differences were observed. The females taken (except two on

1 Get, 1902, which had young in their pouches) had generally parted with their ova.

EURYSTHKUS LONGIUORNIS. (PL 12, fig. 21.)

Otmmmtfin longitornis, A. 0. Walker, Ann. ami Mag. Nat. II ill XVIII. (I90G), p. 153.

W.Q., 29 Jan., 1902, one female ; W.Q., 20 Feb., 1902, several males and females
;

W.Q., 19 Mar., 1902, 10 frn., one female ; W.Q., 22 Mar., 1902, 10 fm., one female.

/A-/-/ almost as long as the first two segments ; ocular lobe not much produced.

angular.

Eyes round, red in the centre.

Third pleon segment dorsally depressed behind ; posterior angle rectangular.

First urns segment dorsally depressed in front. First four side-plates not as deep as

the segments.

Female :

Upper iintiiniff, reaching to the penultimate joint of the flagellum of the lower ;

the first joint more than twice as thick and less than half as long as the second, which

is about one-fifth longer than the third ; flagellum six-jointed, the first joint almost M
long as the next two ; appendage one-jointed, about one-third as long as the first

joint of the flagellum.
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Lower antennae : First joint stout, about one-third of the second, which is shorter

than the third
; flagellum subequal to the second joint of the peduncle, five-jointed.

Both pairs of antennae are sparsely setose.

Mouth organs normal ; the mandibular palp reaching beyond the first joints of

the antennae. The outer plates of the maxillipeds have spine-teeth only on the distal

end of the inner margin.

First ynathopods : Side-plates oblong, rounded below, deeper than wide. First

joint narrow, shorter than the fourth and fifth joints united
;
wrist subequal in length

and width to the hand, hind margin convex, flattened near the middle ; hind margin of

the hand evenly convex, palm spinulose. Dactylus slender.

Second ynathopods : Side-plates as in the first pair. First joint widening distally ;

wrist subtriangular, half as long as the hand, the hind margin subangular and setose ;

hand with the palm subequal to the rest of the hind margin, minutely crenulate, slightly

convex near the base of the dactylus, then concave to the palmar angle, which is

rounded, with a spine on the side. Dactylus with two or three teeth near the point.

First and second perseopods as in E. erythrophthalmus, but less setose.

Last three pairs of perseopods increasing in length successively, the third pair as in

G. nana, Sars ; the fourth and fifth have the hind margin of the first joint convex

above and almost straight below, with the posterior angle right. The last pair do not

extend beyond the uropods.

First and second uropods : Outer rami shorter than the inner and subequal to the

peduncles.

Third uropods : Peduncle twice as long as the styliform rami, of which the outer is

slightly the shorter. All the uropods are sparsely spinous.

Telson not reaching to the middle of the peduncle of the third uropods, roof-shaped,

with a small notch and spine at the distal end ; when flattened and seen from above it

appears to be triangular.

Length 6 mm.

Male :

Upper antennse not reaching the end of the peduncle of the lower, otherwise as in

the female.

Lower antennse almost as long as the whole animal.

Second gnathopods: First joint stouter than in the female, the front margin
terminated by a blunt tooth ; wrist very short, hind margin a little produced, sub-

angular, setose ; hand widening distally, front margin almost straight, hind margin
rather longer than the palm, rather convex, with four fascicles of setae terminating in a

strong tooth forming the palmar angle ; palm almost transverse, with a strong tooth

behind the palmar one and an irregularly toothed and setose space between it and the

base of the dactylus, the point of which reaches to the palmar angle, but is carried over

the side of the hand.

Length 6 mm.
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The most noticeable character of thia species is (as the name implies), the flMtt

length of the lower antenna), especially in the male.

FAM. SEBID/E. NOV.

Rudy rather slender, suUlepresscd ; side-plates moderately deep.

Antenna subequal, rather short

Mandibles with a toothed cutting edge, molar tubercle obscure, palp rather .-mall.

three-jointed.

.l/./j-iV/i/vv/.v
with small inner and outer plates, palp well developed.

First gnathopods chelatc in the females, chelatc or suite-Delate in the males.

Second gnathopod* longer than the first, perfectly chelate.

Third uropod* uniramous.

TeLton entire.

The genus Sehti has been successively allotted to
"
the confines of the family

Lcucothoida (G. 0. Sara)," Stebbing, p. 783 ; the Ly*uma**idte, Delia Valle, p. 773* ;

and the Corophidse, Chevreux.f p. 111. As none of these positions is satisfactory, I

have thought it better to establish a new family for it. As for the geutis, it appears to

me extremely doubtful whether the original species (S. iniiomiiujta, A. Costa, of Sp.

Bate, Brit Mus. Cat, p. 159), as described by him, ever existed ; it was repudiated by
A. Costa. I propose, therefore, to call it Seba, Stebbing, 1875, with Sef*i naundersi,

Stebbing, as the type.

SEBA ANTARCTICA. (PL 13, fig. 22.)

Seba aniaretifa, A. 0. Walker, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. (1906), p. 151.

Common in sponges at Hut Point

The females of this species agree in the smallest detail with the very careful and

accurate description of Seba saundtrsi, Stebbing, in the
'

Challenger
'

Report, and I have

very little doubt that it is identical. For reasons given elsewhere,^ however, it is

impossible, in the absence of the description of the male from the same locality M
S. sounder*! (off Cape Virgins, Patagonia), to be certain of this.

For the description of the female I refer to that of S. saundersi a(>ove mentioned.

The males appear to l>e dimorphic ; the commoner form is only to IN- distinguished

by the absence of the incubatory lamella;. In one gathering, however (W.Q., 19 Mar.,

1902, 10 fm.), two male specimens, measuring respectively 7 mm. and 5 mm., occurred ;

the length of females with ova and small males being 4*25 mm. In addition to their

larger size, these were remarkable for having the moral joints of the last three pain of

peneopods greatly expanded behind, especially in the larger of the two.

* Fauna and Flora <L Golfa* v. Seapcl. Oammarini, p. 778.

t Amphipota prorenant Hen CampagiM* <1e I'FTirondelle (1000), p. 111.

t Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hut. XVII. (10U6), p. 500.
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FAM. ISCHYROCERID.E, STUBBING.

HEMIJASSA.

Since the publication of Jassa goniamera, A. 0. W., Canon A. M. Norman has

pointed* out that the genus Jaxsa, Leach, was restricted by Bruzeliusf to species with

the upper antennae "flagello appendiculari destitutse" or, as is the case with his type

species 7. capillata (Rathke), having only a rudimentary appendage. As /. goniamera

has a well-developed appendage, but differs from Ischyrocerus, Lillj. and Bruzeliella,

Norman, in having no secondary teeth on the outer ramus of the third uropods, it

becomes necessary to establish a new genus.

HEMIJASSA GONIAMERA.

Jassa goniamera, A. 0. Walker.

Coulman Island, 100 fin., 13 Jan., 1902, two specimens; W.Q., Flagon Point,

10-20 fm., 17 Jan., 1903, three ; and 23 Jan., 1903, two.

FAM. COLOMASTIGID^, STEBBING.

COLOMASTIX PUSILLA.

Colomastix pusilla, Grube, Ausflug n. Triest, p. 137 (1861).

Oct. 1902, Hut Point, D net; sponges. Two males, one young, length 4*5 mm.

Differs from C. brazieri, Haswell, in having the first two pairs of perseopods

subequal and similar to the remainder
;
also in the shape of the telson.

* Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. XVI. (1905), p. 83, note,

t Bidrag till Kann. Skand. Amphipodens Fauna, 1858.



EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED WITH THE FIGURES.

t m cuphalon, head. jni, gn
t = ut and 2nd guuthopodt.

ant 1
, ant* = upper and lower antenna?. pp*-*

= 1st to 5th pain of penrapmln.

up
1 '* = !* to 3rd jwire of uropodi.

M = mandible.

Mp m mantlilmhtr palp.

w*1
, mx* = 1st and 2nd maxill.i-.

mjrp
-

niaxillipeda.

T - telaon.

pi = pleon ; pP = Jtrd plwm M>gmunt.

w = urns and appendage*.

PLATE 1.

Fijf. l.Hyptria matronyr. Fig. l.Hyprrothe Int1kr,ii<l,t.

PLATE 2.

Fig. 4. Wiihletlria olfsa, Cht-vn-ux.

PLATE 8.

Fig. b.Arittttu antnretirv*. Fig. C. Orchonuiu goniop*.

PLATE 4.

Fig. S.Hjfperiofitii aiutraiu. Fig. 7. Orehomenella thflii*i.

PLATE ft.

Fig. S.Podoprionub* inetrta. Fig. S.Proboloidet anttiretifiu.

PLATE 6.

Fig. lO.ProbolMla typica. Fig. \t.0tdiceroult ralmani.

PLATE 7.

Fig. 11. Thawnaltlton htrdmani.

PLATE 8.

Fig. 18. Kpimrria inerinis. Fig. 14. Epinttria marrodonta.

PLATE 9.

Fig. 15. Epimeriella maermyx. Fig. 17. Iphimttlia 1on<jipet.

PLATE 10.

Fig. IG.Iphimtdia tekmata.

PLATE 11.

Fig. !. Iphimtdia htdgtoni. Fig. 19. Etuirut mifrop*.

PLATE 12.

Fig. 20. Pontogmtia magtllanita. Fig. 81. Eurytthtiu longieornii.

PLATE 18.

Fig. 22. *6a antaretira. The figure of the whole animal drawn from the larger

of the two male* mentioned on p. 87, while pp* $ i* from the smaller of the two :

note the difference in the third joint.
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CEUSTACEA.

IV.-LEPTOSTEACA.
VON DR. JOB. THIKLK, BERLIN.

ZAHLRRICHR Leptostraken hat die
'

Discovery '-Expedition erbeutet, sic sind mir zur

Untersuchung iibersandt worden. Es hat sich herausgestellt, dass alle Exemplar*-

y.\\ einer uud deraelben Art gehoren, und zwar zu der Form, die ich zucrst aus der

Magellanstrasse erhalten habe, weshalb irh sie Nebalia longicornis magcllamca

bonannte (Die Leptostraken. WissensehaftL Ergebnisse der Deutechcn Tiefsee-

Expedition auf dem Dampfer
'

Valdivia,' 1898-1899, v. 8, p. 13, 1904). Die

Unterart mageltanica unterscheidet sich von der typischen Nebalia loiujicornis durch

einen starken, nach vorn gerichteten Sinneshttcker iiber dem Auge. Dieselbe Form

hat dann die Deutsche Siidpolar-Expedition in ihrer Wintcrstation am Gaus8l>erge

geeammelt (Die Deutsche Siidpolar-Expcdition 1901-1903, v. 9, Heft 1, 1905) und

dieaelbe 1st es auch, welche die
'

Discovery
'

mitgebracht hat

PlO. 3. FlO. 1. R08TBUM, BEEK FBOM BELOW.
\ -

Zu den Angaben, die ich in den beiden Publikationen iiber unsre Form gemacht

habe, brauche ich nicht viel hinzuzufiigen. Das Rostrum ist ziemlich lang, langer als

ich es sonst bei Nebalia longicornin, die sich durch ein kiirzeres Rostrum von N. bipcs

unterscheidet, gefunden habe (fig. 1) ; das Verhaltnis der Lange zur Breite ist 2*13 : 1.

Der Sinneshocker am Auge ist mehr zugospitzt als gewohnlich (fig. 2), das Auge nunmt

den grosstcn Teil des Augenstiels ein. Die vordere Antenne zeigt das typiw-hc

VorhalU-n der Nebalia longicornis, dass am 4" Gliede nur ein Doru vorhanden ist,

dem sich am Vorderrande 8 Borsten anschliessen.

K 2
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Nach den 3 Fundorten, von denen Nebalia longicornis magellanica jetzt vorliegt :

Magellanstrasse, Gaussberg und McMurdo-Bai, lasst sich schliessen, dass sie rings
um den Siidpol verbreitet ist.

Durch das Loch Nro. 4 (eine halbe Seemeile von Hut Point, 41 Faden = 75 m.)
wurden zahlreiche Exemplare gefangen, ein einziges durch das Loch Nro. 6 (l Mcile

nordwestl v. Hut Point, 125 Faden = 230 m.).



CKUSTACEA.
V.-OSTRACODA.

BY G. STKWARDSON BRADY, M.D., LL.D., D.So., F.R.8.

(3 Plates.)

IN the fifty-seven gatherings submitted to me there occurred only nine species of

Ostracoda. Of these all except two appear to be hitherto undcseribcd. The paucity

of species is accounted for by the fact that the nettings were made on a very limited

number of small areas, many of them practically identical one with another, and

differing only as to their various dates. The list of species is as follows :

Conehtrcia innominate, up. n.

J'tirofonrturcia grardit, Glaus.

Pimdoeonchaeia trrulata, Glaus, var. Ictvu, var. DOT.

Cypridina glarialu, ap. n.

Phiionudtt orbicvlaris, sp. n.

Phiiomidu atsimilu, sp. n.

PhUonudt* antarctiea, sp. n.

XutoUberu rauformu, ip. n.

LvueJubt vagaiu, g. and sp. n.

MYODOCOPA.

CONCH(ECIA INNOMINATA.

(Plate IL, figs. 7-14.)

Shell of the male (fig. 7) seen from the side, subquadrangular, height equal to

about half the length and nearly equal throughout ; rostral prominence acutely

pointed, with an underlying sinus of moderate depth ; anterior extremity rounded

away }>elow, and forming a curve continuous with the ventral margin, posterior abruptly

truncated, its lower end boldly rounded off; dorsal margin nearly straight or only very

slightly sinuous, obtusely angular at the posterior extremity, ventral rather boldly

and evenly arcuate throughout its whole length.

The capitulum of the frontal tentacle (figs. 8 and 9) is club-shaped, acutely

pointed and slightly hooked at the apex, and in the male bulbously dilated at the base,

its inner margin more or less setose ; stem of the antennule in the male (fig. 8) dilated,
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almost pyriform ; the proximal long seta armed along its middle third with a double

series of about twenty-five short, sharp prickles (fig. 8) ;
in the female these are

replaced by fine simple hairs (fig. 9). The secondary branch of the male antenna

(fig. 11) bears a large terminal hook, the base of which is sharply bent at a right angle,

and there is the usual fascicle of five long setae ; in the female (fig. 10) the secondary
branch has a simple terminal joint which bears four setae of unequal length. Spines
of the caudal laminae slender and simple (fig. 14). The shell appears simply granular
in structure until after removal of the delicate lining membrane, when it is seen to be

very closely and finely striated in a curvilinear fashion
; there is a conspicuous group

of gland-cells at the postero-ventral angle of the shell, and smaller gland-cells are

continued in single file round the entire margin.

This species occurred plentifully in almost all the nettings taken in Winter

Quarters. It was, indeed, by far the most abundant of all the Ostracoda taken during
the Expedition. It has many points of resemblance to Paraconclioecia inermis, Glaus,

but cannot be identified with that species.

PARACONCHCECIA GRACILIS.

Paraconchacia gracilis, Glaus. Die Gattungen and Arten der Mediterranen und Atlantiscben

Halocypriden, p. 15.

Paraconcheecia gracilis, Glaus. Die Halocypriden des Atlantischen Oceans und Mittelmeeres, p. 66,

PL xii.

In a surface gathering from lat. 49 40' S., long. 172 18' 30" E. were found a

few examples of this species. Glaus saw only two specimens, a male and a female, in

material taken from a depth of 1500 metres in lat. 37 45' N., long. 13 38' W.

PSEUDOCONCHffiCIA SERRULATA, var.

1874. Conchcecia serrulata, Glaus. Die Familie der Halocypriden, p. 61, PL 1, figs. 2-7, 9-11, PL ii.

figs. 12, 18, 17, 19.

1880. Halocypris atlantica, Brady. Report on the Ostracoda of the 'Challenger' Expedition, p. 164,

PL xi., figs. 1-15, PL xii., figs. 11, 12.

1890. Pseudoconcfuecia serrulata, Glaus. Die Gattungen und Arten der Mediterranen uiid Atlantischen

Halocypriden, p. 20.

1891. Pseudoconchrecia serrulata, Glaus. Die Halocypriden des Atlantischen Oceans und Mittelmeeres,

p. 72, PL xix., figs. 1-14, PL xxiii., figs. 1-18.

1895. Pseudoconchrrcia serrulata, Brady. A supplementary report on the Crustaceans of the Group

Myodocopa obtained during the 'Challenger' Expedition (Trans. Zool. Soc., London, Vol. XIV.,

Part iii., 1897), p. 96, PL xvii., figs. 22-24.

This is a widely distributed species, both in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans

(Glaus). It occurred plentifully in many of the Plankton collections made during the

voyage of the
'

Ghallenger,' but I do not find any distinct record of its occurrence in

higher latitudes than 35 41' N. and 56 54' S. It was found in very few of the
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'Discovery' nettings, but in one of these it was plentiful lat 56 54' 8., long.

170 28' E. The other stations in which it occurred less abundantly are lat 49 40' 8.

long. 172 18' 30" E. (surface); lat 59 19' 8., long. 120 24' 30" E (five fathoms);

lat 58 49' 45" &, long. 154 48' W. (five fathoms); and in Winter Quarters, No. 8

hole (ten fathoms).

The '

Discovery
'

specimens differed in all cases from the type in being almost

destitute of colour and striation of the shell, and in the absence of marginal

serrulations, which are usually very distinct. But, apart from these peculiarities, I

cannot find any characters to distinguish them from the type. I propose to give them

the varietal name Isevis.

CYPRIDINA GLACIALIS.

Shell, seen laterally, ovate, greatest height situated in the middle and equal to

about two-thirds of the length ; anterior extremity rounded off, beak short and acutely

CrrmiDBfA OLACUUI.

pointed, not at all prominent, subjacent sinus small and shallow, posterior extremity

slightly produced below the middle ; dorsal margin boldly and evenly arcuate, ventral

much flattened ; seen from above the outline is elongated, ovate, more than twice as

long as broad, widest in the middle, tapering gradually toward the anterior extremity,

which is subacute, posterior extremity produced and mucronate. Substance of the shell

thin but calcareous, surface smooth, destitute of markings or sculpture, colour yellowish.

Length, 5 mm.

One specimen only a female was seen in a netting consisting mainly of

Pkilwnedt* assimili*. Winter Quarters, llth Nov., 1902; Hut Point Its nearest

allies seem to be Cypridina gracili*, Brady, and, perhaps, C. luteola, Dana, with neither

of which, however, can it be certainly identified.
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PHILOMEDES ORBICULARIS.

(Plate I, figs. 1-15.)

Shell of the female seen from the side almost circular, except in the region of

the sinus at the ventral margin, length about one-fourth greater than the height

(fig. 1) ; anterior extremity obtusely angulated above the rostrum, posterior broadly
and evenly rounded, dorsal margin rather boldly arched throughout its whole length,

ventral strongly arched from the deep subrostral sinus backwards. Seen from

above (fig. 2) the outline is broadly ovate, rounded behind and submucronate in

front, greatest width situated in the middle and equal to about two-thirds of the

length. Surface of the shell smooth and densely clothed with a villous coating of

very short hairs ; margins of the rostrum and subjacent sinus fringed with stiff

setae (fig. 6). Shell of the male
(fig. 3) somewhat elongated, height not greatly

exceeding one-half of the length, rostrum and sinus less developed than in the

female ; posterior extremity obliquely subtruncate, slightly sinuated in the middle

and rounded off ventrally ; dorsal margin well arched, ventral forming a continuous

flattened curve. In the young condition (figs. 4, 5), the shell of the female in

lateral view has the postero ventral angle sharply produced and is mucronate when

seen dorsally. The soft parts of. the animal have the typical characters of the

genus, but the antennal setae (fig. 8) form two distinct series, the distal set being

about twice as long as the proximal ; the secondary branch of the female antenna

(fig. 9) is two-jointed, the basal joint bearing a few short marginal setse, the

second joint four marginal setse, one of which is longer than the rest and plumose,

also a single lash-like apical seta. The secondary branch of the male antenna

(fig. 10) is much like that of P. brenda, but less robust and its marginal setae are

shorter. The principal tooth of the second maxilla (figs. 12, 13) is very large and

strong, somewhat hatchet-shaped, the two extremities produced into strong cutting

lobes, with a third smaller lateral tooth the appearance of the whole organ,

however, varying very much according to the position in which it is seen. The

other limbs present no features calling for special remark. Length, 2'5 mm.

P. orbicularis was found only in two gatherings (May 23, 1902 and June 15,

1902). It is in all respects very similar to the well-known European species

P. brenda and may perhaps be fairly looked upon as a southern variation of that

form. There is the same characteristic villous covering and the size is nearly the

same, but there is a total absence, in the adult, of any posterior angulations of the

shell, which is also considerably more tumid than that of the northern species.

The rather well marked constriction of the anterior, and the broadly rounded

character of the posterior extremity, when seen dorsally, are also noteworthy features.

The form of the shell in P. brenda seems to be the same throughout life : at any

rate the smallest specimens I have seen present characters exactly the same as those
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<>f the adult. Hut one or two sitiull -pe.miens which occurred along with P.

and which I at first took to be the young of that species, were very

-tiiicily :ui'_'iilat-il |xistriorly, and 1 now think that they belong probably to the

t"l!\ving species /'. <w#/ii7/.
f especially as they have not the villous covering of

P.

I'lll l.i MK.I'l-:> A-

(Plate I., figs. 16-21. Plate II., figs. 1-6.)

Shell of the/, male seen from the side (Plate II., fig. 1) oblong, subcircular, height

|ii.-il
to two-thirds of the length, anterior extremity sharply angulated lelow at its

inn. lion witli flu- wide truncated rostrum, posterior sloping steeply and forming a some-

what rounded, prominent angle at its ventral end
; dorsal margin strongly arched,

lii-Jie-t in the middle, ventral evenly but less strongly convex, terminating in front in

a deep subn>stral sinus and behind in an obtusely angular process. Seen from above

(fig. ~2) the outline is oblong, ovate, twice as long as broad, greatest width situated

in the middle, anterior extremity obtusely pointed, posterior produced and mucronate,

lateral margins evenly arcuate. The shell of the male (fig. 3) much longer in

projx.itioii to the height, rostrum and subrostral sinus much less pronounced,

posterior extremity more narrowed and having a larger and more rounded ventral

prominence ; the squamous, marginal lamina' of the rostrum are marked with numerous

li'iir-like striaj and are closely punctated (fig. 4). The limbs and appendages do

not present any special specific characters, but the hairs at the base of the claws

of the post-abdomen of the male are more than usually conspicuous (fig. 5).

Length of the female, 1 8mm.

The stations at which P. axsimilis was taken were all in Winter Quarters:

September 30, 1903. No. 12 hole, D. net 240.

Hut Point. September 1::. r.",;.', D. net.

Hut Point. February 18, 1904, I), net i'C.4.

10 Fathoms, March 19, 1902.

November 28, 1902, D. n< t.

May 28, 1902, and February 13, 1904.

12 Hole, D. net, September , 1908.

1'HILOMEDES ANTARCTICA.

(Plate III., figs. 1-10.)

Shell of the ffmalt seen from the side, broadly subovate (fig. 2), with a prominent

beak, a deep subroetral sinus, and an obtusely prominent postero-ventral angle, greatest

height situated in the middle, and equal to about two-thinls of the length ; anterior

extremity rather narrower than the posterior, sloping steeply from the dorsum to form

the angularly prominent l>eak ; posterior subtruncate, slightly sinuated, rounded off

dorsally, but terminated ventrally by a rounded, backwardly produced prominence ;
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dorsal margin boldly and evenly rounded, ventral evenly convex but not so

fully arched as the dorsal margin. Seen from above (fig. 3) the outline is ovate,

scarcely twice as long as broad, widest in the middle, rounded off in front, strongly

mucronate behind. The ventral border of the rostrum is produced into a thin lamina

which is partly overlaid by long closely-set hairs, and the posterior border of the

subrostral sinus is similarly fringed (fig. 4). Shell-surface closely and very finely

punctated throughout, smooth, except on the ventral aspect, where it bears numerous

scattered hairs. Just behind the rostral sinus there is a small patch of eleven or twelve

subparallel striae, and a short series of stiff hairs just within the ventral margin : a

large black eye-spot just within the dorsal border at its anterior third.

The shell of the male
(fig. 1) is larger and more elongated than that of the female,

nearly twice as long as broad, with a less pronounced rostral sinus and a much narrower

and more produced posterior extremity, the eye-spot small and situated near the

centre.

Length of the male, 2 3 mm.
;
of the female, 1

'

7 mm.

The setae of the terminal fascicle of the antennule in the female are very short-

not more than half the length of the limb ; the second (or third ?) seta of the antennas

is spinulose (fig. 8) in the female, the remaining setae are simply ringed : the secondary

branch of the antenna (fig. 6) is of the usual form, but has an indistinctly jointed

appearance at the apex. Principal tooth of the second maxilla (female) (fig. 9) sharp

and broadly triangular ; ungues of the caudal lamina
(fig. 10) rather strongly pectinate

in the female but only faintly ciliated in the male. The eyes of the male (fig. 5) are

pyriform, and deeply pigmented, the frontal tentacle rigid, dilated, and slightly pig-

mented at the base. Secondary branch of the antenna of the male large and strongly

prehensile (fig. 7), the last joint bulbously dilated at the apex, basal joint bearing a

strongly uncinate process. P. antarctica was found rather sparingly in four of the

gatherings taken at
" No. 4 hole

"
in a depth of five fathoms.

The shell was in all cases of a thin, membranaceous character, but I suspect that

this may have arisen from the solvent action of the formalin preservative on the

mineral matter.

PODOCOPA.
XESTOLEBERIS RENIFOBMIS.

(Plate I., figs. 4, 5.)

Shell of the male seen from the side (fig. 4) subreniform, much narrower in front

than behind, greatest height situated behind the middle and equal to half the length ;

anterior extremity well rounded, narrow, posterior much wider, not very fully rounded,

dorsal margin forming a continuous arch, highest behind the middle, sloping very

gradually backwards and with a rather steep curve towards the front, ventral margin

rather deeply sinuated in the middle. Seen from above, the outline is broadly ovate
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(fig. 5), puinted in front, broadly rounded l>ehind, the lateral margins very boldly

.innate, greatest width situated behind the middle and equal to two-thirds of the

length. The surface of the shell is smooth, deep ochreous yellow in colour, with n

conspicuous dark eye-spot within the dorsal margin near the front, just below and

behind which there is a large irregularly shaped pellucid, sub-circular patch, and l>elow

this again a series of four oblong muscle spots, arranged in a transverse curve, and

in front of these two smaller spots the long diameters of which lie in the opposite

direction. The left valve is the larger of the two, overlapping the right l>oth in front

and behind. Length 0*65 mm. The shell of the female is somewhat more tumid,

and seen from the side has no ventrul sinuosity ; it is also almost free from anterior

depression, the two extremities being nearly equal in width.

Two specimens only of this small species were seen, a male and a female ; the

female, however, was only un empty shell and was quite colourless. The exact locality

of the capture I do not know. The specimens were accidentally discovered in a

flocculent diatomaceous deposit which nettled from the liquid in which the larger

Cypridinidte had been preserved. The tiexuous lateral contour of the male distinguishes

this from any other species of XutoUberi* known to me.

LINOCHELES.*

Differing from the typical Cytherid in the greatly elongated and thread-like legs

-f the third pair, and in the abnormally formed copulatory plate of the male.

LlNOCHELES VAGAN8.

(Plate III., figs. 11-18.)

Shell closely similar in shape to Xittoltbtru ; Men laterally (fig. 1 1 ) that of the

male is subreniform, greatest height situated tahind the middle and equal to much

more than half the length ; anterior extremity narrow and obliquely rounded, posterior

very wide and evenly rounded, dorsal margin boldly arched, steeply curved posteriorly,

sloping with a gentle curve to the front, ventral margin sinuated in front of the

middle ; seen from above, the outline is elongated, ovate, widest in the middle

(fig. 12), width rather less than half the length, narrowed and obtusely pointed in

front, broader and rounded off behind. Shell-surface perfectly smooth ; colour brown.

Length, 0*64 mm.

Antennules six-jointed, very sparingly setiferous (fig. 13); antennae short and

stout, with short apical claws and a stout urticating seta which reaches to the apices of

the claws
(fig. 14). First and second pairs of legs (figs. 15, 16) armed with short and

stout terminal claws; third pair much elongated (fig. 17), the last joint extremely
slender and much longer than the united lengths of the two preceding joints ; terminal

, a thread ; CT&?, cUw.

L 2
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claw very long, thread-like in its tenuity, nearly half as long as the entire limb ;

external copulative organ (fig. 18) elongated, divided into two portions, the distal part

pear-shaped and attached by a narrow neck to the basal region.

Of this curious form only four specimens were found
;

all of them males. Three

specimens from a surface netting in Lat. 49 40' S., Long. 172 18 '30' E., and one

from a netting in five fathoms, Lat. 58 49 '45' S., Long. 154 48' W. It is difficult

to account for the presence at the surface of an animal quite destitute of swimming

organs. I am disposed to think that the real habitat is probably among floating weeds,

and that the extremely long hinder limb may be useful in giving a grasp of delicate

algae or other vegetation.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

PLATE I.

PHILOMKDES OEBICULAEIS.

Fig. 1. Shell of female seen from left side X 22.

2. from above x 22.

3. male seen from right side x 30.

., f>. Beak and sinus of female seen from side X 84.

7. Extremity of antennule of male X 84.

,, 8. Antenna of female x 50.

,, 9. Secondary branch of the same X 120.

10. of male x 120.

11. Mandibular foot of female X 100.

(a) Process of basal joint X 300.

., 12. Principal tooth of second maxilla seen from side X 240.

13. seen from front X 240.

14. End of vermiform foot x 84.

., 15. Post abdominal lamina X 84.

XESTOLEBERIS EENIFOUMIS.

Fig. 4. Shell of male seen from left side X 84.

5. from above X 84.

PHILOMEDES ASSIMILIS.

Fi<;. 16. End of antennule of male X 84.

17. External branch of the antenna of male x 50.

18. Antenna of female x 84.

19. Mandibular foot of female X 100.

(rt) One of the marginal setse more highly magnified.

Figs. 20, 21. Principal tooth of second maxilla seen laterally and obliquely X 240.

PLATE II.

PHILOMEDES ASSIMILIS.

Fig. 1. Shell of female seen from left side x 40.

2. seen from above X 40.

3. male seen from left side x 40.

4. Beak and sinus of male X 84.

5. Post-abdominal lamina of male X 84.

6. female X 84.
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COTCMMU IKNOMINATA.

'

|%. 7. Shell of male seen from left Bide x 22.

8. Antennule and fronUl tentacle of male x 84.

9. female X 84.

., 10. Internal branch of antenna of fcmule x 84.

.. 11. male * 84.

,. IS. Chewing process of mandible x 240.

., I '.. Copulatory organ of male x *4.

.. 14. Port-abdominal lamina x 84.

PLATE III.

PHILOMKDRS ANTARCTICA.

Fig. 1. Shell of mule seen from left tide x 30.

2. female seen from right side x SO.

8. above X 80.

4. Margin of shell of female with subrostral Minus x X4.

., 5. Eyes and frontal tentacle of male X 55.

., 6. Secondary branch of antenna of female x 100.

7. male x 100.

.. 8. Portion of Mecond seta of antenna of fcnmlc with marginal spines x 320.

.. 9. Tooth of second maxilla of female x H4.

.. 10. Caudal lamina of female x 84.

LlNOCHKI.KS VAOAN8 (J .

Fig. 1 1 . Outline of shell seen from left side x 84.

., 12. ,. above x 84.

.. 1:1. AnU-nnnle X 240.

.. 14. Antenna (apical joints) x 240.

.. 15. Foot of first pair x 240.

., 16. second pair x 240.

.. 17. .. third pair X 240.

.. 18. Copulatory organ x 240.
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CKUSTACEA.
VI.-CIRRHIPfcDES.

Par A. GRUVKL,

.Maitre de Conferences dc Zoologie (Universite
1

de Bordeaux).

(1 Plate.)

Lus Cirrhipedes du '

Discovery
'

qui m'avaient ^t*4 envoye"s dte le mois de Decembre,

1904, par le
"
British Museum," n'ont pu 6tre e"tudies qu'en Avril, 1906, fc cause de

travaux tres importante et tout-a-fait diffe'rente que uous avions alors entrepris, en

particulier de noe deux Missions pour IVtude des PScheries de la cote occidentale

d'Afrique.

Bien que peu considerable par le nombre, cette collection du '

Discovery
'

cpntient

une espece d'Operculfo intfressante, c'est un Elminhis ruyosus de Hutton, et deux

especes de ScalpeUum, nouvclles pour la science : Sc. Ditcoveryi et Sc. Bouvierl.

Voici. du reste, la liste de ces especes.

OPERCULATA.

HRXAMKRID^C.

Genre fialantis, Da Costa.

Une seule espece, represent^c par des fohantillons sees, dont lea pieces operculaires

ont entierement disparu, mais qui est certainement le Hal. psittacus, Molina. Un
indiridu d'assez grande taillc est surtout bien caractorise".

TETRAMERIDA

Genre Elminius, Leach.

Ce genre est rcpreseute par une seulc espece ^galement. Bien que Hutton n'aie

pas publio de figure pour Elminius rvgosus, la diagnose assez complete qu'il en a don in'-

se rapporte si exactement a ccllc de 1'espece que nous avons eu a examiner que nous

n'hi'-sitons pas a 1'identifier. Jusqu'ici cette Mptrr n'a e't^ signaled qu'en Nouvclle-

Z^lande, sur les rochers du Bluff, par son auteur.

Nous croyons, done, int^ressant de donner quelques figures (fig. 1-3) se rapportant

a cette espece recent*, tre voisine, comrae le dit Hutton, de V Klminiu* jilicatus de Gray.

Trmi. N. ZotUml Int., x>.. 1878, p. 898.
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PEDUNCULATA.

POLYASPID^E.

Les deux especes qui repre"sentent cette famille appartiennent au genre Scalpellum

Leach, et sont, toutes les deux, nouvelles pour la science.

Nous avons eu plaisir a dedier Tune d'elles a M. le Professeur Bouvier, du

Museum de Paris, dont 1'extreme obligeance a notre egard ne s'est jamais lassee, et qui

a bien voulu presenter au public scientifique notre "
Monographic des Cirrhipedes."

Quant a 1'autre, nous lui donnons le nom du navire qui a servi a la belle

Expedition scientifique que Ton connait.

.SCALPELLUM DISCOVERY:
(fig. 4-6).

Diagnose. Capitulum avec 14 plaques, toutes imparfaitement calcifie'cs et tres

serre"es les unes centre les autres. Carene regulierement courbe, parfois redressee assez

fortement avec 1'umbo a 1'apex et le bord dorsal regulierement arrondi. Terga legere-

ment recourbes en arriere, avec le bord occluseur courbe. Rostre bien developpe,

triangulaire, avec les bords lateraux a peine recouverts par les bords occluseurs des

rostro-laterales. Infra-laterales avec 1'apex situe' vers le milieu de la plaque, legerement

retrecie en ce point. Pas de sous-rostre. Pas de sous-carene.

Pedoncule tres de"veloppe, allant en se re'tre'cissant, regulierement, de la region

capitulaire a la base, recouvert d'ecailles allongees transversalement, disposes en series

paralleles et obliques d'avant en arriere et de haut en bas. Ces e"cailles sont, du reste,

regulierement disposes et non imbrique'es.

Limite entre le capitulum et le pedoncule, tres nette.

Pas de penis. Pas d'appendices terminaux ou filamenteux.

Dimensions : Longueur du capitulum : 9
m

; largeur, 5
m

.

,, pedoncule : 14m
; largeur, moy. 2m 9.

Affinites. Par la presence de 14 plaques imparfaitement calcifie'es et d'un rostre

triangulaire, cette espece vient se placer nettement a cote de Scalpellum intermedium,

Auriv.

Observations.- Dans les deux echantillons appartenant a cette forme et que contient

la collection du '

Discovery,' la calcification des plaques est assez variable. Les deux

figures que nous en donnons (figs. 4 et 5) suffiraient a elles seules a montrer les

differences, parfois conside'rables, surtout daus les scuta et les terga.

En effet, tandis que dans le premier type (le plus calcine, fig. 4), le bord basal

des terga est droit, dans le second, il forme une concavite" tres accentuee. II en est un

peu de meme pour le bord lateral des scuta. Dans le second exemplaire, les plaques

careno-laterales sont beaucoup plus allongees et plus irregulieres de forme que dans le

premier.
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Du res to, dans I'ensemble, le premier individu presents un capitulum muinn long

et plus large que le second.

Le pedonuule offre les mime* caractfcre* dans les deux ras, uiais il eat plus court daua

le second ochantillon. et, comrae le capitulum -t plus long, il en resulte que la longueur

totale eat, tres senaiblement, la menu-.

SCAI.rKLI.UM BOUVIKRI (figs. 7-9).

Diat/notf. Capitulum avec 14 plaques entitlement calcifiees et, le plus souvent,

ante lea ones centre les autres. Umlto de la carene tres net et situe" & une petite

distance de 1'apex. Bord dorsal de la <-aivne nplati, sans aretes laterales. Apex dcs

terga legerement recourbe en arriore, comme leur Iwrd occluseur. I'mbo des careuo-

late*rales situe vers le tiers de la hauteur, a partir de la liase, et tres legerement -aillnnt

en arriere. Umbo des infra -laterales situe vers le milieu dc la hauteur de la plaque, qui

est Wgerement retrede en ce point. Bord occluseur des rostro-lateralcs d'une longueur

faale environ au tiers de cellc du bonl lateral, avec I'liinlx .

li'gfcrement saillant en avant,

Rostre trape"zoide, avec une carene mMiane nette et les bords lateraux parfois en

grande partie reconverts par les rostro-laterales.

Toutes les plaques capitulaires wint recouvertes par une cuticule transparcntc et

glahre, partout tres mince, sauf sur le Ixml occluseur des scuta ct sur tout le bord dorsal

des terga et de la carene.

Pedoncule de longueur a peu pres f'gale a celle du capitulum, orue d'ecaillcs

allongt'e transverealeinetit, en series panillMes et a peu pres regulii-res, rapproi-hees

vers le capitulum et s'eloignant de plus en plus du ''!.' dc la base, inais janiais

imbriquees.

Pas de penis. Appendices tilamciitcux uniarticul^s, a peiue plus longs que le

protopodite de la sixieme paire de cirrhes ct erne's dc (juelques rare soiiss.

Affinitf*. Par sou aspect exte>ieur d'ensemblc et si on ne la considerait qu'un peu

auperficiellement, cette espece pourrait 6tre assez facilement ronfondue avec le Satlpellnm

angustum de Prof. G. 0. Sara, Mais, examinee avec soin, on voitquelle s'en distingue par

jihiMeura caracteres, dont les deux principaux sont : la presence d'un umbo tres net a la

carene qui manque chez Sc. amjuAtum, ou cette piece est re"gulierement courln;, et cnfin

par la presence d'une cuticule chitineuse qui, trfes mince dans cette derniere espece,

eat beaucoup plus epaisse chez la notre, spe\:ialement sur les terga et la careiic.

Par la presence de 1'umbo situe' pres de 1'apex de la carene, et par ('ensemble de se

caracteres, cette espece vient nettement se placer a cot^ de <

vr. aduncum, Auriv.

Observation*. Le Scalpellwn Bouvieri doit etre tres commun dans une partie des

regions explorees par le
'

Discovery,' car il a et^ retrouve dans un grand nombre de

dragages, en quantites tres variables, du reste. Tous les individus que nous avons eu a

examiner sont a peu pres identiques a la forme rnoyenne que nous avons prise comme

type. Preaque tous sont fixes sur des Hydroldes de diverees espeoes et, parfois, en assez

grand nombre, sur une memo touflfe.

voi. lit. M
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EXPLICATION DE LA PLANCHK.

Fig- 1- Scutum yElminhis rw/osus, Button, vu du cote interne.

2. Tergum du m&ne face interne.

3. Scutum et tergum dn meme, encore unis.

4. Scalpellum Discoveryi, n. sp., l ere
forme, la mieux calcifiee.

5. Autre individu, moins calcirie, de la me'me espece.

., (i. Eostre et bords occluseurs des rostro-laterales.

7. Scalpellum Bourieri, n. sp., vu du c6te droit.

8. Lc meme, vu de profil et du cote ventral.

9. Rostre et bords occluseurs des rostro-laterales.

N.B. Dans toutes les figures G = 5.
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PYCNOGONIDA.
BY T. V. HODGSON, F.L8.

(10 Plates.)

Tin collection of Pycnogonids brought from the Antarctic by the
'

Discovery
'

in a

large one, including as it does no less than twenty-eight species, three of which have

been assigned to as many new genera. Only one species can be regarded a- of morpho-

logical importance, Pfntanytnphon nntnn-timm, which is now known to be abundant

and to have a circumpolar distribution. It differs from the genus Nymplum only in

the possession of an additional pair of legs. At first this was thought to be quite a

novel feature in the morphology of the Pycnogonida, but the Scotch expedition brought

another and much finer species from the South Orkneys. This proved to )>e identical

with Dtvolopoda australis, described by Eights some seventy years ago, and taken at

the South Shet lands. Eights' work WHS lost for a long time, and though it has l>een

noticed recently by modem zoologists, the reception afforded it was extremely curious,

involving as it did the point-blank refusal to accept the possibility of the existence of

a Pycnogonid with more than the orthodox four pairs of legs. Mr. L. .1. Cole (7), who

apparently looked with more sympathy on the work of a fellow-countryman, was the

first to appreciate this discovery properly. The genus Leionymphon was defined by
Professor Mobius for a large but immature specimen taken by the

'

Valdivia
'

in the

vicinity of Bouvet Island. It has been found necessary to re-cast this genus ; as now

defined it contains no less than eight species, including two which had lieen assigned

to the genus Aminothea, and another which Professor Mobius thought should be placed

in the genus Colossendeis. No less than five species were taken by the
'

Discovery,'

and four of them are new. No true member of the genus Amuwthen was seen, but two

new species assigned to new genera, Atutrodmu and Awtroraptu*, belong, as does the

genus Ltionymftlion, to the family Ainiiu>t/teid as defined by Professor G. O. Sars.

Atistrodectuf is perhaps a close relation of Tiiiiy*ti/lii>n, Miers, and is a curious little

form with a slender and elongated proboscis, like the snout of a weevil tactic, no chelifori,

six jointed palps, and small ovigers. AtHtronijtttt* is remarkable for its spurred l><ly

and the length of ite legs.

Ii/iynclwth<>rajc aufitrali* in another curious form ; the only other species of the

genus is found in the Mediterranean, but, notwithstanding certain differences, there

does not seem to be any justification for giving the
'

Discovery
'

species other than

specific rank.

M 2
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The remainder of the collection falls into well-known genera, and does not call for

any special comment. A list is appended below of all the species now known from the

Antarctic and sub-Antarctic regions, those taken by the
'

Discovery
'

being marked with

an asterisk. The numerous islands scattered about the southern seas have long been

considered to pertain to the sub-Antarctic region, and for this reason I have made the

mean annual isotherm of 45 F., as indicated by Sir John Murray in the concluding
volume of the "

Challenger Eeports," its northern limit. This includes all that can

reasonably be considered as belonging to this region, and coincides very closely with

the opinion expressed by Professor P. Pelseneer in his Report on the Mollmca of the
'

Belgica
'

Expedition. For the Antarctic proper the latitude 60 S. seems sufficient

as it includes all the glaciated lands of Antarctica, and the shallower waters less than

lOOOfm., connected therewith.

Antarctic. Sub-Antarctic.

Pycnogonum inagellanicum, Hoek ...... x

magnirostre, Mobius ...... x
* Phoi'chilus australis ......... x
Pallene dimorpha, Hoek ....... x

*
Pseudopallene cornigera, Mobius ...... X X

australis ....... x

Pallenopsis patagonica, Hoek. ...... x

pilosa, Hoek ....... x x

fluminensis, Kroyer ...... x
*

glabra, Mobius ....... x X
villosa ........ x

., hiemalis ........ x

Anoplodactylus neglectus, Hoek ...... x

petiolatus, Kriiyer ...... x

Nymphon gracile, Leach ....... x

gracilipes, Miers ....... x

brachyrhytichum, Hoek ...... x

hamatum, Hoek ....... x

fuscuni, Hoek ....... x

meridionale, Hoek....... x

antarcticum, Pfeffer ...... x
hiemale ........ x

lanare......... x

., adareamim ........ x

,. frigidum .... ... x

Chaetonymphon brevicaudiituin, Miers ..... x
villosum ....... x

,, biarticulatum . . . . . x
mendosum ....... x

anatrale, Hodgson ...... x

var. austrinorum .... x
*

Pentanymphon antarcticum ....... x

Leionymphon striatum, Mobins ...... x
*

,, grande, Pfeflfcr X X

gibbosum, Mobius ...... x
* minus X
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AuUrcllc. Sul. AiiUrnu

Letonympbon ckwii, Pfefft-r

,. MMtnk . x

(flaciale X

Hpinoiuin X

Amwothea hoeki, PfefTer ... X

wilioni, Schinikewitm-h X

coinmunis, Bouvier .... x

curculio, Boovier X

Tanjiaylum itjrligcruiu, Mien X

dohrnii, Pfeffer ...... x

chierchue, Schimkewitoch .... X
AiMtrudecui glaciale x

Atntroraptus polaris ........ x

AjKorhjnchu* gUber, Hock X

KhynchoiLorax aiwtralu X

ColoHendei* gigas, Hoek x

leptorhynclinn, Hoek ......
.. gigai leptorhjm-hiu, Hoek X

megalonyx, Hoek ... . X

robudta, Hoek X

gracilis, Hoek X

., aiwtrali* X

glacialin . X

frigida . X

rngotu X

lHx-uli>podat auatrala, Eight* X

antarctica, Bonvier ...... x

No less than seven expeditions have taken part in the recent "
Siege of the

South Pole," and the collections of Pycnogonids made by four of them still remain

unpublished. This being the case, it is scarcely desirable to enter into a discussion

on the geographical distribution of these animals. It may, however, IK- stated that

the head-quarters of these animals appears to be in southern seas. Professor Mobius

(22) has compiled a list of the known Arctic and sub-Arctic species, which

number forty-two. In the same work, for comparison, he has added a list of all

the species taken beyond 30 South latitude. Only thirty-one species are included

in this large area, and the genus Tanyxtylum is the only one occurring in the south

which does not occur in the north. I have reduced the Southern or Antarctic area

to what I consider more reasonable dimensions, and the
'

Discovery
'

collection, with

its predecessors, raises the total to sixty-three species. Among these species there are

five new genera ; four of these are, as far as is yet known, confined exclusively to

the Antarctic region, the other extends well into the sub-Antarctic region. The
"
Bipolarity Theory

"
is only affected by a single species, Colusnendei* auxtrali*. Of

all the numerous species of this genus, C. pntoeidta, from the north, and C. tiuxtnili*,

from the south, stand apart from all the rest on account of their bodily form, and

there can be no question that they are much more nearly related to each other than

t [A* Eight* Mid hi* specie* had
"

five perfect pain
"

of leg* he doubtle** meant
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to any other members of the germs. The two species, as species are recognised

now-a-days, are perfectly distinct, but it is a fair question to ask how is their

present position at the opposite ends of the earth to be accounted for ?

As to the terms employed in the following work, some words of explanation
are necessary.

Naturalists have not always used the same terminology, and Mr. L. J. Cole (6)

has recently tabulated the essential variations. As, however, the terms used by

any one naturalist have not been fully adopted, and others have been introduced,

a complete account of the terminology used here is given.

The entire Body of a Pycuogonid is divisible into three regions the proboscis,

trunk, and abdomen and this without regard to any of the appendages. Where
the body only is alluded to, it is to be understood that both the trunk and abdomen
are taken together. Measurements are taken dorsally, unless otherwise specified,

except in the case of the appendages, which are generally measured from the side,

and the length of the trunk is usually taken to the base of the abdomen ; in exceptional

cases, where the abdomen is vertical or very short, the trunk may be measured to

the extremity of the posterior lateral processes, but this is so stated. Its width

is always across the longest of the lateral processes.

The Cephalon is regarded as that portion of the trunk which lies in front of

the first pair of lateral processes, and the so-called neck is the narrowest part,

sometimes elongated, between those processes and the more expanded distal portion.

Segmentation is not regarded as perfect or complete unless the four segments
of the trunk and the abdomen are distinctly articulated.

The first appendage of the trunk is the Cheliforus, also commonly known as

the mandible. A considerable amount of confusion has been, and is still likely to

be, caused by the fact that the chela has most frequently been regarded as a single

joint. Obviously it consists morphologically of two joints, and in order to avoid any

misapprehension as to the number of joints, this appendage has been described as

chelate, or otherwise, and the scape, a name given by Professor G. 0. Sars to the shaft

supporting the chela, has been recorded as one- or two-jointed, as the case might be.

This method of dealing with the limb is suggested in order to avoid confusion as

to the number of joints it possesses.

The second appendage is the Palp.

The third appendage is the Oviger. This convenient name was given by
Mr. L. J. Cole to replace the more cumbrous term "

ovigerous," or
"

false leg." In

these two appendages the various joints are numbered from the base, and not named.

The remaining four or five pairs of appendages are Legs pure and simple ;
with

the use of the word "
oviger," the qualification

"
ambulatory

"
or

"
walking leg

"

becomes quite unnecessary. The terms used for the individual joints are those

adopted by Professor G. 0. Sars, viz., first, second and third coxa, femur, first and

second tibia, tarsus and propodus.
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A projection Iteyond the insertion of the terminal claw, which occurs in some

....
, i. . i- ..,'!. -1 '.. II. .!..!'. mi introduced !.\ Mi I. .1. Cole. Tw ..; ii.-r BKpnMOM

have been adopted for purposes of convenience. In very many species, not to say

genera, there occurs a thickening of the skin on the sides of the legs, not infrequently

also on some of the other appendages ; this takes the form of a narrow and conspicuous

line, usually of a reddish colour, and so it has been termed the
"
lateral line." The

other feature concerns the setae. At the extremity of most of the joints there is

a fringe of more or less specialised setae, sometimes surrounding the joint, hut

frequently more conspicuous on the dorsal or the ventral aspect This has t>een termed

the distal fringe, a name which does not appear to be inappropriate.

Precise measurements are invariably necessary with regard to the legs. One-

leg is generally considered to be sufficient for this purpose, and as Dr. P. P. C. Hock

t.l.'ptod the third leg of the right side for this purpose wherever possible, the name

Inn!' has been used here.

PHOXICHILU&

This genus is readily distinguished by its slender form and the complete absence

it i hclifori and palps. The ovigers too only occur in the male, and are seven-jointed.

Among other characters may be mentioned the presence of a
"
collar

"
l>etween the

ccphalon and the proboscis. This, however, is deficient in the species descril>ed lx?low.

Numerous species have l>een assigned to this genus, but the difficulties of species

ili-criminAtion is increased by the absence of two of the normal numl>cr of appendages,
MIX! necessitates some mollification of the generic characters. No less than six species have

been descrilied from European seas, but their specific distinctness is open to question.

Three others have been found in distant seas, and a fourth now described is from the

extreme south.

PHOXICHILUS AUSTRALIA

(Plate I., fig. 1.)

Specific characters :

Body slender, with lateral processes very widely separated and with the long legs completely
covered with very minute stiff setae.

Tarana with a very prominent ventral spine, and three to five proiimally on the propodiw,
which projects distinctly beyond the insertion of the terminal claw and auxiliaries.

No distinct collar anteriorly to oephalon.

Body slender, with the lateral processes long and very widely separated ; perfectly

smooth to unassisted vision, but with a 1-in. objective extremely minute spines can be

detected ; segmentation very prominent and immediately behind each pair of lateral

proceneav

The Cephalon is small, but stouter than the trunk, truncated anteriorly with the

angles bevelled oil*. No collar exists as such, but a band of thin chitinous skin,

characteristic of an articulation, occurs between the cephalon and the base of the

proboscis.
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The Ocular tubercle lies almost in the middle of the cephalon, but scarcely clear

of the first pair of lateral processes. It is very stout, of no great elevation, terminating
in a strong cone above the four eyes.

The Abdomen is small, cylindrical, terminating in a cone, and directed almost

vertically upwards. It is not articulated to the trunk.

The length of the trunk is 5mm. (to extremity of posterior lateral processes) and

its extreme width is 3mm.

The Proboscis is long and slender, scarcely 4mm. in length, flexibly united to the

trunk. It is cylindrical, but very slightly swollen before the middle and equally

slightly narrowed before its rounded extremity. The mouth is inconspicuous, but of

normal size. The proboscis is covered, more especially distally, with extremely

minute spines.

The Legs are long and slender, attaining a length of 30mm. The first coxa is the

smallest, and the second is a trifle longer than the first and third together ;
the pro-

portions of the three following joints are as 8 : 675 : 8'5 ; the tarsus is very small, and

the propodus, which is curved, is about a quarter the length of the femur. The entire

limb, as the trunk, is completely clothed with extremely minute stiff setae, which for

the most part are only visible with a powerful lens. On the tibia they are, however,

rather more conspicuous, besides being most abundant. The larger or ventral surface

of the tarsus is covered with short spines, but one distal one is extremely large and

prominent. Dorsally the propodus is covered with the minute stiff setse, ventrally there

are at the proximal end of the joint three to five very large spines, the remainder of

that surface being occupied by a band of much smaller though still conspicuous

spines of rather irregular size. A prominent heel projects over the insertion of a

powerful terminal claw and its two auxiliaries, these latter being about half its length,

but much more slender. The second coxa bears dorsally, just beyond the middle of its

length, a tubercular enlargement, which is perforated by a glandular opening.

The genital apertures occur on a transverse ridge at the extremity of the second

coxa of every leg. Ventrally, in the angle formed by the first pair of lateral processes

and the trunk, there is a very small but distinct process on each side, exactly in the

position where the oviger should be.

This type specimen is a female, and was taken off Flagon Point in Winter Quarters

in 5-20 fm., on very rough ground.

Two other females were taken, one slightly larger than the type came from

125 fm., on a bottom composed of small stones and organic debris ; the other is much

smaller, but the precise point at which it was captured in Winter Quarters remains

uncertain. A fourth specimen is a male, and is to a considerable extent overgrown

with polyzoa. This specimen was taken at the same time and place as the type. It

is sexually mature, and the genital apertures occur on the three posterior legs only.

The ovigers are well-developed, but unfortunately only four basal joints remain on

either side. They arise in the angle formed by the first lateral process and the trunk,
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but not on a body process ; the first joint is small, the second is a little longer, the two

following which are longer still, the fourth is largest The appendage bears a moderate

number of minute not>

I have been unable to distinguish the cement glands on the femur as described

and figured by Professor O. II. Carpenter for other species. (4 and 5.)

This genus, established by Mr. E. B. Wilson in 1878, has been more completely

It-fined in a-eordance with modern requirement** by Professor G. 0. Sars (25). It is

very closely allied to Coniylochele (G. O. Bars), but the special features which

distinguish it from that genus are (</) the crown of setae at the distal extremity of the

proboscis ; (h) the presence of spines on the l>ody and legs.

Two species are now descried, one of which I regard for the present as identical

with those derived from the
'

Valdivia
'

and '

Francais
'

Expeditions.

P.SKl'DOl'AI.LKNE CORN I(J ERA.

(Plate I., fig. 3.)

PtntdepaUtnt cornigrra, Mobius (23). p. 186.

CordylocMt turqveli (?), Bonvit-r (2). p. 297.

Specific characters :

Body with long lateral processes not very widely separated, these armed doraally with a stout

par. A pair of similar spurs on the cephalon.

Legs with longitudinal rows of setae set in small tubercular bases. Propod as well covered with

111 and a proximal group ventrally of half-a-dozen spines.

Oviger ten-jointed. Denticulate spines with three strong teeth at the base.

Body rather robust, with long lateral processes not very widely separated. The

length of these processes is increased by a very prominent spur which occurs dorsally

on each.

A very conspicuous spur occurs on the antero-lateral border of the Cephalon.

This is rather long, with a definitely constricted neck, and widens considerably into two

lobes bearing the chclifori, and l>etwecn which the proboscis arises.

The Ocular tubercle is short and stout, rounded alx>ve, and bears four well-

developed eyes. It lies between the first pair of lateral processes and the neck.

The Abdomen is of normal proportions, gently tapering, and not articulated to the

trunk. It is directed upwards, but does not extend beyond the posterior lateral

processes, and TTTOTI a few minute setae. The segmentation is distinct

The length of the body is Cmm., and its extreme width is barely 5mm.

The Pkcboaeii it ventral in origin, rising apparently from a pocket between the

chelifori, directed obliquely downwards. It is a little longer than the cephalic segment

gently tapering to a blunt point, the small triangular mouth being surrounded by a

tuft of small bristles.

YOU in. N
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The Chelifori are well-developed ; the scape is single-jointed, about two-thirds

the length of the proboscis, enlarged at its distal extremity, and carries a few minute

setae. The chelae are massive, curved almost to a right angle near their bases, and

thickly covered with minute setae. The fingers are short and massive, the immovable

one bears two tubercles distally, but the movable one has none.

Palps are not present, but on either side of the cephalon ventrally, and just outside

the chelifori, there is a small mark, an indication of where they should be. The antero-

ventral margin of the cephalon is a slightly curved line.

The Oviger (fig. 3) is ten-jointed, and is built on much the same lines as in the

genus Nymphon. It arises on a very small body-process between the neck and the first

lateral process. The first three joints are small and progressively increase in length,

the third being slightly curved and having a very oblique distal termination. The

fourth joint is rather longer than the three preceding ones together ; it is stout, curved,

and like them, scantily supplied with small setae. The fifth joint is very long and

slender ; owing to the curves it is difficult to measure precisely, but it appears to be as

long as or longer than the preceding four joints. Its distal half bears a bunch of

about forty large eggs, and is terminated by a short lobe. The sixth joint is quite

short ; the seventh and eighth are longer and sub-equal ; the ninth and tenth

progressively shorten, but only by a very little, the last one being slightly curved.

The terminal claw is worn down to a stump, but appears to have been slender. The

four terminal joints each bear a row of denticulate spines and a few small setae

dorsally. The spines are much worn, and only a flattened ovate leaf can be dis-

tinguished, with traces of three or four lateral teeth.

Fig. 3a is from a younger specimen.

The Legs are not very long, only attaining a length of about 23mm. Of the three

coxae the second is quite as long as the other two together, and is enlarged distally.

The first shows a trace of a distal spur which gives it a rather angular appearance, and

the setse of the distal fringe arise for the most part on tubercular enlargements of the

joint. On the second coxa the setae are linear and dorsal, those of the mid-dorsal row are

socketed into small tubercular enlargements of the joint. The third coxa bears a few

small setae dorsally, and a poorly developed distal fringe ventrally. The three following

joints are very nearly equal in length, circ. 5mm., but the advantage is with the second

tibia. On the femur there are five rows of setae dorsally and laterally, three of which

are readily seen, the setae usually arising from a small tubercle ; the other two rows are

less conspicuous and contain fewer setae. In the mid-ventral line there is a row of

comparatively stout tubercles. On the two tibiae the setae are very much more

numerous, and their linear arrangement and tubercular bases are less distinct. They
cover both dorsal and ventral surfaces, but a space above the lateral line is left bare.

The lateral line is distinct from the first coxa to the end of the second tibia. The

distal fringes, though present, are composed of setae of moderate size, and are therefore

inconspicuous. The tarsus is very small and cup-shaped, its ventral surface being
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completely covcrctl with Htiff setw, Urgent distally. The propodus is curved, with a

very distinct swelling ventrally at the proximal end ; this swelling bears half-a-dozen

strong spines, the rest of the ventral surface being occupied by a Iwmd of stout spinous

set about half the size of the proximal group. Dorsally the seta) are fewer and

weaker, a narrow space appears devoid of them laterally. The terminal claw is long

and slender, about two-thirds the length of the propodus, to which it is articulated at

the ventral angle. There are no auxiliaries, and the projecting heel is small.

The Genital apertures of the male occur on the second coxro of the two posterior

nun of legs ; in the female they occur on all the legs, on a conspicuous swelling of

the coxa.

The adult male bearing ova, described above, was taken in Winter Quarters in

125 fathoms, on a bottom of small stones and organic debris (June 6, 1903). A
smaller specimen, taken at the same time and place, is rather severely mutilated, having

lost one of its ovigers and four legs. Its sex is indeterminable, but it is proliably

immature. The first segment of the trunk is distinct ; the others can le traced, but

with difficulty. The limbs are much more spinose than in my type ; everywhere the

tubercular enlargements from which the stiff set arise arc more abundant, especially

on the first coxa and the femur. The oviger also is very different The first three

joints are small, the third having an oblique termination which involves half its length ;

the fourth is as long as the two preceding, the fifth a trifle longer ; the sixth is very

short, and the seventh scarcely twice as long. Of the three terminals the middle one

is the shortest, the other two being subequal in length. From the sixth each successive

joint becomes more slender. The entire appendage is completely devoid of sete, but

on the inner margin of the seventh joint are three curved spines ; on the eighth joint

there are two, and on the terminal one there are six, one of them occupying the position

of the terminal claw. An adult female was taken in 41 fins. (Jan. 30, 1903). The

femora contain ripe ova and are swollen in consequence. The setto are generally

finer than those of the male. The oviger, too, resembles that of the male. The

denticulate spines are fairly well preserved, and under a high power (" obj.) show a

short shaft with three small, but strong, teeth. Then follows a flattened ovoid blade

with a minutely toothed margin, the teeth of which are of a totally different character

to those on the shaft On the terminal joint these spines are more curved than

elsewhere and the terminal claw does not exist, its place being taken by a much worn

example of the denticulate spines. Another occurs more dorsally, but is broken off in

this specimen.

I believe I am correct in identifying these specimens with the P. cornigera. of

Professor Mobius and with the Cordylochfle turqueti of Professor Bouvier. Though I

have seen both species, I must admit that I have not examined them with that care that

the fact of a second closely allied species having l>een found demands.

The essential difference between the '

Discovery
'

and the
' Valdivia

'

specimens

occurs in the length of the legs, which are half as long again in the latter specimens.
N _'
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PSEUDOPALLENE AUSTRALIS.

(Plate I., fig. 2.)

Specific characters :

Body with lateral processes widely separated, these and the cephalon armed with stout spurs.

Limbs armed with rows of prominent tubercles which bear the setae. Propodus with few sekc

dorsally and a proximal group of three or thereabouts.

Oviger ten-jointed, four terminal joints long and cylindrical. Denticulate spines without lateral

teeth at base.

Body rather robust, though more slender than in the last-named species ;
lateral

processes widely separated, and but little longer than the trunk is broad. It is

smooth except for the spurs on the cephalon and lateral processes. These are similar

to but more upright than those of P. cornigera. The segmentation is distinct.

The Ocular tubercle is short, stout, rounded at the extremity, and bears four

large well-developed eyes. It rises just clear of the first pair of lateral processes.

The Abdomen is of normal proportions, rather ovoid in shape and without setae.

There is no articulation, and it is directed obliquely upwards.

The length of the body is 6mm. and its extreme width is 3mm.

The Proboscis and the Chelifori are as in the preceding species.

The Ovigers (fig. 2 a) rise just behind the neck, each from a small body-process.

The first joint is very small and stout, the second equally stout, but much longer ; the

third is more slender, and has the usual oblique termination, but is scarcely as long

as the two preceding joints ;
the fourth is nearly as long as the three preceding.

The fifth is much the longest of the appendage, slender and rather enlarged distally.

The sixth is quite small, about a quarter the length of the fifth. All these joints bear

a very few minute setae, all of which have traces of an enlarged base. The four

terminal joints are long and slender, with very little difference in their length ; the first

is longest, the next two are subequal, and the last the shortest. All are provided with

numerous denticulate spines, which occur in a single row
(fig. 2 b). They comprise a

rather conical shaft, surrounded by a flat leaf-like blade with a finely dentate margin.

There is no trace of the stout basal teeth so characteristic of the preceding species.

The end of the terminal joint bears two curved spines, which are obviously the same

denticulate spines worn down. The character of these four terminal joints differs from

those of the preceding species in their more slender and cylindrical form as well as their

greater length.

The Legs extend to a length of 23mm. Of the three coxae the second is quite as

long as the other two together ; the proportions of the three following joints are as

6 : 5*5 : 5'5 ; the tarsus is very small, the propodus is curved, especially proximally,

and rather more than one-third the length of the second tibia. The terminal claw is

very long and slender
; there are no auxiliaries, nor is there any heel. The setae, if

such they may be called, are small and delicate. They lie in lines parallel to the

surface of the joint, and, with very few exceptions, each one occurs on a prominent



tultcrculiir process arrhcd towards the extremity of the liiuli. They occur distally on

the first coxa, dor&ally on the second, where there arc two rows, and ventrally on the

third coxa. Elsewhere there arc five rows in which the ventral tutarclcs arc the

smallest Between the two rows on the second coxa distally is a rounded tulrcrcle

Iwaring no seta. The distal extremity of the second tibia is literally provided with

small stout seta) not connected with tubercles; its distal fringe is inconspicuous.

The tarsus is oowed with seta? which increase in length distally, forming a fringe of

long and stout seta). The tubercular character of the leg completely disappears on

this and the succeeding joint On the propodus there is a scanty supply of minute

sctw dnrsally, and ventrally at the proximal end of the joint is a well-developed

enlargement (tearing three spines of moderate strength ; the rest of the ventral surface

is occupied by a Iwiul of small but fairly prominent spinous setae.

A tingle specimen of this species was taken off the Barrier, lat. 78 25' 40" S., long.

185 39' 6" E in SOOfms. Bottom, mud.

It is an adult female, with the Genital apertures prominent on the second coxse of

all the legs.

PALLENOPSIS.

Body Blender or robust, distinctly segmented.

Proboscis cylindrical, ventral in origin, flexibly united to the tnink.

Abdomen long and slender.

Chelifori well developed ; scape long, two-jointed.

Palps reduced to a more or less conspicuous knob.

Ovigers ten-jointed, present in both sexes, without a terminal claw or denticulate spines.

Legs with auxiliary claws. A tubular duct occurs in a mid-ventral portion on the femora of the

male.

Ocular tubercle placed anteriorly on the ccphalon, with two unequal pairs of eyes.

As above stated, the generic definition is much altered from the original of Prof.

E B. Wilson (32). Besides the two new species described below, no less than thirteen

have from time to time lx;cn recorded, all of them from a strictly limited number of

specimens. They arc separated by characters which, when committed to paper, do

not appear as definite as one would like. Nothing is known with regard to the

variation which may occur within the limits of " a species," and so it must remain open

to question whether I have taken the right course with reference to P. hinnalis and

P. pitotta, Hoek, or not

PALLKNOPSIS OLABRA.

PtOtntpti* glabra, Mobins (23), p. 184.

Specific characters :

Body comparatively slender, with lateral processes widely separated, and with two small tubercles

dentally.

Chelifori well developed, scape two-jointed, the whole limb minutely scabrous.

Palps reduced to a conspicuous stump.

Ovigen ten-jointed, without claw or denticulate spine*.

Legs long, covered throughout with minute spinons i
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I am unable to find any satisfactory grounds for separating this species from that

of Professor Mobius. A full description follows, as that of Professor Mb'bius is scarcely

sufficient on small points. Body comparatively slender, with the lateral processes

widely separated and slightly increasing in length to the third, which is directed back-

wards.

The Cephalon is long, rather broader than the rest of the body, bevelled

anteriorly to form a median point, immediately behind which lies the stout ocular

tubercle. This is stout, erect, rounded in front, and terminating in a short spine on

the posterior half of the tubercle above the eyes. The four eyes are well developed,

the anterior pair being much the larger. The Ovigers arise on small body-processes

immediately in front, and rather below the level of the first lateral pair.

The Abdomen is very long, slightly curved, and with a clavate extremity ; it is

not articulated to the trunk, and is directed obliquely upwards at a considerable angle.

It is covered with minute curved spines.

The segmentation of the trunk is rendered conspicuous by a slightly raised ridge

forming the posterior border of the segment, these ridges are rather more prominent

ventrally, and in both cases bear a few minute spines. Similar spines occur on the

lateral processes, and form a distal fringe round them.

The Proboscis is movably articulated to the trunk and directed downwards, its

origin is ventral, and at the proximal end of the cephalon ; it is cylindrical, tapering

slightly, its distal extremity rounded and the mouth small. It is completely covered

with minute spines except for a narrow band in the mid-ventral line.

The Chelifori are well developed, and arise close to the middle line, their origin

occupying almost the entire width of the cephalon. The scape is two-jointed, and half

as long as the trunk measured to the base of the abdomen
; the two joints are sub-equal

in length, the second being expanded distally. The chela is directed downwards, the

palm rather curved, and fully as long as the other joints. The small dactyli are directed

inwards, the movable one having a spinous cushion at the base. The entire appendage
is covered with minute spines, largest and most numerous on the second joint of the

scape, the distal fringe of which is also more conspicuous.

The Palps are stout single-jointed stumps arising from the sides of the cephalon,

about the middle of its length.

The Oviger is ten-jointed. The first joint is very short and stout, the second is

much longer, clavate and setose on its outer margin ; the third is shorter, curved, and

having a very oblique termination ; it is also setose on its outer margin. These three

joints form a curve in one direction, and the following three curve in another. The

fourth and fifth joints are comparatively long and sub-equal, both slightly curved, the

fourth setose on both sides, the fifth only on its outer margin ; the sixth joint is short

and much curved, and from this one the remaining joints become shorter, more slender,

and more setose, the setse being longer than elsewhere. There is no terminal claw, nor

denticulate spines.
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The Legs are long, attaining a length of 69mm. The lateral line is conspicuous,

beginning on the lateral processes and extending to the end of the second tibia. Of

the three coxw At second is longer than the other two together, all three arc thickly
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there are none dorsally. The proportions of the three following joint* are an 17: 14 '5:21.

The femur is fairly well covered with minute set ventrally ; dorsally they are much

IBM numerous, except at the distal extremity. A linear arrangement of the setaj is

oltservable, but it is not very regular, a distal fringe is not very prominent, and almost

confined to the dorsal side. On the first tibia the sete become more numerous dorsally,

they preserve the same general arrangement, but there are longer setae mixed with them.

On the second tibia this becomes much more pronounced, and ventrally the set are so

numerous that the linear arrangement is completely obscured ; the distal fringe on both

joints is well developed, more especially so on the ventral side of the second tibia. The

tarsus is very small, the ventral surface l>eing double that of the dorsal ; the former is

covered with long spinous setce, most prominent distally, like those of the distal fringe

of the preceding joint, dorsally they are smaller, but form a well-developed fringe. The

propodus is slightly curved, and completely covered with small spinous seta*, and some

of these form a distal fringe over the insertion of the terminal claw and its auxiliaries.

At the proximal end of the joint is a series of some half-dozen short spines, the centre

ones being the largest ; beyond these a group of stout spinous seta; extends to the end

of the joint The terminal claw Is short, half the length of the prop<xlus, and the

auxiliaries are about half its size.

Of the two specimens obtained one is a male, and the Genital apertures occur on

a slight swelling at the distal extremity of the second coxae of the two posterior pairs of

legs. On the ventral surface of the femur is a swelling about the middle of its length,

and this bears a short but stout duct characteristic of the males of this genus. The

Genital apertures of the female occur on a very pronounced swelling, in a similar

position to those of the male, but on all the legs.

This specimen is remarkable for having the first leg of the right side complete in

all essential details, but not extending beyond the distal extremity of the femur of the

normal limb.

Winter Quarters, off Flagon Point. January 17th, 1903. 5-20 fm. Very

rough ground.

PALLKNOPSIS VILLOSA.

(Plate II., fig. 1.)

Body robust, with lateral processes rather close together. Entire animal clothed with long,

slender setae, giving it a woolly appearance.

Chelifori well developed, scape two-jointed, no aetooi cushion at the base of the dactylos.

Palps minced to a knob.

Oviger ten-jointed, without claw or denticulate spines.

Leg! deoaely clothed with fine seta?, propodus with several strong spines ventrally ; one or two

of the proximal ones are much the largest.
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Body robust, with the lateral processes distinctly, but not widely separated.

Segmentation is complete, and in the case of the trunk it is rendered very prominent

by each segment to some extent overlapping the following one ; this is most noticeable

ventrally.

The Cephalon is large, with a distinctly constricted neck. At its extreme anterior

end, which is straight, the stout rod-like ocular tubercle projects slightly forwards
;

this is rounded at its extremity, where there are four well-developed eyes, the anterior

pair very much larger than the posterior.

The Abdomen is long and distinctly articulated to the trunk
; it increases in

diameter to a short distance from its extremity, when it abruptly tapers to a blunt

point. About its middle it is provided with a considerable number of long slender

setae. Similar setae fringe the anterior border of the cephalon, the distal extremities

of the lateral processes, and the posterior border of each segment. None of these

setae are present ventrally. The length of the body is 10mm., and its width is 6' 5mm.

The abdomen measures barely 4mm.

The Proboscis is stout, cylindrical, rounded at the extremity, and articulated to the

trunk on the ventral surface, and therefore directed downwards. The mouth is small.

It is liberally covered with short setae. In length it is scarcely half that of the body.

The Chelifori are long and chelate ; they arise quite close to the middle line

underneath the anterior border of the cephalon. The scape is stout and two-jointed,

measuring some 5mm. in length ; the two joints are sub-equal and covered with long

slender setae, the second joint more abundantly so, especially distally. These setae are

confined to the dorsal surface ; a row exists ventro-laterally, but veutrally they are

replaced by very short setae. The third joint, forming the chela, is directed down-

wards, and is shorter than the preceding. It is covered all over with setae, shorter

than the average, but varying in length from the proximal to the distal end ; on the

outside of the movable finger is a dense tuft of long setae (fig. la). The dactyli are

turned inwards, the movable one being the longer. They are curved at the tips, which

cross over each other, and are devoid of teeth.

The Palps arise at the side of the proboscis, and are nothing more than rounded knobs.

The Ovigers are ten-jointed, and without terminal claw or denticulate spines

(fig. Ib). They arise ventro-laterally between the base of the proboscis and the first

lateral processes. All the joints are small, and the appendage is curved like an

attenuated S, and setose throughout. The first joint is small and stout, the remainder

gradually decrease in breadth
;

the second is about twice as long as the first ; the

third is intermediate between the two, and has a very oblique termination. These

three joints bear long setae on the outside of the curve formed by them. The fourth

joint is the longest on the appendage, and slightly curved ;
it bears a few long setse on

the inner side, and numerous short ones on both. The fifth joint is not so long, also

slightly curved and dilated distally with long setae on its outer side. The sixth joint

is shorter and slightly curved ; it is thickly clothed with long setae, and bears a few
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on the opposite side distally. The seventh, eighth, and tenth joints arc suit-equal

in length, and the ninth is a little shorter. The arrangement of the seta; is the Mime

a* on the sixth joint, except that the distal group on the outer side increases on eaeh

joint, so as to involve the whole of it The setae on the five terminal joints are very

long and quite simple.

The Legs are very stout, ami some 36mm. in length. The Bret coxae are alnmt as

long as their corresponding lateral processes ; the second are longer, and, in the female,

hear a conspicuous enlargement ventrally near the distal extremity, upon which the

large genital openings occur ; these are on all the limbs. The third coxa; are altmit

the nine size as the first The three following joints differ but little in size, leing

proportionally as 8*5 : 9 : 9*5. The tarsus is very small, and the propodu* w about

a quarter the length of the second tibia. The entire limb is clothed with sette.

Doraally the three coxw each bear a prominent distal fringe of long setae. The first

has two lateral Imnds in addition, while the other two are more completely clothed.

Ventrally the third coxa is partially covered with small seta), and has a prominent
distal fringe of longer ones, the other two only possess a distal fringe of short

aetxe. On the femur the dorsal surface is covered with long seta-, which also form a

prominent distal fringe ; the ventral surface bears only small seta;, but on each side

there is a band of the large ones just below the well-developed lateral line. This

arrangement holds good on the two tibia;, but the setae are much more thickly

set At the distal extremity of the second tibia the seta; become spinous vcntrally,

and as spines form the distal fringe on that side. The ventral surface of the tarsus is

clothed with spines which are large distally ; dorsally there is a fringe of setae only.

The propodus is covered dorsally with set of more moderate length than those on

the appendage generally ; laterally they are smaller still, and along the ventral

aspect there is a row of about a dozen strong spines, a little irregular in size,

but one or two of the proximal ones are much the largest. There is no projection of

the propodus beyond the insertion of the terminal claw, which is stout and rather

more than half the length of the joint that bears it. It is accompanied by two .small

auxiliaries.

The single specimen is an adult female, and contains ripe ova.

Taken off Coulman Island in 100 fin., on mud and stones, January 13th, 1902.

PALLENOPSIS PILOSA.

(Plate II., fig. 2.)

Phortchilidium pUosum, Hoek (14). p. 90.

Hoek (16). p. 9.

Specific characters :

Body not very robust, with lateral processes not widely but distinctly separated. Body (dorsally)

and legs covered with extremely long thin hairs.

Chelifori well developed, scape showing distinct articulation on the dorsal surface. No setose

pad at base of dactyl u*.

VOL. III.
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Body fairly robust, with lateral processes distinctly, but not widely, separated ;

two pairs directed forwards and the other two backwards.

Cephalon stout, longer than two segments of the trunk, cylindrical, with its

anterior border bevelled on each side ; near the point thus produced lies the Ocular

tubercle. This is short and stout, capped by a blunt point below which are four well-

developed eyes ;
the anterior pair larger than the posterior pair.

The Abdomen is long and slender, terminating in a blunt point, and bearing

numerous long setae.

The segmentation of the body is perfect, and on the posterior margin of the three

anterior segments are two tufts of long slender setae, a number of which occur also

on the lateral processes, and also form the distal fringe. The ventral surface is devoid

of setae.

The length of the body is 10mm., its width 5mm. The abdomen measures 4mm.

in length.

The Proboscis is ventral in position, directed downwards and movably articulated

to the trunk. It is cylindrical, terminating in a blunt cone ; mouth small, covered

with small setae 4mm. long.

The Chelifori are well developed ; they arise close to the middle line in front of the

cephalon, and extend considerably beyond the proboscis. The scape is long and single-

jointed, though dorsally there is a slight enlargement about the middle of its length,

indicating a possibly fused joint. Numerous long and slender setae are distributed over

the scape. Distally the setae are smaller, and there is a strongly developed distal

fringe. The chelae are comparatively small, and hang vertically. The palm is scarcely

more than a quarter the length of the scape, covered with short stiff setae. The fingers

are small, and directed inwards at a considerable angle from the palms ; the movable

finger is nearly twice the size of the other, but neither bears any trace of teeth.

The Palps are quite rudimentary, being nothing more than a small but conspicuous

rounded stump at the side of the proboscis, well behind the ocular tubercle when

viewed from the dorsal aspect. They bear a few small setae.

The Ovigers occupy a lateral position immediately in front of a shallow groove

separating the cephalon from the first lateral processes. They are ten-jointed (fig. 2).

The first joint is small and stout ; the second is about three times as long, enlarged

distally ; the third is intermediate in length between these two ; the fourth is long,

about as long as the two preceding joints, and very stout ;
the fifth is very little longer,

slightly narrowed in the centre, and expanded distally ; the sixth is stout, and not

half the length of the fifth. All these joints bear a few short setae, most numerous on

the outer side of the fifth and sixth joints. The seventh joint is longer than the

sixth or the two following together ;
of these the proximal is shorter, the terminal

joint (missing in the appendage examined in detail) is quite small and without a

terminal claw. The last four joints bear long and stout setae of a simple character.

There are no denticulate spines.
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attains a length of 32mm. Of the three coxn> the second is a)>out aa

lung as tlio other two together, and is much enlarged distally. The tir-t IM-.-U-S a

mid-dorsal row of a few long seta) and a distal fringe of the same kind. The second

I ;ir- two dorKo-lateral rows and the distal fringe ; and veutrally, a conspicuous fringe

between the distal extremity and the genital apertures. The third coxa is covered

ventrally and laterally with setae and carries vent rally a very prominent distal fringe.

The proportions of the three following joints are 8'5 : 8'5 : 10, these joints are covered

with lines of very long slender setae, their great length making it difficult to determine

the precise number of rows. On the femur they are most abundant ventrally, except

near the distal extremity. On the two tibiae the ventral surface is much more scantily

supplied. The distal fringe of the second tibia is rather spinous ventrally. The

tarsus is very small, setose, and with a few spinous setae at its ventral extremity.

The propodus is curved, covered with rather short setae, a fringe of longer ones distally ;

there is no heel. Ventrally at the proximal end of the joint arc two or three stout

spines, and a band of smaller ones of irregular size extends to the end of the joint

The terminal claw is long and slender, with two well-developed but not large auxiliaries.

Small seta- also occur more or less abundantly throughout the limb.

The Genital apertures of the female occur on the enlarged part of the second coxa

of every leg. In the male these orifices occur at the apex of a pointed tubercle on the

t wo posterior legs only. The male as a rule is more setose than the female, and on

the mid-ventral surface of the femur there is the duct so characteristic of the males of

this genus ; in this species it is long and slightly twisted, conspicuous even among the

long setae. The joints of the ovigers up to the sixth joint are more strongly developed,

longer, and all are more setose than those of the female. One specimen has three

perfect ovigers, two on one side being in contact with one another. The eggs are

rather large, and held round each oviger in a single rounded mass.

Several specimens of this species were taken off the Ice Barrier in the Ross Sea,

SOOfm., mud bottom. I am unable to find any satisfactory reason for separating them

from the species of Dr. P. P. C. Hoek. They are smaller, and the only character which

can be used to separate them is the comparative length of the four terminal joints of

the oviger, but this does not seem to me to be sufficient

PALLENOPSIS HIEUAUS.

(Plate I., fig.
4 ; Plate II., fig. 3.)

Body well built, with lateral processes widely Mparatcd, but of variable length, and having a

tubercular swelling at the donwl extremity.
Chelifori and abdomen both proportionally long.

Palp*, a rather long stump.

Leg! dothed with short, stiff setae.

Body well built, with the lateral processes rather widely separated, as long as the

trunk is broad, and each bearing distally a rtout tubercle of no great elevation.

o 2
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The Ceplialon is elongated, but not much enlarged in diameter, with a very

slightly constricted neck between the first pair of lateral processes and the small

body-processes from which the ovigers arise, and which are plainly visible dorsally.

The anterior margin of the cephalon is angular, and the Ocular tubercle arises at its

front. This is stout, directed very slightly forwards, and terminates in a point above

the four well-developed eyes ; the anterior pair are larger than the posterior.

The Abdomen is long, not articulated to the trunk, and slightly enlarged before

it terminates in a blunt point ;
it is directed upwards to a moderate extent. The

length of the body is llmm., its width 4'75mm., and the length of the abdomen is

3'75mm. A few small, stiff setse occur dorsally at the posterior margin of the segments
and at the extremity of the lateral processes.

The Proboscis is stout, cylindrical, rounded at the extremity ; the mouth is

small. Ventrally it measures 4mm. in length and, except in the mid-ventral line, it is

closely covered with small, stiff setse. It is ventral in position, directed obliquely

downwards, and articulated to the trunk.

The Chelifori are well developed, and arise close together above and in front of the

proboscis. The scape is long and stout, projecting beyond the extremity of the proboscis,

though only 4mm. long. It is divided by a distinct joint into two sub-equal portions

and covered completely with short, stiff setse ;
the second joint is expanded distally

and has an oblique termination. The chela is well developed, the palm being rather

shorter than the joints of the scape, but like them densely setose. The dactyli are

set on its inner extremity and lie transversely. They are short and stout, smooth

without teeth ; the movable one is the larger, and has a setose pad at the base.

The Palps are stout, single-jointed, rather long stumps ; they arise from the sides

of the cephalon about the middle of its length.

The Ovigers are ten-jointed, without terminal claw or denticulate spines (fig. 4a).

The appendage arises on a small process of the body in front of the first lateral

process. The first joint is short and very stout
;
the second is at least twice as long,

slender proximally, much dilated distally ;
the third is shorter, and the oblique

articulation of this joint with the next renders the fourth to all intents and purposes

lateral
;
the fourth is the longest of the appendage and stout ; the fifth shorter,

and the sixth shorter still. The limb is curved in the form of an S, the first three

joints forming the curve in one direction, the three following curve in another.

Of the four terminal joints the seventh is short, the eighth is longer, the ninth and

tenth progressively shorten. The entire appendage is setose, the setae are small

and rather sparse proximally, becoming more numerous to the fifth joint ;
from that

joint onward they are longer, but quite simple, and more completely clothe the joints.

The Legs extend to about 38mm. Of the three coxae the second is fully twice as

long as the other two together, and bears a low rounded tubercle dorsally, just beyond

the middle of its length. The first coxa carries dorsally a stout but short tubercular

process, similar to, but smaller than, that of the lateral process. The proportions of
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the three following joints are 9:8*5: 11 '5. The tarsus is very Hmall, and of the

normal shape. The propodus is one-third the length of the femur, very slightly

curved. At the ventral side of the extremity is a Htout claw, with two well-developed

auxiliaries ; the heel does not project beyond the insertion of these claws. The joint

is uniformly clothed with short spinous set, and there is dorsally a projecting fringe.

Ventrally there is a row of stout spines, of which some half-dozen, not very regular

in their position, are very prominent (fig. 3). The entire limb is uniformly and

densely clothed with very short, stiff set, and these, as is usually the case, are more

numerous and longer on the second tibia ; the distal fringe on this latter joint

is prominent, with at least one stout spine ventrally. The ventral setae on the tarsus

are also spinous, one being particularly large. The lateral line is very prominent

from the lateral processes to the tarsus, both inclusive.

The specimen is a female and bears Genital apertures on a swelling of the second

coxa of every leg.

Winter Quarters, inside the 20-fm. line.

A specimen was taken off Cape Wadworth, Coulmau Island, which, notwithstanding

certain important differences, I cannot regard as being specifically distinct It is a

male, and rather larger than the type. The obvious differences lie in the much

greater length of the lateral processes and the character of the ventral spines on the

propodus (fig. 3a). With regard to the first of these features, the third lateral process

of the right side is but little more than half the length of the others ; the first coxa, the

only joint of that appendage that exists, is also abnormally small, though there are no

definite traces of injury. The other feature rests on the armature of the propodus.

The ventral surface of this joint bears proximally three very stout spines, and from

there to the extremity is a band of spinous setae.

The length of the body is 12mm., of the trunk only 9mm., and its extreme width

is 6mm., rather larger, especially in the last measurement, than the type. The

chelifori (scape) and the abdomen are a little shorter. The oviger differs only in

being much stronger ; the seta? are more numerous and also stronger. The fifth joint

is however longer, nearly equalling the fourth. This is a not uncommon sexual

difference. The lateral processes and the first coxa exhibit in a less degree the

tul>ercular processes of the type.

The proportions of the three principal joints of the legs are 975 :8'5, and 12,

a difference of no importance. These limbs are setose throughout, though the setae

are rather deficient proximally, becoming much more abundant on the tibia. Ventrally

they are very small, stiff, and crowded ; dorsally much less numerous. They have among
them a number of much longer and more slender setae. The tarsus is coarsely setose

ventrally, with one very prominent spine. The distal fringes of the joints are not

strongly developed ; that of the second tibia is chiefly ventral and spinous. The lateral

line is very distinct from the lateral process to the end of the second tibia. The femur

is swollen ventrally near the middle, and bears a very short but stout tubular duct
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Another specimen, a male, was taken in Winter Quarters, inside the 20-fm. line

before the ship was frozen in. It is in a severely mutilated condition, having lost the

posterior segment of the trunk and several legs. It differs slightly from the male

above described, the lateral processes being a little closer together and the body,

especially the cephalic portion, being a trifle stouter, and the tubercular knobs on

the lateral processes not being so distinct, but all these features can, I think, be

readily accounted for by age.

This species is closely allied to P. patagonica, Hoek.

NYMPHON.

This genus is perhaps the most widely distributed and best known of all th3

genera of Pycnogonida. It is readily distinguished from all others by the well-

developed chelifori, the five-jointed palps, and the ten-jointed ovigers, the four terminal

joints of these being provided with a single row of denticulate spines. The form of

the body varies greatly within certain limits, and Professor Sars (25) has subdivided

the genus into three :

Nymphon retains the more slender and comparatively long-legged species.

Chsetonymphon the more robust and short-legged species, which also, as a rule, are

more setose on the body than those of the original genus, Nymphon.

Boreonymphon, another robust form, readily separable from the others by the

absence of teeth on the chelae, the spines of the ovigers being simple and not

denticulate.

The species brought back by the
'

Discovery
'

are eight in number ; four are

assigned to the original genus, though one of these, N. adareanum, bears a few simple

spines on the oviger instead of the rows of denticulate spines. The other four, of

which one, for the present at least, is regarded as a southern variety of a previously

described species, are assigned to the genus Chsetonymphon.

NYMPHON HIEMALE.

(Plate III., fig. 1 ;
Plate X., fig. 8.)

Specific characters :

Body slender, with rather long lateral processes very widely separated. Limbs covered with very

minute setae.

Ocular tubercle stout and short.

Palps five-jointed, proportions of last three as 7 : 4 : 5'5.

Oviger ten-jointed, denticulate spines rather numerous, with eight to ten teeth on each side.

Legs long, scabrous, terminal claw with well-developed auxiliaries.

Body smooth, slender, with rather long lateral processes, which are very widely

separated ;
the first of these is curved forwards. The segments are very strongly

marked immediately behind the lateral processes.

The Cephalon is long, the greater part of its length is taken up by a slender
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neck ; anteriorly it is much expanded, the two lobes being separated by a small but

conspicuous groove.

The Ocular tubercle is situated immediately in front of the first lateral

processes ; it is comparatively stout, short, truncate, and bears four well-developed

eyea without any pigment
The Alxlomen is small, ovoid, does not project beyond the last pair of lateral

processes, and is not articulated to the trunk. The length of the body is 7 '5mm. and

its width ia almost 4mm.

The Proboscis is cylindrical, smooth, and directed obliquely downwards ; it is

about 3mm. in length.

The Chelifori are well developed. The scape is as long as the proboscis, slightly

curved and sparsely covered with minute setae ; the distal fringe is not conspicuous

The chelae tn also curved, half their length being taken up by the palm, which

is finely setose, the setae extending on to the base of the immovable finger. The

fingers are slender, much incurved at the tip. The teeth are numerous and regular

in size, not so closely set in the immovable finger as in the other.

The Palp is slender, five-jointed, and rises at the side of the proboscis below the

chelifori (fig. la). The first joint, as usual, is very small ; the second is the longest of

the appendage, slightly swollen distally, and sparingly covered with minute setw. The

third joint is but a little shorter, rather stouter, and more lil>crally supplied with

short setae, though these are still scanty. The fourth joint is scarcely half as long

as the second, very richly supplied with short setae on its ventral margin, much

more sparingly dorsally. These three joints have a well-defined distal fringe. The

terminal joint is nearly half as long again as the preceding and, like it, richly clothed

with short setas ventrally, more sparingly dorsally.

The Oviger is ten-jointed, and arises ventro-laterally in front of the first lateral

process on a prominent body-process, the position of which is clearly seen from the

dorsal surface (fig. Ib). The first three joints are small and stout, the third

curved and having a very oblique termination ; only a distal fringe of very

small setae can be detected on these joints. The fourth joint is very long, slightly

curved, with very few minute setae besides the distal fringe. The fifth joint is

much the longest of the appendage, and is thinly covered with very small set*},

with a more strongly marked distal fringe. The sixth joint is little more than

half as long as the preceding, slightly curved, and thickly clothed with small

stiff setae on its outer side and a well-developed distal fringe. The four terminal

joints are long, progressively decreasing in length, but the last two are sub-equal
All are more or less well supplied with short stiff seta) dorsally and a distal fringe

of rather longer seta). The terminal claw is long and slender, with about fourteen

curved teeth. The denticulate spines are long, and in the specimen critically

examined occur 13:10: 10 : 9 on the various joints. (Plate X., fig. 8.) The shaft is

flattened and slender, and carries eight to ten teeth on each side ; the third or fourth
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from the base is the largest, the remainder tapering off to very minute proportions.

The eggs are small and the spherical mass is packed round the proximal part of

the fifth joint.

The Legs are long and slender and attain a length of about 45mm. The second

leg of the right side has in this case been selected for measurement. Of the

coxae the first and third are sub-equal, the second being quite as long as the

other two together. The proportions of the three following joints are as 10 : 11 : 16,

and the tarsus and propodus taken together are 4 '5, the former joint being a little

the longer of the two. A lateral line is plainly visible on the femur and to the

end of the leg. On the femur such setae as exist are extremely minute
;
on the

second tibia they are very numerous but small, arranged principally dorsally and

ventrally, with a distinct distal fringe. On the tarsus and propodus the arrangement
is the same, but the setae are even more crowded. Ventrally on the propodus is a

row of about a dozen comparatively strong spines, more distally than proximally.

There is a distinct heel fringed with rather long setae. The terminal claw is stout

and accompanied by two auxiliaries about one-third its size.

The Genital apertures of the male are found on the second coxae of the two

posterior legs, those of the female being found on all the legs.

A number of specimens were taken in Winter Quarters in 125 fm.

NYMPHON LANARK.

(Plate III., fig.
2

;
Plate X., fig. 9.)

Specific characters :

Body very slender, with lateral processes long and widely separated.

Ocular tubercle short and stout.

Palps five-jointed, proportions of last three 10 : 9 : 11.

Oviger ten-jointed, denticulate spines, about double the number on the first joint as on any of

the others, with five to seven teeth on each side.

Legs long and slender, with long and fine setae, terminal claw long, without auxiliaries.

Body very slender, with lateral processes long and very widely separated.

The Cephalon is long, expanded anteriorly into two lobes separated by a narrow

groove. The neck is elongated, and at its base, ventrally, are small body-processes

for the attachment of the ovigers, visible from the dorsal aspect.

The Ocular tubercle is short, stout, and truncated ;
it lies immediately in front, but

not quite clear of the first pair of lateral processes. It bears four well-developed eyes.

The Abdomen is quite small, and does not extend as far as the posterior lateral

processes. It is directed slightly upwards, and not articulated to the trunk. The

length of the body is 8'5mm., and its width 5mm.

The Proboscis is cylindrical, slightly swollen in the middle, its extremity being

rather angular. Together with the body, it is quite devoid of setae.

The Chelifori are well developed, long and slender. The scape is single-jointed,

longer than the proboscis, but scarcely as long as the chela. It bears but few setae,
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except a distal fringe of long and slender ones. The jmhn of the chela occupiM
alx>ut half its length, and bears a number of fine setae doraally. The finger* arc

lung, slender, incurved at the tips, and provided with numerous slender teeth,

irregular in size and not very closely set

The Palp arises laterally at the side of the proboscis (fig. 2a), and comprises the

normal five joints, all of which, except the first, are very long and slender, the pro-

portions being 10 : 10 : 9 : 11. Setae are non-existent on the first two joints ; on the

third scanty, most numerous on the terminal joint, but not very thickly distributed

there ; they are small, rather delicate, and occur mainly on the outer side of the limb.

The Oviger has the normal ten joints, and arises on a small ventro-lateral Ixxly-

process just in front of the first pair of lateral processes (fig. 2l>). The first three joints

an small, but progressively lengthen, the third having the usual oblique termination.

The fourth joint is long, the fifth longer, and the sixth still long, though the shortest

of these three, the proportions being about 7:8:5. The sixth joint is rather thinly

covered with small setae on its outer side, and has a well-developed distal fringe.

The preceding joints have so few minute setae between them that they are scarcely

noticeable. Of the four terminal joints, the first is about twice the length of the next ;

the other three differ very little in size, but the middle one is the smallest All are

provided with a few small set as and distal fringes. The terminal claw bears a dozen

slender teeth rather closely set The denticulate spines form a single row (plate X.,

fig. 9). They consist of a stout shaft, which begins to taper at about a quarter of its

length, where the denticulations begin. Of these there are from five to seven ; the

first is small, the next three large, and the remainder more or less vestigial. Of

these spines there are 10:5:4:5 respectively on the various joints.

The Legs are long and slender, attaining a length of nearly 45mm. The three

coxae are long, the second being longer than the other two together ; these joints are

rather scantily clothed with setae of no great length. The proportions of the following

joints are 8'5 : 9'5 : 12 : 4 : 3. The terminal claw is very long and slender, more than

half the length of the propodus, and there are no auxiliaries. The limb is clothed with

setae, not very closely set, in a linear manner. On the femur and tibia they are very

long and slender, becoming reduced in size on the tarsus, while on the propodus they
are very small

Two examples of this species were taken off the Barrier in 300fm., bottom mud,

27th January, 1902.

NYMI-HON ADARKANUM.

(Plate III., fig. 3.)

Specific characters :

Body smooth and slender, with lateral processes widely separated.

Ocular tubercle short, rounded.

Palpi five-jointed, proportion* of last three 2-5 : 1-25 : T75.

Oviger ten-jointed, without denticulate spines, but with very few simple curved spines.

Legs of irdH*** length, with rather long setae, terminal claw with two well-developed auxiliaries.

VOC. III. P
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This small species has a fairly well-built body, with the lateral processes rather

widely separated, and as long as the diameter of the trunk. The trunk articulations

are very distinct, and immediately behind the lateral processes. No setae of any kind

are to be seen on the body.

The Cephalon is stout but not widely expanded, showing two distinct lobes for the

reception of the chelifori
;

it is not quite as long as the second and third trunk

segments together.

The Ocular tubercle is very stout, of small elevation, rounded at the summit, and

carries four well-developed eyes. It lies just in front of the first pair of lateral

processes and behind the neck.

The Abdomen is of moderate dimensions, curved upwards, and not separated by
an articulation from the trunk.

The length of the body is 275mm., and its extreme width TSmm.
The Proboscis arises on the ventral side of the trunk, and measured ventrally it

is nearly one-third the length of the entire body. It is stout, gently tapering to a

rounded extremity, quite smooth.

The Chelifori are well developed ; the scape is single-jointed, extending beyond
the proboscis ; provided laterally with comparatively long setae. The chela is not very

long, the palm and fingers occupying approximately equal halves
; the former is

covered with setae, and the fingers, rather curved, are supplied with a very moderate

number of slender teeth rather widely separated.

The Palp is five-jointed, and rises underneath the chelifori (fig. 3a) ;
as usual, the

first joint is very small and the second long. Owing to distortion in mounting this

appendage, the comparative length of the second and third joints cannot be very

accurately stated, but the second appears to be twice the length of the third
;
the

fourth is half the length of the third, and the fifth is longer than the preceding, the

proportions being 5 : 2'5 : T25 : 175. The terminal joint is ovoid, and fairly well

supplied with comparatively long setae
; the three preceding joints have well-developed

distal fringes and a small number of setae scattered along the shaft ; these are most

numerous on the third joint.

The Oviger is ten-jointed, and rises from a small process of the trunk, visible

dorsally, just in front of the first pair of lateral processes (fig. 3 b). The first three

joints are very small ; the second and third are subequal in length, the latter much

the more slender ; the fourth is longer than the three preceding ones together ; the

fifth is twice as long, much curved, and bears a few setae on its outer margin ;
the

sixth is half as long as the fourth. The four terminal joints are very small, the first

being the largest, and all bear two or three long setae distally. The terminal claw is

long and slender, with five slender teeth set at irregular intervals. Of denticulate

spines, such as characterise the genus Nymphon, there are none, but of special spines

there are 2:2:2:1 on the four joints ; these are curved blades without any other

distinguishing feature.
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Legs arc not very long, extending to nearly llmm. from the trunk. Of the

throe coxa), the second is as long as the other two together, the first lieing by a little the

smallest ; the proportions of the remaining joints being 4 : 5 : 6 : 075 : 2. The terminal

claw is large and stout, with two well-developed auxiliaries. The lateral line is distinct

throughout The seta) have a rather indistinct linear arrangement, those on the

sides of the coxae are prominent, especially on the second ; on the third they arc more

confined to the ventral surface, and the distal fringe is fairly well developed. On the

femur the setae are long and straggling, chiefly lateral, and vent rally there is a row of

small tubercles. On the two tibiae, but more especially the second, the seta; are most

abundant, largest on the first Ventraliy they are much smaller, the distal fringe of

the second tibia becoming spinous. The tarsus is a very short joint with long setie

dorsally, smaller and more numerous ones ventrally, which become delicate spines

distally. The propodus is covered with setae dorsally, and ventrally there is a row of

rather strong ipmfm, and of these the middle ones are strongest

The single specimen is a male, carrying young, apparently just hatched. The

Genital apertures are to be found on the second coxae of the two posterior pairs

of legpt

From the root of a Laminarian taken in 17 fm., Cape Adare, 24th February, 1904.

NYMPHON FRIUIDUM.

(Plate III., fig. 4 ; Plate X., fig. 10.)

Specific character* :

Body very slender, with lateral processes long and very widely separated.

Ocular tubercle very short, stout.

Palps five-jointed, proportions of last three 8 : T5 : 3.

Oviger ten-jointed, denticulate spines not very numerous, with five to seven lateral teeth.

Lqgs long and slender, propodus with ventral row of spines, a large terminal claw and two

auxiliaries.

Body well built, perfectly smooth, with the lateral processes widely separated and

rather long, much more slender than the trunk.

The Cephalon is rather long, with a distinct neck and expanded anteriorly into

the two normal lobes.

The Abdomen is short, directed obliquely upwards, and not projecting beyond
the posterior pair of lateral processes.

The Ocular tubercle is stout, very short, and bears four well-developed eyes.

The length of the body is 2mm., and its extreme width is I JJinm.

The Proltoscis is cylindrical, directed downwards.

The Chelifori comprise a single-jointed scape, slender, and covered with a small

number of fine setae. The chelae are well developed, the palms being about half their

length, and setose ; the fingers are not much curved, provided with a number of teeth,

not very closely set, and of uniform size.

The Palp is five-jointed and rises underneath the chclifori (fig. 4a). The first

P 2
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joint is small, and the proportions of the remainder are 4:3: 1 '5 : 3. The terminal

joint is well supplied with setae on the outer side, and the preceding one is similarly,

but less well, provided. Elsewhere they are scanty, a few on the third, and only an

occasional one on the second.

The Oviger is ten-jointed, and rises from a small process immediately in front of

the first pair of lateral processes (fig. 4b.) The first joint is very small, the two

following are longer and subequal, the third having as usual a very oblique termination.

The fourth and fifth joints are subequal, and each much longer than the first three

together ; the sixth is half as long as the preceding. Of the four terminal joints the

first is the longest, the rest differ but little, but the last is longer than the others,

and bears a terminal claw with some half-dozen teeth. A limited number of setae

occur on all the joints from the end of the fourth. The denticulate spines are not

very numerous, 8:5:4:5, and consist of a slender tapering shaft with from five to

seven lateral teeth
;
the second from the base is strongly developed, the rest graduated

to nothing (plate X., fig. 10).

The Legs are long and very slender ; they are about 9mm. long. Of the three

coxae the second is longer than the other two together, the proportions of the remaining

joints being 4 : 4'5 : 7 : 1 : 1'5. The terminal claw is more than half as long as the

propodus, and is accompanied by two slender auxiliaries. The entire limb is rather

thinly clad with setae, which, as usual, are most abundant on the second tibia. The

propodus bears ventrally a row of comparatively strong spines, not very regular, the

middle ones being generally best developed.

This is not a mature form, and the sexual apertures cannot be distinguished. I

am unable to identify it with Nymphon hiemale, though it occurs in the same locality,

and feel compelled to regard it as an independent species.

CH^TONYMPHON VILLOSUM.

(Plate IV., fig.
1 ; Plate X., fig. 11.)

Specific characters :

Body robust and with the appendages covered with long and fine setae ; lateral processes close

together.

Ocular tubercle rather tall, with four eyes at summit.

Palp five-jointed, proportion of last three 6:2:3.

Oviger ten-jointed, denticulate spines not numerous, having five to seven lateral teeth on each side.

Legs short, with a strong terminal claw and two well-developed auxiliaries.

Body very robust and, with the appendages, covered with long and fine setae.

The lateral processes are close together, and these, being stout, give the body a compact

ovoid form.

The Cephalon is short, much expanded, and the neck, which thereby becomes

distinct, is scarcely a real constriction, the expanded portion being divided into two

distinct lobes, bearing a few long setae distally. Similar setae occur dorsally on
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each segment of the trunk and on the lateral processes, in addition to the distal

fringe. There are none ventrally.

The Oeular tubercle rises from the neck immediately in front of the first pair of

lateral processes ; it is moderately tall, cylindrical, and bears at its rounded summit

four well-developed eyes.

The Alxloiuen is long and slightly ovate ; it projects beyond the first coxae of the

posterior pair of legs in their normal position, and bears a few small setae.

The length of the body is '.-.'mm. and its width ia scarcely 4mm.

The Proboscis is stout, cylindrical, and inclined downwards ; it is quite devoid of

setm of any kind, and 2*5mm. long, measured dorsally.

The Chelifori are strongly developed ; the scape is stout and single-jointed ; it

bears on its inner margin a Itand of long setae and a distal fringe of similar seta), but

these are much reduced in size on the outer side. The chela in strong, the palm is

setose all over and well on to the base of the immovable finger. These setec are of

normal size. The fingers are inclined at a considerable angle with the palm, and are

curved at the tips, especially the immovable one. Both are provided with numerous

slender teeth, not very closely set, and variable in size ; these teeth may be said to

be large and small, but they are not disposed with any regularity.

The Palp has the normal five joints and arises at the side of the proboscis

(fig. la). The firt joint is very short and stout; the second is the longest; this is

stout, dilated, curved at its distal extremity, sparsely covered with long seta) and much

more abundantly with fine ones. The third joint is nearly as long, as 8 to 10,

and more abundantly supplied with l>oth kinds of setae, which occur throughout
the appendage. The fourth joint is short and richly setose ; the fifth is about half

as long again as the fourth, and also richly setose.

The Ovigers arise ventro-laterally, immediately in front of the first pair of lateral

processes (fig. Ib). Of the orthodox ten joints the first three are quite small, the

last being slightly curved, longer than either of the other two, and with an oblique

termination. The fourth joint is long, the fifth is longer still, the sixth about half

the length of the preceding. All these joints are covered with very fine setae
; on

the first four there is an occasional longer and coarser seta, and on the fifth joint these

are more conspicuous on the outer margin and distal extremity ; on the sixth joint

they cover it on the outer side and form a well-developed distal fringe. Of the four

terminal joints the first three progressively shorten without any conspicuous difference

in size ; the terminal one is a little longer than the preceding, and bears a slender

curved and dentate claw half as long again ; there are eleven slender teeth on the claw.

The denticulate spines are not numerous on these joints, 5:4:3:4, and are of the normal

type, the shaft bearing five to seven lateral teeth. The spines on the proximal joint

are the largest. (Plate X., fig. 11.)

The Legs are short and robust, only attaining a length of 17mm. Of the three

coxae the second is a little the largest ; they all bear a few long setae dorso-laterally, the
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third coxa being the most deficient in this respect. The distal fringe is well developed

ventrally on the second coxa, but more so on the third, and the ventral surface of this

j
oint is covered with small setae. The femur is short and stout, approximately equal
in size to the second tibia, the first being a little longer. The setae on these three

joints are arranged in a thoroughly characteristic manner. There are two dorso-lateral

rows and a lateral row, all of long, slender setae. There is also a ventral row of com-

paratively short setae, five rows in all. The setae are much better developed on the

second tibia than elsewhere. The distal fringes on these joints are normally

developed ; on the tibiae they are ventral and spinous, more especially on the second

tibia. The tarsus and propodus are short and much more slender than the rest

of the limb. The two joints differ but little in size, the propodus being a little

the longer. This bears a stout terminal claw and two well-developed auxiliaries.

The setae of these two joints are small, but have the same arrangement as on the

other joints. The ventral row is, however, distinctly spinous, and a very prominent

spine exists at the ventral end of the tarsus.

Only one individual of this species was taken, and its sex has not been determined.

Coulman Island, 13 January, 1902 ; 100 fathoms, stony bottom.

CH/ETONYMPHON BIARTICULATUM.

(Plate IV., fig.
2 ; Plate X., fig. 12.)

Specific characters :

Body stout, tapering posteriorly, articulation deficient, lateral processes separated by variable

intervals.

Ocular tubercle long and slender.

Palps five-jointed, proportions of last three as 3 : 1 : 1.

Oviger ten-jointed, denticulate spines not numerous, and with not more than five small teeth on

each side.

Legs of moderate length, covered with rather fine setse, terminal claw with small auxiliaries.

Body is stout and tapering posteriorly, with the lateral processes separated by a

moderate interval, except the last two pairs, which are quite close together, the articu-

lation between them being deficient. The distal extremities of the lateral processes are

provided with slender spines, but these have enlarged bases and thereby become more

prominent.

The Cephalon is short and stout, a very distinctly constricted neck separating

the expanded portion, which forms two diverging lobes.

The Ocular tubercle lies immediately behind the neck and in front of the first

pair of lateral processes. It is tall, slender, cylindrical, and bears four well-developed

eyes at the extremity ; there is no pigment.

The Abdomen is rather long, narrow, tapering to a blunt point, and not separated

from the trunk by an articulation.

The entire body is covered with very fine setae, not easy to distinguish, and in

addition there are two long setae dorsally near the posterior border of each segment,
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two on each of the cephalic lobes, and one in the middle of each lateral process ; those
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surfin-o appears to be quite devoid of setae.

The length of the- body is 9mm. and its width scarcely 5mm. The length of the

trunk only (to base of abdomen) is 6 in in.

The Proboscis is stout, cylindrical, and has a length, measured dorsally, of 3mm.

It is covered with very fine but comparatively long setae.

The Chelifori are well developed. The scape is single-jointed, reaching l>eyond the

pmlxxscis ; it is stout and provided with rows of setae having very stout liases

and a few others as if misplaced. The distal fringe is very prominent, especially on

the inner side. The chela approximately divides its length between the palm and the

fingers ; the former is covered with short and comparatively fine seta), and these are

continued well on to the base of the immovable finger. The fingers are inclined

inwards, slender, much incurved at the tips, and furnished with a number of slender,

closely-set teeth of fairly regular size.

The Palp arises laterally immediately below the chelifori (fig. 2a). The first joint

is small and stout, the second is long, and extends nearly to the cud of the proboscis ;

the third is shorter ; the two terminal ones subequal and together shorter than

the third, the proportions of the four joints being 5:3:1:1. The second joint is

uniformly covered with fine seta}, as are the others. The setae become more numerous

and both longer and stiffer towards the extremity of the appendage.

The Oviger rises ventro-laterally immediately in front of the first lateral process ;

it consists of the normal ten joints, and is covered throughout with very fine delicate

setae (fig. 2b). Other and .stiffer setae occur sparingly on the fifth joint, more

numerously on the sixth and the distal fringes of most of the joints, particularly the

terminal ones. The first three joints are small, but progressively lengthen, the third

having a very oblique termination. The fourth is a trifle longer than the first three

together, the fifth is longer still, and the sixth is half the length of the fifth. The

fur terminal joints progressively shorten, the third being practically half the length of

the first ; the terminal one bears a slender curved claw, as long as itself, with nine

slender teeth. The denticulate spines are not numerous, 7:5:4:4 (Plate X., fig. 12).

They consist of a flattened tapering shaft with not more than five lateral teeth on each

side, none of them large, and occurring nearer the base than usual, leaving the terminal

portion of the shaft free They do not appear to be much worn.

The Legs are not very long, extending to about 25mm. Most of the joints arc

very stout, but the tarsus and propodus are considerably reduced in diameter. Of the

three coxae the second is the largest, but not so long as the other two together ; the

proportions of the remaining joints are 5'5 : G : 5*5 : 3 : 2. The entire limb is clothed

with fine setae, but in addition to these are conspicuous rows of spinous setae arising

from enlarged bases. Two dorso-lateral rows occur on the first two coxae, two rows

occur dorsally on the femur, but here the spines are small ; the two lateral rows are
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much larger ;
but ventrally, this joint and the coxae also are covered with normal setae.

These spines are best developed on the first tibia, two dorsal and two lateral rows

being conspicuous, a ventral row of much finer spines occurs. On the second tibia all

these five rows occur, but the spines are rather finer. The setae of the two terminal

joints are small without the enlarged bases, but arranged in the same manner. The

terminal claw is long and slender, and is accompanied by two quite small auxiliaries.

The distal fringes of the various joints do not present any unusual features.

The single specimen is a female, the Genital apertures are conspicuous on the

second coxae of all the legs.

Off the Barrier. January 27, 190'Z. 300 fms. Mud.

Lat. 78 25' 40" S., long. 185 39' 6" E.

CflJETONYMPHON MENDOSUM.

(Plate IV., fig. 3 ; Plate X., fig. 13.)

Specific characters :

Body robust and tapering, articulation imperfect, lateral processes not widely separated, and with

stout spines distally and dorsally ; no fine setae whatever.

Ocular tubercle short and stout.

Palp five-jointed, proportions of last three 5'5 : 1'5 : 1'6.

Oviger ten-jointed, denticulate spines few, with four teeth on each side, two of them prominent.

Legs with five rows of spinous setae, without enlarged bases ; terminal claw with two small

auxiliaries.

This species is very closely allied to the last, but is much smaller, and presents

other differences which are usually regarded as of specific rank.

The Body is robust and slightly tapering, with stoutly developed lateral processes,

the intervals between which are variable, widest but not very wide between the first

and second pairs ; the third and fourth being quite close together, the articulation

between the two posterior pairs is not present.

The Cephalon is short, anteriorly expanded into two diverging lobes ; the neck

is distinct, but very little constricted.

The Ocular tubercle lies behind the neck, but not clear of the first pair of lateral

processes.

The Abdomen is horizontal, long, extending considerably beyond the first coxa,

ovoid, tapering to a blunt point ; it completely fills the space between the two posterior

lateral processes. All this is in close agreement with the preceding species. The

differences are : The complete absence of fine setae from the entire body ; the ocular

tubercle is rather short, stout, and slightly inclined forwards, carrying four well-

developed eyes with pigment on its rounded summit ;
the lateral processes all

provided with two or three stout spines dorsally and distally ; the spinous setae of the

legs, while having the same arrangement as in the preceding species, are, on the whole,

stronger in themselves, but without the enlarged bases.

The length of the body is 6'5mm., and its width just exceeds 3mm.
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The Proboscis is of moderate length, 2mm., measured dorsally, cylindrical hut

Hlightly swollen in the middle ; it is directed downward**, and not setose at all

The Chelifori are well developed ; the scape is single-jointed, stout, and scarcely as

long as the proboscis. A row of stout spines run* along its inner border, and a few

spinous aeto constitute a distal fringe, and there are two or three scattered on the

shaft The chela is strong, the palm taking up half its length, and the fingers are

set at a considerable angle. The palm is covered, but not thickly, with setae. The

fingers are slender, curved towards the tip, and provided with slender teeth of fairly

uniform length, but not very closely set

The Palp rises laterally, quite close to the proboscis, and consists of the normal

five joints (fig. 8a). The first is short and stout, the second is the longest of the

appendage and provided with a few long setae ; its proportion to the remainder is

9 : 5*5 : 1*5: 1*6; the third is scantily supplied with setae, the two terminal joints are

rather more abundantly supplied ; the last joint is ovoid instead of cylindrical.

The Ovigers arise ventro-laterally immediately in front of the first pair of lateral

processes. They comprise ten joints of normal character (fig. 3b). The first three

joints are quite short, stout, and progressively lengthening ; the proportions of the three

following are 7 : 9 : 5. Setae become prominent, but not numerous, on the fifth and sixth

joints ; on the preceding joints they are almost non-existent. The four terminal joints

are small, the proportions being about 4*5 : 3 : 2*5 : 275, the last one possessing a

curved terminal claw, quite as long as the joint, with half-a-dozen rather widely

separated teeth. All the terminal joints carry a few setae distally and dorsally. The

denticulate spines are not numerous, 5:4:3:4 respectively ; they consist of the normal

flattened blade with two prominent teeth on each side, and two others of which traces

remain. They are rather worn. (Plate X., fig 13.)

The Legs are rather short, about 16mm., very stout, but the tarsus and propodus
are very mnch reduced in diameter. Of the three coxae the second is much the longest,

but not so long as the other two together. The first is provided dorso-latcrally with

two stout spines, and there is another rather smaller one laterally, on the posterior

side. A row of spinous setae occur laterally on the other two coxae. The distal

fringes of these two joints are ventral and inconspicuous ; that of the third coxa

is the best developed, and on this joint there are several small setae ventrally in

addition. The three following joints are sul>equal in size, the tarsus and propodus

together are three-quarters the length of the preceding joint, and are themselves sub-

equal. In these particulars this species is not in agreement with the preceding. On
the two tibiae there are two dorsal rows of stout spinous setae, a lateral row on either

side, and a strongly developed ventral row. On the second tibia the distal fringe

is strongly developed ventrally, and spinous. The setae on the femur are smaller,

and only the two dorsal rows are distinct; the other three rows are present, but

very feebly developed ; there is a prominent distal fringe dorsally. The tarsus and

propodus are similarly provided, but the setae are much smaller. The terminal claw

YOU in. Q
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is stout, not half the length of the joint that bears it, and provided with two small

auxiliaries.

The specimen described above is an adult female with Genital apertures on the

second coxae of all the legs. Nearly mature ova can be seen in the femora.

It was taken in Winter Quarters, in 125fm., 24 April, 1903. Bottom : small stones,

organic debris, polyzoa, shells, etc. Other specimens, generally smaller, were taken at

the same place on various dates, and also at other points three and nine miles away, and

at the same or greater depths, 180 fm. They all appear to be sexually mature, and

differ in a varying degree from the type in their spinose character. In all cases this

is more conspicuous in the males. The Genital apertures of the male are on the two

posterior pairs of legs only.

The numerous minor features which separate this species from the preceding

cannot, in my opinion, be ascribed to age. The form of the ocular tubercle readily

separates the two.

A specimen was taken in 125 fm. on 3 May, 1903, and is, I think, a young form

of this species. The differences between this specimen and the adult individuals are :

The posterior articulation of the trunk is present, but very much less distinct than

the others.

Palps : the second joint is as long as the three following together. The third joint

is as long as the two terminals together, and of these the last is a little the longer.

Ovigers : these are quite rudimentary, small, and hook-like ;
no joints are

differentiated, though two are indicated.

Legs : the proportions of the joints differ somewhat and are, beginning with the

femur, 6:7:7: 2'25 : 3'5. The limb is clothed with comparatively strong spinous setae

of some length, not very numerous, arranged in lines.

CH^ETONYMPHON AUSTRALB.

(Plate X., fig. 14.)

Nymphon australe, Hodgson (10), p. 257.

Choftonymphon altioculatum, Mobius (23), p. 181.

Specific characters :

Body robust, with lateral processes not widely separated but divergent ; entire animal rather

coarsely setose.

Ocular tubercle long and slender.

Palps five-jointed, proportions of last three as 7 : 4'25 : 4.

Oviger ten-jointed, denticulate spines fairly numerous, with four distinct lateral teeth on each side.

Legs short, tarsus a little longer than the propodus, the terminal claw with very minute auxiliaries.

Body robust, with stoutly developed lateral processes, which are distinctly though

not widely separated, the interval increasing with age ; the body, exclusive of the

anterior part of the cephalon, forming an oval of graceful proportions.

The Cephalon is expanded, and the space between the chelifori is marked by a deep

groove, wide anteriorly. The neck is well defined, and behind this is the Ocular
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tubercle, A structure which varies considerably in shape and size. As n rule it is rather

stout, and lears four well-developed eyes, with a variable amount of pigment It is

slightly flattened antero-posteriorly, and more or less rounded at the extremity. The

cephalon and the lateral processes are provided with several long setae, the latter also

having a distal fringe.

The Abdomen is of moderate dimensions, pyriform, and rather thickly setose, not

separable from the trunk by an articulation.

The ProlKwcis is cylindrical, slightly enlarged about it middle. It is directed

downwards, and movably articulated to the trunk. No set are apparent on its

surfaofc

The length of the entire body is 8mm. ; of the body only, 6mm. ; of the trunk, to

the insertion of the abdomen, 4 5mm. Its width is 3mm.

The Chelifori are well developed ; the scape is a single joint longer than the

proboscis, liberally provided with long setae of irregular size, and also having a well-

marked distal fringe. The chelae are slender, about as long as the scape. The palm

occupies half the length of the entire chela, and is covered with comparatively long

setae, which are continued far on to the immovable finger. The fingers are slender and

much incurved at the tips ; they are provided with a large number of closely set teeth

of irregular length.

The Palps are slender and five-jointed. The first joint is quite small, the second

is the largest of all, and rather sparingly provided with setae, which are longest on

ifti outer side ; the third joint is a little shorter, slightly enlarged distally, the setae

)>eing more numerous and more uniform than on the preceding joint. Of the two

terminal joints the distal one is a little the shorter, but together they exceed the

length of the second by a trifle. These two joints are richly setose, particularly on

one side.

The Oviger is ten-jointed ; in the female the first three joints are very small, but

progressively increase in length. The fourth and fifth are subequal and much the

laager of the whole series, and slightly curved in opposite directions. The sixth joint

is about three-quarters the length of the fifth. Of the four terminal joiuts the first

three progressively shorten, the terminal one being a trifle longer than the preceding,

and it bears a long slender pectinate claw with eight teeth. The first four joints bear

scarcely any setae, except an inconspicuous distal fringe ; on the fifth the setae are

noticeable on its outer border, and those of the distal fringe are rather long and

slender. In this particular the sixth joint is similar. The four terminal joints are

all provided with a distal fringe and a number of long setae. The denticulate spines

are arranged as usual in a single row, and, counting the joints from the base of the

appendage, they bear respectively 9 : 7 : 5 : 7 of these spines (Plate X, fig. 15). These

numbers arc not, however, rigidly adhered to. The spines consist of flattened shafti of

a slightly sinuous form, bearing four well-developed teeth on each side, with traces of a

fifth in large and uninjured specimens. The third tooth from the base is usually the

Q 2
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largest. In the fully developed male the fifth and sixth joints are remarkably swollen.

The enlargement of the fifth joint affects the distal half. The eggs are large, and the

spherical masses may be two in number on each limb
; they are carried round the

fourth joint.

The Leg extends to a length of 21mm. These appendages do not differ

appreciably in size. Of the three coxae the second is much the longest, but not

so long as the other two together. The proportions of the three following joints are as

4:5: 4 -

5. The tarsus and propodus together are as long as the femur, the former joint

being the longer of the two. The terminal claw is well developed, and is accompanied

by two very minute auxiliaries, not one, as stated in the
'

Southern Cross
'

Collection,

Crustacea, p. 258. The entire limb is setose throughout, the setae abundant, and

variable in size, some of them distinctly spinous. For the most part their arrangement
is irregular, but on the second tibia a linear arrangement begins to be perceptible,

and this is clear on the tarsus and propodus, where the setae are much finer. The

distal fringe of the first coxa is dorsal, and not so strongly developed as on the

two following joints, more especially the third, where it is ventral. On the femur it is

chiefly dorsal, and the setae composing it are long and stout. On the first tibia

it is complete and rather spinous ventrally ; this is more strongly developed on

the second tibia, where there is at least one powerful spine ventrally, and generally

two on each side. The male differs from the female in being more setose, the

setae being longer, more irregular, but scarcely, if any, stronger. The distal fringe

of the third coxa is particularly noticeable for the great length of the setae

composing it.

The Genital apertures of the female are conspicuous on the second coxa of all the

legs ; those of the male are much smaller, and can only be detected on the two

posterior legs.

This species was taken in considerable numbers off Cape Adare, but inside

Robertson Bay, in 20-26 fm. None were taken by the 'Discovery.' I have re-

described it here to remove certain defects of the original description, and on account

of the capture of a form which, after considerable hesitation, I feel compelled to regard

as only a variety. This species is closely allied to N. brevicaudatum Miers, with which

N. korridum Bohm has been identified by subsequent investigators. N. brevicaudatum

Miers, can be readily distinguished from N. australe by the following characters :

The trunk is more setose.

The tarsus is shorter than the propodus.

The terminal claw has two distinct, if small, auxiliaries.

The oviger bears a very much smaller series of denticulate spines, but their lateral

teeth are more numerous.

I am unable to regard the Chsetonymphon altioculatum of Mb'bius as a distinct

species, several examples of which were taken in the vicinity of Bouvet Island during
the ' Valdivia

'

expedition.
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(Plate IV., fig. 4 ; Plate X., fig. 15.)

Although no specimens of Ctuetonymphon austnilt were taken by the
'

Discovery,'

yet a large number of individuals of a closely allied species were taken in Winter

Quarters, chiefly at the beginning of our stay there, Ixjfore the ship was frozen in, and

while dredging was still possible within the 20-fathom line.

At first sight these specimens seem to be a distinct species ; they arc half as lai LT

again or more, and their setose covering is finer. The intervals between the lateral

processes are much greater, and this is the only character of importance that separates

them. Another feature of doubtful value lies in the fact that the tarsus and propodus

together are distinctly shorter than the femur. In C. auxtrai- these two joints arc as

long as the femur, or very little shorter, but the slight variation that occurs prevents

the acceptance of this fact as a reliable specific character.

The setose covering has already been alluded to as finer ; it is so, but subject to

considerable variation both as to quality and quantity. In average specimens there arc

luge spinous seta) on the tibiae, especially on the second. These are, for the most

part, arranged in a line but not very distinctly. Two dorsal rows, and a lateral row

each side can be distinguished, these are most prominent on the second tibia There

may also be a mid-ventral row of very small spinous setae, rather closely set Both

in C. australe and the specimens from Winter Quarters the ventral setae of the

femora and the two tibiae are much less conspicuous than elsewhere. In many indi-

viduals there is a conspicuous mid-ventral row of setae on the tarsus ; these are closely

set and about as long as the diameter of the joint

Two specimens were taken in lOOfm. off Coulman Island ; of these one is com-

paratively small. The Ocular tul)ercle is rather more conspicuously flattened and very

slightly constricted below the eyes. The setae are as in the Winter Quarters

specimens, but without the spinous rows which, as before noted, are not always obvious.

Two other specimens were taken off the Barrier in SOOfm. Lat 78 25' 40" 8.,

long. 185 39' 6" E. These are both males, one with young. In these the Ocular

tubercle is flattened, as in the Coulman Island specimens, and the terminal claw of the

leg is rather longer and more slender. The setose covering of the legs is very much

finer, but its arrangement is exactly the same.

It is quite impossible to find a distinct character by which these specimens can be

separated from C. australe, therefore I feel compelled to regard them as a variety only,

and a more southern form of that species. Some comparative measurements are given

below.

C. amitrali. C. auttrale, vmr. auttnnontm.
W. Q. Coalman. Barrier.

Length of entire body . . . . 8mm. 11 7 12 12

Length of body..... 6mm. 8 6-8 9*6 9-5

Length of trunk, to inflation of abdomen 4-5min. 647 7
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C. australe. C. australe, var. austrinorum.
W. Q. Coulman. Barrier.

Length of abdomen .... l'5mm. 2 1-5 2'5 2'5

Width of trunk . . . . . 3mm. 4 3 scarcely 5 scarcely 5

Length of third leg . . . . 21mm. 31 18 32 37

Proportions of femur and two tibiae . 4 5 4'5 6 7'75 7 698798-5
3-5 4-5 4

Tarsus and propodus together . . As long as femur, Shorter than femur

or very nearly.

In all cases the tarsus is longer than the propodus.

The Palps are alike in all cases, but these have not been accurately measured, as

this cannot be done without removal.

Fig. 4a is that of a Winter Quarters specimen.

The Ovigers are essentially alike, the differences between one or two of the joints

being very trivial (fig. 4b). The number of denticulate spines is too irregular to be of

any value.

99:7:5:7. 911:7:5:8. <J 11 : 9 : 7 : 9.

The character of these spines is shown in Plate X., fig.
15.

The sexual difference in these organs is the same in all, and the ova, which are

known in all but the Barrier specimens, are large and attached to the oviger in precisely

the same way.

PENTANYMPHON.

Body smooth, very slender, with lateral processes widely separated. Five pairs

of legs. Chelifori well developed, chelate ; scape a single joint. Palps five-jointed.

Ovigers ten-jointed, terminating in a pectinate claw, the last four joints with

a single row of denticulate spines.

But for the additional pair of legs it would be quite impossible to separate

this genus from Nymphon. Only a single species is for the present recognised,

and this appears to have a circumpolar distribution. It has been taken by the

Scotch, German, and French Expeditions.

PENTANYMPHON ANTARCTICUM.

(Plate V.)

Pmtanymphon antarcticum, Hodgson (11), p. 458 ; Cole (7), p. 405 ; Bouvier (3), p. 294.

Specific characters :

Body very slender, lateral processes long and widely separated, neck very long.

Chelifori : chelae long and slender, shorter than scape, with short, stout, uniform, close-set teeth.

Palps : terminal joint longer than preceding, which is in turn half the length of the third.

Ovigers : terminal claw pectinate, denticulate spines, with seven pairs of lateral teeth, the first

being very small.

Legs rather long and slender, with a well-developed terminal claw and two auxiliaries
; setae

arranged in four rows on the last three joints.
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The body ia very slender, quite smooth, with very widely separated long lateral

processes. Anteriorly it is slightly curved downwards.

The ( Vplmlon is long and slender, longer than the second and third segments, and

expanded distally into two dorsal lotas for the articulation of the chelifori.

The Ocular tubercle lies immediately in front of the first pair of lateral processes.

It is short, merely a tow rounded hump, in fact, bearing four well-developed eyes.

The Abdomen is very small, directed upwards, and not separated from the trunk

by an articulation. It is rather conical and extends but little beyond the trunk, not

nearly so far as the posterior lateral processes.

The segmentation of the trunk is distinct, the joint* occurring immediately In-hind

the lateral processes.

The Proboscis is directed downwards, cylindrical, with a slight swelling al>out

the middle of its length ; it is as long as the cephalon, and its extremity is rounded.

The Chelifori arise above the proboscis, each on a lobe of the cephalon, which is

here rather more than twice ita diameter posteriorly. The scape is single-jointed,

longer than either the proboscis or the chela. A few delicate seta! are scattered along
ita length, and there is an inconspicuous distal fringe. The chela is a little shorter,

the palm and dactyli occupying equal halves ; the former is covered with fine seta;

which also form a fringe round the lse of the movable finger. The fingers are slender

and much curved near the tips. Both are provided with a row of fairly stout teeth of

nearly uniform size, rather closely set

The Palps arise below the chelifori and at the sides of the proboscis ; they arc

built on exactly the same plan as in the genus Nymphon (fig. la). The first joint

is small and stout, the proportions of the remainder being 8:5:3:4. The second

joint is sparingly setose except for a distal fringe ; the other joints l>ecome more

and more setose to the last, which is richly supplied. On the outer side they are more

abundant than elsewhere.

The Ovigers are ten-jointed and present in both sexes. (Fig. 1 b.) They arise

from very abort but conspicuous processes on the lower side of the cephalon,

immediately in front of the first pair of lateral processes. The details of this

appendage are as in Nymphon. The first joint is very small, the second is twice the

size, and the third, which has a very oblique termination, is a little longer still ; none

of these bear setae. The fourth joint is very long, slender, and slightly curved ; it

carries a glandular aperture on its outer side al>out a quarter of its length ; all the

setae are small ; very few occur except as a distal fringe. The fifth joint is longer still,

the longest of the appendage, and its distal half is enlarged in diameter ; it is covered

throughout with fine setae. The sixth joint is rather more than half the length of

the fifth, slightly curved, and on the outer side of the curve plentifully supplied
with fine seta:. Of the four terminal joints the first is little more than half the

length of the preceding, the other three are shorter and sub-equal ; very few setae

occur, except distally. They carry a single row of denticulate spines (fig. Ic). These
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spines consist of a slender shaft with a swollen base
; near the base is a pair of

small teeth followed by two pairs of comparatively long slender ones ; the remaining
four pairs are more slender and blade-like, graduating to a mere trace. The terminal

claw is furnished with about nine slender teeth. Both denticulate spines and

terminal claw are frequently very much worn.

With regard to the Legs, all five are practically of the same size and proportions,

and though there is a considerable amount of variation in this respect it is confined to

narrow limits. They may attain a length of as much as 36mm. Of the three coxse, the

first and third are sub-equal and together about as long as the second ; all, especially

the third, bear a few minute setae, chiefly ventral. The proportions of the three

following joints are approximately as 6'5 : 7 and 10 ; the tarsus and propodus are long

and slender, the former being the longer. The limb is more or less covered with fine

setae. On the femur they are scanty and for the most part small ; a few longer ones

are to be found along the shaft and distally. On the first tibia they are comparatively

long and arranged in four indistinct rows, of which the lateral ones are not easy

to observe. On the second tibia they become smaller and much more numerous,

especially distally, and the distal fringe is strongly developed ventrally. The same

arrangement holds good for the two remaining joints, but the ventral row is very

strongly developed, the setae becoming almost spinous and closely set. The terminal

claw is a powerful one, and is accompanied by two slender auxiliaries of about quarter

its size.

The Genital apertures of the female are found on the second coxae of all the legs

and in the adult they are distinct enough. The apertures of the male are at all times

difficult to observe, and I have only been able to distinguish them on the three posterior

pairs of legs.

Nearly thirty specimens of this species were taken in Winter Quarters, at all times

of the year, and in depths ranging from 12 to 125 fathoms. They vary considerably

in size, a variation obviously due to age, but in essential details they are in agreement

except in one particular, and that is the articulation of the abdomen to the trunk ; in

certain cases among the more robust forms it is distinctly articulated. The trunk in

all cases is seen to be very minutely scabrous when removed from spirit. The females

are more robust than the males when the sexes can be separated, a feature which is

most noticeable in the femora, but extends to the first tibiae. The males, as a rule, are

rather more setose than the females.

A few of the eggs borne by one of the males are hatched. On emerging from the

egg the body is ovoid, and possesses three pairs of appendages. The cheliforus

comprises a stout scape with one very long seta, and a small but well-developed chela,

without teeth on the dactyli ; a small proboscis lies below these. Details of the other

two pairs of appendages cannot be seen without special preparation, which has not as

yet been undertaken. Other specimens crawling about the egg-masses show the

proboscis, chelifori, the palps not clearly jointed, and four pairs of appendages, having
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three stout sub-equal joints, followed by a fourth nearly as long as the three together,

only a great deal more slender, and terminating in a very minute claw
; a conical

aMnmen lies at the extremity of the trunk, the posterior part of which is provided
with a small number of very long sets.

LEIONYMPHON.

Prof. Mobius (23) has described this genus as follows :

"
Korper knnhaarig. Rampf bn-it. Heintriger am Grundc rtiHaminciisUxwcnd. ITala knrz und

breit. Augeiihugcl koniach mit 4 Angen. ROnel walicnforinig. Finger olmu Zahnc. Palpen
iinin-li. .Iri;.'. Brutbeine cchngliedrig, 7. Glied beim Mannchen kun and dick ; allu Gliedcr nur kon
I..!.,.:-.."

LKIOimiFHOlf, HJ.
9

Humpf ebenso breit wio lang. Dio bcintragcndcn Scitenforsatze dcr Rompfglicdcr stoascn

BOHunmen. Kopfsegment breit. Angentriiger konisch.

Rteel walzenformip. Scheron konvr al der Riimel. Finger ohne Zahnc. Palpen ncnnglicdrig.

Bratbeine ichnglicdrig ohne eigcntumlich geformte Donicn oder Zahne an den 4 Ictzcn Gliedern.

An den minnlicben Brntbeinen ist das 7. Glied sehr kurz, aber viel dicker ills die andcrn 3 Endgliedcr.

This genus was established for the reception of a remarkably fine species, L.

*tri<t(um (Mobius), of which however only two examples were taken, and both of them

immature. A species in the- same collection described by Prof. Mobius as CotoMtadrit

i/HJxHiii appeared to me to be closely related, and an examination of the two Hpecies

which I have been permitted to make fully confirmed this suspicion. The '

Discovery
'

has brought from the Antarctic several species which arc unquestionably very closely

related. The '

Francais
'

(2) has also found two species. Two more were described

some years ago by Dr. Pfefler (24), from South Georgia, and placed by him in the genus

That the genus Leionymphon is very closely related to Ammothca is Ixsyond all

question. To this latter genus not less than thirty species have been ascribed, but

many of them present such peculiar characters that they cannot fairly IK- included. It

is not possible here to revise the genus, but I have considered it desirable to modify
Prof. Mobius' definition of the genus Leionymplum, and to give a list of those species

which I consider should be included therein.

LraONYMPHON.

Body more or low robot, with tnnsrem ridges developed to a grater or lew extent. The

lateral proocaea widely separated or otherwise ; span rather than apinea, or trace* of them, occur on

the lateral proceen and fin* coze.

The Proboacu ii Urge, cylindrical or pyrifonu.
The Palps are nine-jointed, the last fire joint* being short.

* "
An'ot gUU. Die 4 letiten Olieder der Brntbeine aind niehl mit eigeotUmlich gefonntoa Zahnea oder

DociMnl
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The Oviger is ten-jointed, without a terminal claw, the last four joints with an irregular series of

special spines. In the male, the seventh joint bears a tuft of setse, and the eighth and ninth joints are

articulated at a considerable angle to the preceding joints.

The Legs are long, tarsus very small, propodus armed proximally on the ventral margin with a

series of stout spines, claw rather large, and accompanied by two well-developed auxiliaries.

The Genital apertures occur in the male on the two posterior pairs of legs ; in the female on

all the legs.

The species I would assign to this genus are :

L. striatiim, Mobius, 1902.

L. grande, Pfeffer, 1889 = Ammothea i/randis, Pfeffer.

= Ammothea charcoti, Bouvier.

L. yiblosum, Mobius, 1902 = Colossendeix gibbosa, Mobius.

L. minus, sp. nov.

L. clausii, Pfeffer, 1889 = Ammothea clausti, Pfeffer.

L. australe, sp. nov.

L. i/laciale, sp. nov.

L. spinomm, sp. nov.

I have hesitated for some time as to the position of Ammothea magniceps (Thomson)
from New Zealand (30). Mr. G. M. Thomson most kindly placed the whole of his

collection at my disposal, but unfortunately it does not contain an adult male of this

species, therefore the structure of the male oviger remains unknown. The transverse

ridges of the trunk are prominent, but there is no trace whatever of the spurs so

characteristic of Leionyinphon. Under any circumstances, the species cannot be

regarded as a true Ammothea. (Mr. Thomson is in error in describing the palp as

with ten joints, there are only nine.) Be the true position of this species as it may, it

exhibits a preliminary stage in the transition between the diminutive Ammothea and

the large Leionyniphon. The next step is indicated by L. clausii and L. australe ;

these two species are very much alike ; from these by L. minor, L. gibbosum, and

L. grandu to L. Striatum. It would be difficult to give L. glacialis and L. spinosum a

position in a linear series. They probably diverge from L. striatiim in a different

direction to the others.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

Body traversed by three prominent pyramidal ridges, spinose or setose :

Lateral processes close together

"Proboscis half as long as body, cylindrical. L. striatiim.

Proboscis little longer than body, cylindrical. L. grande.

Proboscis as long as body, conical. L. fiillosum.

Proboscis shorter than body, slender, pyriform. L. minus.

Lateral processes widely separated

Proboscis little shorter than body. L. ylaciale.

Proboscis short, not half length of body. L. spinosum.

Body traversed by three rounded ridges, smooth :

Abdomen vertical, l>ase traversed by the last trunk articulation. L. rluimii.

Abdomen oblique, some distance behind the last trunk articulation. L. australe.

* Known only from immature examples.
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LKIONYIIPHON ORANDK.

(Plate VI., fig. I.)

f, Pfeffer (24), p. 48.

AmmotAtn rkarroti, Bouvier (2), p. 295.

Specific character! :

Body robust, with throe prominent tmnxvi-nv ridge* donwlly ami ventrally.

Probofcu cylindrical, very little longer than tin; body.

1'nlp U-jointed, the tat joint a little longer than any of the four preceding one*.

OvigT lo-joiniwl, without a terminal claw, the lant four jointa with nimple curved spino, which

increaae in K to the extremity of the laxt joint.

Tin- body is stout, and with the alMloiuen, scarcely as lung as the prolnjscis,

l>eing just less than 15ium. Its width across the ncfond pair of lateral processes in

10mm. Its segmentation is complete, hut concealed ly a very strongly developed

p\ i.miidiil ridge which lies along the posterior margin of the three anterior segments,

and the apex of which is raised considerably above the body level. These ridges have

I \-ry slight curvature forwards, which is most marked in the first. The lateral

sees arc not widely separated, the two anterior pairs are directed forwards, the

tir-t more than the other, and arc quite close together ; the third pair is directed

liackwards slightly with a wider interval between it and the preceding ]>air ; the last

pair is directed backwards at such an angle as to make the interval between the third

and fourth pair very conspicuous. All have a swelling at the distal extremity, and

tin- swelling gives the process an angular appearance.

Tin- Cephalon is short, expanded anteriorly, and at the base of the chelifori presents

tin- same angular appearance as the lateral processes. A slight median groove divides-

its anterior margin.

The Ocular tubercle lies in the middle ; it is stout, with a very slight curvature,

rounded at the apex, and bearing four well-developed eyes.

The Abdomen rises from the extremity of the trunk, but without trace of

segmentation ; it is rather stout, slightly curved, and directed upwards. There is a

median tubercle between the posterior transverse ridge and the abdomen. Dorsally

the entire body is rendered scabrous by the presence of small spinous setw ; between

the liody ridges however they are scarce. Ventrally the three transverse ridges of the

dorsum are represented by three similar ridges, thinner and not produced to such a

conspicuous point ; all are directed backwards to a varying degree, the first more so

than the others. These ridges an continued on to the base of the lateral processes,

which here do not present any trace of the angular enlargements so conspicuous

dorsally. The spinous sette of the dorsum are not present

The Proboscis is stout and cylindrical, only a trifle l.iiiyer than the body and

aUlomcn together. it is articulated to tin- Ixnly, and movable through a very

considerable angle. The mouth is large and triangular. The distal extremity of the

organ is deeply pigmented ; for nearly three-quarter^ ..f its length it displays six

R 2
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bands of a dark yellowish-brown colour ; it then abruptly changes colour, and tapers

a little to its junction with the body.

The Chelifori are rudimentary, and arise from the cephalon dorsal to the proboscis,

and rather in advance of its origin. The scape is short and stout, slightly curved, and

with the distal extremity oblique. Articulated to it is a mere knob which bears at its

extremity a minute tubercle in a distinct socket, and on its outer border a small

spine. The entire appendage is covered with minute spinous setae.

The Palps are nine-jointed, and arise from the cephalon immediately below and

external to the chelifori. The first joint is small, and the second is very nearly four

times as long, the third is again small, and the fourth nearly twice as long as the

second. The remaining five joints are together but little longer than the fourth,

and differ but little in size ; the terminal one, however, is the longest of this series.

The entire appendage is covered rather irregularly with the characteristic small

spinous setae of the animal. They are not numerous on the proximal four joints,

but on the remaining five they are rather longer and finer, as well as being a little

more abundant.

The Ovigers are ten-jointed, and arise ventrally at the angles formed by the first

pair of lateral processes and the body. All the joints are small, the second and

fourth being a little the longest (fig. la). The first joint is very small but stout, the

second and fourth are the longest and sub-equal, the third is shorter and slightly

curved. From the fourth the three following joints progressively decrease a little in

length, the first three forming a curve in the natural position of the appendage. All

these joints are stout, the three terminal ones becoming more and more slender ; the

.eighth joint, though more slender, has the same character as the preceding, the ninth

is a little shorter, and the last one is the longest of the four terminals. The entire

limb is covered, but not thickly, with small setae
; they are most numerous on the

fourth, fifth, and sixth joints, on the latter of which they are conspicuous only on the

outer side of its curvature. The remaining four joints form a curve in a contrary

direction, and on the inner side of this curve is a row of stout curved setae, increasing

in size and strength to, the end of the terminal joint, where they form a conspicuous

group. These spines are quite simple, and the last joint does not bear a claw, though

it seems adapted for one.

The Legs are stout but not of any excessive length, being something like 62mm.

The second coxa is fully as long as the other two together, and the proportions of the

remaining joints are as 15 : 13 : 17 : 1 : 5. The first coxa is marked with a median

dorsal and ventral line which separates the muscles moving the succeeding joint, the

distal margin is tuberculated dorsally like the lateral processes, but only to a very

slight extent ; the second coxa is conspicuously wider in diameter at its distal than at

its proximal extremity. All three are covered with very small but stout setae. The

femur is a stout joint, its distal extremity being raised dorsally into a slight angular

ridge ; the entire joint is covered with the characteristic setae with the exception of a
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il I wml of some width, almost completely bare of them. On the two tibia) the

same arrangement of the setae occurs, except that along the middle of the bare band

th'-iv is n narrow luind of seta) two or three wide. The distal fringed of the femur and

tii -i tibia are not conspicuous, but that of the second tibia is formed of stout spines
<

-liicHy on the ventral surface. The tarsus is a very small joint, and forms a cup-like

-ki't for the propodus (fig. Ib); it is thickly covered with small spines, and its distal

fringe is well developed, especially ventrally, where it is formed of very stout spines.

The propodua covered thickly with stout setae with only an irregular vestige of the

bare Itand found on other joints ; it is slightly curved, and its ventral side Itours

l>i\imally four or more very stout spines, of which the first is the smallest; the rest

of the margin is taken up with setae small, but larger than the average ; close to the

t Tiuinal claw is a group of large setae, one of which at least is a rather prominent

spine. The extremity of the joint is oblique, and forms a rounded spino.se projection

or heel Iwyond the origin of the stout claw, which, with its two powerful auxiliaries,

arise from a common investment

The single adult specimen captured Is a female, and the Genital apertures are

conspicuous on the second coxa of each leg. Five smaller specimens were, however,

taken at the same time and place, varying in size from 9*5 mm. to 18*5 mm. over all.

These present several differences of no small importance. The prolwscis differs slightly

in form, being more tapering the smaller the specimen, and it is also more rigidly

articulated to the Ixxly ; in none of them is it movable through so large an angle as

in the adult The chelifori are proportionally the same size as in the adult, but a

perfect chela is developed. This is small and feeble, the fingers curved like a pair

of callipers, and devoid of teeth. On the body the dorsal ridges are raised into a

more definite median point, and the tubercles which give an angular appearance to the

lateral processes and first coxae of the adult are now rather more prominent and carried

on to other joints. The pre-abdominal tubercle is a very variable structure, and is

sometimes prominent in one case almost absent The palps do not call for any fresh

description, but the ovigers show several interesting stages in their development (figs,

lo-lf). In the smallest specimen only the merest vestige of such an appendage exists.

In the next specimen four joints as such may be distinguished, the last one showing an

indication of future segmentation. In another, six joints are fairly well established,

the penultimate one showing traces of another division. In the largest of the

immature specimens the oviger possesses the full number of ten joints, but they are

v small, and the four terminal ones are only indicated and not clearly developed.

Cape Wadworth, Coulman Island, 8-15 fathoms. Bottom: stones. Several

adult specimens were taken by the 'Francais' off the west coast of Graham's Land,

and one was taken by the
'

Scotia.' The examination of Professor Pfeffer's Aminathta

grandis from South Georgia has established the identity of this species beyond all

{uestion.
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LEIONYMPHON MINUS.

(Plate VI., fig. 2.)

Specific characters :

Body rather robust, with three prominent transverse ridges produced to a point in the mid-

dorsal line.

Proboscis shorter than the body, slender, pyriform.

Palp 9-jointed ; the terminal joint twice as long as any of the preceding four.

Oviger 10-jointed. In the male the three terminal joints bear an irregular series of stout but

simple spines. No terminal claws.

The body is rather robust and the lateral processes are clearly but not very widely

separated. It measures rather less than 5 mm. in length and less than 4 mm. in

extreme width. The segmentation is distinct, and the articulations lie at the hinder

part of the three transverse ridges which cross the body. These ridges are strongly

developed, produced to a point in the middle line, and slightly curved backwards. They
are equally prominent ventrally, but inflected backwards and not produced into a

point. The lateral processes are stout, the two anterior being directed forwards at

slightly different angles, the two posterior ones are similarly directed backwards ;
each

bears dorsally two distinct tubercular processes which are also to be found in a less

prominent degree on the first coxae.

The Cephalon is scarcely, if at all, expanded, and its centre is occupied by a very

stout Ocular tubercle which is directed slightly forwards, and appearing, in certain

aspects, to be enlarged near its extremity, which bears a very rudimentary spine. The

four eyes are not particularly well developed.

The Abdomen is short and stout, not separated from the trunk by an articulation ;

it is directed obliquely upwards and does not extend as far backwards as the last pair

of lateral processes.

The Proboscis is pyriform, slender, and about two-thirds the length of the body,

to which it is flexibly united. It shows indistinctly three pairs of longitudinal bands

along the greater part of its length.

The Chelifori are rudimentary ; the scape is well developed, slightly curved, and

bears only a few small setae besides the rather prominent distal fringe. The chelae are

reduced to a knob with the merest traces of fingers.

The Palps are 9-jointed and rise at the side of the proboscis ; the first and third

joints are quite short and subequal, the second and fourth are also subequal and about

five times as long ; the four following are quite short and subequal, while the terminal

one is ovoid and twice as long as any of the preceding four. The fourth joint bears a

small distal fringe, but otherwise there are practically no setae on the first four joints ;

the following four joints are very considerably dilated ventrally, and this enlargement

bears a dense tuft of small stiff setae. The terminal joint is more extensively covered

with setae, especially on its ventral side.

The Ovigers are 10-jointed and rise ventrally just in front of the first lateral
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fig. 2a). The first joint is small and stout, the second is more than twice

as long, stout and enlarged distally, the third is Hcarcely as long and lias an oblique

termination. These three joints form a curve in one direction, and the three following

form a similar curve in another. The fourth and fifth joint* arc long and nbequl,
the sixth being about half the length of either ; its termination is rounded, the

following joint being articulated at the aide. All these joints arc more or less

plentifully setose ; the setie are very small, but their structure and arrangement call

for no comment The seventh and succeeding joints progressively decrease in length

and stoutness as far as can lie made out from the angle at which they lie, and they
are all small. The seventh lies at right angles to the sixth, and near its distal and

inner side it bean a dense tuft of long seta;. The eighth joint is articulated at

the side of the seventh and at right angles to it ; it also bears a small tuft of long

setae near its distal extremity but on its outer side ; the following joint is similarly

provided, but with fewer. The last three joints l>ear an irregular series, not a single

row, of stout spines (fig. 2c) ; most of them occur on the terminal joint, but there arc

scarcely a dozen altogether. There is no terminal claw.

The Oviger of the female is essentially different to this (fig. 2b). All the joint*

are smaller, the third conspicuously smaller than the preceding, and the fourth, though
the longest of the appendage, is still quite short, and the remainder gradually and

|,i,.ji.
--i\. Iv AMMAN m l-ii'jtii. I
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much more slender, and there is nothing noteworthy in their articulation, which is

quite normal. The sixth joint is thickly covered on its outer side with minute setae,

ami up to this joint the setse have been increasing in number. The terminal joint is

unfortunately missing in the specimen examined, but the three preceding arc almost

devoid of any seta- at all.

The Legs measure about 28 mm. in length. The second coxa is scarcely the length
of the other two together, the femur measures some 7 mm., the first tibia is the merest

trifle shorter, the second a little longer, 7*5 mm., the tarsus and propodus together are

about one-third the length of the second tibia. The second coxa bears a small but

distinct tul>ercular enlargement just beyond the middle of its length dorsally, and in

the male there is a similar tul>ercle dorsally near the extremity of the femur, with

a glandular aperture upon it. The entire limb is setose, but the seta: arc very small ;

no definite arrangement can !* seen as far as the first tibia, up to this joint they are

not numerous and only visible with difficulty. On the tibiae they become numerous ; on

the first their arrangement is indistinct, on the second it is more readily made out, and

consists of a dorsal and a ventral band of sette with another narrow band passing along
the centre of a I tare space laterally. The distal fringes are but poorly developed, the

most conspicuous one being on the second tibia and chiefly ventral. The tarsus is a

very small cuplike joint, densely setose on its longer ami ventral margin. The propodus
is slightly curved and dorsally projects considerably beyond the insertion of the large

terminal daw and its strong auxiliaries. The joint is thickly covered with stout
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setae on its ventral surface, and proximally there is a row of some four to six very

strong spines ; dorsally the setae are similar, but not so thickly distributed nor so

strong ; laterally also they occur, and there appears to be a narrow band devoid of

setae, but this is not distinct. The terminal claw and its auxiliaries arise from a process

on the ventral side of the prolongation alluded to above.

The type of this species is an adult male bearing eggs, taken in Winter Quarters at

a depth of 125 fin., 9 Feb., 1903. Another was found at a depth of 35 fm., 5 March,

1903. The ova are small and are carried in a large, rather irregular mass round the

fourth and fifth joints of the oviger. The Genital apertures occur ventrally at the distal

extremity of the second coxa of the two posterior legs. They are large, with tumid

lips. Genital apertures of the female are on all the legs. A male and a female were

also taken off Cape Wadworth, Coulman Island, in 8-15 fm., 15 Jan., 1902. These

are smaller than the type.

LEIONYMPHON AUSTRALE.

(Plate VII., fig. 1.)

Specific characters :

Body robust, with three low rounded transverse ridges; these ridges are more prominent

ventrally. Abdomen directed obliquely upwards, and well behind posterior trunk articulation.

Proboscis pyriform, little shorter than the body.

Palp 9-jointed, the seventh and ninth being a little the longest of the five terminal joints.

Oviger 10-jointed, without a terminal claw, the last four joints with an irregular series of

denticulate spines.

The body is robust and, without taking the lateral processes into consideration,

broadest about the third process, from which it gradually narrows forwards.

The Cephalon is but slightly expanded and the neck is not distinct. The entire

body measures 9 mm. in length, of which 4 mm. are taken up by the proboscis ; the

Abdomen does not enter into consideration, as in its natural position it is carried

obliquely upwards, and does not extend beyond the last pair of lateral processes ; it

is, however, l mm. long. Segmentation is distinct, except so far as regards the

abdomen, and occurs, on a low ridge which crosses the body immediately behind the

lateral processes. These ridges also occur ventrally and, being reflected backwards,

give to each segment the appearance of being socketed into a recess. The lateral

processes are not widely separated, but the intervals increase slightly from before,

backwards ;
all are provided at their distal extremities with two small spur-like

processes ; these are dorsal.

The Ocular tubercle is stout, moderately tall, rounded at the apex, and bears four

well-developed eyes.

The Proboscis is movably articulated to the body and pyriform in shape, its

diameter increases for more than a third of its length, and then enlarges abruptly,

and is marked by three double bands, presumably muscle bands, transversely divided

near the tip. The mouth is triangular, not large, but with thick lips.
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Tin- < 'Ix-lil'ori arc rudimentary ami comprise a stoat scape of one joint, which

is slightly curved ; except for a distal fringe which is not conspicuous, the joint

is not setose. The chela) in the adult are only represented by knobs, and these

show the merest traces of two fingers. In youuger specimens the chela) are dev<-|i>j>|

:in<l exhibit comparatively long curved fingers devoid of teeth.

The Palps are nine-jointed and arise at the side of the proboscis. The first joint

is short and stout, the proportions of the three following are as 5 : 1 : 4 ; the remaining

five are all short and differ little in size, the first and third are sub-equal, the

second and terminal are very little shorter but also sub-equal, the penultimate is the

shortest ; the last joint is ovoid in shape, setose throughout, the setae more thickly

distributed on its inner margin. The other four joints have slender bases and arc

much enlarged and densely setose on the inner margin ; the outer margin is straight

and bears a distal fringe. The preceding joints are also more or less setose, the short

seta) beginning near the distal extremity of the second joint and becoming fairly

numerous on the fourth.

The Ovigers are ten-jointed and arise ventro-laterally immediately in front

of the first pair of lateral processes ; they differ in the two sexes. In the male

(fig. la), the first joint is small and stout, and the proportions of the five following

are as 4 : 2'3 : 4 : 4 : 2 ; the first of these, second of the appendage, is slightly

curved ; the next is less so, but with the three following forms a large curve,

the fifth joint being the only one that is distinctly curved itself. All these

joints are setose, particularly on the outer side of the curvatures. The four

remaining joints are short ; the seventh is articulated at the end of the sixth, but

at the side, and makes nearly a right angle with it ; near its distal extremity
it is provided with a dense tuft of long seta). The eighth joint is similarly

articulatexl to the seventh, but in the opposite direction, and bears a smaller

tuft of long set distally ; the ninth is the shortest joint The three terminal

joints bear a small number, less than a dozen, of denticulate spines, most of

which occur on the terminal joint They are not in a single row, and consist

of a slender shaft with seven closely-set flat teeth on each side.

The oviger of the female is quite different and the articulation of its joints

is normal throughout (fig. Ib). The first and third joints are together equal to

the second ; the fourth and fifth are sub-equal, and the longest on the appendage ;

the sixth and seventh are a little shorter and sub-equal, the eighth and tenth

are again shorter and sub-equal, and the ninth still shorter. Seta) are scarce,

and the sixth joint is the only one that can be described as setose. The

denticulate spines occur on the four terminal joints, and are exactly like those

of the male, but much more numerous, there being upwards of a dozen on

each of the joints except the first of the series.

With regard to the Legs, the second coxa is scarcely as long as the other

two together ; the proportions of the three following joints are as 6*5 : 6 : 7*5 ;

VOL. III. 8
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these joints are subject to variation, but not of great moment, '5 mm. or there-

abouts
; the tarsus is quite small and cup-shaped, the propodus rather more

than a quarter the length of the second tibia. The entire limb is covered with

short setae, but on the second tibia and the propodus there are longer ones

interspersed among them. Throughout the entire limb there is a broad lateral band

devoid of setaa except for a narrow row of them along its centre
; dorsally and ventrally

the setae are abundant, particularly towards the extremity of the limb. The distal

fringes are normal and inconspicuous, i.e., indistinct on the first coxa, ventral or

chiefly so on the other two, complete on the femur ; on the two tibiae they are

best developed ventrally, and become spinous, especially on the second
;

the tarsus

is covered with small spines or spinous setae ventrally, the propodus has a very

prominent heel and bears a stout claw with two well-developed auxiliaries

rather more than half its size. The heel bears numerous spinous setae, and at

the proximal end of the joint on its ventral margin there are some half-dozen

stout and prominent spines.

The Genital apertures occur on the second coxae of all the legs in the

female, but they can only be found on the two posterior legs of the male.

The ova are small and numerous and are carried in a spherical packet round

the fourth joint of the oviger.

Several specimens of this species were taken in Winter Quarters at depths

varying from 25 to 125 fms., the majority however coming from the latter

depth. The specimens vary in age and size, but the species may be regarded

as a variable one. While the general arrangement of the setae remains the same

it is not so clear in the young examples. In these the setae are for the most

part long and fine instead of short and comparatively stout ; the transition

from the one form to the other is gradual, some of the adults retain a goodly

proportion of the long setae among the others. A very few minute setae may
be found on the body in some individuals, especially on the abdomen. In most

individuals the summit of the ocular tubercle bears a very short spine instead

of being rounded. In the young the chelae are fairly well developed, they are

of moderate size, the fingers being quite smooth and resembling a pair of callipers.

The spur-like tubercles on the lateral processes of the adult are, in the young,

very prominent spines and frequently bifurcated ; similar spines occur on the cephalon.

One specimen has the oviger not completely developed and in another the full

number of joints is not yet differentiated.

All the adults possess a glandular aperture of some kind on the dorsal

surface of the second coxa just beyond the middle of its length.

One individual has the second and third legs of the left side abnormally

developed, probably new growths in reparation of injury ;
one of these limbs

does not extend beyond the extremity of the first tibia, the other is longer.

This species very closely resembles L. clausi Pfeffer, but may be readily
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I'V the fact that in that species the abdomen is directed almost

\.-iii.ally upwards, and is situated so far forward that the posterior trunk segment
; i- - - "\'T I'-

;

':i-. .1 t. .il'ii. !'. |N>sMhly,
-

iimrpliolnirira] imp. .1 i.n:. .-.

LRIONYMPBON SPINOSUM.

(Plate VII., fig. 2.)

Body stoutly built, with the transverse ridge* not very strongly developed, but with a very

prominent njmr in the mid-donal line. The lateral processes are rather widely separated, and bear

distally two xtout recurved >pan ; smaller ones exist on the first coxae.

Proboscis short, not half the length of the trunk.

Palpi 9-jointed ; of the five terminals the seventh and ninth are a little longer than the others.

Origer lo-jointed, special spines not denticulate.

The entire animal is heavily built, and covered with fine but short setae. The

lateral processes are rather widely separated, the intervals increasing posteriorly, two

pairs of processes are directed more or less forward, the other two pairs backward.

Each process bears dorsally at its distal extremity a pair of prominent recurved

tubercular processes ; these an also distinct, though less prominent, on the first coxae.

The body is crossed transversely by three ridges, but these do not extend on to the

lateral processes as much as in the allied species. These ridges stand erect, but they

are levelled from behind in the middle line so as to form an acute point of some

considerable elevation, and this gives them the appearance of being arched forward.

The Cephalon is not very much expanded, and almost fills the interval between the

first pair of lateral processes ; in front it bears a pair of tul>ercular processes directed

>ut wards, one at the base of each of the chelifori.

The Ocular tubercle is just behind the centre of the cephalon and is very stout, taller

than any of the transverse ridges, and terminates in a cone above four well-developed eyes.

The Abdomen is not separated from the body by an articulation ; it is of normal

proportions, elongate, ovate and directed slightly upwarda
The entire body is covered with short, fine setae, but they appear to be deficient

between the ridges, and to some extent on the cephalon. Ventrally the transverse

ridges are rounded, and the median spur much less prominent than dorsally ; the setae

also are deficient. The length of the body is 13 mm., and it* extreme width is 8 mm.

The Proboscis is short and stout, being barely 5 mm in length, cylindrical, slightly

swollen in the middle, and movably articulated to the body.

The Chelifori are rudimentary, they lie close together above the proboscis and are

more than half its length. The scape is half the length of the proboscis, very slightly

enlarged distally and clothed with short setae ; the chelae are only knobs, also setose,

and with but vestiges of the fingers.

The Palps rise laterally below the chelifori and comprise nine joints (fig. 2a). The

first joint is short and stout, the proportions of the various joints being : 1*5 : 4 : 1 : 3*5 :

1 : 1 : 1 '3 : 1 : 1 '5. The entire appendage is covered with fine setae which become numerous

"ii the fourth joint ; on the four following joints they form a dense patch covering the

8 2
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whole ventral surface, and extending dorsally in a very small degree on the first of these

joints but progressively more and more as the extremity of the appendage is approached.

The terminal joint is completely covered, but they are most abundant ventrally.

The Ovigers are ten-jointed and rise ventrally in the angle formed by the cephalon

and the first lateral process (fig. 2b). The first six joints form the normal double

curve and are all more or less covered with small setae on the outer part of the

curvaturesi The proportions of the various joints are : 1'5 : 3'25 :2:3:3:2:2:2:1'5:2.

The last four joints are provided with a few large spinous setae forming, on three

of the joints, a small irregular group ventrally near the distal extremity ;
on the terminal

one, which is much the most slender, they are scattered along its length, one of them

taking the place of the terminal claw.

The Legs are not all the same size, the third pair being the longest and the first

the shortest, their respective lengths being approximately 30 mm., 35 mm., 39 mm.,

3 7 '5 mm. The third leg of the right side has been measured. Of the three coxae the

second is longer than either of the other two, the three together attain a length of

8 mm., and the proportions of the other joints are as 9'25 : 9 : 8 : 3'5, the last figure

representing the tarsus and propodus together. The entire appendage is densely

clothed with rather short but fine setse having no special arrangement, except that on the

femur and first tibia they are not so numerous laterally. The tarsus is small, cuplike,

densely setose, but with no strong spines. The propodus is slightly curved, densely

setose, and with an oblique termination to the joint, but the process from which the

large terminal claw and its two moderate-sized auxiliaries arise projects beyond the joint

itself. The ventral margin of the propodus is spinose but varies greatly. In the best

instance there is a series of eight spines, the first four are small and then they increase

in size rapidly to the last, which is very large. These occupy the proximal half of the

joint. Then follows another series of six of nearly uniform size and not so large as

the biggest of the previous series. This second series occupies the remainder of the

joint and are disposed radially. In other cases the first series is not so well developed

and the second is deficient.

The single specimen of this species is an adult female, the Genital apertures are

found near the middle of the second coxae of all the legs.

Taken in 300 fathoms off the Barrier. Bottom : mud. January 27, 1902.

LEIONYMPHON GLACIALE.

(Plate VII., fig. 3.)

Specific characters :

Body well built, with three very prominent transverse ridges produced to a point in the mid-dorsal

line. Lateral processes rather widely separated, and with the stumps of spur-like processes distally.

Proboscis large, but shorter than the body, pyriform.

Palps 9-jointed, the five terminals being sub-equal in size.

Oviger 10-jointed (not mature).

This is a large and comparatively slender species.
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Tlic Body is well built with the lateral processes lather widely separated, and

: i i\,T-.-.l l.y three very prominent pyramidal ridges which couceal the segmentation.

Tin *( ridges are dinvtod backwards to a very slight extent and excavated posteriorly ;

it is in the hollow thus formed that the scgmental divisions may be seen. Three ridges

are equally prominent vcntrally, but they are not produced to a median point

The Cephalon is not very much expanded, and a neck is not noticeable.

The Ocular tubercle is stout, not as tall as any of the three transverse ridges, and

l>ears four well-developed eyes, above which it terminates in a short cone.

The Abdomen is rather long, directed obliquely upwards, not separated from the

trunk by an articulation, and terminating in a blunt point. The cephalon bears a

small blunt tubercle at its anterior margin on the outer side of the base of the chelifori,

a pair of similar tubercles occur dorsally at the extremity of the lateral processes;

smaller ones also on the first coxae with traces of them on the second. The length of

the body is 12 mm., its extreme width is 7 mm. The entire body is scabrous, a feature

most distinctly noticeable on the transverse ridges and the abdomen.

The Proboscis is large, rather pyriform in shape, and measuring 10 mm. in

length. It is movably articulated to the body on a large base, and widens slowly for

one-third of its length where it is very slightly constricted ; it is then enlarged

again, and tapering very slightly, ends in a rather broad round point, the triangular

mouth being of moderate dimensions. The proboscis is smooth, and its distal two-

thirds are marked by three pairs of longitudinal bands, transversely divided near

the tip.

The Chelifori are rudimentary and lie close together above the proboscis. The

scape is short, slightly curved and enlarged distally ; the chela) are well developed,

as long as the scape, one half of their length is taken up by a bulbous palm ; the

fingers are slender, quite smooth and much curved, but those of the two appendages

are not exactly alike. With the exception of the fingers the entire appendage is

scabrous.

The Palps arise laterally just outside the chelifori, and comprise nine joints

(fig. 3a). The first is short and stout, the proportions of the second and fourth are

as 8 to 11, the third being but little longer than the first; the remaining five are

short and sub-equal, the middle one and the last being a trifle the longest, together

they scarcely equal the length of the fourth. The fourth joint possesses a prominent
tubercle with a glandular opening at two-thirds of ite length. The entire appendage
is more or less plentifully clothed with very minute spinous setae ; these however arc

only conspicuous on the ventral margin of the five terminal joints and at the end of

the terminal one.

The Oviger is ten-jointed and rises ventrally immediately in front of the first

lateral process, and appears to l>e that of a female (fig. 3b). It is not fully developed.

The first joint is short and stout, the two following are twice as long and sub-equal,

the third having the usual oblique termination. These three joints form a natural
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curve in one direction, and the three following curve in another. Measured in their

extreme length the proportions of the various joints of the appendage are : 3:6:6:8:
775 : 7 : 4 : 4 : 2'5 : 4. The third and following joints are all more or less covered with

very short stout setae on the outer side of their curvature ; these setae are most con-

spicuous on the fourth, fifth, and sixth joints, on the last of which they are also lateral.

The last four joints each bear a small number of stout but simple spines, 4:8:7:6, not

arranged in a single row. The last joint tapers to a blunt point, and is without a

terminal claw, a small group of these spines taking its place.

The Legs attain a length of about 55 mm. Of the three coxae the second is twice

the length of the other two, the proportions of the remaining joints being 13'5 : 12 :

16 : 4, the last figure representing the tarsus and propodus together. The coxae are

densely clothed with very minute setae, but on the femur they are much larger,

though still small, and more conspicuous. They are arranged as a dorsal and a ventral

band, separated laterally by a considerable interval, along the centre of which is a

narrow band of similar setae. This arrangement is continued along the tibiae but it

is not so distinct on the second. The distal fringes are quite normal and incon-

spicuous. The tarsus is a very small cup-like joint, covered with spinous setae

ventrally, with a few prominent ones distally. The propodus is uniformly covered

with small spinous setae, but ventrally there is a row of stout spines running

the whole length of the joint. These spines are very irregular ; beginning from the

proximal end the first three or four rapidly increase to large dimensions, the rest are

very irregular in size, but none are so large as the last of the proximal series. The

joint terminates obliquely, the dorsal projection is not large ; the terminal claw is

stout, and its two auxiliaries are quite half as long, arising together from a process of

the oblique termination.

The single specimen of this species is immature, and was taken in Winter Quarters

at a depth of 125 fathoms.

AUSTRODECUS.

Body stout, and distinctly segmented, with lateral processes close together. Ocular tubercle

anteriorly situated, long, with four well-developed eyes.

Proboscis immovably articulated to the trunk and ventral in position ; long, tapering, slender.

Chelifori absent.

Palps 6-jointed.

Oviger 6-jointed ? no terminal claw.

Legs short ; genital apertures on the second coxae of all the legs in female. (Male as yet

unknown.)

I have considered the affinities of this and of the succeeding genus in the intro-

duction to this memoir.
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AU8TRODKCU8 OLACIALR.

(Plate VIII., fig. 1.)

^- . tii '- ir i. ; r-

Body utout, Mxmcnted, with latent! procewe* clone together.

ProboacM long, tain-ring and carved near the extremity.

Cbelifori abwnt.

Palp* 6-jointed ; terminal joint articulated to one Ride of the penultimate.

Ovigen 6-jointed ?

Legs abort, firat oozn anned doraally with two spurs.

Abdomen long and slender.

This is a diminutive species ; the entire animal does not cover a space 8 mm.

square.

The trunk is stout and distinctly segmented ; the lateral processes are not widely

separated, hut as they are rather short and tapering, the 'intervals at their distal

extremities are very pronounced. The first coxae, which are the largest, all hear

dorsally a pair of stout tubercular spines which are very prominent. Each of the four

segments of the trunk hears a stout tubercle of some elevation in the middle line, and

close to its posterior border.

The Cephalou is scarcely expanded, and almost fills the interval between the first

pair of lateral processes and their first coxae. Anteriorly it bears a very long Ocular

tubercle which is directed obliquely forwards, flask-shaped and truncated at its extremity,

on the upper surface of which, in a compact group, are four very well-developed eyes.

From the truncated end of the trunk the Abdomen projects horizontally ; it is rather

long and not separated by an articulation. On the ventral surface of the trunk a

slightly raised Irniid passes transversely between the first three pairs of lateral processes,

with the last pair the hand is interrupted in the middle line.

The Proboscis is long and of a peculiar shape, not unlike the snout of a weevil

beetle. It is movably articulated to the body, and for about one-third of its length it

is not disproportionately slender, then it tapers rather rapidly to a long and very

slender structure, curved downwards near the tip. It is quite smooth and presents an

annular appearance which is less distinct proximally.

The Chelifori are quite absent

The Palps are six-jointed and arise above but well to the side of the proboscis

(fig. Ib). The first joint is short and very stout, the second is long and extends

beyond the extremity of the ocular tubercle. Tin- third is very short and its distal

limit indistinct The fourth joint is rather more than half the length of the second.

The second joint U-ars the stumps of several spinous setae along its length ; on the

fourth joint a .similar numltcr of curved spinous setae occur, and these increase in size

to the distal extremity of the joint, which also bears a few finer setae and a small

distal fringe. The last two are quite small and rather densely clothed with small set.

The last one is articulated to one side, and not at the end, of the penultimate, and

the set occur mainly on the outer side.
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The Ovigers arise ventro-laterally, close to the angle formed by the cephalon and

the first lateral process. They are extremely small, and it is open to question whether

they are mature or not. As the removal of one of these appendages involves serious

risk to the only specimen, it cannot be very satisfactorily described. Not less than

six joints can be distinguished, the first three of which are very small. A small body-

process from which the appendage arises may be an additional joint. The terminal

joint is the longest, it is rounded at the extremity and does not carry any trace of a

claw, nor are setae of any kind discernible.

With regard to the Legs, the first coxa has already been alluded to as the largest

of the three, the other two are very little if any shorter, and the second is dilated

distally. It is difficult to get the limb in one plane for measurement, and the

joints appear subject to some variation. The proportion of the joints appears to be

3'5 : 3 : 2'5 : '5 : 2'5. The femur is stout, and the two following joints decrease in

calibre. The limb bears a very few scattered setae, most numerous on the second

tibia. The tarsus is very small and cup-like, with two or three spinous setae

ventrally ; the propodus is proportionately long, slightly curved, and bearing a few

setae. On its ventral margin it carries a row of setae, but there is nothing very

distinctive about them. The claw is short and stout, and is accompanied by two

slender auxiliaries.

The only example of this peculiar species is a female, and the Genital apertures

are found in the middle of the second coxae of all the legs.

Taken by the dredge in Winter Quarters before the ship was frozen in. Ten

fathoms or less.

AUSTRORAPTUS.

Body with spurs on the lateral processes and first coxae. Segmentation very imperfect.

Proboscis stout at the base, terminating in a point.

Chelifori rudimentary.

Palps 6-jointed.

Ovigers 10-jointed, without terminal claw or denticulate spines.

Legs comparatively long, terminal claw with two auxiliaries.

AUSTRORAPTUS POLARIS.

(Plate VIII., fig. 2.)

Specific characters :

Body rather stout, with prominent spurs on the lateral processes and the first coxae.

Proboscis half the length of the trunk, pointed.

Palp 6-jointed, the terminal joint is twice as long as its predecessor, and articulated at an

angle to it.

Oviger 10-jointed, without terminal claw or denticulate spines.

Legs long, terminal claw with two small auxiliaries.

The body is rather robust, with long lateral processes which arise close together

and diverge considerably. These are provided dorsally with a pair of stout tubercular

spines which exist also on the first coxae, where they are greatly exaggerated.
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'I'ln- (Vplmlnii is considerably enlarged, and almost completely fills the interval

the first (xiir
<>f lateral processes.

The n.-nlar nil..-n-le is stout and tall, terminating in a cone above the four

well-devclojx'd eyes. It lies well to the front of the cephalon.

The AMoraen is long, cylindrical, almost horizontal, and not separated from

the !HM|\ by an articulation. The extreme length and breadth of the trunk is as

6 to 5*5, the abdomen increasing the length to 7*5. The articulation of the trunk

is indistinct, that separating the last segment )>eing non-existent The entire body

apju'ars to be perfectly smooth.

The Proboscis is about half the length of the trunk ; it lies underneath the

ci-phalon, directed obliquely downwards ; it is stout and cylindrical for the greater

part of its length, tapering off to a sharp cone. It is movably articulated to the

t rank.

The Chelifori are rudimentary ; the scape is well developed, stout, not setose, a

little longer than the cephalon ; the chelae are reduced to a knob, inclined inwards at

an angle of about 45, with only the merest traces of fingers.

The Palp is short and only possesses six joints. It rises close to the proboscis,

below and outside the chelifori (fig. 2a). The first joint is short and stout, and

the second is three times as long ; the third is again very small and, forming an

elbow, is shorter on one side than the other. The fourth is the longest joint,

though but little longer than the second, the only seta) visible forming a small

distal fringe. The following joint is characteristic ; it is small, and its inner margin
i- just half the length of it outer border; this outer border is well supplied with

setae distal ly. To the oblique termination of this joint the sixth and last joint

is articulated. It is twice the extreme length of its predecessor and richly setose on

its outer border and extremity.

The Oviger is 10-jointed and rises ventro-laterally at the angle formed by the

first lateral process with the cephalon (fig. 2b). It is a short appendage ; the first

three joints are short and stout, the second and third are sub-equal in length, but

not in diameter, and nearly twice the length of the first ; the two following are the

longest joints, the fifth being a trifle longer than the fourth and sparingly setose ;

the sixth is short, the seventh is longer, and the three terminal ones progressively

decrease in length and diameter, the last one being very small. The last five joints

are sparingly supplied with setae. On the terminal joint there are three long and

stout ones. There is no terminal claw nor are there an) special spines. The ovigcr

of the male has not been removed, but does not differ essentially.

The Legs measure some 18 mm. in length. The second coxa is fully as long as

the "tii.- 1 two together, and is much enlarged distally. The femur and first tibia are

sub-equal in length, and the second tibia is a very little longer; the tarsus and

I>r<>i>odu8 together are rather more than one- third the length of the second tibia. The

tarsus is very small and cup-like, richly setose ventrally, the set being stout, one

TOL. m. T
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especially so. The propodus is very slightly curved and covered ventrally with

short spinous setae, with, proximally, a row of four stout spines. Dorsally the setae

are small and scanty. The terminal claw is large, more than half the length of

the joint, and accompanied by two small auxiliaries. These claws arise on a process

from the oblique termination of the joint. The extreme end does not project much

beyond, and is supplied with numerous spinous setae. The rest of the limb, coxae,

femur, and tibiae are fairly well covered with very small setae
;

their precise

distribution is not easy to observe, but they appear to be deficient laterally ; they

are most abundant on the second tibia. The lateral line is well marked on the

three largest joints.

The specimen above described is an adult female, and shows conspicuous Genital

apertures on a swelling at the extremity of the second coxa of all the legs. An
adult male shows smaller apertures on the three posterior legs only.

The female was taken in 100 fathoms, rough ground, off the Barrier, in

Lat. 78 16' 14" S., Long. 197 41' 47" E.

The male was taken in 300 fathoms, mud, off the Barrier, in Lat. 71 25' 40" S.,

Long. 1 85 39' 06" E.

RHYNCHOTHORAX.

Rhinehotftorax, 0. G. Costa, Microdoride Mediterranea (1861), p. 7.

1 have not seen Costa's original description of this genus or its attendant species.

In the 'Challenger' Report (14) it is included by Dr. P. P. C. Hoek in his list of

the then known species of Pycnogonida, and at the same time condemned as being

insufficiently described. It is not a little remarkable that out of ten species then

recorded from the Mediterranean only one is described in Dr. Dohrn's monograph (8).

Zoologists are indebted to that author for the careful and full descriptions of the

Pycnogonida therein recorded. The genus and species of Rhinchothorax mediterraneus

Costa are fully described, and differ in many particulars from the original description.

Dr. Dohrn states

That the Chelifori are absent.
*

That the Palp is eight-jointed, but that fusion has taken place, reducing

the number of distinct joints to five. Five distinct joints are figured,

the limits of the remainder being obscure.

That the Ovigers are eleven-jointed. In both figures, however, only ten

joints are shown.

I have no hesitation in placing the species described below in the genus Rhyncho-

thorax as defined by Dr. Dohrn for these reasons : the general aspect of the animal is

similar ;
the proboscis is cleft at its extremity ; though the palps are only five-jointed,

the feebly-developed extremity seems to indicate some reduction is taking place ;
and

the ovigers are ten-jointed, and the exact counterpart of those figured by Dr. Dohrn.
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RHYNCHOTHORAX AUSTRALIA

(Plate VIII., 6g. 3.).

Specific ahnekm :

Body ivy what, with lateral processes quite C!OM together, and with median tubercle* on

!: - .-: :;:-

Cheiifori absent.

Palpi 5-joinled, the second joint with a very ttrongly developed spur doroally.

Ovigers 10-jointed, with a terminal claw, the last four joint* with a couple of opines on an

enlarged bate.

Legs short, terminal claw with two small auxiliaries.

Body very robust, with the lateral processes short and quite close together, widest

across the first lateral pmruM. and about half the breadth across the last.

The posterior articulation of the trunk is deficient, but immediately in front

of where it should be, as on the preceding segments, is a stout median tutarcle, bluntly

pointed, and very slightly inclined forwards.

The Cephalon is expanded, but very short. The Ocular tubercle, which is stout,

projects forwards and upwards over the base of the prolx>sci8. It bears four well-

developed eyes, the posterior pair being a little the larger, and terminates above them

in a short cone. Measured from the anterior margin of the ocular tul>ercle, the

cephalon is half the length of the first segment of the trunk.

The Abdomen is long, about as long as the two combined segments from which

it originates.

Proboscis is stout, conical, a little longer than the first trunk segment. A

conspicuous slit marks the mouth as the animal lies in it - normal position.

Cheiifori, no trace.

Palps. These appendages only comprise five joints, and are very curiously

modified (fig. 3a). Each rises at the side of the prolmscis and extends but little

beyond it The first joint is short and stout, the second is the longest of the

appendage ; its dorsal extremity is prolonged forwards and upwards as a stout spur.

The third joint is about half as long as the shaft of the second, it is enlarged dUtally,

a stout dorsal tubercle bearing a tuft of setae ; a few other setae are more mattered.

The fourth joint is small and setose, while the fifth, which is also richly setose, is

reduced to a mere button.

The Oviger is very slender, ten-jointed, and rises ventro-laterally at the neck

(fig. 3a). The first three joints are short, and progressively lengthen, but only to a

slight degree. The fourth is nearly as long as the three together. The fifth is

shorter, but swollen distally. The sixth is shorter still. No setae are discernible on

any of these joints. Of the four terminals the first three are sub-equal in length,

but their dorsal surfaces become more and more curved. Ventrally, also, there are

prominent projections which bear the denticulate spines. The terminal joint is very

broad, and a little longer than the others ; its dorsal outline is very much curved,

and veutrally a large swelling occupies almost the whole surface ; one small spine is

i I
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all that is visible. A prominent claw terminates the appendage. The denticulate

spines are few in number, two on each of the first three joints. They are worn, and

all that remains is a slender shaft of uniform diameter with three terminal teeth, of

which the middle one is the largest.

The Legs are short. The three coxae are short and stout, the second is by a very

little the longest, but the first has nearly twice its diameter ; it also bears a tubercle

smaller than, but similar to, those borne on the middle line of the trunk. The femur

is stout, and not so long as the three coxae together, but the remainder of the

appendage is much more slender. The proportions of the two tibiae are as 3 to 2,

the tarsus and propodus together being as long as the second tibia. The tarsus is a

very small joint, its ventral surface being covered with minute spinous setae. The

propodus, which is curved, has a row of them along its ventral margin, separated by
rather wide intervals ; several setae are scattered dorsally. The terminal claw is

stout and is accompanied by two slender auxiliaries about one-third its size. A few

setae are scattered on other parts of the appendage, but they do not form a prominent
feature.

The Genital apertures are distinct on the second coxae of the last pair of legs only,

and this joint is much swollen in consequence.

This species, of which there is only a single specimen, was found by Mr. Kirk-

patrick on a sponge. Winter Quarters, at a depth of 178 fm., 7 Aug., 1902.

COLOSSENDEIS.

Body ovoid or elongate, with the lateral processes close together or widely separated, as a general

rule without segmentation. Cephalon small. Eyes well developed or absent.

Proboscis very large, often much longer than the body, and movably articulated to it.

Chelifori very rarely present, rudimentary.

Palps very long, 10-jointed, third and fifth joints the longest, more or less setose.

Ovigers very long, 10-jointed, fourth and sixth joints the longest, the last four joints bearing

several rows of spines usually dentate. A terminal claw.

Legs without auxiliary claws ; the three coxal joints short.

Abdomen of moderate dimensions, movably articulated to the trunk, sub-clavate.

Genital apertures on the second coxa of all the legs.

I defined this genus in comparison with Decolopoda in the Zoologischer Anzeiger

(13), retaining as far as possible the words of Jarzynsky. Certain characters made

use of by Professor G. 0. Sars (25) have been incorporated, since his definition has

become inapplicable in certain important features.

No less than eighteen species and two varieties have been described. Through

the generosity of Professor E. L. Bouvier I have been permitted to examine the

collection of Colossendeids made by the
'

Travailleur
'

and '

Talisman,' the description

of which is not yet published. The identity of these species with the known species,

or otherwise, has not yet been fully established, but four new species from the

Antarctic Regions are now described.
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COL068KNDBI8 AU8TRAU8.

(Plate IX., fig. 1 ; Plate X., figs. 1 and 2.)

Specific characters :

Bodj stout, with lateral proceasee widely separated, minutely scabrous, the spines being arrangix!

in distinct rows on the appendages.
Proboscis enormous, bottle-shaped, more than half as long again as the body. Kyi*, four, well

dmloped.

Palp M-jointed, the eighth and ninth joints equal, the tenth longer.

Claw of leg* leas than half the length of the propodus.

Under a lens the entire animal exhibits a beautifully mottled appearance, which,

to ft greater or less extent, appears to be characteristic of the genus. The Body
shows the faintest traces of segmentation ; the cephaltm is short and only very little

expanded, and the first pair of lateral processes is placed close against it.

The Ocular tubercle is situated in the middle of this area and is stout, with four

well-developed eyes, two anterior and two posterior, the latter smaller than the others.

The Proboscis is of much greater diameter than the body, to which it is movably
articulated ; throughout the greater part of its length it is curved downwards ;

the

mouth is very large. The organ is covered with minute spines, which seem to httve, to

some extent at least, an indistinct linear arrangement ; the difficulty of making out

tlirir precise arrangement Is accentuated by a growth of polyzoa.

The Abdomen is of moderate dimensions and somewhat clavate.

The ten-jointed Palp arises ventro-laterally, as close as possible to the pro)x>scis.

The two first joints are very short, and the third is rather more than twice the length

of the fifth ; the fourth is small ; the sixth is barely one-third the length of the fifth,

and the seventh is about half as long again as its predecessor ; the eighth and ninth

are shorter and sub-equal ; the terminal one is absent from one side and injured on the

other, but in the other specimen available it is a little longer. The lateral line appears

along the greater part of the appendage. The entire limb is spinose, beginning with

the third joint, and the minute spines are arranged longitudinally in rows as far as the

end of the fifth joint, which, with the two preceding, bears a more or less complete

whorl of spines at its distal extremity. Beyond the fifth joint the spines become stiff

sets rather than spines ; they are larger and more abundant and irregular, besides

being aggregated on the ventral and inner side in the natural position of the limb.

The Ovigers are very long and, as characteristic of the genus, 10-jointed (fig. la).

They arise from a small body-process immediately behind the palps, but nearer the

middle line. The first three joints are small, the fourth and sixth are the longest and

sul>-equal, the fifth being about a quarter their size. The last four are sub-equal, tad

the appendage terminates in a small claw. The lateral line is distinctly marked. The

entire limb is spinous. A few minute spines exist on the first three joints, l>eyond

these they are arranged more or less clearly in lines and are more numerous. There

is also a fringe of small spines on the outer margin of the distal extremity of each
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joint, but these are either inconspicuous or absent on the four terminal joints. With

regard to the characteristic groups of spines on the four terminal joints, there are four

rows on the three proximal joints and three only on the terminal joint. In both

specimens the spines are so much worn as to give but a feeble idea of their true

character (Plate X., figs. 1 and 2). The large size of the sockets in which they are

planted is remarkable. The most ventral row, that which lies nearest the sea

bottom in the natural position of the animal, comprises a small number, less than a

dozen, of large stout spines. The second row, which in this species is not separated

from the first by any conspicuous interval, contains approximately double the number

of smaller spines ; the sockets of this row are sometimes crowded together, and the

spines are smallest and most crowded at the proximal end of the joint, and are also

deflected from a straight line by the articulation of the succeeding joint. Two other

rows follow, but these have not the mathematical regularity of the former, nor are

they so much deflected ; they are reduced in number, but not in size. In structure the

large spines appear to consist of a stout base almost circular in section and composed
of a strong chitinous investment having a protoplasmic core ; the spine tapers to

a blunt point much worn, but with enough left to indicate a flattened blade at the

extremity.

The Leg attains a length of 115 mm. The three coxae may be regarded as

sub-equal in size, and short. The two tibiae are the longest joints and sub-equal, except

in the first leg, where the second tibia is a trifle shorter than the first. The femur is a

little shorter, and the tarsus less than half the length of any of the three preceding

joints ; the propodus is just over half the length of the tarsus. On the first coxa

there is dorsally and ventrally a median line of reddish colour, which appears to

indicate the presence of a slight groove. On the second coxa the lateral line begins

on each side of the joint, and passes to the extremity of the limb. The three coxae

are minutely scabrous and possess a small fringe of minute spines at their distal

margins. The remaining joints are more or less covered with these fine spines,

which become a little more conspicuous as the extremity of the appendage is reached.

Six rows are fairly well defined throughout the limb, a median dorsal, a median ventral,

and two lateral, one on each side the so-called lateral line. The distal extremity of

each joint bears a fringe of spines on the inside of the bend, largest and most

conspicuous on the second tibia. The terminal claw is small, less than half the

length of the propodus.

The Genital apertures occur on the second coxa of all the legs in both sexes,

as shown in figs. Ib and Ic.

The above description has been prepared from an example taken in deep water.

Another from shallow water presents certain differences : first, it is more spinose,

especially the proboscis and the limbs ; on the legs four additional irregular rows of

spines may be distinguished between the six described for the deep-water specimen,

two of these are dorsal and two ventral : and secondly, in the comparative length of
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iin joints. The thinl joint of the palp is distinctly leas than twice the length of

tin- fifth, mid the fourth joint of the ovigerous leg in a little longer than the sixth.

The nearest ally of this species seems to be C. profowciV/ra, Sahinc, from which,

hii\vi-ver, it may be instantly recognised by the wider intervals between the lateral

I
-n >ce88eB and the presence of well-developed eyes.

T\\.. >[>' inn ii- (' i In-
speolfll

\vnv t.-ik'-n. .'in- i-tV
t';i|..-

\V.-i.l \\--rtii. ('oiilmiin Island,

8-15 fm.; bottom : stones ; the second off Mounts Erebus and Terror, 500 fin.; Itottom :

tooth

This latter specimen is the carrier of some half-dozen cirripedes of the genus

Seal}
''

*
.

COLOSSENDEIS OLACIAUS.

(Plate IX., 6g. 2 ; Plate X., figs. 3 and 4.)

Specific character* :-

Rod? apparently smooth, with lateral processes widely separated, and four well-developed cye.

Proboscis not quite so long as the trunk, slightly dilated about the middle, and covered with short

spinonsMtat,

Palps, three terminal joint** sub-equal and densely Htoae, with wide and deep constrictions at

the joints.

The body is rather stouter proportionally than the last two species, and though

apparently smooth, a lens reveals a median row of extremely minute seta).

The Cephalon is not expanded beyond the average width of the body.

The Ocular tubercle is stout, and bears four eyes, the anterior pair larger than the

posterior ; the portion above the eyes is acutely pointed, but this feature is variable

in size. The setous character of the proboscis is not always easily discernible ; in one

sjiei-imen it is prominent, in others less so, even when not concealed by a growth of

polyzoa. It can hardly be said that these setae are arranged in any definite manner,

luit in places they give the impression of ill-defined rows.

The Abdomen is short and articulated to the trunk. The Proboscis is as defined

among the specific characters and flexibly united to the trunk.

The Palps arise on the ventral side of the proboscis (fig. 2) ; the first joint is

rather more prominent than usual, and is readily seen from the dorsal surface. The

second joint is shorter, the third is considerably the longest of the appendage, the

fourth is quite short, and the fifth is approximately two-thirds the length of the

third; this joint has a faint constriction at about two-thirds of its length. The.

following joint is short, the next a little longer, the three terminal joints being short

and sub-equal The extremity of the palp has a peculiar appearance, owing to the

seventh, eighth, and ninth joints, and to a less extent the sixth, having their distal

extremities rounded off like the shoulders of a wide-mouthed lxttle, > that each

joint seems Imlanrcd on a narrow liase. The entire appendage is leset with -till' setae,

almost spinous in character. On the thinl joint they are short, somewhat sparsely

li-tributed, and appear to be arranged in rows. A whorl of stouter setaa (spines ?)
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surround the distal extremity of this joint and the next ; beyond this the setae are so

thickly distributed that it is scarcely possible to make out any definite arrangement.

On the fifth joint some of the setae are distinctly longer than the majority, and from

this joint the setae on the inner side of the appendage, in its natural position, are much

the longest.

The Ovigers arise immediately behind the palps on a conspicuous body-process

close to the middle line (fig. 2a). The first three joints are small, and bear spinous

setae of small size. The fourth and sixth are very long and sub-equal, the fifth being

not more than a quarter of their length. The four terminal joints are sub-equal in

length, but decrease in stoutness. The entire appendage is setose. On the fourth

joint the setae are small and arranged in rows, and on the outer margin, at about

two-thirds of its length, a small but distinct, rounded protuberance occurs. On the

succeeding joints the setae or spines, whichever they may be called, are more thickly

distributed. The characteristic spines of the four terminal joints present very slight

differences from the two preceding species. On the ventral side of the limb in its

natural position are two rows of these spines separated by a conspicuous interval
;
the

more ventral of these two rows consists of a few large spines, the other contains

approximately double the number of smaller spines. Dorsally, and separated by an

interval, are two rows of smaller spines, which are not, however, arranged with such

precision as the others. Close examination reveals the fact that the intervals between

the rows of spines are more apparent than real, this effect being due to the set of the

first two rows and the third group or double row
;
the second row is deflected at the

extremity by the articulation of the succeeding joint. The spines do not present

any special peculiarities, being more like true spines than in the other species here

described. They are somewhat curved or falciform (Plate X., fig. 3). The terminal

claw is of moderate dimensions, rather slender, but with a stout base ; in most of the

specimens the stout base is all that is left. All four terminal joints are dorsally

covered with short spinous setae set in sockets (Plate X., fig. 4). In this species they

are much more numerous than in the other three.

Concerning the Legs, the first coxa has a slightly greater diameter than the others,

and bears the dorsal and ventral mark so characteristic of the genus. The other two

coxae are nearly equal in length and all are minutely spiuose. The Genital apertures

occur on the second coxae of all the limbs, and the lateral line beginning on that

joint is conspicuous to the end of the limb. The first tibia is the longest joint of the

limb, the femur is very little shorter, the second tibia approximates to three-quarters

the length of the first, and the tarsus to very nearly half its length ;
the propodus is

shorter than the tarsus by nearly a third, and the claw is less than half the length of

the propodus. The entire limb is covered with minute setae, which, along the dorsal

surface at any rate, have a distinct linear arrangement ; ventrally this becomes

indistinct from the second tibia onwards. The distal extremity of each joint,

including the coxae, is more or less completely girdled with spines, minute up to
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the extremity i if the femur, and ni't numerous dorsally ; on the first tibia they
inerea-e in M/e ventrally, and still more so on the second tibia ; on the tannin and

prop* H lus tli,' ventral setae are comparatively long and conspicuous.

Tin- specimen from whi<-h the above description was taken seemed to be an

ptioiially npinose individual. Seven specimens were obtained, and in the other

M\ all tlu- features described above can be seen, though to a less degree, when not

i-iiticealed by a growth of polyzoa.

Winter Quarters, 12 to 25 fathoms.

<',.|.,,^| M'KIS lUI'ill'V

(Plate IX., fig. 3 ; Plate X., figs.
5 and 6.)

Specific characters:

Body smooth, with lateral processes widely separated. Four well-developed eyes.

Proboscis approximately twice the length of the trunk, dilated about the centre and quite smooth.

Palps, 10-jointed ; eighth joint half the aizc of the two terminals, which are sub-equal.

Ovigen, with a group of four or fire irregular rows of special spines in addition to the two

primary rows.

Claws of legs about half the size of the propod ua.

TliU last character, together with the spines and terminal claws on the ovigers,

readily separate this species from C. inegalonyx, to which it appears very closely

related.

A considerable amount of latitude must ! allowed on the proportions of the

j-
'ints of the various appendages as a guide to specific discrimination. Thus the

proboscis varies in length from 11 mm. to rather more than 21 mm., and the trunk

to the base of the abdomen, from rather less than G mm. to rather more than 1 1 mm.,
but the longest proboscis does not coincide with the longest body. The same sort of

variation occurs throughout.

There is no trace of segmentation in the trunk, and the Proboscis is articulated to

it, hence the variation of the angle to which it may be inclined.

The Ocular tubercle is stout, sharply conical above the eyes, which are well

developed and four in number.

The Alidomen is quite small and articulated to the trunk.

The Palps are ten-jointed. The third joint is much longer than the fifth, which

reaches almost to the extremity of the proboscis. The fourth joint is very small, and

the seventh Is slightly longer than the sixth ; the eighth is quite short, the two

terminals
1.,-ing twice its size and sub-equal. Towards the extremity of the fifth joint

very minute setie make their appearance, and on the rest of the appendage they are

scattered in more or less definite rows.

Ovigers : These appendages arise close to the middle line behind the palps (fig. 3).

The first three joints are very small, the fourth and sixth long and sub-equal, the

sixth as a rule extending beyond the proboscis. The fifth joint is alx>ut half the

length of the sixth. The four terminal joints are sab-equal, and tin- claw baa a

peculiar appearance, as if the inner margin had been bevelled off at a very acute

VOL. III. U
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angle. In its perfect condition it is rather long and slender, especially the distal

half. Something like one-half of this slender portion, at the tip of the claw, is

flattened dorso-ventrally to form a sort of protective shield to a thin membranous fold

lying like a knife-edge on the under surface of the claw throughout its distal half

(fig. 3a). The claw is covered with very minute hairs. The characteristic spines are

very numerous, and are arranged in two sharply defined lines followed by a closely

arranged group in which five rows can be distinguished. A distinct interval separates

the first two rows from each other and from the group referred to above. The

spines of the first row are long, slender, lanceolate in shape, and set as closely

together as possible (Plate X., figs. 5 and 6). Those of the second row are approxi-

mately double in number, shorter and more spathulate, their essential structure being

the same. They have a fairly stout base tapering to the centre, where it becomes

a flat blade, the entire margin of which is provided with minute teeth visible

under a one-inch objective. In the group of spines there are five rows arranged

in an imbricate manner and as the spines of these rows alternate fairly regularly

oblique rows of eight spines may be distinguished in the broadest part of the group,

In structure they resemble those of the second row. Setae are sparsely distributed

over the appendage and though very minute they are not difficult to distinguish.

The legs of the numerous specimens average between 58 mm. and 106 mm. in

length ;
the proportions of the joints do not, however, vary greatly. The first coxa

bears a reddish line marking a very shallow groove dorsally and ventrally ; the lateral

line begins on each side of the second coxa, and is continued to the extremity of the

limb. The three coxae are sub-equal. The femur is the largest joint of the limb

as a rule, the other joints decreasing in size to the extremity. The claw is about half

the length of the propodus.

The Genital apertures occur on the second coxa of all the limbs of both sexes. The

legs are apparently quite smooth, even to the touch, but close examination shows faint

traces of rows of setae. In some of the larger specimens these are a little more conspicuous.

Specimens of this species were taken in Winter Quarters in depths varying from

5 to 178 fathoms, and the name is derived from the fact that two of them had to be

taken to the ship dry, a distance of nearly two miles, at a temperature of - 50 Fahr.

They suffered in consequence. Another specimen taken in 300 fathoms ; bottom, mud ;

off the Barrier, 27.1. '02, is referred to this species.

COLOSSENDEIS RUGOSA.

(Plate IX., fig. 4 ; Plate X., fig. 7.)

Specific characters :

Proboscis half as long again as the body, slender, dilated about the middle, with a median row of

curved spines dorsally along the proximal half.

Body smooth, with lateral processes widely separated, and, with the first coxa, dilating distally.

Palps 10-jointed, the eighth very short
; the ninth rather more than twice its length ; the terminal

one a little larger still.

Legs provided with rows of spines, claw large.
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This species in general appearance very closely resembles the last, but may
! readily 'li.stinguished by ite spiny character and the features quoted above.

Tin- Body is quite smooth, the cephalon short and without any constriction

iii-li' .inn- a neck. .

Tin- Ocular tubercle is stout, with four well-developed eyes, the anterior pair

bein.j larger than the posterior pair. Above the eyes the tubercle is acutely conical.

Th'- Proboscis is half as long as the body as indicated in the specific characters,

anl besides the median row of spines there is a lateral row of a few, widely
: .'i ted. The pn>l>o8ci8 is movably articulated to the body, and obtusely pointed

li-tally.

The Abdomen is small, somewhat clavate, but presenting no special feature.

The Palps arise on the ventral side of the body, as close as possible to the

I'p.ltoscis. They arise on a process of the body which is usually regarded as the first

joint, but which lias always appeared to me to be doubtful whether it is a real joint or

in >t. In this particular species it is definitely a body-process and not a true joint.

The succeeding joint, here as elsewhere called the second, is very short, a mere ring-
like segment The third is considerably the longest joint of the appendage, slender

and furnished with a few prominent curved spines ; the fourth is quite small ; the

fifth is two-thirds the length of the third ; and a short distance from the distal

extremity there is a distinct constriction as though there had been a joint there and

it had fused ; the sixth is short, and the seventh is about half as long again ; the

eighth joint is very short, scarcely half the length of the sixth ; the ninth is fully

t\\i. e the length of the eighth, and the terminal one a little longer, rounded at the

extremity. From, and including the fourth joint, the entire organ is covered with

minute spines, too plentifully distributed to assert any regular disposition.

The Ovigers arise laterally from two Inxly-processes close to the middle line and

immediately behind the proboscis (fig. 4). The first three joints are very small and

sub-equal in length ; the fourth and sixth are very long and sub-equal, the fifth leing
nlxmt one-third of their length; of the four terminal joints, the proximal is the

largest The claw is of moderate dimensions. The entire appendage is covered with

minute spines, which become numerous from the fourth joint, and appear to be

very generally distributed. The characteristic spines of the four terminal joints are

limited to four rows with an occasional small spine which may perhaps be regarded
as the remnant of a fifth row. It is unfortunate that in the only specimen obtained

(Plate X., fig. 7) these spines are very much worn. An interval separates the two

first rows, and another interval separates the second row from the remainder.

The spines of the first row are long, slender and few in number. They have

a somewhat stout base which, as far as can be judged without cutting sections,

appears t< lie rounded on one side and flattened or somewhat concave on the other;

they are constricted in the middle, and produced onwards as a flat blade with dentate

margins. The spines of the second row arc smaller, twice the number, and placed as

U2
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close together as possible. In both these rows the spines are set at right angles to

the joint, in the other rows they are arranged parallel to the length of the joint.

All these are essentially the same in character, but in the "
parallel

"
series, the spines,

being viewed more laterally, appear to be curved and the blade forms a very
shallow scoop.

The Legs are provided with longitudinal rows of curved spines, not very

numerous, especially on the ventral surface, most abundant and conspicuous on the

femur. The first coxa is conspicuously broader than the others. The lateral

processes of the body are narrow proximally and widen distally, the first coxa

continuing this widening. The two following coxae are of less diameter, sub-equal in

length, the distal extremity of each is fringed with minute spines, the fringe,

however, not being complete. The femur is conspicuously the longest joint of the

limb, the other joints progressively shorten, the amount of decrease being obvious.

The claw is nearly the length of the propodus. A few additional spines are to be

found ventrally at the distal extremity of some of the joints.

The Genital apertures open on the second coxa of each leg.

A single specimen of this species was taken off the Barrier in lat. 78 25' 40" S.,

long. 185 39' 6" E., 300 fms., bottom, mud, 27 Jan. 1902.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE I.

1. Phoxichihui ntutralis. 9x2.
Id PlMBdopall.'ne unslralu. 9x3.

2. Oviger, five terminal joints. 9 X 20.

2b. Denticulate spine from tenth joint, x 880.

8. Pieadopallcne oornigera. 9 . Ovigcr, five terminal joints. 9 x 20.

3ft. Denticulate spine from eighth joint, x 530.

4. Pallenopsii hiemalis. 9x8.
4a. Ovigcr, six terminal joinU. X 27.

PLATK II.

Fi;. 1. Pallenopsii villosa. 9x8.
la. Chela, x 18.

lb. Oviger. x 10.

- Pallenopsis pilosa. 9 Hock. Ovigcr, five joinU, terminal one missing, x 22.

8. Pallenopgis hiemalis. 9 Terminal jointo of leg. x 12.

8ft. Specimen from Capa Wailworth. Terminal jointa of legs. X 12.

PLATE III.

Fio. 1. Nvinplii.ii hieuiale. <J x 2.

la. Palp, x 14.

lb. Oviger, five terminal joints, x 16.

Fio. 2. Nympbon lanare. x 8.

2*. Palp, x 14.

2b. Ovigcr, five terminal joints, x 18.

Kit;. 3. Nyiiiphon adareanum. $ x 8.

8a. Palp, x 70.

8b. Oviger, five terminal joinU. x 80.

I. N'vinphon frigidum. x 10.

Sa. Palp, x 56.

3b. Oviger, five terminal joints, x 60.

PLATE IV.

Fn;. 1. Chtetonjmphon villosnm. x 4.

la, Palp, x 17.

lb. Oviger, five terminal joints, x 17.

2. CbjEtonymphoft biartionlatum. 9x3.
2. Palp, x 27.

L'l.. Oviger. x 16.

Flo. 3. CnKtonrmphon mendosnm. $ x 4.

3ft.- Palp, x 20.

8b. Oviger. x 82.

Fio. 4. ChKtonvmphon australe ftr. Mfttrinornm. <J x 3 "b.

4*. Palp, x 14.

4b. Oviger. x 13.
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PLATE V.

FIG. 1. Pentanymphon antarcticum.

la. Palp. X 27.

Ib. Oviger. X 40.

Ic. Denticulate spine from eighth joint. X 630.

PLATE VI.

FIQ. 1. Leionymphon grande. 9x2.
la. Oviger X 4.

Ib. Third leg, terminal joints, x 8.

Ic. Right oviger of immature specimen, x 4.

Id. Right oviger of immature specimen. X 4.

le. Right oviger of immature specimen. X 10.

If. Right oviger of immature specimen. X 10.

FIG. 2. Leionymphon minus, x 2.

2a. Oviger. 9 X 10.

2b. Oviger. $ x 10.

2c. Denticulate spine from joint of oviger. $ x 265.

PLATE VII.

FIG. 1. Leionymphon australe. 9x8.
la. Oviger, five terminal joints. 9 X 30.

Ib. Oviger, five terminal joints. $ x 23.

FIG. 2. Leionymphon spinosum. 9x2.
2a. Palp, five terminal joints. X 20.

2b. Oviger, five terminal joints, x 20.

FIG. 3. Leionymphon glaciale. 9 x 1'5.

3a. Palp, five terminal joints, x 11.

3b. Oviger, six terminal joints. X 11.

PLATE VIII.

FIG. 1. Austrodecus glaciale. 9 X 15.

la. Lateral view of body without appendages, x 15.

Ib. Palp, x 56.

FIG. 2. Austroraptus polaris. 9X5.
la. Palp. X 40.

Ib. Oviger. x 31.

FIG. 3. Rhynchothorax australis. X 15.

Palp. X 72.

Oviger. X 88.

PLATE IX.

FIG. 1. Colossendeis australis. 9 X 1.

la.- Oviger, four terminal joints, x 4.

Ib. Outlines of second coxa showing sexual aperture.

Ic. Outlines of second coxa showing sexual aperture.

FIG. 2. Colossendeis glacialis. Palp, terminal joints. X 8.

2a. Oviger, four terminal joints, x 8.

FIG. 8. Colossendeis frigida. Oviger, four terminal joints. X 8.

8a. Terminal claw of Oviger. x 265.

FIQ. 4. Colossendeis rugosa. Oviger, four terminal joints. X 8.
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PLATE X.
'

-
:

1. C. aastralia. Special spine from eighth joint of Oviger. Principal row. x 100.

I. 0. australis. Special spine from eighth joint of Oviger. Second row. x 100.

8. 0. glacialis. Special ipine from eighth joint of Oviger. Much worn, x 265.

4. C. giacialu. SeU from dorsal inrface of ninth joint of Oviger. x 2C5.

6. C. frigida. Special spine from tenth joint of Oviger. Principal row. x 265.

6. C. frigida. Special spine from tenth joint of Oviger. Second row. x 265.

7. C. rogosa. Special spine from tenth joint of Oviger. Principal row. x 265.

Nymphon.
l>uticuUUe spinet from tenth joint of oviger.

8. N. hiemalc. x 850.

9. N. lanare. x 455.

10. N. frigidnm. x 645.

r'h*?tonymphon.
1 Vntk-ulate spines from oviger.

11. C. villosnm, seventh joint, x 438.

12. C. biarticnlatnm, tenth joint, x 680.

18. C. mendiwom, tenth joint, x 410.

14. 0. aostralc, tenth joint, x 480.

15. C. aostrale var. austrinornm, tenth joinL X 512.

Nttt, Th magnifications of Messrs. West, Newman & Co.'s drawings are approximate only. The

drawings were made on squared paper, with the assistance of an eyepiece micrometer, and in many cast*

have been reduced t > fit the platen.

TOU lit.
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INDEX.

Ammothea charcoti, 40, 41.

Ammothea clausii, 40.

Ammothea communis, 8.

Ammothea curculio, 3.

Ammothea grandis, 40, 43.

Ammothea hoeki, 3.

Ammothea wilsoni, 3.

Anoplodactylus neglectus, 2.

Anoplodactylus petiolatus, 2.

Ascorhynchus glaber, 3.

Austrodecus glaciale, 3, 53.

Austroraptus polaris, 3, 54.

Chatonymphon australe, 2, 32.

Chcetonymphon australe, var. austrinorum, 2, 35.

Chcetonymphon biarticulatum, 2, 28.

Chcetonymphon brevicaudatum, 2.

Chcetonymphon mendosum, 2, 30.

Chcetonymphon villosum, 2, 26.

Colossendeis australis, 3, 59.

Colossendeis frigida, 8, 63.

Colossendeis giffas, 3.

Colossendeis gigas leptorhynchus, 3.

Colossendeis glacialis, 3, 61.

Colossendeis gracilis, 3.

Colossendeis leptorhynchus, 3.

Colossendeis megalonyx, 3.

Colossendeis robusta, 3.

Colossendeis rugosa, 3, 64.

Cordylochele turqueti, 9.

Deeolopoda antarctica, 3.

Decolopoda australis, 1, 3.

Leionymphon australe, 8, 46.

Leionymphon clausii, 3.

Leionymphon gibbosum, 2.

Leionymphon glaciale, 3, 50.

Leionymphon grande, 2, 41.

Leionymphon minus, 2, 44.

Leionymphon spinosum, 3, 49.

Leionymphon striatum, 2.

Nymphon adareanum, 2, 23.

Nymphon antarcticitm, 2.

Nymphon brachyrhynchum, 2.

Nymphon frigidum, 2, 25.

Nymphonfuscum, 2.

Nymphon gracile, 2.

Nymphon gracilipes, 2.

Nymphon hamatum, 2.

Nymphon hiemale, 2, 20.

Nymphon lanare, 2, 22.

Nymphon meridionale, 2.

Pallene dimorpha, 2.

Pallenopsis fluminensis, 2.

Pallenopsis glabra, 2, 11.

Pallenopsis hiemalis, 2, 17.

Pallenopsis patayonica, 2, 20.

Pallenopsis pilosa, 2, 15.

Pallenopsis villosa, 2, 1 3.

Pentanymphon antarcticum, 1, 2, 36.

Phoxichilus australis, 2, 5.

Pseudopallene australis, 2, 10.

Pseudopallene cornigera, 2, 1.

Pycnogonum magellanicum, 2.

Pycnogonum magnirostre, 2.

Rhynchothorax australis, 1, 3, 57.

Tanystylum chierchice, 3.

Tanystylum dohrnii, 3.

Tanystylum styligerum, 3.
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ACAKI.

HALACARHXffi (ACARIENS MARINS).

Par LB DR. E. L. TROUESSART,

Professeur au Museum d'Histoire Naturelle de Paris,

Membre Correspondent de la Zoological Society of London.

Avec 1 planche d'apres les dessins de G. NEUMANN, Professeur a 1'Ecole Vete'rinaire

de Toulouse.

INTRODUCTION.

Ex terminant 1'etude des Acariens rapportes du P6le Antarctique par 1'expedition

de la
'

Belgica,' 1'auteur de ces lignes disait :

"
II eat regrettable qu'aucune espece

d'ffalacaridee ne se soit rencontree au coure des dragages ope'res dans ces regions. Nous

savons par les mat&iaux rapportes par Pouchet a la suite du voyage de la
'

Manche,' et

par ceuz plus abondanta encore, qui ont ete^ recueillis par 8. A. le Prince de Monaco,

pendant la croisiere de la
'

Princesse Alice,' sur les cdtes du Spitzberg, que les Acarieni

marins sont nombreuz et d'especes variees dans les mere arctiques. J'ai peine & croire

qu'il n'en soit pas de meme dans les mers antarctiques. . . ."'

Cette lacune se trouve aujourd'hui combine. Les naturalist cs de la
'

Discovery
'

ont rapportes deux Ilalacaridse, dragues au large de Granite Harbour. Tous deux

appartiennent a une seule et meme espece, tres interessante, puisqu'elle se retrouve

au Pole arctique. II est probable que Ton en decouvrira d'autres par la suite.

La presence, dans les mers antarctiques, d'une espece d'Halacaridse, constituant

tout au plus une sous-espece d'un type d ;

ja connu dans les mers arctiques (Halacarus

[Leptospathis] Alberti TV/.), souleve one fois de plus la question de la bipolaritd des

faunet.

Je n'ai pas 1'intention de revenir ici sur cette question, qui seinblc avoir ete

suffisamment discutee par Joubin,* Koehler,f Topsent,J Dollo, Giesbrecht^[ et d'autres, et

1 RfeulUU da roymge da 8.T. Belgic*
'

(Zoologie, Aeviens), 1008, p. 10.
* RtealuU da Voyage da 1* Bolgic*' (MoUuwjne*), 1908, p. 71 ; da mime. Ball. Mai. Ootenognpbiqae do

Monaco, Coon d'OceVuiographie, 1906, p. 81, et fair.

t BfaoltaU, etc. (Echinide.). 1901, p. 80.

t IWrolUU, etc. (SpongUire.), 1901, p. 8.

f ReralUU, etc. (PotMoas), 1904, p. 191, et UT.

5 BenlUta, etc. (Copipode.). 1902, p. 7.

X 2
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que Ton peut considerer comme parfaitemente resolue, dans 1'etat actuel de la science.

On peut la resumer ainsi :

La theorie de la bipolarite est dementie par les faits : toutes les especes communes

aux deux poles sont des especes cosmopolites, qui se sont propagees peu-a-peu, a travers

les epoques geologiques, soit par la continuite des continents ou le transport accidentel

(especes terrestres), soit par les courants ou le fond des oceans (especes marines). En

definitive, la bipolarite n'existe pas.

II serait trop long de citer ici toutes les especes communes aux deux poles : je me
contenterai d'en donner quelques exemples :

Parmi les Gephyriens, Spengel cite Prlapulus caudatus, Lamarck.

Parmi les Mollusques, Joubin indique Janthina rotundata.

Parmi les Copepodes, Giesbrecht enumere les six especes suivantes : Onccea

conifera, 0. notopus, Microstella atlantica, Oithona similis, Pseudocalanus pygmceus,

Harpacticus chelifer.

Parmi les Acariens terrestres, j'ai moi-meme indique Rhagidia (ou Norneria) gigas.

Parmi les Spongiaires, Topsent signale Leucosolenia lamarcki, Halichondria

panicea, Dendoryx incrustans.

Or, toutes ces especes sont cosmopolites.

Bien que Halacarus alberti n'ait encore e"te rencontre que dans les deux mers

polaires, on peut predire qu'il se retrouvera ailleurs. D'apres ce que nous savons de la

distribution des animaux marins, il est infiniment probable que cette inte'ressante espece

exists dans plusieurs stations intermediaires, et quelle est cosmopolite ou subcosmopolite.

Le fait qu'elle vit, dans les mers arctiques, a une certaine profondeur (entre 48

et 430 m.), confirme cette maniere de voir. On sait, en effet, que si la temperature du

fond descend dans les mers polaires a 3, elle ne s'eleve pas dans les mers tropicales

au-dessus de + 2, et Ton peut conside'rer cette difference de 5 comme insignifiante,

lorsqu'il s'agit d'animaux vivants toute 1'annee dans des eaux froides.

DESCRIPTION DE L'ESPECE ET DE SA SOUS-ESPECE.

Le sous-genre Leptospathis Trt., auquel appartient cette espece, semble assez

distinct d'Halacarus pour constituer un bon genre, et non plus une simple section

subgene'rique.

L'allongement du rostre, la forme de I'hypostome, 1'absence de piquant aux palpes,

la disposition de la cuirasse, la gracilite des pattes, etc., ont fourni a Lohmann1
des

caracteres diffdrentiels pour son "
Chevreuxi-Gruppe," qui correspond a notre S.-G.

Leptospathis.

La forme du rostre, et surtout la gracilite de I'hypostome, qui indiquent une

difference notable dans le genre de nourriture, suffisent a caracteriser ce genre.

1 Lohmann, Die Halacarinen der Plankton Expedition, 1893, p. 58 (Plankton Expedition der Humboldt-Stiftung).
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LEPTOSPATHIS.

lii Trt., Compto Bendu, criS. (1888), p. 755 (non Lrptoialu Thorell, 1882).

Lohmwm, Habcarinen Plankton Exp., 1898, p. 68.

Trt. Rev. Biol Nord., vi. (1894), p. 174.

Caracttrts. BotlM grtle et allonge* ; hypostorac long et grele, plus e*troit a la

ou dans sa partie mediaue, spatuliforme (et non triangulaire, comme chez llalacaru*

proprcment dit).

Type : Ilalacarus chevreuxi Troaessart.

Le genre renferme les especes suivantes :

1. Leptospathis chevreuxi, Trt.

2. nationalis, Lohm.

3. hispida, Lohm.

4. panopae, Lohm.

5. hypertri'phica, Lohm.

6. thaleia, Lohm.

7. alberti, Trt

Voici la diagnose de cette derniere espece, telle que je 1'ai donne*e en 1902'.

LEPTOSPATHIS ALBERTI TYPICA.

" Cette grande espece est bien caracte'rise'e par la forme de ses pattes. La cuirasse

est mince et peu deVeloppee, de'pourvne de crates et de lamelles. Le tronc est ovalc,

un peu lobe* par 1'insertion des pattes, avec 1'anus terminal La plaque de l'e*pistome

eat coupee carrement en avant, laissant le rostre a decouvert; les plaques oculaires sont

subovales ; la plaque notogastrique est grande, ovale ; la plaque sternale t n-s

de'veloppeX subtrap^zoi'dale, 4troite en arriere ; les plaques coxales tres larges, se

rejoignent presque, en-dessous ; la plaque ventrale est petite, ronde, occup<?e presqu'

entierement par le cadre genital, arrondi. Toutes les plaques sont simplemcnt

granuleuses, sans sculpture. Le rostre est conform^ comme chez //. (L.) c/ievretLci.

Les pattes sont longues, a articles cylindriques, avec le torse fortement recourb^ en

dedans, surtout a la 4* pairc, et completement d^pourvu de gouttiere ongueale ; la

piece mediane des griffes se terminc par un appendice bidente' cnorme. Les griffes sont

presque droites jusqu'a la dent accessoire, et ne portent qu'un pcigne court occupant lr

milieu de la branche droite, a dents souvent usdes ou brisees. Le 3* article des pattes

est un peu renfl^ ; le 4* est fortement Ichancre* a sa base interne. (Dimensions : voyt:

plus loin.) Diz specimens, males, femclles et nymphes.
" Cette belle espece, la plus grande du sous-genre Leptospathis, est dddie^ a

8. A. S. Albert 1", Prince Regnant de Monaco."

La sous-espece des mers antarctiques depasse encore en dimensions le type du

Nord : nous la dccrirons sous le nom suivant :

Bull. Soc. Zool. de France, 1903, pp. 67, 68.
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LEPTOSPATHIS ALBERTI ANTARCTICA.

Tres semblable au premier abord au type, mais en differant par sa taille plus

grande et des proportions un peu differentes, comme 1'indique le tableau suivant :

Dimensions:
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extcrne, qui porte deux lontilles oculaires. Plaque notogastrique en ovale allonge",

lurgemeut se'parfe dea autres, ne couvrant que le milieu do la rogion, son bord

potte'rieur atteignatit la base du tubercule anal.

Face ventrale: plaque sternale large, attendant lateralement jusqu'ii la base des

deux premieres paires de pattes, son bord antcVieur fortcment e'chancre' en demi-cercle

par 1'ouverture du camorostorae, arrondie en arriere, et ne dt'passant pas la 2* paire do

pattes. Plaque ventrale courte et peu large, mais se .prolongeant sous le cfine anal et

pmqu'entierement occupe"e par le cadre genital, qui est grand, arrondi, un peu ovalaire

chez la femelle ; plus large, circulaire, chez le male. Chez la femelle, il porte six paires

de poils inatefc en-dedans du cadre ;
chez le male il presente une double couronne de

poils. Plaques coxales grandes, triangulaires. Teguments tres finement pUsses dans

1'intervalle des plaques et portant, sur les flancs, des poils assez forts, snvoir : un en

avant de la plaque oculaire ; trois en avant de la 3* paire de pattes ; deux en avant du

la 4* ; un a la base du c6ne anal.

Rostre. A base he"mispht
;

rique formant calotte a la face dorsale, plus large quu

longue. Palpes deux fois plus longs que la base, et de'passant I'hypostome de la

longueur du dernier article ; pre"sentant la forme caracte'ristique du 0. Leptopathift,

c'est-a-dire paralleles, a 3* article faiblement fusiforme, plus long que la moitie* du palpe

tout entier, le 4* trois fois plus court, le 5* et dernier un peu plus long, conique avec

une petite pointe grele. Un poll rigide, long, et grele, dirige
1

en avant ;i IVxt iV-mit.-

interne du 3* article.

Pattes. Decroissant de longueur dans 1'ordre suivant ; 4*, 1*, 3*, 2*. 1* paire:

accolee au rostre, longue et grele (voyez les dimensions au tableau, page 43) ; les

deux premiers articles courts, piriformes, le 3* allonge, faiblement renfle
1

;'i son

extn'-mitc- ; le 4* assez court ; le 5* aussi long que le 3* ; le 6* (tarse) plus givle, un

peu recourbe* en dedans, sans echanrrure ongueale, termini par des griffes longues,

faiblement recourbe'es, ne portant de peigne que dans la partie meMiane (ce peigne a 8

a 13 dents au plus). Piece mediane des griffes grande et forte, bidente"e. Unr

touffe de cirrhes en-dessous de 1'extre'mite' du tarse. Ix?s poils que portent les

pattes sont tous greles. 2* paire : semblable a la 1*, mais plus courte et un peu

plus grele; le 3* article, notamment, et le 5* sont manifestement plus courts qu'&

la 1* paire.
- - 3* paire : inse're'e un peu en arriere du milieu du tronc ; plus longue

que la 2', le tarse plus allonge. 4* paire : insere'e tres en arriere, la plus longue de

toutes, le tarse plus fortement recourbe en dedans, le 5* article portant sur son bord

interne trois poils a base en chandelier, c'est-a-dire inserts sur une petite saillie en

forme de bobeche. La piece mediane du tarse beaucoup plus forte qu'a la 1* paire.

Differences sexutlles. La femelle ne dif!ere du male que par la forme de 1'organe

genital, la disposition et le petit nombre des poils qui 1'entourent

Couleur. Cette sous-espece est d'un brun plus fence* que le type du Nord, ce qui

peut tenir au genre de nourriture.

Dimensions. (Voyez le tableau, page 43).
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Nymphes. De forme elliptique ou naviculaire, les pattes relativement plus

courtes, surtout celles de la 4
e

paire (d'apres le type du Nord).

LEGENDE DES FIGURES.

PLANCHE.

FIG. 1. Leptospathis alberti antarctica, Trt., adulte ? ,
face dorsale x 90.

2. Le meme, rostre, face ventrale X 450.

3. Le meme, extremity des cheliceres X 660.

4. Le m6me, extremite du tarse et griffes de la P paire X 660.

5. Le mSme, organe genital (femelle) X 350.
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CHAETOGNATHA.
WITH A NOTE ON THOSE f'OLLE<TKl> BY H.M.S. 'CHALLENGER 1

IN

SITBANTARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC' WATKRS.

BY G. HKKBKRT FUWLRR, B.A., PH.D., F.LS.

(1 Chart.)

I. THE COLLECTION OF THE ' DISCOVERY.'

THR specimens mentioned l>elow include all those taken south of 40 S., a parallel

selected to include what appear to l>e the critical temperatures which separate a

temperate and subantarctic plankton from truly Antarctic forms. The material was

preserved in alcohol, and was mostly in fair condition, hut presented the usual

disadvantages which attend upon the use of this reagent for Chaetognatlm.

Only three species were represented. The tables of formula},* given under each

species, serve to show the relation between the more obvious variations which occur in

these southern specimens and those in specimens from other localities. In these tables

the first column of figures gives the total length in millimetres (including the tail fin) ;

the second, the length of the tail expressed as a (tcrccntagc of the total length ; the

third, the numlicr of jaws ; the fourth, the numlicr of anterior teeth (or of the only row

of teeth in the case of KroluiHt) ; the fifth (when present), the number of posterior

teeth.

SAGITTA HRXAPTRRA.

Sajitta fiffajitrra, D'Orhignr, Voyage dans I'Amcriquc meridionalc. Tome V., :;"" partie ; Mollug<{ti<*,

p. 148. (18S5-1K43.)

The species was represented by numerous specimens. They agreed with typical

hetaptera in almost every one of such diagnostic features as they had retained, the

exceptions being that the anterior fin appeared to extend slightly further forward than

is usually the case (due possibly to imperfect pieservation), and that the first (newest)

jaw hardly showed the usual ridge and bay just below the tip ; the extent to which

* The latent papers on Chaetognatha, iimmriing the distribution and literature of the group, are :
"
Biscayan

Plankton collected daring a cruise of H.M.S '

Reaearch,' 1000, Part III. The Chaetognatha
"

; Transaction* of

the Linruran Society. 2nd Series, Zool., Vol. X., pp. 65-87 ; and "
Reports of the Siboga

'

Expedition. Mono-

graph XXI., The Chaetognatha
"
(Leiden, 1908).

VOL. 111. Y
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tliis latter is developed, however, varies much in specimens from other localities.

There seems no reason to regard these two points as sufficiently important to justify

the separation of Antarctic specimens from D'Orbigny's species.

Formulae, based on thirty-four specimens :

8-9

7-9

7

7

7-9

5-7

6-7

6

5-6

6-7

7

7

4-7

5-6

3-4

4-6

4-5

5

3

3

2

5

3

SAGITTA SERRATO-DKNTATA.

Sayttla serrato-dentata, Krohn, Archiv fur Naturgeschichte xix. (1853), p. 272.

As will be shown below, this is not a truly Antarctic form. It appeared to be

male-ripe at about 12 mm. of total length ;
no really female-ripe specimens occurred.

Formulae, based on 8 observations :

13 27 7 6 10

12 33 7 5-6 8-11

11 36 7 4-5 9-10

10 40 7 4 6

9 7-847

75
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KROHNIA HAIIATA.

Sajitta hamaia, Moebiot, frHrftgHht Eigebnuae der [' Pummerania '] NoriUccfahrt : Vi-rmai. Juhre*-

bericht der Oummianon zar wiaKtuchafiliclicn I'nUTgui-hunn der DvuUchcn Mecre, Jakrgnng
II., III. (1876), p. 158 ; pi. iii., fig. 18- 1C.

C^uite typical specimens of this species were captured, sometimes in large

numbers, but the majority were small and immature specimens, under 1 5 mm.

Formulae, lsed on 21 specimens :

31

_v,

21

c. 20
19

17

c. 15

14

11

9

24

23
18-28

?

26
23-29
26
25

27
30

7-8
8-9
6-U
8

9

7-9
7-8
8

8

8

Hi _"

15

12-23
13

14-16
6-11
6-10
4

5-6
4

The occurrence* of these species at the various stations arc presented l>olow in

tabular form.

DM*.
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II. THE COLLECTION OF H.M.S. 'CHALLENGER' IN ANTARCTIC
AND SUBANTARCT1C WATERS.

Some six years ago Sir Jolm Murray, K.C.B., kindly sent to me the

Chaetognatha collected by H.M.S. '

Challenger
'

in 1873-1876. Captured at a date

when methods of preservation (especially of plankton) had not been so carefully

studied as of later years, and having lain for thirty years in alcohol, the specimens

are, naturally enough, by no means in a condition to allow of a general report on the

collection. So far, however, as could safely be done, I have attempted to identify

the more characteristic species taken in nine hauls at the surface, which lay either

in the cruise to the Antarctic or towards the subantarctic Patagonian region. These

nine were the only hauls available in what may be termed the critical latitudes. They
were studied mainly with the idea of finding approximately the northern limit of

K. Itamata at the surface, and the southern limit of S. serratodentata, the former

being bipolar in the strictest sense, the latter being believed to be tropical, temperate,

and subpolar only. They appropriately supplement the collection of the 'Discovery.'

A considerable number of the specimens were in a hopeless condition ; only those

are listed here of the identification of which the writer felt reasonably certain. As to

the records of K. Itamata and S. serratodentata, there can be practically no doubt, but

S. hexaptera is less certain, and S. Zetesios (?) least certain of all.

The species noticed in these hauls of the
'

Challenger
'

were the same as those

taken by the
'

Discovery,' with one addition.

SAGITTA HEXAPTERA, d'Orbigny.

Formulae, based on thirteen specimens:

31 16 10 5 6-7
26 17 10 5 6

25 16 94 5-6
21 13-16 8-10 4-5 4-5
18 21-22 8-11 4 5-7
16 18 932
15 20 10-11 3-5 2-6
11 25 9-10 3 2

10 ? 8-10 3 2-3

SAGITTA SERRATODENTATA, Krohn.

Formulae, based on thirty-one specimens :

16 31 6-7 5 9

15 26-33 7-8 4-5 6-10
14 27-32 7-8 3-6 8-12
13 27-30 6-7 5-6 9-14
12 25-33 7 4-5 7-13
11 27-32 7-8 3-6 8-12
10 25-30 6-7 3-6 7-13
9 27-33 6-7 2-4 4-8
8 25-34 7 3-6 3-10



( HAI:TH.N\TII.\.

SACITTA /.ETBSIOS.

Sugitt* t*it. Fowler, Transactions of the I.iuntmn Society, 2nd Scrim, Hoolopy, z. (1 '.".'.), p. G7.

To this sjiofies I refer, with very great hesitation, three specimens from tempera-

tures lielow zero (Centignule). The numbers, the size, and the shape of the teeth and

u if.-il : n: !\- \\. i! \\rii dkM "t -|..m.i. drawly described, bat the gMeuneai

were in far too lettered a condition for the determination to be reliable.

Formula; :

12 [ca.] ? 9 G 13-14

10 30 8-9 5 11-12

9 33 9 5 8-9

KROHMA HAMATA, Mocbius.

These specimens were quite unmistakable. In some of the younger specimens

the older jaws showed the characteristic sagination figured by Strodtmanu and

myself in northern specimens.

Formula;, based on twenty specimens :

17

15

14

13

12

11

10

21

20-23

25

26

25-29

22-27

30

7-8

7-9

8

6-7

7-9

6-9

7-8

8-9

7-13

?6

9

7-10

? 4-12

?3-7

The actual observations are as follows. They have been arranged in order of

decreasing temperatures, which agrees, except for a single entry, with the order of

increasing latitude.

8UUOL DM*.
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III. DISTRIBUTION.

The occurrence of these species in really polar waters is of considerable interest.

The record of Krohnia hamata as a truly
"
bipolar

"
species is thus completed ;

it ranges from 81 30' N. (Homer and Schaudiun) to 77 49' S.
;

it is both epiplanktonic

and mesoplanktonic at high latitudes with low surface temperatures, but in tropical and

warm temperate seas is known only from the colder strata of the mesoplankton.

While, horizontally speaking, it appears to be cosmopolitan, and is fairly eurythermal,

it has not been recorded definitively from a higher temperature than 12 '7 Cent.

(' Challenger
'

Collection).

As to Smjitta hexaptera, the captures of both '

Discovery
'

and '

Challenger
'

complete its record as a "
pantothermal

"
species, that is to say, one living at practically

every known sea-temperature, from about 29 C. to 2 C.
;
and as a truly cosmopolitan

species, ranging from Spitsbergen in the north to the
'

Discovery's
'

winter quarters

in the south, and from every sea from which Chaetognatha have been recorded.

Sayitta serratodentata, on the other hand, failed at the colder stations of both
'

Discovery
'

and '

Challenger' ; its minimum record f has now been reduced to 4 '6 C.,

the lowest temperature at which it had been taken previously being between 6
'

6 and

12*2C. at the Falkland Islands. Its definitive temperature limit in the Northern

Hemisphere is at present 12'2 C., but in view of the 'Discovery's' captures it may

possibly prove to extend somewhat further north than its present record of lat.

60 12' N. At any rate, it seems to be clear that it is not "
bipolar," although

subantarctic and north-temperate.

The southern captures of hexaptera, serratodentata, and hamata, from all sources,-

have been plotted on the appended circumpolar chart, together with the mean annual

surface isotherms of 12 and 6 C., as calculated by Dr. Schott. The former appears

to indicate approximately the northerly limit of hamata as an epiplanktonic form, the

latter similarly to indicate the southerly limit of serratodentata.

The definitive temperature limits given in the
'

Siboga
'

Report already cited

require amendment as follows : hexaptera, lowest temperature, 2 C. ; serratodentata,

lowest temperature, 4'6C. ; hamata, highest surface temperature, 12'7C., lowest

temperature, 2 C.

t This record is, however, of a single specimen, and the species had failed at the two previous stations

(compare p. 3 above). It is therefore possible that we are dealing merely with an isolated specimen, which had

drifted bevond its natural limits.
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NEMATODA.
Vox DR. v. LINSTOW.

(1 Plate.)

LEPTOSOMATTM AUSTRALE.

fiMnmmelt bci Hut Point, 8c|<cmlior 24th, I9t*.

I>IKSK Art ist die griiaste aller bckanntcn frcileltenden Nemat<den ; das Weibchen

crreicht cine I^iingc von fast 50 mm. ; die Fnrbc dcr Spiritus-Exemphire ist gclblich-

braun. I NT Kurper 1st laug gestreckt und schlank ; die Hreite verhult -i<-h zur

Lunge wie 1 : 82-88 ; das Knpfende ist stark verdiinnt, dan Schwaiizcnde nur wenig
und in beiden tiesrhlechtern abgerundet Die Cuticula ist sebr dick, 0*0150 mm.

breit, und mehrschichtig, die iiussere I^age farbt sich schwacli durch Borax-Carmin,

die innere nicht ; cine Querringelung fehlt ; am Kopfende triigt die Cuticula 14

Langsreihen kurzer, breiter Dornen oder Borsten, die tbeils Hcukrecht von ilir almtehen,

theils gekriimmt und mit der Spitze nach vorn g*erichtct sind ; narh hinten werden

sie iminer sparsamer und verschwinden etwa 1 '2 mm. vom Kopfende cntfcrnt ganz,

am Schwanzende treten sie in ahnlicher Weise wieder auf; sie stehen einzeln oder

zu zweien oder dreien neben einander.

Dns Kopfende ist gerade abgestutzt ; 023 mm. vom Scbeitel entfernt -it-lit ein

Kranz von 10 Borsten oder Stacheln, in den Seitenlinien je eine einfache, in den

Submedianlinien doppelte : dicht dahinter bemerkt man jederseitA in den Seitenlinien

ein Seitenorgan ; 0*25-0*28 mm. vom Scheitel Bnden sich 2 dunkle Angentiecke.

Von der Sulx-uticula erheben sii-h uarb innen 4 I^ingswiilste, ein dorsaler, ein

ventraler und zwei laterale ; im Kopf- und Schwanzende sind sic mikhtig entwickelt,

im langen, mittleren Korpertheil aber wird ihre Hohe sehr verringert ; ihre Miichtig-

keit ist hier nur l.J-2 mal so stark wie die Dicke der Cuticula. Der Dorsalwulst

1st am schmalsten, und wird in der Mittc des Korpcrs wie der Ventralwulst zu

einem schmalen, die Muskulatur trennenden Kamm reducirt ; Dr. de Man* findet in

seiner vortrefflichen Arbeit iiber die auf der Reise der "
Belgica

"
gefundenen Nematoden

bei den verwandten Arten T/mriicofitonm xeloxum v. Linst. gar keine Dorsal- und

Ventralwiilste. Die Seitenwiilste sind stark entwickelt und nehmen jeder etwa

-,\j-.\ der Korperperipherie ein ; sie bestehen aus einem dorsnlen, einem mittlereh

und einem ventralen 'fheil und sind iiberall mit Zellen durchsetzt, welche ^iiMM,

theils blasse, theils sohwarz pigmentirte Kerne und vielfach Kernkorpeix-hen

da Man. IWsulUU da voyge da S. T. Beljfic* en 1897-18W, Zoologie, N^nutode* librw. Anren, 1904,

IMg.aB.Ub. vii., fig.8j.
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enthalten. Der dorsale und ventrale Theil werden von gestrcekten kolbenformigen

Straugen gebildet, wie sie im Quersclmitt erscheiiien, auch die in ihnen liegendeu

Zellen sind liinglich rund, wiihrcnd die Zelleu des mittlercn Theils moistens kugclrund

sind. Der Ventralwulst ist starker als der dorsale ;
cr wurzelt auf der Subeuticula

'

mit schmaler Basis und verbreitet sich nach innen, aber nur im Kopfende ;
im

grossen mittleren Ko'rpertheil ist er nur eine schmale Leiste ; ganz vorn, in der Niihe

der Augenflecken, sind alle 4 Langswiilste geschwunden und die Muskulatur bildet

einen zusammenhiingenden Ring auf Querschnitten.

In der Leibeshohle, zwischen den Muskeln und den Liingswiilsten eincrseits

und dem Verdauungstract und den Geschlechtsorganen andererseits liegen zahlreiche

freie Zellen, eiformig oder kugelrund, mit grossem, theils blassem, theils schwarz

pigmentirtem Kern, oft mit Kernkorperchen, welche den Zellen der Seiteuwiilste

durchaus gleichen ;
besonders zaldreich und dicht gedriingfc finden sie sich vorn und

hinten im Korper, im Kopf- und Sehwanzende, besonders grosse, die 0'048mm.

lang und 0' 044 mm. breit sind, sieht man 0' 30-0 '48 mm. von einander entfernt,

hinter einander liegen ; die durchschnittliche Grosse ist 026 mm. und die des

Kerns 0'014 mm.

Die 4 Langswiilste theilen die Langsmuskeln in ebenso viele Felder ; im Kopf- und

Schwanzende ist die Muskulatur machtig entwickelt, bis 0'039 mm. dick, wahrend sie

im iibrigen Korper nur 1^-2 mal so dick ist wie die Cuticula
;
am miinnlichen

Schwanzende stehen parallele Muskelziige, die schrag von vorn und der dorsalen nach

hinten und der ventralen Seite ziehen.

Im Kopfende sieht man 2 dunkle Augenflecke, die nicht in der Cuticula liegen,

sondern der Aussenseite des Oesophagus eingepflanzt sind
;

sie sind rothbraun und

stehen '

1 5 mm. vom Scheitelpunkt entfernt
;

sie finden sich aussen von den dorso-

lateralen Schenkeln des dreischenkligen Oesophagus-Lumen und bestehen aus je einer

Linse, die inneu von einem Pigmentbecher umfasst wird. Zur Perception von Bildern

konnen diese unter der dicken Cuticula und der starken Muskulatur liegendeu

Sehorgane wohl nicht dienen, wohl aber, wie bei Epibdella, wo 4 Ocellen mitten im

Gehirn liegen, zur Unterscheidung von Hell und Dunkel. Auch de Man * findet bei

Thoracostoma setosum v. Linst. und Tlioracoxtoma antarcticum v. Linst. die Augenflecke

an der Aussenseite des Oesophagus, aber nicht dorsolateral, sondern, wie es scheint,

lateral.

Der Oesophagus nimmt beirn Mannchen beim Weibchen ^ der ganzen

Thierlange ein ; das Lumen ist dreischenklig und der eine Schenkel ist, wie in der

Hegel, ventral gerichtet ; Langsmuskelziige, die radiar gestellt sind, durchziehen das

ganze Organ und dienen durch Erweiterung des Lumens zum Ansaugen von Nahrung ;

3 lange Driisen, 1 dorsal, 2 ventrolateral, durchziehen den Oesophagus der ganzen

Liinge nach ;
am Kopfende bilden sie erweiterte Ausmiindungsgange, die 1 2 mm.

vom Scheitelpunkt in das Oesophaguslumen einmiinden.

*
Op. cit. pp. 81 u. 39, tab. x. fig. 9, f.
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Der Darm bcsitzt eine dicke Tunica propria ; das Epithel winl von breiten Zcllen

gebildet, die eino Langsstreifung zcigcn und einen bald blassen, bald schwarz pigmcn-
tirten Kern enthai ten.

Ein Nervenring umgiebt den Oesophagus 1*18 mm. vom Kopfende, etwa an dcr

Grenze von dessen 1. und 2. Viertel : seine Dicke betragt 0*018 mm. und er cnthult

ovale, 0*0156 mm. lange und 0*0104 mm. breite Ganglienzellen.

Leimdrusen, welche bci anderen freilebenden Nematoden am Schwanzende miindon,

fehlen hier ganz, der Raum hinter dem Anus ist von Zellen der Seitenwulate erfiillt.

h.i- M.iiiti.-ii.-n wn-.l ::r-7 iniii. l.unr nn-l n- \<\ nun. l.rvit :
( l,-r S,-h\\.in/. in.-i.-ln

,
'.

,

dcr ganzen Lange aua ; 0*26 mm. vor der Cloakenoffnung in dcr Mittellinie miindct die

Praanaldruse in einer rundlichen Vorragung des Korpora, die eine bccherartigc Offuung

tragt; in diese miindet die kolbenformige, 0*16 mm. lange uud 0*034 mm. breite

Druse ; die beiden Cirren sind aichelfonnig gekriimmt und in der Mitte verdickt, ihre

Lange betragt 0*22 mm.; dorsal von ihnen liegt ein 0*18 mm. langer, stabformiger, an

beiden Enden abgerundeter Stiitzapparat ; die Iloden erfiillen die hintercn J des

Korpers ; Papillen fehlen ganz.

DIM Weibchen erreicht eine Lange von 49*5 mm. und eine Breite von 0*56 mm. ;

das Schwanzende nimmt 2 i ,,
der ganzen Lange ein ; auch hier sind die Geschlechts-

organe weit nach hinten geriickt : die vordere Korperhalftc beherbergt sic gar nicht ;

theilt man die Lange des Korpers in 10 gleiche Tlieilc, so liegen Uterus und Ovaricti

im 6. -8. Zehntel ; die Vulva miindet etwa an der Grenze des 2. und 3. Drittels, sie

theilt den Korper im Verhaltniss von 1116; die Eier liegen im Uterus in einer Reihe ;

sie sind gross und wenig zahlreich ; die grossten, welche der Vulva zunjichst liegen, sind

0*79 mm. lang und 0*31 mm. breit

Es fragt sich, welche Function die Seitenwiilate und die frcien Zellen haben

konnten ; zur Nahrungsaufnahme dienen sie offenbar nicht, da die Cuticula zu dick iat

und Oesophagus und Darm eine normale Ausbildung zeigen ; ein Absonderungsorgan
konnen sie auch nicht sein, da ein Ausmiindungsgang nach aussen fehlt

;
sie werden

also eine Bedeutung fiir den inneren Stoffwechsel haben und halte ich es fur wahr-

scheinlich, dass sie die Function von Lymphdriisen besitzen.

Die parasitischen Nematoden habe ich fruher* eingctheilt in Secernentes,

Resorbentes und Pleuromyaril

Secernentes sind Nematoden mit voll entwickeltem Oesophagus und Darm, wc!che

schmale und hohe Seitenwiilste besitzen, die ein Langsgefass enthalten ; die Gcfiissc der

beiden Seiten vereinigen sich vom in der Gegend des Oesophagus zu einem, das ventral

im Porus ezcretorius ausmiindet ; die Seitenwiilste scheinen die Function von Nieren

zu haben ; die Arten leben im Verdauungstract ihrer Wirthe.

Ptsorbenles wurden Nematoden mit breiten und niedrigen Seitenwiilsten genannt,

denen ein Gefiisa und ein Porus fehlt ; die Arten leben nie im Verdauungstract der

Wirthe, sondern in oder an anderen 'inneren Organen, oft fest von Bindegcwebe

Arch. f. mikr. An*t. xlU. (1897), p. .

TOL. III. Z
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umwachsen
; die Ernahrung erfolgt hier offenbar durch Aufsaugung seitens der Seiten-

wiilste durch die Cuticula hindurch.

Pleuromyarii habcn statt der Seitenwiilste Muskeln in der Seitenlinien.

In dieses System passen die freilebenden Nematoden nicht kinein, fiir die ich

Abtheilung der

Adenophori aufstellen mdchte. Dieselben besitzen schmale Seitenwiilste mit

gekernten Zellen und ohne Langsgefass, welche als Lymphdriisen zu functioniren

scheinen ; wenn ein Porus excretorius vorhanden ist, so ist er die Ausmiindung einer

Ventraldriise.

ERKLARUNG DER ABBILDUNGEN.

c, Cufcicula; a, Augenfleck; n, Nerv; o, Oesophagus; d, Darm ; m, Muskeln; dr, Dorsal-;

rt, Ventral- ; I, Lateralwnlst oder -Feld ; z, freie Zellen ; s, Seitenorgan ; p, Praanaldruse ; dm, Drusen-

mundung ; v, Vagina ; u, Uterus ; h, Hoden.

FIG. 1. Mannchen, m. transversale Muskeln am Schwanzende. Vergr. f.

2. Weibchen. Vergr. f .

3. Kopfende. Vergr. -L^.

FIGS. 4-8. Querschnitte.

FIG. 4. Oesophagus mii der Einmiindung der Driisenausgange in das Oesophagus-Lumen. Vergr. -Lf-2.

5. Oesophagus mit den Augenflecken. Vergr. ^S-.

6. Oesophagus-Gegend. Vergr. 1^.
7. Mittlerer Korpertheil, Theil clei Korperwandung i.n der Seitenlinie. Vergr. ij*.
8. Querschnitt des Weibchens hinter deni Uterus. Vergr. -^-J^.

9. Langsschnitt vom Mannchen durcb die Praanaldriise, parallel mit derselbcn vcrlaufen

transversale Muskeln. Vergr. J-fA

10. Cirrus und Stiitzapparat. Vergr. if i.
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CESTODA.
By ARTHUR E. SHIPLEY, M.A., F.R.S.,

Fellow and Tutor of Christ's College, Cambridge, and University Lecturer in the

Advanced Morphology of the Invcrtebrata.

(1 Plate.)

THE only Ccstodes brought back by the naturalists of the
'

Discovery
'

were three species,

nil of which were found living together in the stomach of Ross's Seal, Ommatophoca
raw. The three differed markedly in size, in the shape, number and relative pro-

portions of the proglottides, so that there is no doubt that we are dealing with three

distinct species, and not with different stages in the growth of members of one species.

All the specimens were pickled in Perenyi's fluid, and arrived in an excellent state

of preservation.

The largest of the three species is undoubtedly the same animal which Baird, in

1 853, named Dothriocephalus antarcticus.

I give below Baird's diagnosis, and then add a few remarks upon the anatomy of

the specimens.

DlBOTHRIOCEPHALUS AXTARCTICCS.

liothrioftphalut antartticus Baird, Prcc. Zool. Soc. London, 1853, p. 25, Annulosa, pi. zzxi., fig. 4 and 4a.

" Head conical, elongated, smooth, with two lateral opposite fossettes. At the lower

margin of each fossette there are two small rounded projecting lobes. Body rounded ;

from the neck some way downwards it is quite round or cylindrical, and the articulations

are very numerous and very small, appearing like mere ridges across. Lower down, the

1 " lv becomes flatter and the joints larger and more developed ; lower margin thin.

An impressed line runs along the centre of the body through its whole length. Length,

about 9 inches ; greatest breadth of body, about 3 lines."

Baird's specimens measured about 9 inches, say about 23 cms. Most of the

specimens at my disposal were just under 10 cms., but a couple, apparently young,

larely measured 3 cms. The specimens were obviously immature, only in the

most posterior of the longer examples were uteri and ova to be found, and the

latter in very small numbers ; I am inclined to think also that these specimens

had contracted when being killed, the anterior end of the body not being so

rounded as Baird describes. The greatest breadth is 7 mm. in the largest specimen.

z 2
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The body tapers anterioily, and to a slight extent posteriorly. There is no true

neck, the proglottides beginning immediately behind the head ; they are at first

extremely short from before backward, a feature they retain, though to a lesser degree,

even at the hinder end, where it takes some three to measure a millimetre. The

posterior edge of each proglottis overlaps the succeeding one to a marked extent.

The head is conical, 3 mm. in length and 3 mm. in breadth posteriorly ; anteriorly

it lessens to a bluntly pointed apex. Dorsal and ventral lie the two suckers. These

suckers are deep, with cleanly cut edges, for the most part curled in (fig. 7), and in

all cases enwrapping some foreign substance, perhaps a portion of the mucous

membrane of the host.

The impressed line running along the whole body, referred to by Baird, is only on

the ventral surface, and is due to the median opening of the reproductive organs and

of the .uterus.

The nervous system consists of two very conspicuous nerve cords, which lie parallel

with the longitudinal excretory canals, and about one quarter the distance of the latter

from the edge of the proglottis outside the canal. The cords fuse together in the head.

The longitudinal canals of the excretory system are also conspicuous, and are

surrounded by thick walls
; they break up into an anastomosing tangle of ductules in

the head. There are also small canals which lie close under the surface at the edges of

the proglottides, usually two at each side (fig. 2), but they also break up from time to

time into twisting branchlets. The overhanging edges of the proglottides, especially of

the posterior ones, are very richly supplied with water-vascular tubules. It is possible

that these may have a certain hydrostatic action, and serve to erect these free edges

when fluid is directed into them.

The confused meshwork of muscles in the head straighten themselves out in the

neck and fall into regular rows. Of these there are six or seven dorsally and six or seven

ventrally (fig. 2), but at the sides the rows tend to merge and lose their distinctness.

Each row is separated from the next by very clear and distinct connective tissue

fibrils running parallel with one another. The muscles in these rows consist of bundles

of various sizes containing from six or seven up to fifteen or twenty fibrils. Sunning

between every two or three of these bundles are some slight and radially arranged con-

nective tissue fibrils, which, with the concentric fibrils of the same nature, serve to

divide up the tissues into a series of little squares. No muscle fibres penetrate the

parenchyma within the central area, bounded at the sides by the nerve cords and

dorso-ventrally by the innermost layer of muscles.

The penis is conspicuous and very muscular, it opens in the anterior edge of the

proglottis just w-here it joins the one in front, and is concealed by the overlapping end

of the preceding proglottis. Close behind it opens the vagina, and behind this again the

uterus, all in the middle ventral line. There is a large vesicula seminalis.

The testes are scattered throughout the parenchyma of the central part. The

ovary is rather branching ; it lies towards the posterior end of each proglottis, is deeply
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stained and fairly conspicuous. The yolk-glands arc widely scattered through the

peripheral parenchyma.

The uterus is not fully developed in our specimens, which must be rather immature.

It consists of few branches somewhat rosette-shaped. The ova are thin-shelled, and

measure 032 by
' 028 mm.

DlBOTHRIOCBPHALCS SCOTTL

The second species of Dibothriocephahu found in the alimentary measured about

8cm. in length (fig. 3). One attained a length of 9cm., but the other three or four

specimens were shorter. The number of proglottides is some 150. The head is

rounded, not at all conical, but like the amber mouthpiece of a Turkish pipe (fig. 4).

The slit-like grooves are dorsal and ventral. The head measures 1mm. across, and

perhaps a little less from before backward. It is succeeded by a neck which, in

some specimens, is a little narrower than the head ; in others about as broad. The

proglottides soon begin to be evident, but I do not think one can say there is no neck.

In this respect this worm differs from D. fiians of Leplonyx monachus, Wagn., Phoca

barlata, Mull., and P. annellata, Nilss., which, in some respects, it resembles.

The proglottides are at first some five times as broad as they are long, but sooner

or later and it depends upon the state of contraction of the worm when killed, how

soon or how late the proglottides become square, with parallel sides, and they remain

square until the end. The posterior border is slightly thickened, and stands out at

right angles from the body. It practically does not, however, overlap the succeeding

proglottis.

The reproductive organs consist of numerous testea lying scattered superficially

through the proglottides ; the ducts of these presumably unite, though they could not

be seen, and open into an exceeding muscular penis, which in most cases is protruded

from the proglottis. The penis is situated in the middle line close to the anterior edge
of the proglottis. It bears no hooks. Close behind it opens the vagina, which makes

a coiling course backwards to where the two short oviducts from the ovary meet

it The ovaries are two, somewhat pear-shaped ; they lie each side, near the hinder

end of the proglottis behind the uterus, and are of fair size. A minute shell

gland is visible at the juncture of the oviducts. No tube entering the uterus

is visible.

The uterus is roomy, it opens on the ventral surface in the middle line, and about

half-way along the proglottis. The opening is circular. Just within .this opening the

uterus forms a spherical chamber, which contains a fair number of ova. From this

chamber two or three lateral branches diverge, and these may be cut twice in one plane,

but in no sense is the uterus rosette-shaped.

The ova measure on an average 0'04mm. by 0'03mm., but the shape varies ; some
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are rather more rounded than those of the other two species, and some have more

pointed ends. The egg-shell is thick, with two clearly-defined contours.

The yolk-glands are easily recognised by their brown and glistening appearance.

Like the testes they are scattered, but they lie more superficially than the latter.

Although there is little differentiation between the medullary and the cortical regions, it

is plain that the yolk-glands lie in the cortex and the testes in the medulla.

The epithelium of this Cestode consists of unusually large cells, somewhat

columnar in shape, with their square outer ends pressed against the cuticle, and their

inner ends tapering (fig. 7). Their nuclei lie about, but not quite at, the same level,

near the inner end.

The parenchyma is loose and stains but slightly, it is traversed by but few muscle

fibres. The single pair of longitudinal excretory canals are conspicuous in sections, and

so are the nerve trunks. There are numerous small excretory tubules running just

below the external epithelium.

I have ventured to dedicate this species to Captain Scott, the distinguished
commander of the Antarctic Expedition, though I am well aware that there is a certain

delicacy in doing so. Some people have a horror of Cestodes, and do not care to have

their names associated with them.

Dibothriocephalus scotti. Length of specimens 9cm. and under ; number of pro-

glottides about 140 ; head rounded, diameter 1mm.
; average width of middle

proglottides about 2mm. ; very short neck. Posterior edges of proglottides stand

out, but do not appreciably overlap the anterior end of succeeding proglottis ;
uterus

spacious, with a few diverticula, not a rosette ; ova 0'04 by O'OSmm., with thick shell.

DIBOTHRIOCEPHALUS WILSONI.
'

This is a very attractive little tapeworm of few proglottides, which I have ventured

to dedicate to my friend Mr. E. A. Wilson, M.B., who was both a doctor and a zoologist
in the

'

Discovery.' It somewhat resembles Krabbe's Dibothriocephalus lanceolatus,

from Plioca barbata, but is much smaller.

The length varies from 4 to 5 5mm. In the larger forms the greatest breadth is

1mm., this occurs in the region of the last segment but one, or perhaps two. The
breadth of the head is a little less than 0'5mm., and its greatest length is about the

same.

The number of the proglottides varies from nine to thirteen or fourteen. There is no

neck, the first proglottis lying close to the head. The proglottides gradually widen until

they reach a breadth of 1mm., and in this region are somewhat crumpled (fig. 8).

The last proglottis is shaped like a truncated cone, rather indented at the hinder

narrower end. The hinder edges of the proglottis only slightly overlap the anterior

edge of the following proglottis ; they are in all cases but the last wider than the
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anterior border of the MOM proglottis, and thus each proglottis has, like the lost, tin-

outline of a truncated cone, but it is turned the other way up.

In the centre of each of the middle proglottides is a dark line caused by the

opening of the penis, the oviduct, and the uterus. The penis is most anterior, and is

very muscular, it is in many cases exserted. The base of the penis passes into a

spherical vesicula seminalis. The testes am scattered through the central tissue.

The oviduct crosses the duct of the uterus, which is very short and practically hardly

exists, and runs backward to the ovary and the shell-gland which lie behind the uterus.

The uterus is but slightly convoluted and contains few ova, they measure

0'042 by 0* 035mm. ; at any rate, that is about the average, for they vary a gool dt-ul

in their dimensions. They have a single and not very thick egg-shell.

Like the cells in D. scotti, the epithelial units of />. tcilsoni are remarkably
well defined and show but little differentiation. The parenchyma again ia, at any

rate anteriorly, not the vacuolated, spongy-looking tissue which one sees in th<-

elder proglottides, but consists of plump cells, well defined, full of protoplasm, with

nuclei near the edge.

Dibothriocephalua wilsoni. A small form, length 4 to 5'5mro. ; greatest breadth

1mm. ; nine to thirteen proglottides, like truncated cones ; the last is inverted ; no

neck ; edges of central proglottides rather crumpled ; posterior edges but slightly

overlapping.

It is a remarkable fact that the only Cestoda brought back by the naturalists on

the 'Discovery' were obtained from one (and that by no means a common one)

animal, Ommatop/toca rossi, or Ross's Seal, an animal, in Captain Barrett-Hamilton's

words, so little known that it
"
might, until a year or two ago, have claimed, and

claimed justly," along with Weddell's Seal,
"
to be considered amongst the rarest and

most obscurely known of all mammals."* It is also remarkable that the Cestodii

should all belong to the same genus.

If we want to have the history of the Dibuthriocfphalid species which we find in

this animal, the smallest of the Antarctic seals, we must look to its food. Ross's Seal

is remarkable for the feebleness and variability of its dentition.
"

It seems probable

that the exact number of its teeth is not of importance to this animal."f Apparently it

lives on soft food. Wilson mentions, in the work just quoted, that the
"
food of this

species consists of octopus and vegetable stuffs or seaweeds," and again in
" The Voyage

of the
'

Discovery/" the "jelly-fish and squids, which apparently form their food."

Strictly speaking, I do not think that any cestode larva has been found in a jelly-fish,

though ScoUx polymorphus is recorded from more than one genus of Ctenophore. On
the whole it seems more likely that the plerocercoid stage will be found if ever it bo

found in the tissues of one of the Cephalopoda.

Report on the Collection* of Natural History made in the Antarctic Regions during the voyage of tie

Southern Crow,' London, 1003, p. 2.

f Op. cii., p. 16.
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.

FIG. 1. Transverse section through the head of D. antarcticus, showing the edges of the suckers curling

in round some foreign hody, probably mucous tissue of the host.

2. Transverse section of D. antarcticus in the region of the neck, showing the regular arrangement
of the longitudinal muscles ; ac., excretory canals ; n.c., nerve cord.

3. Dibothriocephalus scotti, X 2.

4. The head and sucker of D. scotti, X about 25, two views.

5. Surface view of D. scotti, x about 25, showing anteriorly the genital opening, g.p. ;
the ova, or.,

scattered in the uterus, and the yolk-glands, y.glds.

6. Longitudinal section through two proglottides of D. scotti, showing median opening of uterus,

o.ut., penis, p., and opening of vagina, o.v.

7. Section through epidermis and external parenchyma of D. scotti.

8. View of D. ivilsoni, x 15.
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Professor of Zoology in the Victoria University of Manchester.

(2 Plates.)

THK collection of Alcyonaria does not present many very remarkable features. The

most interesting species is Centtoi*!* xpiaita, which forms an important connecting link

lictweon the groups of species formerly separated into the two genera Certitoisis and

Prhnnoisis. It is quite unlike any species that has hitherto been discovered.

Primnoflla divergent is an important new discovery, as it exhibits many characters

of the genus Caligorgin, ami may be regarded as a connecting link l>etween the two

feoera.

Clawdariti fntnklinuuut and Alcyonium paessleri were found by the
' Southern

Cross
'

expedition off Franklin Island. It is a remarkable fact that not a single

specimen of either of these genera was obtained by the Scottish National Antarctic

Expedition.

Tliouarella aiUnrctica, which was first obtained off the Falkland Islands, appears

to be a common species in the Southern Seas.

The only species of Pennatulida found was Uinbellula carpeuteri, a species dis-

covered by the
'

Challenger' expedition and hitherto found only in the South Polar

seas. Only one specimen was obtained, and this was unfortunately destroyed by fire

in my laboratory.

The '

Scotia
'

expedition obtained twenty specimens of UmMlida durittgima, but

not one other specimen of the Pennatulida.

FAMILY CLAVULARinXfi.

CLAVULARIA KKANKI.INIAXA.

(Plate II., figs. 20, 21.)

ClaeulariafranUinima, Rode, Rep.
' Southern Crow' (1902), p. 290.

Localities 1. W.Q., March 21, 1902, 30 yards from ship on Port Quarter. 8 fms.

2. W.Q., Much 21, 1902. 10 fathoms.

3. W.Q., March 18, 1902. 10 fathoms.

4. W.Q., June 15, 1902. 12j fathoms.

There are many specimens of this species attached to stones, worm tubes and other

foreign objects. I have little doubt they belong to the same species as those described

YOL. in. 2 A
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by Professor Roule from 10 fathoms off Franklin Island. At first it seemed

possible that a new specific name should be introduced for these specimens, as

they differ from the description of the type in size, in the character of the stolon,

and in the absence of spicules in the tentacles ;
but on further examination of

the specimens from locality 4, and some small specimens from other localities

that I had previously overlooked, I came to the conclusion that the species is

very variable and that these specimens cannot be satisfactorily distinguished from

C. frankliniana.

The specimens are found attached to shells, stones, and worm tubes, and the colonies

vary in size according to the nature of their support and the number and character

of the other organisms associated with them. The specimen drawn on Plate II.,

fig. 20, was encrusting a black stone and was not interfered with in any way by

other organisms, but another specimen from the same locality [4], growing on a

worm tube, was associated with Alcyonium paessleri, Polyzoa, Sponges, and other

organisms.

The stolon consists of a number of bands ramifying and anastomosing over the

surface of the support, each about 2-3 mm. in width, but in many places these bands

unite to form a continuous membranous stolon. I have already (2) pointed out that in

C. australiensis both ribboned and membranous stolons occur, and it is quite clear

that this character of the stolon is not one that can as a rule be safely used for specific

distinctions. A study of a number of specimens suggests very forcibly that the

membranous condition is produced by an amalgamation of bands when the circum-

stances of the support permit. The fact that the type specimen is described by

Professor Eoule as having
"
stolons membraniformes

"
is not sufficient evidence to

separate his specimens from these as a distinct species.

The zooids vary immensely in size. It is true that I have not found any so large

as the largest of Professor Koule's specimens, 25 mm. in length and 5 mm. in diameter,

but I have measured specimens 20 mm. in length and 3 *
5 mm. in diameter. They are

scattered at distances of 2-5 mm. on the stolon bands, but are crowded together on the

membranous parts. The body wall of the zooids is opaque, but may have been far

more transparent in the living specimens. It is marked externally by eight well-

defined longitudinal grooves. The tentacles are short and only partially retracted as

in the type specimen. The spicules of the stolon and the basal portion of the zooids

are long spindles with numerous short tubercles. A remarkable feature of many of

these spicules is that one end is often truncated (PL II., fig.
21

;
and see also Professor

Roulc's figures (9), PI. XLVIL, 3a and 3c). They vary in size up to a maximum of

about 35 mm. in length. The tentacles of some specimens I examined appeared

to be devoid of spicules, and I cannot determine whether this is due to maceration

in the preservative or to natural conditions. Other specimens, however, exhibit

two rows of short spicules (0'15 mm. in length) on the outer side of the rachis

of the tentacles.
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(Plate IL, figs. 22, 23.)

Alfyontum ptuttlrri, May, llanib. Magcl. Sanun., Akyon. (1899), p. 6.

Localities:!. Otf Mt ErebuB, February 8, 1902. 100 fathoms.

2. W.Q., June 5, 1902. D. net bole. 56 fathoms.

3. W.Q., June 15, 1902. D. net hole. 12} fathoms.

4. W.Q., April 1, 1903. No. 6 hole. 124 fathoms.

5. W.Q., February 13, 1904. D. net, Hut Point.

In addition to the specimens from the localities mentioned above several small

specimens were found in other bottles. It is evidently a common and widely distributed

species ranging from shallow water to depths of over 100 fathoms.

The largest specimen was from locality 5 (Plate II., fig. 22). The colony is

50 mm. in height and 30 mm. in greatest breadth. It rises from a base of attachment

of irregular form with a maximum width of 15 mm. There are 13 blunt Iol>e8, of

which the largest is 15 mm. x f mm. The anthocodiaa of this specimen were nearly

all completely retracted.

The spicules of the anthocodise (of a specimen from loc. 3) are long spindles

0'35 mm. in length (Plate II., fig. 23b), and the spiculcs of the cconenchym of the

same specimen, clubs or short spindles '08-0*1 mm. in length (fig. 23a), as well as a

numltcr of longer spindles of variable size attaining to the same length as those of the

anthocodise. The two specimens from locality 3 are attached to a black stone, the

specimens from localities 1 and 5 had their bases linn round the very slender stem of

a dead Ceratoisis (Priinnoms). The colour of all the specimens is orange or pale

orange, except the specimen from locality 4, which is white. The smaller specimens

are not branched. The specimen from locality 4 consists of a single lobe 10 mm. in

height by 6 mm. in diameter.

I have compared the specimens with a specimen obtained by the
'

Southern

Cross' Expedition in 24 fathoms off Franklin Island (3). They cannot, I think,

be separated from the specimens of the species descritad by Dr. May (8) from

Smyth Sound.

The species of the genus Alcyonium that have been described from Antarctic regions

are ,-1. soltnsi, from the Straits of Magellan (' Challenger'), A. hnddoni, Messier Channel

('Challenger') and A.antarcticum, off Heard Island ('Challenger'), and from Kerguclen

(Studer). It is difficult to give any very precise characters to differentiate these three

species from Alcyonium paessleri, but it is probable that A. antarcticum and A. nollati

are larger species, the largest specimen of A. fxuaderi being considerably smaller than

the type specimens of the other two species. Alcyonium hnddoni may be of the same size

M A. pouderi, but some of the long spindles are 7 mm. in length, about twice the

size of any that I found in the specimens at my disposal, and the species is also

2 A 2
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characterised by the presence of a certain number of four-rayed spicules of a type which

does not occur in A. paessleri. On the whole then I am inclined to believe that

A. paessleri is distinct from the other subantarctic species.

FAMILY ISnXE.

In the 'Challenger' report on the Alcyonaria, Professors Wright and Studer (14)

proposed a division of this family into three sub-families, Ceratoisidinae, Mopseinse and

Isidinse, based upon the shape of the spicules. The study of many specimens belonging
to the family has convinced me that this sub-division is unnecessary and inconvenient.

The many variations of spicule characters that are found in the species of a single genus
render these structures unsatisfactory for the purpose of wide systematic differentiation.

If we take a single species from each of two of the sub-families and compare them, the

differences observed in the character and arrangement of the spicules may seem to

be of a higher rank than the usual differences between genera ; while, on the other

hand, the examination of a large number of species of the same two genera will reveal

so many intermediate conditions as to render the separation of the genera, on spicule

characters alone, impossible. This kind of difficulty is particularly well seen in the

case of the genera Ceratoisis and Primnoisis, which were placed by Professors Wright
and Studer in the sub-families Ceratoisidinse and Mopseinee respectively. In both these

genera the branches arise from the calcareous internodes, a character which distinguishes

them from the genera Acanella, Lepidisis and Isis belonging to the same family. The

spicules in both genera are flattened and scale-like, but in the species attributed to

Ceratoisis they are fusiform, whereas in those attributed to Primnoisis they are

irregular flattened scales. In Ceratoisis, moreover, some of the spicules project as thorny

processes from the calyx, whereas in Primnoisis they do not project.

In the description of the Alcyonaria from the Cape of Good Hope (4) I described

a new species under the name Ceratoisis ramosa, which has many characters resembling
some of the species of the genus Primnoisis, but the species appeared to me to differ so

markedly from Primnoisis in having the spicules on the tentacles arranged longitudinally

instead of transversely that I concluded it must belong to the genus Ceratoisis. On
re-examination of the specimens I have confirmed this observation, but may add to

it the fact that many of these tentacular spicules project slightly from the surface.

The examination of the Antarctic specimens brings additional evidence to show the

inconvenience of separating the two genera. The specimen of Ceratoisis antarctica

was found in the same locality as that of Ceratoisis spicata ; the former undoubtedly

belongs to the group of species hitherto called by the generic name Primnoisis, as

none of the spicules project from the surface of the calyx ;
the latter, however, has

very long spicules, many of which project as thorny spines. The projecting spicules

of the calyx of Ceratoisis spicata, moreover, resemble those of C. grandiftora in having

the base bifid (Of. Plate II., fig. 18a, with Prof. Studer's (10) figure Taf. v., fig. 34b),

but whereas those of C. yrandiflora seem to be nearly smooth on the surface, those
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/,-.//,/ arc covered with little wart-like projections. The spicules of the

m-nenchym of C. npioitti are irregular branched plates very much like the scales

of ray Ctratoisit ranwta and the Primnoisi* group as figured by Professors Wright and

Studcr (14), and as they appear in the two species from the Antarctic collection.

The spicules of Cerntoisis tpicata are indeed characteristic of the old genus

Ceraloifi* in so far as they project as spines from the calyx, but also characteristic of

the genus Primnoisis in so far as their minute structure is concerned. It might be
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between the other two, but the general character of the axis is so similar to that of the

two genera that this course is not to be justified. I have examined carefully the axi of

all the species in the collection and of my species from the Cape, and cannot find any
characters to distinguish them. The internodes in all cases are hollow, marked

externally by shallow longitudinal grooves, but not by spines or tutarcles as in

Acanthoisix. The branches arise from the calcareous internodcs, and the first node of

each 'branch is always some distance from the origin of the branch.

There is never any difficulty in distinguishing the axes of Ceratoixix and PrmtHOUU

from those of any other genus of the family, but I can find no characters to distinguish

the axis of a Ceratoixix from that of a Primnoixis. When dead specimens with no

calices or ccenenchym are examined, it is possible to identify them as belonging either

to the genus PTMHMMU or Ceratoixix, but it is quite impossible to determine to which of

these genera they belong. It is quite possible, for example, that the form recently

described as Primnoisix ramosa by Messrs. Thomson and Ritchie (11) may really )>e

more closely allied to species hitherto included in the genus Ceratoixix. I would

therefore venture to propose that in future the two genera, Ceratoixis and Primnviris,

be merged into one, and that the genus Ccraloisix thus enlarged In- defined simply as :

"
Isidre, with long, calcareous, hollow internodes, scored with shallow longitudinal

grooves, short horny nodes, branches arising from the calcareous internodes
"

The name Primnoisis should, in my opinion, disappear from our system, but for

convenience sake I have retained the name in brackets in those species here described

which, under the older system, would unquestionably have been placed in the genus
Primnouit.

CKRATOISIS (PRIMNOISIS) DELICATULA.

(Plate II., figs. 11 and 12.)

Locality : W.Q., September 8th, 1903. No. 12 hole, 100 yds. 8. of Hut Point.

25-30 fathoms.

The specimens on which this species is founded are in the form of a tangled mass

of delicate branches attached to sponges and worm tubes. There appear to be no main

stems, nor can 1 find any bases of attachment in the substance of the sponges.

Whether a thick stem was left behind by the dredge or not I cannot say, but the

tenuity and delicacy of the branches are sufficient to justify the specific name I have

given to the species. The diameter of the thickest stems I have measured is 0*65 mm.
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at the nodes and 6 mm. at the iiiternodes. The ramification is irregular and in all

directions, but the branches in all cases arise at an acute angle from the calcareous

internodes. The coenenchym is very thin, and is absent from a great many of the

branches. The terminal branches are about 3 mm. in diameter at the base, and

attenuate distally to a very fine point.

The internodes are 6 mm. long. Here and there shorter internodes occur, but

on the whole the length of the internodes is fairly constant. The calices are quite

irregularly scattered. Usually a group of four or five calices situated at intervals of

1 or 2 mm. stands apart from other groups, but as a great many calices have dropped

off, this grouping may be the result of injury.

The calices are bent at an acute angle to the axis ; the outside measurement is

about ' 65 mm. The diameter of the calyx at the base is
'

3 mm., and at the crown

0'4 mm. The spicules of the ccenenchym are flat, tuberculated spindles, varying

from 0'2 mm. to O'l mm. in length (fig. 12a). On the neck of the calyx similar

spicules, somewhat bent, are arranged in fourteen or fifteen horizontal rows. > The

spicules of the crown and of the backs of the tentacles are often expanded at one end

to form a triangle (fig. 12b).

CERATOISIS (PRIMNOISIS) ANTARCTICA.

(Plate II., figs. 13, 14, 15.)

Ins antardica, Studer, MB. Ak. Berlin 1878, p. 662.

Locality : (l) McMurdo Bay, February 8, 1902, 96-120 fathoms; (2) McMurdo

Bay, February 28, 1902, 20 fathoms.

The two specimens which may be attributed to this species are broken from their

base, and each measures about 50 mm. in height. It is probable that they were torn

from the same colony. The branching is quite irregular and shrubby. The internodes

are about 6 mm. in length, but vary a good deal more than in C. delicatula. The

thickest internode in the specimen is about 0'9 mm. in diameter. The calices are

numerous, and situated at intervals of about 2 or 3 mm. on the branches, but gathered

close together in clusters near the extremities. I cannot recognise any spiral arrange-

ment of the calices such as that described for the type by Professors Wright and Studer

(14). Each full-grown calyx is from 1 to 1 '5 mm. in height and stands out almost at

right angles to the axis.

The spicules of the coenenchym are flat spindles about 0'3 mm. in length (fig. 14a),

and those at the base of the calices are bent. The calices are protected by overlapping

scales of very irregular form and size, but usually straight on one side, convex on the

other, and not exceeding 0'3 mm. in length (fig. 14b). The scales on the back of the

tentacles are all horizontally placed (fig. 15).

The type of this species was obtained by the
' Gazelle

'

in 60 fathoms off

Kerguelen (Studer (10), p. 661), and subsequently specimens were obtained by the

'Challenger' in 310 fathoms off" Prince Edward Island. I have compared the
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specimens in the collection with those obtained by the
'

Challenger,' and consider

they liolong to the same species, although there an Mine points of difference between

them. As in C. Jtlicatula, there is no main stem in these specimens, the colony

arising from a tangled mass of branches in a sponge. The main stem may have licen

lt, or a colony starting in a sponge may not need, and therefore not form, the stout

supporting main stem ; but in either case its absence in these specimens does not

necessarily demand the constitution of a new specific group.

In addition to the specimens referred to above, there are specimens from two other

localities, which probably belong to this species. The localities given on the laliels are :

(1) off Erebus and Terror, 500 fathoms, January 22, 1902; (2) E. end of Barrier, 100

fathoms, January 29, 1902. In neither case is any statement made as to the nature of

the preservative used, but as in the first case the spieules are absent, and in the latter

small and apparently corroded, I cannot but suspect that they were treated with picric

acid before being transferred to spirit in the same manner as some of the specimens of

Thowirella antarcticn (p. 9) were preserved: The specimens resemble C. nntarctica

in the arrangement of the branches, in the size of the caliccs, and in the size of the

internodes ; but they both differ from the other specimens of C. antaretiea in the

collection in having a well-defined main stem. The axis of this stem consists of nodes

about 6 mm. in length, with a diameter of from 1 to I 5 mm. In the specimen from

locality 2 the main stem is 160 mm. long, and the lasal part, which is nearly devoid

of cceuenchym, supports colonies of Cephalwliscus hwlysoni.

CKRATOISIS SPICATA.

(Plate II. , figs. 16, 17, 18.)

Locality : McMurdo Bay, February 8, 1902. 96 to 120 fathoms.

The lse is missing from the specimen, which is about 75 mm. in height. A main axis

may lie traced through the whole height, from which secondary branches arise quite

irregularly on all sides. Notwithstanding this, however, by the bending of the secondary

branches the colony liecomes almost flal>ellate. The internodes lioth of the main axis and

the branches are 12 to 20 mm. in length. At the base the diameter of the intcrnodes

is 1 mm. The terminal iuteniodes are not very delicate, being about 0*5 mm. in

diameter where they join the last internode, but they come to a sharp point distally.

The ccenenchym is thin. The calices are irregularly scattered, cylindrical in shape,

about 2 nun. in height when full grown, and situated at distances of 1 to 2 mm. apart

on the lower part of the branches, but clustered at their distal extremities.

The calices are covered with an armature of overlapping scales, some of which are

tri-radiate, others irregular in form (figs. 18b, c). Surrounding the crown there are two

or three circlets of spieules, of which one ray projects as a very prominent spine

(fig. 18a). The largest of these tri-radiate spieules are over 0*7 mm. in length, the

spine being as much as 0*45 mm., and the other two rays 0'35 mm. in length. The

other irregular spieules of the calices and the spieules that cover the coenenchym are of
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such varying forms that it is difficult to describe them in a few words. Some have

four or five spokes united together at a central hub, some are irregular spindles, others

are forked. The forms of irregular spicules given by Kolliker (7 A) of Paramuricea

in his Taf. xvii., 19 and 20, of Mopsea in his Taf. xix., fig. 41, are not unlike some of

the spicules seen in my preparations.

The position of this remarkable species is difficult to determine at present. In

the character of its axis it is closely related to Primnoisis, but the spicules are

altogether unlike any species of that genus that has hitherto been described. The

irregular spicules of the ccenenchym are like the spicules I described in Ceratoisis ramosa

from the Cape ;
the spicules of the calyx have a remote resemblance to the forked

spicules of the calyx of Ceratoisis grandiflora described by Professor Studer, but are

spined and warted instead of being smooth.

In the species attributed to the genus Ceratoisis described by Professors Wright

and Studer (14), the internodes vary in length from 15-60 mm. ; in those attributed

to the genus Primnoisis they vary from 2 '5-1 5 mm. (in one species only). The

length of the internodes of C. spicata varying from 13-20 mm. in length brings it,

in this respect, nearer to the Ceratoisis group than to the Primnoisis group, but

in Ceratoisis ramosa of the Cape the internodes are only 3-5 mm. in length. It

is clear, therefore, that notwithstanding the many resemblances to the Primnoisis

group the species is really more closely related to the Ceratoisis group. In any

case it forms a connecting link between the two groups which renders it very

difficult to regard them any longer as distinct genera.

In considering this question of the amalgamation of the two genera a glance

at the distribution of the species will be of interest.

CERATOISIS GROUP.

C. grayi (Wright), N. Atlantic,400 fms.

C. omata (Verrill), Nova Scotia, 250 fms.

C. palmse (W. & S.), Canary Islands,

1125 fms.

C. philippinensis (W. & S.), Philippines,

82 fms.

C. nuda (W. & S.), Fiji, reefs.

C. paucispinosa (W. & S.), Japan,
345 fms.

C. grandiflora (Studer), Fiji, 975 fms.

C. siemensii (Studer), Newfoundland,

1780 fms.

C. ramosa (Hickson), Cape, 230 fms.

C. spicata (Hickson), McMurdo Bay,
120 fms.

PRIMNOISIS GROUP.

P. antarctica (Studer), Kerguelen, 60 fms.

P. antarctica (W. & S.), Prince Edward

Island, 310 fms.

P. antarctica (Hickson), McMurdo Bay,
20-120 fms.

P. sparsa (W. & S.), Prince Edward

Island, 86 fms.

P. rigida (W. & S.), Rio cle la Plata,

600 fms.

P. capensis (Studer), C. of Good Hope,
50 fms.

P. ambigua (W. & S.), Kerguelen,
10-80 fms.

P. ambigua (Hiles), Lifu, 10 fms.

P. ramosa (Thomson & Ritchie), 74 S.,

22 W., 161 fms.

P. delicatula (Hickson), W.Q., 25-30 fms.



I-':.. in tin-- i. tl-li' it will lie -n that all the species of the Ceratoisis group, except

('. nwl>i and (\ .//(///(/(//.-/I/ from Fiji and C. rarmtsa from the Cape, are found

mirth <>f the K-jimtor, whereas all the species of the Primnoisis group arc fouud in

tin* Antarctic seas or south of the Equator. Ceratoisis ninumi is in many respects

an intermediate form, and is perhaps more closely related to the Primnoinis than

the Ceratoisis group ; and Ceratoisis spicata is also an intermediate form with closer

.I trinities to the Ceratoisis group.

FAMILY PRIMNOIDA

This family is represented by two genera, Thouarella and Primnoella, both

belonging to the sub-family Primnoidinte.

TUOUARKLLA ANTARCTICA (12).

Primnoa tmtarttiea, Milne-Edvarda, Hut. nat. Corall., L (1857), p. 140 [Vulenciennea Atlas, Toy.
Vcnna (1846), Zooph., pi. 2, fig. 2].

ThouartUa aittaretica, Wright and Studer, Chall. Rep. Alcyon. (1889), p. 65 ibiqut citato.

(Plate II., figs. 19, 24.)

Localities: 1. W.Q., February 28, 1903. No. 6 Hole. 130 fathoms.

2. Off Coulman Island, January 13, 1902. Dredge. 100 fathoms.

3. McMurdo Bay, February 8, 1902. 96-120 fathoms.

4. Station 270, March 4, 1904. (Just within Antarctic Circle.)

254 fathoms.

The specimens all belong apparently to one species. Only one specimen with

the base broken off was obtained in the first locality (February 28, 1903), and this

I have no hesitation in placing in Valenciennes' species. The specimens from

off Coulman Island, locality 2, were treated with picric acid before preservation

in alcohol, and this has changed the character of the spicules and thereby the

size of the calices to such an extent that the determination of their species is

rendered uncertain. The specimen from McMurdo Bay is only a fragment, but

it is well preserved, and the calices are identical in general characters with those

of the specimen from locality 1.

All the specimens have the characteristic bottle-brush (" goupillon ") mode of

branching. Several of them have the main axis quite simple, the twigs, as in the

type specimens, being much more slender than the axis, but the specimen from

locality 1 shows two dichotomous branchings at the base of the axis where the

colony is dead and bare, and one specimen from Coulman Island has the axis

bifurcated so that two "
goupillons

"

spring from the same axis.

The heights of the specimens from Coulman Island are 450 mm. (the specimen
with bifurcated main axis), 175 mm. (a small specimen, but the only one with base

of attachment), 200 mm. and 150 mm. The height of the specimen from the

.in 2 B
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Winter Quarters locality is 220 mm. The diameter of the colony is in all specimens

about 30 mm.

The calices are about 1 5 mm. in height. They are clustered together at the

ends, but scattered at considerable intervals near the base of the branches. There

are a few calices on the main axis itself. The spicules are overlapping scales, oval

or heart-shaped on the general coenenchym and on the base of the calices.

Diameters of these scales, taken at right angles, are about 0'43 mm. x 0'4mm.

The scales forming the operculum of the calyx have a thick, keeled spine, the

sharp, saw-like keel being on the oval side of the scale and extending from the

tip of the spine to the centre of the plate (fig. 19). The length of the spine is

about 0'4 mm., and the distance from the tip of the spine to the opposite border

of the plate 0'64 mm. The breadth of the plate is 0'43 mm.

The type of this species was found by Captain Thouars off the Falkland Islands.

The species was also obtained by the 'Challenger' near the Crozets in 550 fathoms.

A good account of the genus and of the species belonging to it is given by Dr. Versluys

(13). The species was only figured by Valenciennes (12), but was subsequently

described by Professors Wright and Studer (14) from specimens obtained by the

'

Challenger.'

I have compared the specimens with an example of Thouarella brucii, kindly lent

to me by Prof. J. A. Thomson, and I am able to confirm the distinction of the species.

The scales are larger in T. antarctica, and the spines of the coronal scales longer and

sharper than in T. brucei.

PRIMNOKLLA DIVERGENS.

E. end of Barrier, January 29, 1902. 100 fathoms.

(Plate I., figs. 8, 9 & 10.)

The single specimen of this extremely interesting species is 135 mm. in height,

but the base of attachment is lost, and the thickest part of the horny axis is

2 mm. in diameter. In the first notes I made I placed it in the genus Primnoella,

but on reconsideration and further study I transferred it to the genus Caligorgia, and

gave it the name C. squainata. Taking advantage of a visit to my laboratory by
Dr. Versluys of Amsterdam, whose great work on the Primnoidae of the Siboga

expedition (13) has just appeared, I asked him to examine the specimen, with the

result that it is returned to the genus Primnoella with the name P. divergens.

This hesitancy in determining the generic position of the specimen was due to the

fact that it occupies a position in the system almost exactly intermediate between

these two genera. It is either a very divergent Primnoella, or else a very divergent

Caligorgia. It is perhaps a matter of opinion whether it is most nearly related to

the former or to the latter genus. Dr. Versluys pointed out certain characters which

I had overlooked, and converted me to the view that it should be placed in the

genus Primnoella
; but it exhibits so many characters of Caligorgia, which I shall relate
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in da in--.-. ih.it tin-re was a great deal of excuse for my original mistake. I wish

-- my thanks t. Dr. Vcrsluys for his very valuable advice ami assistance in

l.-timir_f the position of this sjHM-ies.

Tii.- .mis I'ritHHiflld is usually defined as simple or unbranchcd, but as

i\- (\:\) has shown that Karelin divtiriatta of Studer must be transferred to

tin- <_-.-!ui> I'riinnivllii, and this species is
"
sparlich verzweigt

"
(Studer 10, p. 643),

the brain -hing habit of our new species is not quite exceptional.

The branching is irregular and approximately in one plane, so that a large

colony would probably be flabelliform. Some of the branches appear to divide

<li< hotomously, but in general the smaller secondary branches arise alternately from

the large main branches. The colony as a whole has some general resemblance in

its mode of branching to a species of Cnliyorgia, figured by Gray (1, p. 37) under the

name Callicella eltgaiis, and to Ctdii/tn-yin tulterculntti, as figured by Versluys(13, pi. vi.,

fig. 15). About one-third of the colony is devoid of cojnenchym and calices.

The niiml.-r of calices in a whorl varies. On the largest branches there are

eight or nine ; on the terminal branches from six to four. On the thicker branches

the whorls are in places scattered, and there are some calices isolated. On the terminal

branches the whorls are about 1 mm. apart.

The calices are 1 mm. in height, and many of them show a swelling on the axial

si.li', due to the presence of a gonad. They are protected by three or four rows of five

or six orifli, which often overlap when the calyx is dried, but in spirit specimens, and

fi.'.jufiitly when dried, appear to be separated by considerable intervals of skin, as

shown in fig. 8. The opercular scales are very small, and the next circle of scales,

called by Versluys the "
Randschuppen," or marginal scales of the calyx, are not much

larger, but do not overlap the opercular scales. The opercular scales are usually

provided with a short spine, fig. 9, but the marginal scales are rarely, and the other

scales of the calyx never pointed in this way. The opercular scales are about

0*3 x O'l mm., and the other scales about 0*5 x 0*3 mm. in size ; but they vary
a great deal in size, according to their position.

As in other species of Primnoella the ccenenchym is protected by an armature of

overlapping scales, but these are exceptional in \ic\ng irregular in arrangement, and

they are not provided with a dentate margin (fig. 10). These scales are usually nearly

square in shape, with rounded edges, and may reach a size of 0*5 mm. across

diagonally. The surface of each scale is ornamented by a series of small tubercles as in

Primnitella, Underneath the scales there are rows of small spicules or
"

sclerites
"

about 1 mm. in length, very similar to those drawn by Versluys for Primnuetta

austrataxise (13, fig. 60, p. 53). ^

The axis is horny, but contains a considerable amount of calcium carbonate.

The species is related to Primnoella in the following characters. The scales are

thin and covered with small tubercles, but not sculptured nor marked by prominent
lines extending from the nucleus to the margin. The scales of the ccenenchym overlap.

2 B 2
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The presence of selerites beneath the scales of the ccenenchym, but in this respect it

also resembles Caligorgia ventilabrum. On the other hand, it is related to Caligorgia

in being branched. Caligorgia modesta is only slightly branched, as is also Primnoella

divaricate, but the great majority of the species of Caligorgia are profusely ramified,

whereas the species of Primnoella are, with the one exception mentioned above,

unbranched. It resembles Caligorgia also in having isolated calices on the thicker

branches, in the character that the marginal scales do not overlap the opercular scales as

they do in Primnoella, and also in the presence of a distinct but small spine on the oper-

cular and marginal scales. In general characters the scales of the ccenenchym resemble

those of the species of Primnoella, but they do not show the row of teeth on the lower

border, which has suggested to some authors a resemblance to ctenoid scales of fishes.

The geographical distribution of the two genera might be regarded as supporting
the view that our new species is more closely related to Primnoella than Caligorgia.

Species of Primnoella have been found only in the southern seas at depths ranging from

comparatively shallow water to 600 fathoms. Primnoella scotise of Messrs. Thomson

and Ritchie was found as far south as 54 25'. The latitude of Primnoella divergens is

approximately 76 S. Caligorgia, on the other hand, occurs in the Mediterranean and

North Atlantic, in the Pacific Ocean and Malay Archipelago, and as far south as New

Zealand, but has not been found off Kerguelen, the Magellan Straits, or in the Antarctic

Ocean.
f

PENNATULACEA.
FAMILY UMBELLULID.E.

UMBELLULA CARPENTER:.

(Plate I, figs. 1-7.)

Umbellula carpenleri, Kolliker, Rep. Chall. Pennatul. (1880), p. 23.

One specimen of this species was obtained off the Barrier on January 27th, 1902,

at approximately 174 E. long, and 178 S. lat., at a depth of 300 fathoms. Mud bottom.

The total length of the specimen is about 700 mm. The stalk is for the greater

part of its length exceedingly slender, 1 to 1 5 mm. in diameter. It begins to dilate

to form the bulb about 135 mm. from the peduncular extremity, and at about 40 mm.
from this extremity the bulb reaches its maximum size, 7 mm. in diameter (fig. ib).

The autozooids are nine in number. Of these, eight are arranged in the form of

a rosette, the ninth (a) being situated on the distal side (i.e., the side turned away from

the peduncle) of the rosette (fig. 3). This ninth autozooid is probably the primary
zooid (hauptzooid) of the colony. Each of the eight autozooids forming the rosette is

30 mm. in length, the diameter of the rosette being a little over 60 mm. as measured

from the extremity of one autozooid to the extremity of another immediately opposite

to it. These measurements do not include the tentacles, which are about 15 mm. in

length. The ninth autozooid is rather shorter than the others.
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The tentacles of the autozooids have some twelve or thirteen pinna) on cueh Hide

7 1 These pinna) are not always situated opposite to one another nor regularly

alternate. The pinna- <>f i>m- side seem to be develop! independently of those on the

oji|H,Mt. Ml.'. The M/- of i In- piiuuu varies in a manner that suggests that new pinnu-

ar<- mi, rjH.late.l L-tween the old ones ; but they rarely exceed a total length of 4 mm.

There are numerous siphonozooids. The most conspicuous of these are arranged

in petaloid areas on the under, i.e., proximal side of the rosette (fig. 2). The apex of

seven of these petaloid area ends at the fork between two autozooids, but the apex of

,
one area (fig. 2, V,) extends between the two autozooids to reach the distal side, where it

terminates at the base of the ninth autozooid. This area is, according to Dr. Juugcrsen

(p. 82), the ventral area. At the apex of the dorsal petaloid area, i.e., the one imme-

diately opposite to this, there is a single siphonozooid distinguished by its greater

site (fig. -J, !>.).

The siphonozooids of these areas are about 0*3 mm. in diameter and project

slightly as small conical warts or papilla) above the ccenenchym. There can be no

doubt that they are to a certain extent contracted, as the mouth area is very con-

stricted. From the apex of the cone of many there projects a single long (O'G mm.)

simple digitiform tentacle (fig. 4). I have little doubt that each siphonozooid has such

a tentacle, but it is broken off or completely retracted in many.
In addition to these, there are many other siphonozooids distributed on the stalk

and bulb. They are very inconspicuous when the surface of the spirit specimen is

examined, but they can be recognised as minute slit-like depressions, arranged in

longitudinal rows, when a simple magnifying glass is used. I cut tangential sections

through a small piece of the upper part of the bulb and found that these siphonozooids

have a diameter of about 0'14 mm. (fig. 6.) The stoinodaeum is long, penetrating

right through the thick cortex of the bulb, is oval in section, the longer diameter l>eing

about H- i mm., and it has a well marked siphonoglyph (-S/). The specimen is not

sufficiently well preserved to enable me to state definitely that the dorsal mesenteric

filaments are present, but certain groups of darkly stained cells situated below the

stomodaeum probably represent these structures. These siphonozooids do not possess

a tentacle.

It was at this point in my investigation that a fire broke out in my lalx>ratory

and entirely destroyed the specimen. I am, therefore, unable to give any further

description of the distribution of these siphonozooids. There is no doubt that they
occur all along the thin part of the stalk and on the upper end of the bulb. I believe

they occur also on the lower part of the bulb, but I made no sections to confirm the

external features. It is not possible to make any definite statement concerning the

presence or absence of calcareous spicules in the bulb. There are no calcareous Ixxlies

in the upper part of the bulb, nor are there any in the autozooids or siphonozooids of

the rosette. In the one small piece of the dermis of the lower part of the bulb I could

find none, but it is just possible that a further search might have revealed them.
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There can be no doubt that this specimen belongs to the same species as those

described by Kolliker (7) under the name Umbellula carpenteri. These specimens were

five in number, and found by the 'Challenger' at depths of 1975 fathoms and 1950

fathoms in the south polar seas ; the stage of growth of the
'

Discovery' specimen

being probably an older one than specimen E of the
'

Challenger
'

series.

But although we may be satisfied to give the specimen Kolliker's name, the careful

description by Dr. Jungersen (6) of a series of specimens of the north polar and deep
Atlantic species, U. encrinus, has impressed me with the belief that in time these two

species (
U. encrinus and U. carpenteri) will be merged into one. There is no doubt that

they are closely related, but as accident has prevented me from further testing this

opinion I must leave the problem for others to consider. The striking similarities in

structure between these north and south polar forms of Umbellula is, however, a matter

of theoretical interest.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE I.

FlO. 1. Umbellula carpenteri (reduced to \ size). Ait, Crown of Autozooids ; b., Peduncular bulb.

2. U. carpenteri. Proximal view of crown of autozooids. Natural size. Si., Petaloid area of

sipbonozooids ; D., Dorsal petaloid area terminating in a large siphonozooid ; V., Ventral

petaloid area ; G., An autozooid that was injured, the tentacles missing.

3. U. carpenteri. Distal view of the crown of autozooids. a, the ninth or
"
Haupt

"
zooid.

4. U. carpenteri. Four siphonozooids of the petaloid areas, tent., the single long tentacle of each

siphonozooid, X 40 diams.

5. U. carpenteri. Transverse section of one of the siphonozooids of a petalold area, x 120. Si.,

Siphonoglyph ; d. m., Dorsal mesenteries.

6. U. carpenteri. Transverse section of a small siphonozooid of the peduncular bulb, X 120.

.. 7. U. carpenteri. One of the tentacles of an autozooid, to show the arrangement of the pinnsc, x 2J.

.. 8. Primnoella divergent. Two whorls as seen in a spirit specimen, showing the manner in which

the scales project on the surface, x 10.

9. Primnoella divergent. A spicule of the calyx, X 50.

10. Primnoella divergens. A spicule of the coenenchyin, X 50.
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PLATE II.

Fin. 11. CfraJoitu dtliratula. A few branches of a colony, X 2.

.. 12 Ctraioiti* dtlitatula. a, 8pindle-haped tpicnle ; b, triangular plate, x loo.

.. \:\.Ctraiin emtarttica. A terminal branch, X 12.

l4.dntfi*i antarftiea. a, Spindle-shajtod Bpicule ; b, plate, x 100.
*

15. Ctrat*i*it mttarttie*. View of corona and folded tentacles, to thow the arrangement of the

piculet, X ca. 50.

\f>. Ctrateittt tpitata. A branch, x 2. At n. the horny node* may be seen.

\~.CtratoitH tfiffta. Hide view of a calyx, X ca. SO.

.. 18. Omttint qfitata. Spicolea. a, Forked ipicnle of a calyx ; b and r, irregular spicules of the

ocenenchyiu and calyx baw, x 50.

l9. Tlioiuirrll,i antarcttta. A ipicule of the corona, X 60. (See aUo Fijf. 24.)

20. ClamlariafranUiniana. Nat. tiie.

tl.CJamlariafranMniaiw. Rpicnle of body wall, x 75.

li.-AlepHtvm parttlm. Nat. size.

.. 23. Alcyfnivm pau&ri. a, Short clnb ipicnle of the cocnenchym, X 150 ; b, long pin< lie-shaped

ipicule of the body wall of an anthocodia, x 100.

II. TktiiarrUa antaretiea. A imall piece of a branch of a dried specimen, drawn from a phutogntpb,

xca.20.
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II.-HYDROID ZOOPHYTES.

BY SYDNEY J. HICKSON, M.A., F.R.8., Professor of Zoology in the Victoria

University of Manchester ; and

F. H. GRAVELY, B.8C., Research Scholar in the Victorui University of Maiichexter.

(4 plates.)

THE collection of Hydroid zoophytes made by the
'

Discovery
'

Expedition proved

to be remarkably rich and interesting. At the first inspection there seemed to be

but few species, and these (with the exception of a few solitary forms of /xim/>r</)

were large, ramified and gorgonia-like in consistency ; but a careful examination of

these large colonies soon revealed other species of epizoic habits which rapidly

increased in numbers as our investigations proceeded. In the end the numl>er of

distinct species was twenty-five, or about twice as many as we expected to find.

The large colonies of Halecium arboreum support Perigonimus antarcticus,

Stylactis halecii, Campanularia everta, C. laevis, Campanulina, and Ifalecium

ImtUurn.

Peryonimus antarcticus supports Campanulina A., Eudtndrium insigne, and

Lafofina longitheca. Eudendrium insigne was also found on a specimen of the

Alcyonariau genus Ceratoisis. Sertularella plectilis and Campanulina B. are

attached to a colony of Campanularia, verticillata,

Of the twenty-five species only two Obelin geniculata from the Auckland

Islands, and Dictyoclatlium fusciun from Coulman Island were found outside the

limits of McMurdo Bay and the edge of the great ice barrier. In other words,

twenty-three of the twenty-five species represent the hydroid zoophyte fauna of

the most southerly limit of our knowledge of marine zoology. Two species

Lampra microrhiza and Plinnularia glacialis were found only at the east end of

the Iwrrier.

It seems probable that the part of McMurdo Bay from which these specimens
came is covered with a continuous sheet of ice for the greater part of each year
and in some years has no open water. There is good reason for believing that

the great ice barrier is aHoat, and consequently the few specimens obtained by the

Expedition at the east end of the barrier may represent samples of a fauna that

extends for some distance under the barrier towards the South Pole.

We may regard this collection of Hydroid zoophytes as the representatives of

a sub-glacial fauna, and subject to the condition that larvae or free swimming
VOL. III. 2 C
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gonophores, if they occurred, could never or very rarely reach the surface of the

sea. It is, therefore, noteworthy in this connexion that, although there are eight

families represented, not a single species exhibits free swimming medusiform

gonophores. The only species in the whole collection with free swimming medusse

is Obelia geniculata from the Auckland Islands.

The question whether a particular specimen of zoophyte is or is not the type
of a new species must be, to a certain extent, a matter of opinion, or perhaps of

prejudice, of the systematic zoologist who describes the collection. The actual number

of new species in this collection therefore is not a matter of great statistical

importance. We regard, however, ten of the twenty-three sub-glacial species as

certainly new to science, and five species as probably new. Four species have only
been found elsewhere in Southern seas, one on the coast of California, and three are

European. Of the three European species only one Halecium tenellum has

hitherto been found in Southern seas.

The noteworthy features of the collection as a whole are : the large proportion

of new species, the absence of any definite new generic type, and the occurrence of

three species (excluding Obelia geniculata, which is well known to occur in Southern

seas) that are common species on the British coast.

The most remarkable and interesting species is undoubtedly Hydractinia dendritica,

a new species, which we have decided to study in greater detail. The question of the

extent of degeneration of the gonophores of the sub-glacial species as compared with

that of similar species living in open seas, is one -that appears to us likely to furnish

some interesting results if carefully pursued.

In conclusion we wish to express our sense of admiration and appreciation of the

services rendered to science by Mr. Hodgson, the biologist of the Expedition, in

collecting these Hydrozoa. The work of boring holes in the ice and of patiently

dredging under the severe conditions of an Antarctic winter must have been of a

nature that demanded extraordinary skill and enthusiasm in the cause of zoology.

The following is a complete list of the species we have described. They all come

from McMurdo Bay, except those with specially named localities.

There is not sufficient material to make any definite statement as to bathymetric

range, but it is noteworthy that several species were found in depths ranging from

shallow water down to 130 fathoms.

GYMNOBLASTEA.

FAM. BOUGAINVILLIIDAE.

Perigonimus antarcticus, sp. n. 10-130 fathoms.

Eudtndrium insigne, Hincks. 10-20 fathoms.

Stylactis hakcii, sp. n. 20 fathoms.

FAM. PODOCORYN1DAE.

Hydractinia dendritica, sp. n. 5-10 fathoms.
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FAM. TUBULARIIDAE.

Tubulttrm nilfikii. Bale. 1(>-20 fathom*.

Tubataria Hodyioni, up. n. ISO fathom*.

Tubularia longttaffii, sp. n. 124 fathoms.

FAM. CORYNIDAE.

Two undetermined specie*. 0-20 and 100 fathoms.

FAM. CORYMORPHIDAE.

Lmmprn /wnda, sp. n. 10-20 fathoms.

Lampra micrtrkua, tp. n. E. end of Barrier. 300 fathoms.

FAM. MYRIOTHELIDAE.
J/yriotMa (?).

*

CALYPTOBLASTEA.

FAM. 8ERTULARIIDAE.

Srrtvlartlla tpirali*, sp. n. 130 fathoms.

Strtularttla phttHu, sp. n. 0-130 fathom*.

Dietyxladium fturtim, sp. n. Coalman Island. *-15 fathoms.

FAM. PLUMULARIIDAE.
/'lumitlaria glacialu, sp. n. E. end of Barrier. 100 fathoms.

FAM. CAMPANULARIIDAE.

SUB-FAX. ( 'AMI-AM I.AUIINAK.

Campanularia tvrtirillata, Linna>iu. New variety. 10-20 fathoms.

Campanulana eerrta, Clark. 0-20 fathoms.

Campmularia latvit, Hartlaub. 0-20 fathoms.

SUB-FAX. UALKCIINAE.

Halteivm orbortvm, Allman. E. end of Barrier and McMurdo Bay. 0-180 fathoms.

flaltfium teruUum, Hincks. 10-20 fathoms.

SUB-FAX. LAFO^INAE.

Lafotina Imgtfhtca, Jaderholm. 0-20 fathoms.

FAM. EUCOPIDAE.
nbflia ytnitnlaJa, Linnnos. Auckland Islands.

Campanulina (A). 0-20 fathoms.

Campanuluta (B). 0-20 fathoms.

THE CLASSIFICATION ADOPTED.

One of the greatest difficulties that the systematic zoologist has to meet in writing
an account of a collection of Hydrozoa is the determination of the system of classifica-

tion that he will adopt There are so many different opinions as to the relative

systematic value of the characters presented by the hydrosome and gonosome

respectively, and our knowledge of the extent of the modification of these characters

by environmental conditions is so imperfect that every system of classification that

2C2
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has been proposed must present to those who are working upon new materials or on

new lines of research many inconsistencies and inconveniences.

The best classification is, after all, the one that is most convenient for the

particular class of investigation that the author is engaged upon, and consequently

those who approach the Hydrozoa from one side will be inclined to adopt a classifica-

tion which to authors who approach it from another seems erroneous or unsatisfactory.

It is clearly not to the advantage of Science that the classification of a group of

animals should constantly change, and it is better to adopt one which may in some

respects seem unsatisfactory than to propose alterations upon any grounds other than

those of wide and far-reaching new investigation.

Allman and Hincks, the two great pioneers of the zoology of Hydrozoa, distributed

the genera amongst a large number of families ; in fact, according to their system a

great many genera stand alone, or almost alone, in a family.

The tendency of recent systematists has been to rearrange the genera in such a

manner as to reduce the number of families, and this tendency appears to us to be not

only more convenient but to be founded on a sound scientific basis.

The system we have used is that adopted by one of us in his essay on the

Coelenterata in the Cambridge Natural History, Vol. I.; a system which, like any other,

is open to many criticisms in detail, but has been found on the whole to suit our

purpose as well as any other.

FAMILY BOUGA1NVILLIIDAE.

This family includes, according to our system, the sub-families Buuyainvilliinae

(Bouf/ainvilliidae, Gegenbaur), Margelinae (Margelidae, Hseckel), Dicorynae (Dicory-

nidae, Allman), Eudendriinae (Eudendriidae, Hincks), and the Bimeriinae (Bimeriidae,

Allman).

The hydranths in this family have a single circle of filiform tentacles, and the base

of the hydranths is protected by a tube of perisarc.

The inclusion of Stylactis in the sub-family Bimeriinae is perhaps the most

unsatisfactory feature in this arrangement, but as we have found in some cases a short

collar-like tube of perisarc at the base of the hydranths (fig. 33, c. p.), which has not

been observed, so far, in any species of the family the Podocorynidae to which in

other respects Stylactis has many affinities, we have retained it in this family.

SUB-FAMILY BOUGAINVILLIINAE.

PEEIGONIMUS ANTARCTICUS.

(Plate I., figs. 1, 2, 3 ; and Plate IV., fig. 32.)

Ferigonimus sp., Hartlaub, Voy. dn Belgica, Hydroiden, (1904).

Locality. Common in McMurdo Bay at depths of 0-130 fms.

The species was found in no less than eleven of the bottles sent to us, and is usually
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On this a4fount it might be placed by dome authorities in Allinan's genus
II ////./, I. in for reasons that have recently been urged by Motz-Kossowska

(17 : pp- 68-71) we are of opinion that Wriyhtia should be merged with J'erii/tmimuM.

In this particular case the reasons for disregarding the genus Wriyhtia seem to be

jwrtii-ularly strong. The size of the colonies and of the individual zooids being much

greater than in the only known species of Wrightia, the specimens would, in the

absence of the gonophorcs, le undoubtedly referred to the genus Periyonimus. If

Pfrit/tmimu* shares the power or possibility that some other genera of gymnoblastic

hydroids undoubtedly possess of variation in the character of the lil>eratiou of the

gonophores, being in some cases phanerocodonic and in others adelocodonic, we should

at least expect that the adelocodonic variation or condition would occur iu specimens

living in an arm of the sea such as McMurdo Bay, that is for so many months in the

year covered with ice.

Ili/drofome. From the ramifying hydrorhiza attached to the Halecium several

unbranched or occasionally slightly branched hydrocauli arise (fig. 1). They attain to

a height of about 8 mm. Many of the hydrocauli appear to be simply unattached

branches of the hydrorhiza, and even the pedicels of the gonophores occasionally give

off branches of indefinite function and power of growth.

The transition from hydrocaulus to hydranth is gradual, the length of each

hyilntnth being about 1 mm. The hypostome is conical and is surrounded at its base

by a circlet of about 10 filiform tentacles each about 0*6 mm. in length. The

perisarc is continued as an exceedingly thin film over the hydranth as far as the base

of the tentacles. The hydrant hs vary considerably in shape (fig. 3) and are probably

very contractile.

Gonotome. The gonophores are situated on short pedicels which, in the case of

the female, are thickened distally. The colonies appear to be invariably dioecious.

In both sexes the gonophore is a degenerate medusa. In both sexes the gonopbore
is protected by a thin layer of perisarc. It is larger in the female than in the male

(1-1 mm. x 0*9 mm. in the female, and 0*9 mm. x 0*7 mm. in the male).

In the female gonophore there is a large sub-umbrella cavity (fig. 3, *M.C.), the

manubrium is well developed and has a well-marked endoderm cavity.

In the young gonophore there is a distinct endodcrmal layer of cells and

mesogloea in the umbrella, but in the adult gonophore (fig. 32) these are reduced

to a non-cellular mesogloea except at the margin, where a cord of cells represents
the ring canal. There are no radial canals in the adult gonophore.

In the male gouophore the sub-umbrella cavity is completely filled with sperm
cells (figs. 2 and 32, sp.).
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It is possible that this species of Perigonimus is identical with the one obtained

by the 'Belgica' in 71 15' S. and 87 39' W. (8: pp. 8-9; PI. I., fig. 2); but

Dr. Hartlaub had not the good fortune to be able to examine and report upon the

gonophores.

The hydrosome has also some resemblance to that of the British species

P. coccineus (Wright, see Hincks, 11 : pp. 97-98) of which the gonophores are not

known.

Of the better known British species it has some affinities with P. serpens

(Allman, 2 : pp. 327-328 ;
PL XL, figs. 7-9), but differs from it in the more slender

hydrocauli and the more distinct difference between hydrocaulus and hydranth and

in the adelocodonic gonophores.

Sars (21: pp. 28-32; PL II., figs. 37-43) has described a species from

20-30 fathoms off Manger, Norway, which he named Rhizoragium roseum. This

species appears to us to be so closely related to Perigonimus antarcticus that it

might with some propriety be placed in the same species. The reason for separating

Rhizoragium roseum from the genus Perigonimus was undoubtedly the adelocodonic

medusoid character of the gonophores, but in the character of the hydrosome it is

undoubtedly a Perigonimus.

Sars describes the
" medusa-buds

"
as uncommonly large (up to 1 mm. in diam.)

in proportion to the hydranths, the claviform naked part of which is only 0'3
'
5 mm. in diameter. They are not attached to the naked part, but are situated

on the creeping hydrorhiza as in P. muscoides. The degeneration of the gouophores

consists in a reduction of the umbrella-wall and the loss of the radial canals and

umbrella-mouth. In the oldest gonophores, however, the margin of the umbrella

was thickened, and judging from the figure, it bore rudimentary tentacular processes.

P. antarcticus resembles Rhizoragium roseum in many of these characters and

also in the shapes and general characters of the hydranths and the number of their

tentacles, but differs from it in the slightly branching habit of the hydrocauli and

in having some of the gonophores arising near the proximal ends of the hydrocauli

instead of only from the hydrorhiza. The gonophores of P. antarcticus are protected

by a chitinous perisarc, but this is very thin, and may have been overlooked by Sars

in his species. We have not found in our species any processes on the gonophores

corresponding with the tentacular processes figured by Sars. However, in Rhizoragium

the tentacular processes only occur in gonophores old enough to contain planulae

larvae. In our species, on the other hand, the more mature gonophores exhibit a

less well developed marginal thickening and in other respects the umbrella-wall is

more degenerate than in the younger stages, and it therefore seems to us improbable

that the tentacular processes would be present in stages old enough to contain larvae.

Our conclusion is, therefore, that it is more convenient to regard Rhizoragium

roseum which should in our opinion be called Perigonimus roseus and Perigonimus

antarcticus as distinct species.
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SUB-FAMILY EUDENDRIINAK.

EODKXDRIUM INSIGNK.

(Plate I., fig. 4.)

Eiuttndrium intiynt, Hindu, Rrituh Hydroid Zoophyte* (18GH), pp. 86-87.

Locality. McMurdo Bay, February 20th and 28th, 1902; March 21st, 1903;

10-20 tat IK. in-.

Tliis delicate little hydroid, consisting of small irregularly branched colonies, was

found attached to other Coelenterata, such as CercUoisia and Campanulnrin. It did not

<( ur in great abundance, but a few colonies were found in several bottles of specimens

(.l.tained in McMurdo Bay.

Hydrosomt. The hydrorhiza consists of a plexus of branching roots loosely

attached to its support At frequent intervals it gives off hydrocauli, which

are themselves branched. These stems are very slender, strictly monosiphonic,

si-Mom upright, but growing in a straggling tangle like the stems of a climbing

plant searching for a new support. The hydrorhiza and the free hydrocauli are

invested by a thin straw-coloured perisarc, which is slightly annulated at the base of

and at intervals on the hydrocauli.

There is considerable difficulty in distinguishing between hydrorhiza and the

stem, and many of the stems that are now free may possibly have been at one time

attached to the support This difficulty renders the estimation of the height of the

colony a matter of conjecture, but it is about 25 mm.
The perisarc frequently ends very abruptly at the base of the hydranths,

but in some cases it seems to attenuate gradually.

The hydranths are 0*5 mm. in height and have the usual characters of the

genus. There are about twenty filiform tentacles 0*5 mm. in length, arranged in

a single verticel at the base of a trumpet-shaped hypostome (fig.
I ).

At the base of the hydranth there is a circular groove bounded proximally

by a collar of very conspicuous deeply-staining cells (fig. 4, e.). Occasionally

both collar and groove are apparently absent

Hincks does not give a clear figure of this groove or collar in the British

specimens, but states (p. 87) that "there is a circular groove near the base of the

Ixxly, from which the gonophores spring a portion of the structure which I

misinterpreted at first, and which led me to suppose that there was a shallow

cup round the base of the polypite." From this quotation it would appear that in

Hincks' specimens, as in the Antarctic forms, the lower margin of the groove was

sometimes slightly swollen out to form a collar. In general form and size the

Antarctic specimens resemble the European specimens, but they differ from them

in the respect that the perisarc is less "closely ringed throughout"
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Although Eudendrium insigne appears to be widely distributed in the seas of the

Northern hemisphere, it is not included in Hartlaub's list (10 : pp. 505-509) of

Southern species.

SUB-FAMILY BIMEEIINAE.

GENUS STYLACTIS.

The generic name Stylactis was introduced by Allman for two species referred

to the genus Podocoryne by Sars (P. fucicola, and a variety of P. carnea). The

principal characters that distinguish the genus from Podocoryne are (l) The

absence of any superficial coenosarc covering the hydrorhizal plexus ; and (2) the

gonophores in the form of sporosacs instead of free swimming medusae. From

Hydracjtinia the genus is distinguished by the first of these characters, but it agrees

with it in the second character.

Allman placed the genus in his family Bimeriidae, and thus removed it from the

neighbourhood of the other two genera.

The opinion of later writers appears to favour the view that Stylactis is more

closely related to Hydractinia and Podocoryne than Allman 's classification suggests.

Bonnevie (5 : p. 485) unites Hydractinia and Podocoryne into one genus,

Hydractinia, and Motz-Kossowska (17 : pp. 81-85) includes in the same genus the

two species that formed the genus Stylactis of Allman, and has added a new species

H. pruvoti from the Balearic Islands, which is intermediate in characters between the

species attributed by older authors to the genera Stylactis and Podocoryne

respectively.

We are quite convinced of the general affinities of the three genera, which

are indeed emphasised by this collection from the Antarctic Sea in so far as we

have a species of Stylactis with dactylozooids of a simple kind, and a species of

Hydractinia without dactylozooids, the usual condition being that Stylactis has

dactylozooids and Hydractinia has not. At the same time, the hydrorhiza of our

two forms is so distinct and the minute characters of the gonophores so different

that we have thought it better to retain the generic name Stylactis and keep it in

the family Bougainvilliidae for the present.

STYLACTIS HALECII.

(Plate I., figs. 5, 6 ; and Plate IV., fig. 33).

Locality: McMurdo Bay; February 28th, 1902. Found at depths of less

than 20 fathoms.

A considerable quantity of this interesting species was found encrusting the

thicker stems of Halecium arboreum. It arrived in a fairly good state of preservation

notwithstanding that the bottle containing it was broken in transit.

Hydrosome. The hydranths arise directly from an encrusting hydrorhiza
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. .iii-i -tin-.' of u dense ma*w of branching and anastomosing tubes (fig. 6). Each

ml* 1 is covered with its own very thin sheath of perisarc (fig. 33) and there is no

ci mimon sheath of coenosarc covering the hydrorhiza as a whole, such as we find

in the Podocorynidae. In the central parts of the hydrorhiza the tul>cH are closely

parked, anastomose freely, and are disposed in several layers. At the periphery

however the tul>e8 are reduced to a single layer, l>ecome more dispersed, and

anastomose slightly (fig. 3). There are three kinds of zooids.

In the central part of the colony there are gastrozooids and blastostyles (gonozooids)

(fig. 6) ; at the periphery, gastrozooids and dactylozooids (fig. 5). The gastrozooids

(figs. 5 and 6, gs.) are 1-2 mm. in height They exhibit a conk-al hypostomc

surrounded by a circlet of six to ten simple tentacles each alxnit 5 mm. in length.

The dactylozooids (fig. 5, d.) are short finger-like structures 0'25 mm. long by

O'OG in diameter, terminating in a pad distally which bears a battery of nematocysts.

The dactylozooids appear to be covered with a chitinous perisarc, but in sections

it is seen to be extremely thin or absent at the distal extremity. We have some

specimens with the nematocysts discharged, and there can be little doubt therefore

that the Iwttery is functional. These dactylozooids have no tentacles. The

blastostyles are shorter than the gastrozooids, and usually exhibit neither mouth

nor tentacles (fig. 6, U.). There is always a short conical hypostome armed with

nematocysts, and occasionally this is surrounded by a circle of four rudimentary

tentacles (fig. 6, bi t.).

The body of the blastostyle is usually considerably dilated and has a

superficial resemblance to a simple ovoid sporosac,

ff'i<H.'M.//i*
>

. The medusoid structure of the gonosome is completely reduced

in the male, but as no female blastostyles were found we can make no statement

to the effect that the same is true of both sexes. The sperm cells (fig. 33, */>.)
arc

found in a dense cluster between the ectoderm and endodenn even in the youngest

blastoetyles we have examined (O'l mm. in length), and neither in these nor in the

older blastostyles can we find any true medusoid structures.

FAMILY PODOCORYNIDAE.

In this family we include Pttdocvryne (Baa), Ifydrtictlnut (Allman), and other

len well-known allied genera. The very interesting new genus llydrodendrium

(Nutting) may, we consider, be now included in this family, as the species Jlydractinin

dtndritiai connects it with the other species of J/ydractinia.

I h I >K \< I I MA DKNimiTICA.

(Plate II., figs. 7, 8, 9, 9a, 10.)

ZrfJtti/i/iw. Specimen A: W.Q., March 21st, 1902; -10 fms. Specimen B:

Locality unrecorded. Label lost

VOL. 111. 2 D
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It is necessary in the description of this very remarkable hydroid to refer

constantly to the special characters of the two specimens we received. We shall

therefore call them specimen A and specimen B respectively.

Specimen A consists of a single continuous colony encrusting the stems of a

specimen of Halecium arboreum. From this encrusting mass, which possesses all the

general features of an ordinary Hydractinia, a single upright branching stem arises,

which has some resemblance to the stems of Hydrodendrium gorgonoides (Nutting 20 :

pp. 936-938 ;
PI. I., figs. 1-6 ; PI. VII., figs. 1-2).

Specimen B consists of a large number of brittle and broken stems bearing

Hydractinian hydranths, but without any encrusting base or hydrorhiza. It seems

probable that all these broken stems belong to one colony, and we are convinced

that specimen B belongs to the same species as specimen A.

Specimen A. There are two regions in this specimen, the encrusting or basal

region, and the upright branching stem, the rhizocaulus. The basal part (fig. 9,

enc. r., fig. 9a) entirely surrounds the polysiphonic stems of Halecium arboreum, only

a few pinnules of the supporting hydroid penetrating it and being exposed. It is

about 0'4 mm. thick, the outer part to a depth of about, 0'2 mm. from the surface

containing coenosarc, the lower part consisting of a lacunar skeleton with strands of

tissue in some of the lacunae, whilst others may be empty. The "
spines

"
of other

species of Hydractinia and of Podocoryne are represented in this species by a series

of low ridges (fig. 7, r. sp.\ often continuous with each other, but projecting

irregularly on the surface of the colony. They have some resemblance to the

hydrophores of Ceratella (Spencer 21), but seem to have no definite relation to the

zooids. There are only two kinds of zooids, the gastrozooids and the blastostyles

(gonozooids).

The gastrozooids (fig. 7, gz.) vary a good deal in length. The usual length is

about 2 mm., but they are in some cases as much as 4 mm. in length. There is a

conical hypostome surrounded by a single circlet of from 9 to 13 tentacles, each

about 6 mm. in length. It is evident that the gastrozooids are extremely

contractile, and it is noteworthy that in some cases they have been killed introverted,

the circlet of tentacles having assumed a position at the base.

The blastostyles (fig. 7, bl.) are from 0'3-0 -

7 mm. in height. They are small

and degenerate. They usually exhibit a few small tentacles 05 mm. in length, but

in some cases no tentacles at all could be seen. They may have a minute mouth,

but usually have not. The gonophores (fig. 7, gph.) are all probably female and

in the form of sporosacs. They occur in a single circlet round the base of the

blastostyle.

The upright branching stem of this specimen rises to a height of about 40 mm.,

and is about 0'8 mm. in diameter at the base (fig. 9,/r. rhc.}. The ramification is

irregular, the eight or nine terminal branches ending in some cases in a long

filamentous process. The surface of these branches is remarkably smooth. The
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encrusting part of the colony, but distally the gastrozooids arc smaller and

apparently less contractile, and blastostylea are absent

SfHfchiirn />. Assuming that the pieces in the Itottle containing this specimen
all Itelong to one colony, we have estimated that the height of the colony must have

been at least 150 mm. There is no encrusting liasal support as in specimen A, and

the axes of the branches do not show any foreign hydroid or other kind of core. The

branches arise irregularly and anastomose freely (fig. 10). They are circular in section,

remarkably smooth on the surface, and their maximum diameter is al>out 3 mm.

They are therefore much longer and thicker than the upright branching stem of

specimen A, and we may add presumably older. Although there is no true basal part

similar to that of specimen A, the encrusting habit is seen in places where sponge

spicules and other foreign bodies have been overgrown by the colony.

The skeleton is composed of a series of parallel intercommunicating chitinoua

tubes, the superficial tul>es being externally incomplete, but there arc no definite

ridges or spines on the surface as in the basal part of specimen A.

On the larger branches there appear to !>< no zooids at all. At the distal ends

there are numerous small immature zooids which may become either gastrozooids or

blastostyles, as well as a considerable numlier of gastrozooids. These gastrozooids

(fig. 8, ;/i.) are about 1*5 mm. in height, and therefore slightly smaller than the

majority of the gastrozooids of the luisal part of specimen A. The mouth is on a

conical hypostome which is surrounded by a scries of filiform tentacles, 6-10 in number,

and each one about G mm. in length. Proximally to the region where the immature

zooids and gastrozooids occur there is a region with numerous ripe blastostyles

(fig. 8, bl.), and only a few gastrozooids. These blastostyles vary from 0*3 to 0'7 mm.
in height, but the majority are larger than those of A. They have 4-8 tentacles 0* 1-

0*2 mm. in length, and have in some cases a minute mouth. The blastostyles each

Itear from 1-5 sporosacs (fig. 7, //>A.) which in our specimens were all male, and when

ripe about 0*3 mm. in diameter. The sporosacs are borne jn.it nbvve the base of the

blastostyle. The branch shown in
fig. 7 is somewhat intermediate in character let ween

the region of gastrozooids alone and the typical region of blastostyles.

In comparing the two specimens we notice certain differences between the banal

part of specimen A and specimen B which might be regarded by some authors to be

of sufficient importance to necessitate their separation into distinct species. Thus, the

surface of B is smooth, of the basal part of A ridged ; the gastrozooids are smaller in

B than in A ; the blastostyles of B are on an average larger than in A, and have a

larger numlier of longer tentacles ; the sporosacs of B are larger and less numerous

than those of A, and are situated above the base, and not at the base, as in A. More-

over in B the skeleton has the form of a series of parallel but communicating tubes,

whereas in A it has the same irregular lacunar arrangement that is found in //. echinata

and other species.

2o2
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The fortunate preservation of a small and probably young branching stem of

specimen A, with gastrozooids at its proximal end similar to those of the basal parts

and at its distal end similar to those of specimen B ;
with a smooth surface similar to

that of specimen B, and ramifying and growing without any axial support as

specimen B does, may be regarded as conclusive evidence that the specimens belong to

the same species.

The species resembles Hydmctinia in having sessile hydranths, a thick membranous

hydrorhiza covered with a continuous sheath of ectoderm and provided with a lacunar

chitinous skeleton, and in having adelocodonic gonophores.

On the other hand, it differs from many of the species of Hydractinia in

forming large unsupported rhizocauline branching stems, and in the absence of

dactylozooids.

A species that has close affinities with H. dendritica is //. angusta, from 71 S. and

87 W. 400 metres (Hartlaub 9: pp. 7-8 ;
PL IV., figs. 1-6). It forms branching (?)

cylindrical rhizocauline stems. It has also tentaculate blastostyles and no dactylo-

zooids. But it has thorny processes on the surface, which in our species are confined

to the basal part ; the gastrozooids of our species are quite twice as large and the

tentacles are more numerous than in Hydractinia angusta.

It differs from Hydrodendrium gorgonoides (Nutting 20: pp. 936-938; PL I.,

figs. 1-6 ; PL VII., figs. 1-2) from Hawaii, in having definite blastostyles, in the

presence of a large hypostome on the gastrozooid, in the colonies being unisexual,

and in other characters. It resembles Hydrodendrium in the occurrence of branching

brittle rhizocauline stems, in the absence of spines on the surface, and in the

absence of dactylozooids.

Hydractinia angusta and Hydractinia dendritica form two interesting links in a

chain connecting the ordinary species of Hydractinia with Hydrodendrium. It may be

noted here that in addition to the species of Hydractinia mentioned above that have no

dactylozooids, Hydractinia parvixpina (Hartlaub), //. carnea, var. inermis, H. humilifi,

and //. provuti (Koss.) are said to have no dactylozooids ;
and in other species described

by Bonnevie (6), Hincks (11), and Allman (2) no mention is made of these peculiar

zooids. The presence of dactylozooids cannot therefore be regarded as a character of

the genus.

FAMILY TUBULARIIDAE.

GENUS TUBULARIA (Linn, emend. Allman).

We have found in the collection what appear to be three distinct species

of Tubularia, but of these, one is represented by a single hydranth, and one

by two hydranths. The third species agrees fairly well with the description given

in Bale's Australian Zoophytes of a species described in MS. by Halley from

Hobson's Bay.
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TUBDLARIA RALPHI.

(Plate IL, fig. 12.)

Tubularia ralphii, W. M. Bale, Cat. Anrtr. Hydroid Zoophytes Auotr. Miw. (1X84), p. 42.

Localities. W.Q., February 28th, 1902; -20 fms. Hut Point, October 18th

and November 13th, 1902. Flagou Point, January 17th, 1902 ; 10-20 fms.

This species is represented in the collection by a group of dead perisurcal t uln-s

and a single hydrant li which is not well preserved, as well as by a few immature

SJM-C
imrns.

llydroxnnt. The height of the colony is from GO-120 mm. In the W.Q.

specimen, five long and slender hydrocauli arise from a contorted hydrorhizal plexus.

Each hydrocaulus is unbranched, and considerably narrower at the base than at the

distal extremity, where its diameter is about 0'8 mm. The perisarc covering the

hydrocaulus is smooth and conspicuous, but becomes very thin and t run-parent at the

base of the hydranth. The hydrant h is Hask-shaped, and has a dense tuft of distal

tentacles and a circlet of about twenty or more proximal tentacles each al>out

5 mm. in length.

Gonownu. The blastostyles arise immediately above the proximal row of

tentacles. Owing to the condition of the specimen, their number could not Ix;

accurately determined.

The ripe gonophores (females only were observed) are somewhat pear-shaped, ami

provided distally with four rudimentary tentacles. The walls of the umbrella are very

thin, but the sub-umbrella cavity is large, and usually contains more than one, but not

more than three act inula*. No trace of tentacles could be observed on these larva-.

The blastostyles are very short, and the gonophores are borne upon them in dense

dusters, so that it is probable that in life they were not pendulous. The blastostyles

are about 2 mm. in length, and each ripe female gonophore al>out 1 mm. in length.

The male gonophores of another specimen were not mature.

The only printed description (4 : p. 42) of the type of this species which was

found in shallow water in Hobson's Bay, Victoria, is so short that it is impossible to

be certain that our identification of these Antarctic Tubulariaa is correct, but, except

in the fact that our specimens are rather larger than the type in several measurements,

there is no good reason for separating them from it

TCBULARIA HODGSONI.

(Plate II., fig. 13, and Plate IV., fig. 34.)

Looilily.\V.Q., January 1st, 1902; No. 6 hole; 130 fms. No. 11 hole,

April 25th, 1903.

Unfortunately, only two zooids of this remarkably interesting species were found.
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Hydrosome. The hydrocaulus springs from a hydrorhiza composed of thin

branches ramifying in a sponge. The hydrocaulus is unbranched, and rises to a

height of about 40 mm. It is of almost uniform diameter throughout.
The perisarc is thin, membranous, and ends rather abruptly a little below the

hydranth, which is marked off from the hydrocaulus by a slight constriction. The

height of the cylindrical hydranth is about 5 mm. There is a dense tuft of about

60 tentacles round the mouth. The proximal circlet is composed of about 25 tentacles,

7 mm. in length.

Gonosome. There are about nine bunches of closely packed spherical gonophores
attached in the usual manner to the inner or distal side of the proximal circlet of

tentacles. From the position they occupy in the spirit specimen lying close alongside

the wall of the hydranth, it seems probable that in life the hydranth was pendulous.
The blastostyles are about 5 mm. in length and the gonophores are 0*9 mm. in

diameter. The structure of the gonophores is extremely interesting. The umbrella

wall consists (fig. 34) of an outer layer of simple ectoderm, a thin layer of mesogloea,
and an inner layer of ectoderm cells, which appear to be tri-radiate in section, one of

the radii projecting into the mass of sperm cells, and the other two radii forming a

continuous thin membrane lining the sub-umbrella cavity. At the distal extremity
of the gonophore the inner and outer ectoderm layers are continuous, and between

them the umbrella wall is thickened and contains a ring of endoderm cells. In some

cases there are four short tentacular thickenings of the ectoderm at the mouth of the

gonophore (fig. 34). In the centre of the gonophore there is a well-marked manubrium

or spadix, with a lumen and without any clearly-defined ectoderm covering. The

sperm cells entirely fill the space between this endodermal spadix and the umbrella

wall. The sperm cells lying in contact with the manubrium are evidently in the

earlier stages of spermagenesis, those lying at the periphery of the sub-umbrella

cavity in the later stages of spermagenesis (fig. 34, sp.), so that it may be said that

the sperm cells ripen from within outwards.

The absence of any well-defined canals in the gonophore, and the presence of

four conical rudimentary tentacles, suggests affinities with Agassiz's sub- genus
Thamnocnidia (\ : see 2, pp. 399-400, 406, and 416), but apart from this it is not

possible to find any close affinities with other species of the genus.

TUBULARIA LONGSTAFFI.

(Plate II., fig. 11.)

Locality. No. 6 hole, April 8th, 1903 ; 124 fms.

Only a single specimen of this magnificent Tubularian zoophyte was found, and

it bears unfortunately only a single hydranth. As it appears to be quite distinct

from Tubularia hodgsoni and does not agree with any other species of the genus
that has hitherto been described, we propose to call it Tubularia longvtaffi.
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// The hydrocaulus is unhranche<l and about 2 mm. in diameter

at the distal end. It rises to a height of 70 mm. At its base, where it is

extraordinarily slender, there are three or four hydrorhizal brunches. It is invested

l'\ .1 rnIltillllOUS Smooth till t'
|.rri-;i!.-.

At til.' 1 .;!- . .f tin- tl.l-k
~!i:i|.<-.l

li \ ,1: ;in ! ii

the hydrocaulus is slightly constricted.

Just above 'this constriction the hydranth expands to form the support of the

proximal circlet of tentacles. The tentacles of this proximal circlet are 25 in

number and alxnit 12 mm. in length. Just above this circlet of tentacles arise the

eight long slender blastostyles.

From the base of the blastostyles the hydranth narrows rapidly to form the

conical hypostome surrounded by a dense tuft of distal tentacles, each about 2 mm.
in length.

Gonosome. The eight blastostyles are in the contracted condition of spirit

specimens about 14 mm. in length and bear a great number of flattened gonophores.
The gonophores are all female, and about 2 mm. x 2*5 mm. in size. They have

no radial or ring canals, but, like Tubularia hodg&oni, they have four rudimentary
tentacles.

Actinulaa with proximal tentacles.

This form appears to be most closely allied to T. tpectabilis (Agassi*) from the

coast of Massachusetts, described by Allinan (2: pp. 414-5, see also pp. 416-7), in

size and general form ; but as the description is not very full, it is not possible to

determine the identity of the two species with certainty.

It differs, however, from the description of T. spectabili* in having the

blastostyles disposed in a single row, and not in two or three rows one over the

other.

Moreover, the hydrorhiza of our specimens shows no sign of being
"
very

much contorted, irregularly branched, and densely intertwined."

CORYNIDAB.

Species A.

Locality. W.Q., McMurdo Bay, February 20th, 1902; -20 fms.

A single hydranth was found at the bottom of the bottle containing various

hydroids from this locality, which appears to belong to some genus of the family

Corynidae. Without further evidence than we possess at present we cannot even

venture to suggest the name of the genus to which it belongs.

The hydranth is about 0*7 mm. in height, and almost spherical in shape. It

has a conical hypostome and six scattered capitate tentacles. The presence of a

short stolon or stem at the base of the hydranth suggests that the species is

colonial in habit

No gonophores are present
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Species B.

(Plate III, fig. 17.)

Localities. W.Q., Hut Point, November 13th, 1902. W.Q., Hut Point,

September 27th, 1902. East end of the Barrier, January 29th, 1902 ; 100 fms.

Three specimens of a solitary (?) coryniform hydranth were found in the

bottles containing hydroids from these localities attached to the sponge spicule

debris. The hydrocaulus is 3' 5 mm. in length. The hydranth is 2 mm. in height

and 0*6 mm. in diameter, cylindrical in shape, with short scattered capitate

tentacles 3 mm. in length. The proximal end of the hydrocaulus is covered by a

chitinous perisarc and gives off 3 or 4 hydrorhizal filaments (fig. 17, hrh. /.), for

attachment to the sponge spicule debris. No gonophores are present.

Bonnevie describes a solitary form, Coryne gigantea, from Hammerfest (7 : p. 15),

but this species differs from our specimens in having a hydranth longer than the

hydrocaulus and in having the tentacles arranged in groups of three or four

instead of singly.

There is some reason for believing, from the evidence afforded by these

specimens, that at least two species of Corynidae occur in the Antarctic Sea.

This is an interesting conclusion, as no specimens of the family were obtained

by the
'

Belgica
'

or
'

Challenger
'

expeditions, nor has the family been discovered

yet in the Falkland Islands. Hartlaub (10 : pp. 505-509), however, describes two

species of Coryne, one species of Syncoryne and one species of Gemmaria from the

coasts of Chili, etc.

It is also noteworthy that these few specimens are the only Hydrozoa in the

collection with capitate tentacles ;
it is therefore quite certain that they are not detached

zooids from other large colonies that we have found in the collection, and improbable

that they represent initial stages in the life history of these large colonial forms.

FAMILY CORYMOEPHIDAE.

The genera belonging to this family that are sufficiently well known to be

generally recognised are Branchiocerianthus, Monocaulus, Corymorpha, Lampra,

Gymnogonos, Heterostephanus.

The genus Branchiocerianthm (Mark 15 and 16) appears to be perfectly distinct,

and does not offer any difficulties to the systematist. Corymorpha (M. Sars, 1835)

and Heterostephanus (Allman) differ from the other genera in producing in both sexes

free medusiform gonophores. Allman (2 : pp. 395-6) introduced the genus Monocaulus

for the species with adelocodonic gonophores described by Sars as Corymorpha glaciali*,

and he included in the same genus Corymorpha pendula (Agassiz) and the giant

deep-sea species Monocaulux imperator.
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Buiuii-vu- (5 : pp. 469-471) in 189H instituted the genera Lnin/>ni and (jyiniiiM/inutti.

Tin- authoress includes all the species Mongiug to this group of genera with
" niedusoid

"
gonophores in the genus CbryNWrpAa. All species with

"
pseudo-

medusoid
"
gonophaitt are placed in the genus Laiapra, and those with "

styloid
"

gouophores in the genus Gymmyono*.
This classification appears to us to be reasonable and will probably serve a useful

purpose for some years. Difficulties are sure to arise later when species arc found with

intermediate characters, but at present we can recognise three distinct steps in the

degeneration of the mcdusiform gonophore which may IHJ used for purposes of

classification. There is the
" niedusoid

"
gonophore showing some evidence of

degeneration, but retaining the endocodon or sub-umbrella cavity, the
"
pseudo-

medusoid
"
gonophore retaining the umbrella wall, but with no sub-umbrella cavity ;

and, lastly, the
"
styloid

"
gonophore with little or no definite trace of medusoid

structure.

LAMPRA PARVULA.

(Plate III., figs. 15, 16 ; and Plate IV., fig. 35.)

Localities. Off Hut Point and Flagon Point in McMurdo Bay. Sexually mature

and full-grown specimens obtained from September to December, 1902, and Septemler,

1903. Young specimens obtained January, February, March and Octolwr, 1902, and

January, 1903. Depth, 10-20 fms.

A great many specimens of this interesting little species were found in several

tubes and bottles from the localities named above. They are attached by root-like

processes from the basal end to polyzoa (fig. 15) and to a curious felt-work mass of

substance that is mainly composed of sponge spicules (fig. 16). Although /,///////

parvula presents us with the largest hydroid zooid, except those of L. mii-j-or/iicn and

of Tubular iii in the collection, yet they are considerably smaller than the zooids of any
known species of l/iinj>rn or

('<'i-i/ni"rj>/i<i. The zooids of the only known species of

Gymiuyonof, however, are only 10-20 mm. in height Like many other species of

Corymorphidae, the colour of the spirit specimens is dark reddish-brown.

In habit the species closely resembles Lampra *ocia (Swenander, 23 : pp. 6-8,

figs. 1-2) from the Trondhjem fjord, several specimens being usually found in groups

more or less imbedded in the sponge debris mass. A few very young specimens were

found attached singly to the stems of calcareous polyzoa (fig. 15), or more rarely to

other hydroids. L. soda was found attached to the branches of I^ophuhdia proli/era.

JfydroAtnne. The height of the full-grown polyps from the base to the mouth is

about 30 mm.
In a great many specimens (fig. 16) there is a sudden diminution in the diameter

of the polyp about half the distance from the base to the tentacles. The position of

the constriction varies a good deal in different specimens, and in some it is hardly

noticeable, the stems gradually tapering from the Iwse to the neck. The thicker luxsal

YOU III. 2 K
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portion of the polyp is invested by a fairly thick pellicle of very different appearance

from the typical perisarc of the Tubulariidse. In many specimens, which have perhaps

shrunk in the preservation, the pellicle is only loosely attached to the body wall.

The distal tentacles are very numerous (60-70) and about 1 5 mm. in length.

In the proximal ring there are about 30 tentacles, each about 10 mm. in length.

Gonosomf. The gonophores are situated in compact bunches in close proximity

to the inner aspect of the proximal circle of tentacles (fig. 16). They are almost

spherical in shape, the female gonophores being about 1 mm. and the male

gonophores 8 mm. in diameter.

As in other species of the genus, they are
"
pseudo-medusoid

"
in character (fig. 35).

In many specimens ova (fig. 35, ov. rup.) may be seen somewhat constricted in

the middle and obviously rupturing the wall of the gonophore. Bonnevie (6: p. 21)

states that in Lampra sardii the ova "
leave the gonophores at a very early stage

of their development and remain for a time attached to the mouth of the gonophores."

LAMPRA MICRORHIZA.

(Plate II.
, fig. 14.)

Locality: OS the Barrier, January 27th, 1902 ; 300 fms.

Though small as compared with other Corymorphidae, this is by far the largest

hydranth of the collection.

Unfortunately, the two specimens obtained are in a very bad state of preservation,

and although sections of the mass of tissues in the position of the blastostyles have

been made, it has been impossible to demonstrate with certainty any gonophore

structures. It is mainly on account of the dark brown colour that these specimens

are referred to the genus Lampra.

Jlydrosbme. The hydrocaulus rises to a height of 50-60 mm.
;

it is about 3 mm.

in diameter throughout, and proximally is loosely covered by a thin chitinous pellicle

(fig. 14, c. p.); at the proximal end it gives off a very large number of extremely

delicate processes for attachment (fig. 14, hrh. /.). The hydranth is not separated

from the hydrocaulus by a constriction. The proximal tentacles are 40-50 in number

and about 40 mm. in length ;
the distal tentacles appear to be about 7 mm. in length,

but are matted together and cannot be clearly seen in the preserved specimens.

Gonosome. Blastostyles branched ; 5 (?) mm. in length.

FAMILY MYRIOTHELIDAE.

(MYRIOTHELA ?)

(Plate III., fig. 18.)

Locality: W.Q., Hut Point, November 13th, 1902.

A single specimen of a hydroid belonging probably to this family was preserved

in a separate tube from this locality.
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A solitary zookL The hydrocaulus is about 8 mm. in height and

about '2 mm. in diameter for the greater part of its length. At the base it is much

thinner and gives off numerous hydrorhizal filaments (tig. IB, ////./.) for attachment

to the sponge spieule debris. It is covered throughout its length by a thin chitiuous

perisarc with transverse striations.

The hydranth is naked, about G mm. in length, and spindle-shaped, thickening

gradually from the hydrocaulus, and then gradually tapering to form the conical

hypostome. The distal half of the hydranth bears numerous short, thick, scattered

conical or hemispherical tentacles (fig. 18, t.) the largest of which are situated just

above the thickest part of the hydranth.

Gono90u: No gonophores are present.

Although we are unable to give a generic or specific name to this specimen, we

are anxious to record the existence of a member of this family in the Antarctic Sea.

1 1.iri l.nili. in his summary of the Southern Hydroids, does not mention the family at

all, but Jadcrholm (13 : p. 2.) records the occurrence of J/. (luntni-ycvri/uu from

South Georgia.

FAMILY SERTULARIIDAE.

SKRTULARELLA SPIRAUS.

(Plate III., figs. 19, 20.)

Locality. W.Q., No. 10 hole, July 3rd, 1903; 130 fm.s.

Several fine colonies of this species were obtained from this hole at the date

given above. It is perhaps noteworthy that no other specimens were obtained from

any other localities, although at this particular spot the species seems to have

been so abundant. Unfortunately, all the colonies were torn away from their

attachments, so that in some particulars our description must be imperfect

Hydivwnw. The slender monosiphonic hydrocaulus is 250 mm. or more in

height It is bent alternately right and left at intervals of 5 mm., and at each

geniculation two branches are given off from the major angle. Each of these

branches is about 40 mm. in length, slightly gcniculated and piunately branched,

the pinnules arising as before from the neighbourhood of the angles. Their internodes

an about 2*5 mm. in length. In some cases one or both of the branches themselves

are elongated to form an axis similar to the main axis and give rise to secondary

branches similar to the primary branches.

The general effect of this method of ramification is to give the appearance of

a spiral form similar to that so characteristic of the genus J/ytlrallnutnia.

The pinnules vary in length up to 30 mm. and are divided into a series of

intcrnodes by geuiculatious, but these interuodes are not all of the same length

(0*6-1*0 mm.), increasing somewhat in length in the distal parts. Proximally the

nodes are not very clearly marked.

2 E2
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Each internode of a pinnule bears one hydrotheca at its distal extremity, but

each internode of a branch bears three hydrothecse, one at the distal extremity, and

the other two at intervals of one-third and two-thirds from the proximal end.

The hydrothecse of the pinnules (fig. 19) are about 0'5 mm. in depth, 0'22 mm.

in their greatest diameter, and 0'17 mm, in diameter at the mouth, and have three

opercular flaps (fig. 19, op.) 0'09 mm. in length. They are somewhat shorter than

this in the proximal regions of the pinnules. The two proximal hydrothecse of

the internodes of the branches are decidedly shortened as regards that part of

their length which is not adnate. The distal hydrotheca of each internode of the

branches is nearly straight and barrel-shaped. A single straight hydrotheca, which is

not adnate to any part of a hydrocaulus, is situated between the bases of each pair of

branches (fig. 20, Mi.
). Apart from these, the main axis bears no hydrothecse.

A remarkable feature of the hydranths is the presence of a loose sheath of

ectoderm (fig. 19, ect.) enveloping the base. The hypostome is conical and

surrounded by about fifteen tentacles.

Gonosome. Only female gonothecse (fig. 19, gth.) have been observed. They

are 1
' x 5 mm. in size, ovate, smooth, sessile, and attached below the bases

of the hydrothecae . of the pinnules. The gonothecse are all empty, none of the

gonophores being preserved. The planulse are developed in spherical or somewhat

pear-shaped acrocysts (fig. 19, etc.), 0'4 mm. in diameter.

This species seems to be quite distinct from any that has yet been described.

SEETULARELLA PLECTILIS.

(Plate III., fig. 21.)

Localities. W.Q., No. 6 hole, February 15th, 1902 ; 130 fms. W.Q., McMurdo

Bay, February 20th, 1902; 20 fms.

Several large, detached, tangled masses of this hydroid were found in the first-

named locality; but in the second locality only a single small colony 12 mm. in

height attached to the stem of Campanularia verticillata was obtained.

Hydrosome.- The hydrocauli are all extremely slender, not exceeding 0*12 mm.

in diameter, irregularly branched, and as they reached us in an inextricable tangle.

The internodes are about 0'6 mm. in length. The branches arise immediately below

the hydrothecse (fig. 21). A single hydrotheca is situated at the distal end of

each internode. As many of them are reduplicated (fig. 21, r. ht/i.), they vary

considerably in length. The original length of each hydrotheca appears to be

0'4 mm., but one showing four reduplications is O'G mm. The greatest diameter

is 0'15 mm., and at the mouth 0'13 mm. The wall is adnate to the hydrocaulus

for about one-third of its original length. It is extremely thin. The margin has

three opercular flaps, 0'06 mm. in length. About fifteen tentacles surround the

bluntly conical hypostome of the hydrauths.
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Gonotomt. The gonothecw (fig. 21, gth.) are immature and alxmt 0'5 x 0'4 mm.

in size. They are all female. They arise from the hydrocauli immediately lelow

the hydmthecaa and MB sessile. They are smooth, pear-shaped, and have a straight

margin. No gonophores can be seen, the ova being embedded in the bhwtostyles.

This pookn is also quite distinct

DlCTYOCLADIUM Fl'SCUM.

(Plate III., fig. 22.)

Locality. Cape Wadworth, Coulmau Island, January 15th, 1902; 8-15 fm.

Bottom stones.

Ifytlrostmu. The single specimen of this species forms a thick, shrubby, fan-

shaped colony, 90 mm. in height, 80 mm. in width in the widest part, and about

25 mm. thick, i.e., in a direction at right auglcs to the line of greatest width and the

line of height. The principal branches arise irregularly from the main stem, but

the smaller and ultimate branches are flabellate in their mode of ramification.

The colony as a whole is rendered more compact than it otherwise would !> by
the ends of several branches developing stolons (fig. 22, #/.) which attach themselves

to other branches around the bases of their whorls of hydrotheca}. At the base

the colony is polysiphonic, but distally the branches are all monosiphonic. The

base and hydrorhiza arc missing.

The hydrothecje (fig. 22, /<///.) arc arranged iu six rows and almost always in

regular verticels of three, but sometimes the three hydrotheca} of a verticel are not

quite on the same plane. They are about 0*8 mm. in length and 0*3 mm. in

diameter, and aduate for about one-half to two-thirds of their length. They arc

very slightly constricted towards the opening, the margin is quite plain and often

suddenly everted quite close to the edge. Reduplication of the hydrotheca} frequently

occurs, but the secondary thecaa project very little beyond the margin of the

primary ones.

The soft parts are quite macerated.

The general colour of the colony is pale brown.

Gwosoine. Unknown.

The species differs from Professor Nutting's diagnosis of the genus (19: p. 105)

in the absence of any operculum. In the type species of the genus (D. dic/totomum,

Allman ; 3 : pp. 76-77 ; PI. 36, figs. 2, 2a) the anastomosing stolons coalesce with

the mouths of the hydrothecae, the cavities of the hydrothecse and stolons being
continuous ; but in our species these stolons always grasp the hydrocauli at the ban
of the verticels of hydrotheca. The species differs from both D. dickvtomum of

Allman and D. jlitlxllutn of Nutting in the shape of the hydrotheca} and in other

characters. Unfortunately Allman does not mention whether an operculum is

present in his species or not
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FAMILY PLUMULARIIDAE.

PUIMULARIA GLACIALIS.

(Plate III., figs. 23, 24.)

Locality. "East end of Barrier," January 29th, 1902; 100 fms.

From the nature of the hydrorhiza, which was curved, it seems probable that

the specimens of this species were attached to a weed or zoophyte.

Hydrosome. A stout fascicled hydrocaulus (fig. 23) 300 mm. in height and

2*5 mm. in diameter near the base arises from the densely matted but imperfectly

preserved hydrorhiza.

In the constitution of the hydrocaulus there is a single tube (fig. 23, t. lid.}

giving off, alternately right and left, hydrocladia which may be 30 mm. in length

and are usually divided into two equal branches. Supporting this single tube that

bears hydrocladia are several other tubes
(t. sp.) which bear nematophores only. The

supporting tubes do not surround the hydrocladia-bearing tube, but leave it exposed

on one side. The hydrocladia-bearing tube is divided into a series of intcrnodes

1 mm. in length, and it becomes free from its supporting tubes at the distal end, so

that the hydrocaulus then becomes monosiphonic. In Plumularia profunda (Nutting,

18 : pp. 66-67; PI. VIII., figs. 2-3), to which our species has some affinities, the

supporting tubes entirely surround the hydrocladia-bearing tubes, and the iuternodes

are of two kinds, longer ones supporting two hydrocladia and shorter ones bearing

only one hydrocladium. Moreover, in Plumularia, profunda the hydrocladia are

supported on processes arising from the proximal end and not from the middle of

the internodes as they are in our species.

A short hydrotheca (0'2-0'3 mm. in height), adnate to the hydrocaulus but

not adnate to the hydrocladium, is found at the base of each hydrocladium (fig. 23).

The other hydrothecae are cup-shaped, 3 mm. in length and 2 mm. in diameter

at the mouth. One, or sometimes two, arise from each internode of the hydrocladia,

and each one is guarded by two nematophores above
(i.e. distally) and a single one

below. The margins of the hydrothecae are entire.

Although the label of the bottle containing these specimens bears the inscription

"has been dry," some of the hydranths are sufficiently well preserved to enable us

to make out some features of the structure of the soft parts. The rounded hypostome

is surrounded by a single circlet of about fifteen tentacles, each about 0*15 mm.

in length.

Gonosome. The female gonothecse are 1
' x '

5 mm. in size, and have a

remarkable shape (fig. 23, ? yth.). The aperture is found on the distal flattened

end of the pear-shaped structure, but instead of being at right angles to the stem,

is turned inwards through an angle of 45 so as to face inwards and upwards. This
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inversion of the distal end of the gonotheca is also seen, but to a leas degree, in

Nutting's figures of P. profuiultt.

The mule gonnthecie (fig. 24, <J </'/.) nro narrow and bluntly ovnte. They nre

not found on the same colonies as the female gonothetw. They arc 1*0 X 0*4 nun.

in size.

Each of the female gonothecic contains one ovum. In P. profumln, however,

the gonothecae contain "a number of developing ova" (Nutting, 18: p. 67;

PL VIII., fig. 3).

FAMILY GAMPANULARIIDAE.

The character which distinguishes the hydrosomc stage of the CantpamilariicUu

from the Scrtulnriiilm- and Plumulnriiilaf is the presence of a stalk supporting

the hydrothecte and gonotheca?. It is true that in sub-family Lafoi-iiHie no clear

distinction can be drawn between the base of the theca and the stalk of the theca,

theca and stalk forming a continuous tube, but there are other reasons for associating

this sub-family with the Campanular'riJae.

The separation of OMin and its allies from the Cnrnpaimlariidae is, perhaps,

an unsatisfactory feature of our classification, as there U no important difference in the

hydrosome stage of many of the EtM]>iJae and that of nmnv of tin- ('<tin]nuiiiliiriiiln?.

The Euettjiidae have, it is true, free swimming medusifonn gonophores and the

CampanultiriiJae have not, but, as has been shown by several authors, this distinction

is not one which, in the GymnMuxtea, can be used even for generic diagnoses. It

is certainly doubtful whether it ought to be used as a family character in the

CalyptMastat.

SfB-FAMILY CAMPANULARIIXAE.

CAMPANCLARIA VKRTICILLATA (Linn.), var, grandis.

(Plate IV., fig. 25.)

Sertularia vtrlieiltata, Linnten, Syrt. Not., X. (175K), p. 811.

CaiHjmiularia vertrillata, Hinclu, llriiish Hjdroid Zoophjtes (18C8), p. 1G7, pi. xxxii., fig. 1.

Localities. McMurdo Bay, W.Q., February 20th, 1902 ; 20 fms. Flagon Point,

January, 1903; 20 fms.

This magnificent new variety of Campanularia verticilUitn was obtained in great

quantities on a large brittle worm tube, 400 mm. long by 5 mm. in diameter, from

McMurdo Bay, and a small specimen from Flagon Point

llydrosoine. The worm tube is thickly covered with a hydrorhizal plexus giving
off at frequent intervals polysiphouic hydrocauli, which attain to a height of 170 mm.

and a thickness of 2 mm. at the base. The hydrorhizal plexus also bears scattered

polyps of the same type as those lx>rne by the hydrocauli. In addition to the

specimens still attached to the worm tube an enormous number of loose broken
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hydrocauli were found in the bottle. These may have formed part of the colonies

attached to the worm tube, and therefore our estimate of 170 mm. for the height of

the colony may be considerably less than it should be.

The colonies branch irregularly and rather sparingly, and the hydrocauli are

polysiphonic to their distal extremities. At these extremities there appear to be four

to six parallel but anastomosing tubes, each of which bears a single hydranth at

regular intervals, and as the hydranths of the tubes arise at the same level, they

form a series of verticels round the hydrocaulus.

In tracing these tubes down towards the hydrorhiza other tubes appear, which

creep over the primary tubes in an irregular manner and bear hydranths at less

regular intervals. In the lower parts of the stem (fig. 25) the secondary tubes are

more numerous, and play an important part in building up the substance of the

thick base.

In some cases stolons in place of hydranths occur in the verticels of the primary

stems. These may perhaps give rise to the secondary branches. Single tubes bearing

hydranths and gonophores also occur climbing over polyzoa epizoic on the main

hydrocaulus.

The bell-shaped hydrothecse are 0*6 mm. in length and 0*4 mm. in diameter

at the mouth. The pedicel of the hydranth is about 1
* 5 mm. in length, marked

throughout its whole length by a spiral groove. The hydranths have 28-34 tentacles,

arranged in a double row, and each about 3 mm. in length. The gonothecse are

at first 0'8 X 2' 5 mm. in size and pear-shaped, but later, when fertilisation has

been effected, become flask-shaped and ' 6 x 3 mm. in size. They are supported

by short spirally marked pedicels.

The specimens differ from the type specimens of the species in the greater size

of the hydrocauli, hydranths and gonophores, in the greater regularity of and greater

intervals between the verticels of the hydranths, in the well-defined spiral marking

of the pedicels, and in the extreme tenuity of the edges of the hydrothecse, which

renders it impossible to determine with certainty whether the margin is or is not

dentate, as it is in the type.

Although Campnnularia verticillata is a common species in European waters, it

is not included in Hartlaub's list of Southern species (10 : pp. 505-509).

CAMPANULARIA EVERTA.

Campanularia everfa, Clark, Trans. Conn. Acad., III. (1876), p. 258.

Campanularia everta, H. B. Torrey, Univ. California Public., Vol. I. (1902), pp. 51, 52, pi. iv., figs. 85-37.

Localities. W.Q., McMurdo Bay, February 20th and 28th, 1902 ; 20 fms. W.Q.,

Duct, July 15th, 1902.

This species has been previously described from the Pacific coast of N. America.

According to Mr. Torrey it is extremely variable (24: pp. 51-52).
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It \va> found iu our collection growing on other hydroids, guch as Halecium

in-'- T>II in, and also on algte and polyzoa. It is in some cases continued l>eyond its

support as a tangle of contorted tubes.

Hydronoine. Unbrauched hydrocauli arise from the branching filiform hydrorhiza

at intervals to a height of 2*5-10*0 mm. They arc usually irregularly annulatod

above and Mow, and there is always one well-marked convex annulus iniinediatcly

lielow the neck of the hydrotheca. According to Torrey this subthecal annulntiou

constitutes the only constant character of the species (24 : p. 51).

The hydrotheca is bell-shaped and very constantly 1 mm. in length, but varies

considerably in diameter at the distal end (0*4-0 '7 mm.) as well as in outline. The

margin is usually entire, but may be dentate.

The material was not in a good state of preservation, but apparently the

hydninths have about 15 tentacles about 0*6 mm. in length.

GvmwMt. The gonothecse are pear-shaped (1*0 x 0*8 mm.) and supported ly a

spirally marked pedicel rising from the hydrorhiza. The gonophores arc apparently

female, but being badly preserved, details of their structure could not be made out.

We have some hesitation in assigning these specimens to the species C. cverta of

Clark, as they differ in many respects from the original description of the type. But

assuming that Mr. Torrey is correct in his statement that the species is very variable,

and comparing our specimens with his figures and description, the course we have

adopted appears to be a better one than that of founding for them a new specific name.

The specimens are clearly more closely related to C. everta than to C. Integra, or any
other species of the genus.

CAMPANULARIA LAKVIS.

(Plate IV., fig. 26.)

Campanula latnt, Hartlanb, C., Zool. Jahrb., Supplement VI. (1905), p. 565.

Localities. W.Q., February 28th, 1902. McMurdo Bay ;
- 20 fins. W.Q.,

February 23rd, 1902. Flagon Point

Several colonies of this very beautiful hydroid were found creeping on the stems

of J/nUcium arboreuin. The zooids are, with the exception of those of ite supporting

species, the largest among the Calyptoblaste of the Expedition, and the large bell-shaped

hydrothecae with toothed margins mounted on their straight but graceful pedicels
are very striking.

Hydrofiomc. The creeping hydrorhiza gives rise at intervals to a number of

straight, upright, unbranched hydrocauli from 5 to 10 mm. in height Each

hydrocaulus has two or three very obscure annulations at the base, and one clearly
marked convex annulation immediately below the hydrotheca.

The hydrothecse are bell-shaped, slightly curved at the base, and .then straight,

expanding gradually throughout their whole length. They are from 2 5-3 mm. in

TOU m. _ i
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length, and from 1'5-2'0 mm. in diameter at the mouth. The margin is armed with

15-20 blunt denticulations. The hydranths are large, but of the usual form in the

genus, and provided with about 30 tentacles 1 5 mm. in length.

Gonosome. The mature gouotheca is 2 5 X 1*2 mm. in size, tall and cylindrical.

The proximal part of the gonotheca is slightly swollen, and the distal end almost

straight. It is supported by a short cumulated pedicel arising directly from the

hydrorhiza.

The specimens attributed to Hartlaub's species differ from the type in one or two

particulars. The hydrothecse are not so fully expanded distally, the reduplications (?)

of the stem are not so well-marked, and the gonothecse are very different in shape

from those of the specimens from Calbuco.* But without further evidence as to the

sex and structure of the gouophores of this type we do not feel justified in creating a

special specific name for them.

SUB-FAMILY HALECIINAE.

The genera that are usually included in the sub-family llaledinae (Haledidae,

Hincks) are characterised by the rudimentary condition of the hydrothecse. The

tubular structures arising from the hydrocladia surround, like a collar, the base of the

hydrauths, but are quite insufficient to enclose and thereby afford protection to them

when retracted.

It is, in our opinion, unfortunate that the term "
hydrophore

"
has come into

general use for this rudimentary form of hydrotheca. There are many examples to be

found in the Ccdyptoblastea of hydrothecse that are not cup-shaped, such as the

cylindrical hydrothecae of Sertularella fornwsa and Syntheeiwn cylindricum (see

Nutting, 19.: p. 14), and it would be practically impossible to limit the use of the term

to hydrothecae that are tubular or cylindrical in shape. The use of the term hydro-

phore for those hydrothecse only which are not capable of receiving the retracted

hydranth would also be inconvenient. It is, therefore, the best course to adopt to

abandon the use^ of the term hydrophore altogether.

The genus Halecium is usually regarded as distinguished from its allies Dlp-

locyatktu (Allman), Hydrodendron (Sars), and Ophivdes (Hincks) by the absence of

nematophores ; but one of us has observed the presence of nematophores on the

specimens of Halecium arboreum obtained by the 'Challenger' (3: p. 10, PI. IV.,

figs. 1-3) and now in the British Museum, which were overlooked by Allmau, and the

specimens which we attribute to the same species have also nematophores. It does not

seem to us convenient to again split up the genus Halecium into groups containing

those which do and those which do not possess nematophores, but rather to add to the

characters of the genus, that "
nematophores may or may not be present." As regards

the use of the term "
nematophore," it is necessary to explain that we have adopted the

*
Oil the coast of Chili, approximately 41 S. by 71 W.
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plan <>f n-_';irding it M synonymous with
"
sarcotheca

"
and applicable only to

l"-ii>ari-.-d skeleton. The zooid which the ucniatophore envelopes (in the case of

Jfulgciwn only very partially) appears to us to be a true dactylozooid, and we have

not adopted the use of any of the terms "
sanrostyle,"

"
machopolyp,"

"
sarcodal

process," etc., suggested by various writers.

The occurrence of the gonothecn? in
"
eoppinia

"
masses in our specimens of

JMMJMN firfomtiu is a feature of some interest. The numlter of genera in which this

grouping of the sexual zooids occurs is extending as our knowledge advances.

The gonothecn of the specimens of Halechun tirlxn-eum and If. /<7mvy/rHHi

obtained by the
'

Challenger
'

were not observed, but the gonothecjv of //. //-./// ,

//. dichotinniiiH, II. fimtn/etitniH, 11. In-nnii and //. ci/in!fi>rnn' obtained by the same

expedition were not in "eoppinia" masses. This peculiar grouping of the gonothecu*

is not, therefore, a character of the genus, but may indicate a method for the future

rearrangement of the species into subgeueric groups.

II.U.K. II M ARBORKUM.

(Plate IV., figs. 27, 28, 29.)

Halrfium arboieum, Allnwn,
'
Cballen-r.-r

'

Reports, Vol. XXIII. (1XKH), j.I. iv., fig*. 1-3.

Localities. The species is evidently abundant in McMurdo Bay, extending from

shallow water to depths of 1 30 fins.

W.Q., McMurdo Bay, February 20th and 28th, 19C2;-20 fms. W.Q., Flagon

Point, January 17th and February 23rd, 1903; 10-20 fms. W.Q., No. 6 hole,

January 31st, 1903; 130 fms. W.Q., February 21st, 1902; 10 fms. W.Q., off

cable, February 17th, 1904. East End of Barrier, January 29th, 1902; 100 fms.

The specimens of this species consist of a number of robust colonies rising to a

height of 300 mm. from a thick hydrorhizal plexus. A few small colonies from the

east end of the Ice Barrier were found attached to the stems of Plunnilnria.

Hyilrofomt. The hydrorhiza is a dense plexus of tubes exhibiting a tendency to

be grouped together in polysiphonic bundles.

The main stem is a thick polysiphonic hydrocaulus 10 mm. in diameter.

The proximal branches are polysiphonic, like the main stem, and anastomose freely

whenever they come in contact with one another. The distal branches are much more

numerous and usually monosiphonic. The monosiphonic branches (fig. 27) alone bear

the hydrothecie, but in some cases these branches still bear hydrothecse after the

addition of the first few strengthening tubes.

The ramification of the distal branches is pinnate, and in other parts of the colony
it is roughly, but not rigidly, flabellate.

The thickness and roughness of the stem and of the principal branches afford

admirable support for the hydrorhiza? of other hydroids, a list of which will le found

on page 1.

2 F2
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Up to a height of about 150 mm. the colony consists of only four or five thick

(7 mm. in diameter) and occasionally anastomosing stems, bearing a few thinner

(3 mm. in diameter) branches which are themselves pinnately branched. Above this

region the thick stems branch much more profusely and somewhat pinnately, bearing

numerous thinner branches whose method of further ramification is always pinnate.

The ultimate branches (hydrocladia) are jointed, the internodes being
' 6-1 1 mm.

in length and about 0'4 mm. in diameter. Each internode bears on one side a sino-leo o

hydrotheca (hydrophore) adnate throughout its whole length, and supporting the

base of a hydranth 2 mm. in length (fig. 24, hyd.), and on the opposite side a long

serpentine dactylozooid (sarcostyle) 1'5 mm. in length and about 0*15 mm. in

diameter (fig. 24, d.}, supported at the base by a nematophore (sarcotheca) 0'15 mm.
in length and about O'ISmm. in diameter.

At the extremity of the dactylozooid there is a battery of nematocysts. In the

specimens many of the dactylozooids and nematophores are broken off, but there is

little doubt that they are usually, if not regularly, present in the living colony in the

position assigned to them. The dactylozooids are very similar to those figured by
Hincks for Ophiodes mirabilia, although not so clearly "knobbed" at the extremity.

The hydranths are of the typical Halecium form. The hypostome is surrounded

by a circle of about twenty tentacles each about 5 mm. in length.

Gonosome. The gonothecae together with some nematophores occur in

"
coppinia

"
masses (fig. 28) on the stem and branches. These "

coppinia
"

masses

are oval or spherical, densely branched and tangled clumps, 25 x 25 mm. to

GO X 30 mm. in size, having a rough resemblance to the "
bedeguar

"

galls on the

stem of the wild rose. The delicate dichotomously ramified branches of these

masses bear dactylozooids and nematophores (fig. 29, (/. and
iip/t.) similar to those of

the other parts of the colony, and numerous paired gonothecae (fig. 29, fftfi.),

I'O x 0'7 mm. in size, which curve sharply backwards, terminating in a hook-like

process at the extremity of which is the gonothecal mouth.

The type of this species was found at Kerguelen in 1874.

HALECIUM TENELLUM.

Halecium tenelhtm, T. Hincks, Brit. Hyd. Zoophytes (18G8), p. 22C, pi. xlv., fig. 1.

Localities. W.Q., McMurdo Bay, February 20th, 1902 ;- 20 fms. W.Q., Flagon

Point, January 17th, 1903 ; 10-20 fms. W.Q., Flagon Point, February 23rd, 1903.

W.Q., off cable, February 17th, 1904. W.Q., D net, June 15th, 1902.

This widely distributed little Halecium appears to be fairly common in

McMurdo Bay. It is found on sea-weed, Alcyonium paesftleri, on Halecium arboreum,

and on other hydroids.

Hydrosome. The delicate little colonies are about 10 mm. in height and

spring from a creeping hydrorhiza. The hydrocauli are monosiphonic, irregularly
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H mi nliit r<l anil very irregularly branched Tliey are not more than 1 mm. in

ilia meter.

The hydrothecae are elongated and everted at the margins. They are

frequently reduplicated.

The hydranths are 0'5 mm. in length and have alxiut 20 tentacles 0'25 mm.
in length. There arc no nematophnres in this species.

(jonotvmt1

. The gonothecte are oval (0'8 x 0'5 mm.) or spherical in lx>th

- \. -. T!ir\ BM -ilu. >;.'! OB -l.-i: ptdfodi
u ;

i-!i nny Dt iii'L'nlailv ;iiniiil.i!.-.! M
in the British type. They are situated on the hydrocauli in no definite position.

There is no evidence of any
"
coppinia "-like grouping of the gonothecae.

The species Ifaltvium tenelluin was obtained by the
'

Belgica
'

expedition in

70 S. by 91 W., and Bale mentions that he has one specimen in his collection

from the Australian waters. It has also l)een found on the south Fuegian coasts

and in Smyth Sound (10 : pp. 505-509). It is common on the British and

American coasts and extends into the Arctic seas (Jan Maycn). In fact, it appears

to be cosmopolitan in Arctic and Temperate seas.

SUB-FAMILY LAFOKINAE.

LAFOKINA LONOITHECA.

(Plate IV., fig. 31.)

Lafonna longitheta, Jiderholm, Arch. Zool. Expdr. (4), III. (1904), p. iv.

Locality. McMurdo Bay, February 20th, 1902 ; 5-20 fms.

Two small colonies of this hydroid were found creeping on the free hydrorhixa
of /'. /-iif<mimw> anfarcticu*.

lly<lroome. A well-developed hydrorhizal filament is attached to the support.

From this there arise at intervals tall, cylindrical hydrothecaj (fig. 31) O'7-l'O mm.
in height, slightly annulated at the base, and gracefully everted at the margin.
The margin bears about twelve opercular flaps (fig. 31, op.), O'll mm. in length.

Occasionally secondary hydrothecte arise from the primary ones and attain an

additional length of 0'25 mm. There is no distinct pedicel, the diameter of

the hydrotheca at the base being almost great as it is at the distal extremity.

The hydranths are very small, being in the contracted condition not more than

0*4 mm. in length, or about half that of the hydrotheca A circlet of about eight
tentacles surrounds the blunt conical hypostome. Each tentacle is about 0*13 mm.
in length.

Numerous upright nematophores, 0'12 mm. (but occasionally 0'2 mm.) in height

by 0'02 mm. in diameter, arise independently from the hydrorhiza. They contain a

delicate thread of tissue (fig. 31, d.), terminating in a pad at the extremity which

is armed with a battery of nematocysts.

Gonosoins. Not observed.
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The type of this species was found in South Georgia, in depths of 64-250

metres, and although the author gives no figures, we have no doubt of the identity
of our specimens with the type.

FAMILY EUCOPIDAK

GENUS OBELIA.

Obelia geniculata.

(Plate IV., fig. 30.)

Sertularia genicitlala, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. X. (1758), p. 812.

Obelia r/enimlata, Hincks, Brit. Hyd. Zooph. (1868), p. 149, pi. xxv., fig. 1.

Locality. Auckland Islands, off Port Ross, March 28th, 1904.

This very widely distributed species was found in the material obtained from

the Auckland Islands. It has previously been described from numerous localities

north and south of, but not within, the tropics (10 : pp. 505-509 ; 3 : p. 23 ;

11 : p. 151).

It is the only species of Hydrozoa in the collection that we have proved to

be phanerocodonic, and it is on that account noteworthy that, notwithstanding the

rich and varied hydroid fauna that was brought to light by the Expedition, not a

single specimen of this species was found under the ice in McMurdo Bay.

A considerable number of luxuriant colonies were found growing on the frond

of a Laminaria.

Dimensions.

The height of the largest colony. . . 30 mm.

Height of hydranths . . . . .0*4 mm.

Length of pedicels of hydranths . . .

' 25 mm.
Size of gonothecae . . . . 0'9 x 0'25 mm.

Length of tentacles . . . . .0*4 mm.

The specimens differ from the common British type of the species in having
two (instead of one) annular constrictions in the perisarc of the hydrocaulus above

each flexure. They also grow more luxuriantly and branch much more freely than

the British type.

ffydrosome. Stem zigzag, sometimes pinnately branched, two deep constrictions

of the perisarc above each flexure. The perisarc below each flexure very thick,

forming a series of projections from which the short annulated pedicels arise.

Hydrothecae conical, somewhat longer than they are broad, margin entire, perisarc

thick. Tentacles of the hydranth about 30 in number. Gonothecse axillary,

urn-shaped, attached by a short annulated pedicel.

Gonosome. Each blastostyle bears numerous young scattered medusae.
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' , - IMI'ANM I IN \.

Th <

.'iNi/NiiiM/iim was instituted by Professor E. van Bcncden for a species

that is known to produce one of the medusa; of the genus P/iinlulium. The

hydrosome stage is characterised by the conical hydrotheca closed by an operculum

formed of convergent segments of its margin and by the conical hypostome.

The specimens obtained by the
'

Discovery
'

have all the important characters

of the hydrosome thus described, and so have the specimens described by Dr. Hartlaub

(9: pp. 10-11; PI. I., figs. 8-9) under the name CaatpttmUilta /*/<//<?, from within

the Antarctic Circle.

The absence of the gouophores in lioth specimens rendered it impossible for us

to determine whether they are or are not phanerocodonic. Even if they had proved
to be adelocodonic, however, they should in our opinion be still retained in the

.'rims (.'iiiiijHtnttliiui,
as the case of Perii/onimit* mttuvtictu may serve as a warning

that the setting free of the medusa) is not a character that can !>< used as

absolutely diagnostic of a genus when applied to these sub-glacial species. It is

interesting to note in this connexion that Mr. Hodgson (12 : p. 397) states that

Phinlid'min medusa; were abundant in McMurdo Bay.

< \\ir\\ i UNA A.

/x*/i/y. McMurdo Bay, February 20th, 1902 ; 5-20 fathoms.

A single colony of this delicate little hydroid was found growing over a stem

of J/nliciitin nrbtH-fuin and over the Pgriaonimut eattareticus which encrusts it

JIytlnnnne. The hydrocauli are slender (0' 05 mm. in diameter and O'5-l mm.
in length), more or less clearly marked throughout with spiral lines, and very

occasionally branched. They arise from a creeping filamentous hydrorhiza.

The perisarc at the distal ends of the hydrocauli gradually dilates to form the
"
ovato-conic

"
hydrothecte,

'

4 mm. in length by 1 mm. in diameter. The

hydrotheca itself is very thin and evidently very flexible. Its margin is deeply cleft

to form about eight triangular flaps (O'l mm. in length), which can close together

to form an operculum. It is difficult to determine with any certainty the exact

nunilxT of these flaps, as they are extremely thin and transparent

The hydranths, when contracted, completely fill the hydrotheca;. The hypostome
is conical and surrounded by a single circlet of al tout twenty tentacles,

* 2 mm.
in length.

e. Unknown.

< AMI-AM 1. 1\ \ B.

Locality. McMurdo Bay, February 20th, 1902 ; 5-20 fathoms.

A single small colony of this form was found on Cntujxinularia verticill<it<i

(var. grandi*).
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Hydro-some. Only a few hydrocauli of this very small form were found.

They are about '
1 mm. in length by

' 06 mm. in breadth, and arise from a

filamentous hydrorhiza. The hydrocauli are much shorter than in Campanulina A.

and strongly ringed throughout their length. The hydrothecae are 0'25 mm. iu

length by 0'15 mm. in diameter and apparently not so flexible as in A.

Their margins are cleft to form about the same number of opercular flaps.

There are about fifteen tentacles, 0*08 mm. in length.

Gonosoine. Unknown.
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1'IX 'IMITlnN n|- THK I'l.ATKS

KEY TO THE LETTERING OF THE PLATES.

ae., acrocyst ; bl., blastoctylc ; ej>., chitinoiu pellicle ; d., dactylozooid ; gph., gonophure ; gift., gonotheca ;

yt., gBStrosooid ; kr., hydrocunlus ; hrh., hydrorhiza ; AM., hydrotheca ; hyd., hydranth ;

M., nianubriiiiii ; /'., node ; j>/i., ncmatophorc ; "/-.. opcrcnlum ; <"'., ovum ; p., jierisarc ;

ihf., rbisocanlns ; */., sperm ; i<.r., sub-umbrella cavity ; /., tentacle ; M., umbrella ; :., zooid.

PLATE I.

Fio. 1 . Perigonimiit antarftifta growing on Halfium arboreum ( x 2). //. //., hydrocaiilus of

Hitltrium arbortum ; hyd., hydranth of Ptriyonimit* ; gph., gonophorc of Perujonimu*.

Fio. 2. Pnigonimtu atitarctitiu <J ( x 20). lirli., hydrorhiza ; /., manubrium of gonophorc ;

/'., periiarc ; *p., sperm filling the 8nh-nnil>rella cavity ; u., umbrella wall.

Fio. 8. Pirigotumut antaretirut 9 showing variability (due to contraction) of form of the hydranths

(X 20). kc., hydrocaolus; hrh., hydrorhiza; hyd., bydruntli ; m., mannbrium of conophorc ;

99., ova embedded in the ectoderm of the manubrium ; /<.., iul>-nml>rc)la cavity ; //.. umbrella wall.

FIR. 4. Eiultndritim iiuignt. Hydranth (x :'><>) (, collar of deeply staining cclU ; /'.. pcrisarc.

Fio. 5. Slylartit haltfU ( x 80). Outer region of colony growing on Haleciitm arboreitm ; d., dacty-

lozooid ; he. If., hydrocauliLs of ffttlrciiim ; hrh., hydrorhiza ; gz., gastrozooid.

Fio. 6. Stytafli* luilffu ( x 20). Central region of colony growing on Haltciiim arboreum ; hi, blasto-

style ; M.I., tentoculate blastugtyle ; gz., gartrozooid ; he. II., hydrocaultu of HaUfium \ hrh. P. & C.

hydrorhiza: of Perigonimttt and Campanularia.

PLATE II.

Fio. 7. Hydratlinia dtndritita cncrnsting Halfcium arboreum ( x 10). bl., blaslontylc ; gph., gonophorc ;

gz., gastrozooid ; r.rjt., ridge-like spine.

Fio. 8. Hyilraftinia dendritira. Fragment of rhizocanlns ( X 20). bl., blastoctyles ; gph., gonophorc ;

gz., gastrozooid ; rhr., rhizocanlos.

Fio. 9. HydroftiiiM dmdritiea (x 2). Young rhizocanline colony developing from the encrusting

basal region ; me. r., encrusting region ; fr. rhr., free rhizocanli.

FIG. 9i. Hydrartinia dtndritia, encrusting Halteium arborfurn (x 1).

Fio. 10. Ifydroftitua dmdritica. Part of adnlt rhizocanline colony ( x 1). rht., rhizocanlus ; z., zooids.

Fio. 11. Tuliularia longtlaffi (*. 1). gph., gonophores ; hrh., bydrorhiza.

Fio. li. Tubvlaria rnlphi ( X 2).

Fio. 13. Tubularia hodgtoni (x 1).

Fio. 14. Lampra mierorhua (x 1). c.p., chitinous pellicle; gph., gonophores; hrh. f., liydmrliiz.il

filament*.

PLATE III.

FIG. 15. Lampra pamila. Young zooid (x 10). dJ., distal tentacles; fir., hydrocaulus ; hrh. f.,

byrdrorhizal filament ; hyd., bydranth ; /./., proximal tentacles ; PJ., polyzoan colony to which the

zooid it attached.
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FIG. 16. Lampra parvula. Adult and smaller zooids (x 1). c.p., chitinous pellicle; f.sp., feltwork

of sponge-spicules and diatoms in which the basal ends of the zooids are embedded ; r/ph., gonophores.

FIG. 17. Corynidae, sp. B. (x 10). lie., hydrocanlus ; hrh.f., Lydrorhizal filaments
; hyd., hydrauth.

FIG. 18. Myriothela ? (x 2). hrh.f., hydrorhizal filaments ; t., tentacles.

FIG. 19. Sertularella spiralis. Part of a pinnule ( x 25). ac., acrocyst ; ect., ectodermal sheath around

base of hydranth ; gth., gonotheca ; op., opercular flaps.

FIG. 20. Sertularella spiralis ( x 25). Part of main axis, showing method of branching ; br., branch ;

Mh., hydrotheca ; m.a., main axis.

FIG. 21. Sertularella plectilis (x 15). gth., young gonotheca; hyd., hydranth; r. hth., reduplicated

hydrotheca ; s. hth., simple hydrotheca.

FIG. 22. Dietyocladiumfuscum ( x 10). hth., hydrotheca ; st., stolon helping to bind the colony together

by anastomosing with another branch.

FIG. 23. Plumularia t/lacialis ? . Central axis and proximal part of hydrocladia ( X 20). ? gth.,

female gonotheca ; h'h., hydrothecae ; nph., nematophores ; /. ltd., hydrocladia-bearing tube of

central axis ; t. sp., supporting tubes.

FIG. 24. Plumularia glatialis <J . Part of a hydrocladium (x 40). $ gth., male gonotheca; hyd.,

hydranth ; n. hcl., node of hydrocladium ; nph., nematophore ; up., sperm.

PLATE IV.

FIG. 25. Campanularia verticillata, var. gramlis ( x 2). he., hydrocaulus ; hrh., hydrorhiza ; hyd.,

hydranth ; s., sponge growing upon the hydrocaulus.

FIG. 26. Campanularia laevis (x 7). gth., gonotheca; he., hydrocaulus; hrh., hydrorhiza; hyd.,

hydranth.

FIG. 27. Halecium arboreim
, part of a hydrocladium (x 20). <L, dactylozooid ; hyd., hydranth;

n., node ; nph., nematophore ; p., perisarc. (The measurements given in the text are of some

particularly well-expanded nematophores that we discovered after this figure was drawn.)

FIG. 28. Halecium arboreum. "
Coppinia

"
mass ( X 1). cp.m., "coppinia" mass ; h.c., hydrocaulus.

FIG. 29. Halecium arboreum. Part of "coppinia" mass (x 15). d., dactylozooid; gth., gonotheca;

nph., nematophore.
FIG. 30. Obelia geniculata ( X 3) . To show mode of branching.

FIG. 31. Lafoeina longitheca (x 50). d., dactylozooid; hyd., hydranth; op. , opercular flaps;

p., perisarc of hydrorhiza.

FIG. 32. Diagrammatic longitudinal section of a male gonophore of Perujonimus antarctkus (x 50).

ect., outer and inner ectoderm of umbrella in contact ; ect. u. i., inner ectoderm of umbrella ;

ect. M. o., outer ectoderm of umbrella ; end. m., endoderm of inanubrium ; end. r. c., endoderm rod

representing the ring-canal ; ms. m., mesogloea of manubrium ; ms. I., mesogloeal lamella of

umbrella ; sp., sperm maturing from within outwards, and completely filling the subumbrella cavity ;

it is omitted in the figure at su. c., to give greater clearness to the different parts of the gouophore.

FIG. 33. Diagrammatic longitudinal section of male blastostyle of Stylactis Jialecii ( x 50). c.p., collar

of perisarc around base of zooid ; ms., mesoglcca ; nc., nemutocyst in the ectoderm ; t., tentacle

(entirely ectodermal) ; other letters as in fig. 32.

FIG. 34. Diagrammatic longitudinal section of male gonophore of Tubularia hodysoni (x 50).

Letters as in figs. 32 and 33.

FIG. 35. Diagrammatic longitudinal section of female gonophore of Lampra parvula ( x 30). end. u.,

endoderm of umbrella ; ov ., ovum lying amongst the other rounded and deeply staining cells of the

endocodon ; ov. rup., ovum rupturing the
" umbrella

" and protruding part of its substance through

to the exterior ; other letters as in figs. 32 and 33.
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LAMPRA PARVULAU5.16), CORYK1DAE Sp B (17), MYR1OTHELA Sp (18).

SERTULARELLA SPIRALIS U9.20). S PLECTIUS (21). DICTYOCLAD^jy FU8CUM (22',

PLUMULARIA GLAC1ALIS (23.24).
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CAMPANULARIA VERTICiLLATA var grandis (25),

OBELIA GENICULATA (30). LAFOfilNA LON(
STYLACT1S HALECii .33), TUBULARJ/

C LAEVIS (86), HALECJUM ARBOREUU (27-29),

HECA (31). PERIGONIMUS ANTARCT1CUS (32).
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DX-TENTACLES OF A SIPHONOPIIOBE.

AMONG the specimens to which Mr. Hodgson, on his return from the Antarctic,

directed our attention, was an attenuated oliject which was the subject of a good

leal of speculation. Almost simultaneously with the discovery of its hydrozoie

nature, I received a copy of an interesting article ly Dr. John Hennie, of Aberdeen,*

which settled the question. J print Mr. Hodgson's account of his experiences, as it

displays most graphically the difficulties of collecting in glacial temperatures.

Dr. Rennie has Ixscn so kind as t<> examine the specimens, and has favoured me with

the following note and sketches. F. J. B.

THE "BOOTLACE."

On July 1st, 1902, Lieut. M. Barne, R.N., returning from an excursion sounding

through holes in the ice of McMurdo Bay, brought me a specimen of what he

termed a "
Nemertine," from its superficial resemblance to some more bulky and

undoubted nemertines that were constantly being captured. This particular s(>ccimen

was taken on the sounding-wire some 80 fathoms from the bottom, the total

depth of water being 163 fathoms. It was only liberated with considerable difficulty,

and arrived on board in an imperfect condition, and, of course, frozen hard. It was

altout as stout as an ordinary bootlace, somewhat ragged, and of a light brown colour.

I judged it to be very nearly twenty feet in length. It so happened that there was

no preservative material available at the time, and as sea-water could not l*c

obtained under half an hour, the heat of the ward-room caused the specimen to

disintegrate rapidly, and it was lost.

On August 1st, 1902, a stationary trap was hauled at No. 5 hole in 178 fathoms,

at a distance of a mile and a half from the ship. On the swalw attached thereto

were two specimens of this organism. They lay as tangled masses among the fibres

of the swabs, and appeared to be about the same size, or larger, than the original

specimen, but stouter and evenly cylindrical throughout Owing to the hole being

choked with ice crystals, no water could be obtained ; all specimens had to l>e brought

to the ship "dry." The temperature at this time was 50 Fahr., ami under these

conditions the specimens were lost.

On December 1st, 1902, at No. 4 hole, the total depth of water being 41 fathoms,

a tow-net had been let down to a depth of 8 fathoms. On the line immediately above

the tow-net one of these organisms was entangled. As the weather was warm, little

Sooti* Collection*. On the Tentacles of an Antarctic Siphonophore. By John Rennie, D.Sc., Univenrit.v

C Aberdeen.
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below freezing point, and the water clear, it could be roughly examined before removal.

The organism appeared to be an inert and delicate structure, about a quarter of an

inch in diameter, which appeared to be uniform throughout its entire length, rounded

at both ends, translucent and light brown in colour for the most part, though in

places almost colourless. This specimen was secured, but in fragments, preserved in

picric acid, and transferred to alcohol. Unfortunately the bottle in which it was

kept was one of the only two which failed, and some months later was found to be

7.

J.hitchj.e..U.

EXPLANATION OF FIGUKKS.

X 40.

1. Piece of Tentacle. (Natural size.)

2. ,, , enlarged, showing Stinging Areas, x 18.

3. Transverse section : (a) Ectodermal Canal
; (6) Endodormal Canal.

4. Stinging Areas, showing Cnidoblasts. x 280.

5. (a) Cnidoblast, with coiled lasso.

(6) , with lasso shot out. x 500.

practically dry ; the specimen was then replaced in alcohol and kept under observation.

No other specimen was taken, but from the date of its first capture on Lieut. Barne's

sounding-line to the close of our stay in McMurdo Bay it occurred on the

lines of the nets and traps frequently, probably not less than fifty times. It was

usually much attenuated by being drawn somewhat rapidly through the water, and

shredded on the iron bar over which the line ran. This last piece of apparatus was an

essential, as the line has to be laid straight out on the ice. A wet line at those

temperatures can neither be coiled nor wound on a winch. The organism usually
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occupied from ten to twenty fathoms of line as it was drawn up. No time of the year
can be definitely stated as to when it was mast abundant

Note by JOHN RKNNIK, D.Sc., University of Aberdeen.

The specimens described as "
bootlaces

"
consist of a number of tentacles of a

Siphonophore, taken by Mr. Hodgson under the difficulties just descril>ed. The state

of preservation is not very good, the parts are extremely friable, and break readily

on manipulation. It is not possible to tell whether they originally formed one piece*

or not Besides smaller portions, there are nine parts, ranging in length from

about 30 cm. to 6 cm., with an almost uniform diameter of 3'G mm. The surface

is in colour a dirty greyish white, and under a low power is seen to be divided up
into definitely marked mm (we figs. 1-5), such as distinguish the tentacles found by
the Scottish Antarctic Expedition, and described by me.f Cnidoblasts of large size are

present in great abundance upon these areas. They possess a lasso, which is at least

nine times the length of the cell, and which is Itarbed throughout its entire length.

Ectodennal and endodermal canals of the ordinary type are present, and no further

noteworthy features are olxservable. These tentacles differ from those of the Scottish

Expedition, both in colour and consistency, the latter leing brownish and of a markedly

gelatinous nature even in their badly preserved parts. They appear to belong to a

distinct and otherwise unknown form.

* Before being taken from the water the organism was unquestionably in a single piece, and was so whenever
it occurred. T.V.H.

t Proc. Royal Physical Society, Edin. XVI. (1004), p. 25-7.





PORIFERA.
BY R K iUK PATRICK.

THK Sponges brought home by the 'Discovery' from the Antarctic Region were

obtained mostly from two localities, viz., from 183 metres (100 fathoms) off Coalman

Island, about 200 miles north of the Winter Quarters, and from the neighlwurhood

of the Winter Quarters (Lat. 77 49' 8., Long. 167 7' 4" E.), from depths ranging

from 9 m. to 366 m. (5-200 fins.) ; one specimen, a new species of Hexactinellida,

came from 914 m. (500 fms.) off Mount Erebus, and another, also a new species

of the same group, was dredged from 464 m. (254 fms.) when the ship was

crossing the Antarctic Circle, on the voyage home ; and, lastly, a few Sponges were

dredged near the edge of the great Ice Barrier, some degrees eastward of Winter

Quarters.

The specimens were procured by means of dredges of various kinds, such as trawls

and D-nets, sometimes with tangles attached. Wherever possible, the apparatus was

lowered in open water, but after the ship was frozen in, holes were made in the ice ;

and it was necessary to adopt elal>orate precautions to prevent the dredges licing lost

and to enable them to be dragged along the bottom. By these means there were

obtained a large number of specimens, which afford testimony to the indefatigable

industry and resourcefulness of Mr. T. V. Hodgson, who was in charge of the dredging

operations.

Mr. Hodgson, in his Preliminary Report on the biological collections (3, p. 397),

observes,
" A predominant feature in the fauna was the enormous quantity of sponges

and sponge debris, anywhere near the 20-fathom line sponges and sponge de'bris

forming the bulk of the haul as a rule."

The bulk of the collection so far as concerns the size and number of specimens is

made up mainly of Tetractinellida and Hexactinellida. There arc fifty-nine specimens

of Tetractinellid Sponges, some of them of large size, belonging to four species ; the

'

Belgica
'

Antarctic Expedition dredging in the neighbourhood of the meridian of

90 W. found none belonging to this group. The Monaxonellida are represented by

forty-three species, and the Calcarea by twenty-four species. There are no Keratosa or

Horny Sponges.

With the exception of two dried specimens and of a few in formalin, the

collection is preserved in strong spirit
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I-HEXACTINELLIDA.
(7 Plates.)

THE Hexactinellid Sponges, comprising thirty-four specimens and sixteen macerated

fragments, all belong to one Family, the Rossellidse. The specimens represent five

genera, of which three are new, and ten species, of which eight have not been described

before. The following is a list of species with depths and localities :

FAMILY ROSSELLIM, F. E. SCHULZE.

(SUB-FAMILY ROSSELLIN.E, F. E. Schulze.)

1. Hyalaseus Jwdgsoni. Off Mount Terror, 914 metres (500 fathoms).

2. Rossella antarctica Carter. W.Q., 238 m. (130 fms.).

3. Rossella podagrosa. W.Q., 18-55 m. (10-30 fms.).

4. Rossella racovitsce Topsent. W.Q., 18-3C m. (10-20 fms.).

5. Rossella liexactinophila. Antarctic Circle, Long. 155 21' E., 4C4 m. (254 fms.).

6. Aulorossella pilosa. Off Coalman Island, 183 m. (100 fms.).

7. Aulorossella levis. W.Q., 18-325 m. (10-178 fms.).

8. Aulorossella longstaffi. W.Q., 238 m. (130 fms.).

9. Anaulosoma schulzii. AV.Q., 36-75 m., (20-11 fms.).

SUB-FAMILY LANUGLNELLIN^E, F. E. Schulze.

10. Anoxycalyx ijimai. W.Q., 329 m. (180 fms.).

Two species in the above list have been described before : one of these, Rossella

antarctica Carter (2, p. 114), was dredged by Sir James Clark Ross in Lat. 74 30' S.

Long. 75 E., 549 m. (300 fms.), during the voyage of discovery to the Antarctic

Regions in 1839-43 ; the other, Rossella racovitzse Topsent (11, p. 33), was obtained in

1897-99 by the 'Belgica' from Lat. 70-7l S., Long. 80-87 W., 450-569 m.

(267-310 fms.).

To the one species previously known from the Antarctic, the '

Belgica,' dredging

in Lat. 70-71 S., Long. 80-89 W., added the following nine :-

1. ? Caulophacus sp. 450 m. (24C fms.).

2. Rossella niula Topsent. 430 m. (235 fms.).

3. Rossellfi racovitzw Topsent. 450-569 m. (246-311 fms.).

4. Bathydvrus spinosus F. E. Schulze. 569 m. (311 fms.); also from Penguin Island, 2926 m.

(1600 fms.) [' Challenger '].

5. Rhdbdocalyptus australis Topsent. 450 m.

6. Furrea occa (Bowerbank) Carter. 450 m.

7. Eurele yerlachei Topsent. 450-550 m. (246-301 fms.).

8. Chonelasma sp. 450-500 m. (24C-273 fms.).

9. Uncinatera plicata Topsent. 480-500 m. (235-273 fms.).

All of the eighteen Antarctic species belong to the Hexasterophora, not one

representative of the Amphidiscophora having been found hitherto.

In connection with bathymetrical distribution it is interesting to note that

specimens of four of the species obtained by the 'Discovery
'

come from comparatively

shallow water, from depths ranging from 18-75 m. (10-41 fms.).
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A 'im.iii~ plx-iiomenon remains to lie noticed. On October 24th, 1903, Lieutenant

Armitage's .-.Inl^r party found dried macerated Ilcxactini'llid Sponge and also tufts of

spicules I'l-iiiL.
1

" bluwn aliout l.y the wind amongHt the erratics on the ice." The

existence of i.-. ,-nt Ilrxactinellid Sponges on the surface of the earth and brought there

\)y natural :!_'. nrics is a very unusual occurrence ; for, generally, these Sponges live in

too deep \\;it-r i' be cast up by storms. In the present instance, probably the sea

bottom was scooped up by ice, and the material afterwards floated up on detached

masses of ire. Iloth the specimen and tufts of spicules In-long to a new species, viz.,

Auloronftlf-i Ar/\ common in shallow water up to '_'0 fathoms.

ABBKKVIATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS.

(1) W.M. in. ..-HIM
" Winter Quarters."

(2) A Konmn and an Arabic numeral in brackets mean number of plate and

figure ; thus
(I. 6) means Plate I., fig. 6.

('KI)ER HEXACTINELLIDA, F. E. SCHULZK.

SCB-ORDER HKXASTEROPHORA, F. E. Schulze.

FAMILY ROSSKLLID.*:, F. E. Schulze.

SUB-FAMILY ROS.SELLIN.B, F. E. Schulze.

HYALASCUS, Ijima.

HYALASCTS HODOSONI.

(Plate III. fig. 1, and Plate IV. figs. 1 a-g.)

Sponge an elongated, slightly flattened oval sac, broadest a little above the base,

with an oval orifice with thin, soft, felt-like, unarmed edge.

Surface with a few small, pointed, tuft-like conuli ; with oxydiartin, and rarely

oxypentactin pleuralia. With rounded base provided with short scattered bundles of

basalia (probably forming a root-tuft in complete specimens). Gastral membrane

continuous (to the naked eye). Autodermalia hexactins, rarely pentactins ; hypodermalia

oxypentactins with smooth surface. Gastralia slender hexactins. Intermedia

holoxyhexastere,* hemioxyhexasters, rarely monoxyhexastere
*

; discohexasters, and

microdiscohexastcrs. Colour (in spirit), pale buff; consistence rather soft and flexible,

but firm enough for the walls to be self-supporting when out of spirit.

Description ,ij
the .j>fi-nnen. The single specimen representing the new species

appears to l>e in an incomplete state, and has probably been denuded of many pleuralia,

' The term inonoxyhexuter is used for oxvhexastera in which all the secondary or terminal rays are single,

hemioxyhexaxter* (Ijima) being osyhexasters in which only one, or some, but not all, of the terminal rays
are linglr, and holoxyhexasters oxyhexasten with all the primary ray* ending in more than one terminal ray ;

similarly . the terms holodiscobexarter, hemiducohexacter (Scholia), and monodiiwohexacter explain themselvec.

Prof. Ijima'B view (4, p. 118, footnote) that the first kind of spieulen, viz., monoxyhexanten, should be designated
" hexaoten

"
and not " hexactins

"
(Schulze, 9, pp. 8-11) seems to me justifiable. Firstly, the axial canals are

confined to the banal portion of each ray (primary ray) and do not extend to the terminal portion (secondary ray).

I have examined numerous monoxyhexaHtern and some monodiscohexasters, and by using a 12-inch oil iminention

and by adjusting the light, I have invariably found that the axial canal cotnes to an abrupt end not far from the

VOL. in. 2 II
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and possibly also of a root-tuft. A few external (? velar) liypodermal oxypentactins are

present on the surface, and little tufts of broken-ofi' basalia project from the rounded

base of the specimen. There may be a well developed root-tuft in complete specimens ;

further doubts on this point were suggested by the condition of four specimens of a

species of Crnnielln from the Antarctic, three being almost smooth at the lower end, owing
to the root-tuft having been detached in dredging, whereas the fourth has a large root-tuft.

The dimensions of the specimen are as follows : Height, 14cm.
; greatest breadth,

6cm. ; diameter of orifice, which is slightly torn, about 4cm. ; greatest thickness of

wall. 1 1cm.

The lumen of the deep gastral cavity is occupied by numerous scattered internally

projecting plcuralia, which have been driven in from the outside. The circular

openings of the ostia, about 1 'Smm. in diameter, are clearly visible beneath the dermal

layer ;
also the slightly larger postica are perceptible beneath the gastral layer, which

roofs them over with a fine lace-like reticulum.

Skeleton. The skeletal framework is formed of bundles of diactins ;
there are

no large hexactins.

Spicilles. The principalia are oxydiactins, about 7000 x 80^ in size, with fine

tapering ends smooth or only very slightly spined. A much smaller kind, 1400 x 18/i,

separate, and not in bundles, with roughened ends and four central knobs, is common

beneath the dermal and gastral membranes.

The autodermalia (IV. la) are spined hexactins, each ray being ISlju. in length

and 15'5/x broad at the base, slightly tapering to a blunt extremity; pentactins

(IV. Ib), with the odd ray proximal, occur, but very rarely.

The hypodermalia (IV. Id, d 1

)
are oxypentactins with slender smooth tapering

paratangentials, each about 2700 x 40/x, the rays being either orthotropal or

anorthotropal.

The autOgastralia (IV. Id
2

) are spined hexactins with slightly longer and more

slender and sharply pointed rays than the autodermalia, each ray being 136 x 7'5/i.

The intermedia. Holoxyhexasters* (IV. le) and hemioxyhexasters (IV. le
1

),

varying in diameter from 100 to 120/i, are common. Monoxyhexasters* (IV. le
2

), 108/i

in diameter, occur only rarely. Medium-sized holodiscohexasters (IV. If, f
1

),
from

80-100/u, in diameter, are also rare
;
the short slender primary rays, about 7p- in length,

base of the ray, and that the remaining portion of the ray is devoid of any trace of an axial canal, that it is,

in fact, more of the nature of a spine. Secondly, in many instances, all the transitions can be traced from

holohexasters, through several grades of heniihexasters to monohexasters. In a preparation of Kossella racomtaoe

Topsent, for example, these transitions can be traced in a crowd of discohexasters, the monodiscohexasters having
short thick primary rays with the axial canal extending only to the point where the thick portion (primary ray)

joins the more slender solid terminal portion? To call such spicules as these last discohexactins would be to

lose sight of the fact that they clearly have six primary and six single secondary rays, for the latter do not lose

the character of being secondary simply because they are single. A genuine hexactin would, by its definition,

have no secondary rays. The designation
"
hexactinose," used by Ijima, would, perhaps, be better written

"
hexactinoid," or hexactin-like, but even this term is not without objection, since such a spicule with its primary

and secondary rays is seen, under a high power, not to resemble a true hexactin. Accordingly the prefixes
"
holo-,"

"
hemi-," and "

mono-," added to "
oxy-

"
or " disco-

"
hexaster, are suggested as indicating and

defining the form and relationship of these spicules. The following figures show the limitation of the axial
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livi.l.- into two or three terminals tipped with toothed discs.

(IV. Ig). .'/*
in <li imeter, have slender primary rays, each 6'5/x in length, ending in a

plano-ec.n\e\ r;i[iitnliim,i
frmii the distal convex surface of which are given off disc-

tippe.l
terminal rays of two lengths.

Tliis -jHMjies is placed under tfyaioMU on account of the aWnce of calycoconics,

this negative character being the chief one which separates the genus from liaifflla.

The tliP-e other known species of Hyaltiscuf, (5, p. 87), viz., //. *i</umienfix lj..
//

timilis
lj.,

and //. ;/i;/>intfw Ij.,
are Japanese. They are all vase- or sack-shaped ; the

tir-t -named spe,-ie- is vase-shaped, has an orifi< with everted lips, and is much

contracted Mow : the second, which Ijima regards as possibly identical with the first,

h.i- a Ki-.il -talk ; tlic third icathti t' a lar_"' ll.-n |.-nr,| HM itlia
pl.iii

IK .

In all the Japanese species the autodermalia are mainly pentactins, but in the

Antarctic species these spicules arc mainly hexactins, pentactins being very rare.

Near the lower end of the sponge is a small conical elevation about 1 3 cm. in

height, \\itli a central axis of diactins. The autodermalia have here undergone a

remarkable change (IV. Ic-c1) ; they have become more or less fused together, and

have lost one or more of their rays, while the spines resemble the flat articular surfaces

ami tubercles on the desmas of Lithistid Sponges. All the stages of transition can be

traced from a slightly modified pentactin to a long desma-like form, such as that figured

in Plate IV'., fig.
lc

f
. Probably these changes have resulted from irritation set up by

contact with some foreign Ixxly, just as basidictyonalia form at the point of attachment

of many of the Hexactinellida. On another part of the dermal surface is a small round

patch, 1
'
5 cm. in diameter, lighter in colour than the rest of the surface, occupied by

small densely crowded autodermalia. Ijima (5, p. 90) refers to similar patches on the

gastral surface of //. x<i;i<tiniensi8,
" due to excessive local accumulations of gastralia."

Dredged from 914 metres (500 fathoms) off Mount Erebus.

ROSSKLLA ANTARCTICA.

(Plate I., figs. 1 to 4, and Plate IV., figs. 2a to g, and 3a to k.)

i -;.' RttttUa antarctita, Carter (I, p. 401), pi. zxi.).

(2, p. 114, pi. x., fig. 4).

187 F. E. Schalze (6, p. 139, pi. lv.).

Three specimens of this species were obtained. They were brought up in the

same haul from Winter Quarters, No. 10 hole, 130 fms. The specimens show a

canals to the primary rays, and the cpine-like nature of the secondary ray*: PI. IV., fig. 3d4-* chows an
hcucliii-like luoooxyhcxanter with the axial canal* extending but a very ghort distance from the centre, the rest

of each ray being olid. PI. VII., fig. Ih, shows a monoducohexaster with the axial canals extending only to the

end of the basal thick portion of each ray. PI. IV., fig. 8d* shows three spheroidal reduced hexasten in which
the primary rays have disappeared as rays, while the secondary rays remain as one or more spines, or oven

spheres, attached to the central sphere, the axial canals being confined to the central node or sphere. II. IV..

fig. 8d' (on the left edge of the plate) shows a monoxyhexaster in which one of the six secondary rays is Winning
reduced, thi* being a stage on the way to bocotuing a spheroidal reduced hexaster.

t The descriptive term "
capitulum

"
is suggested for the enlargement or swelling at the distal end of the

primary rays of calyoocomes, aspidopluiuicomes. strobilocomes, microdiscobexasten, etc. The shape of the
"
capitulum

"
in these spicoles caUs to mind the reoeptaculuiu and capitulom of the Composite.

2 H '2
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considerable amount of variation, and will be described separately as A, B, and C.

Had they not come from the same spot, I would probably have regarded B and C as

representing a variety of the typical form. All the specimens possess a well-developed

root-tuft, therein differing from those obtained from Kerguelen and other localities in

the Southern Indian Ocean, and from near the mouth of the Rio de la Plata in the

South Atlantic. Prof. Schulze mentions in the 'Challenger' Report (p. 139) that he

had never found the loose root-tuft, which Carter represents in his diagrammatic figure

(2, pi. x., fig. 4), and he considers this modification in the original specimen to

be conditioned by the looser nature of the substratum.

Prof. Ijima observes (5, p. 5) that "
a case of one and the same Hexactinellid

species being firmly fixed when growing on a hard substratum, but producing a root-tuft

when living on a soft bottom, has never as yet been shown to exist." The '

Discovery
'

and '

Challenger
'

specimens of Rossella antarctica seem to me to furnish instances of

specimens of the same species being fixed solidly or by a root-tuft in accordance with

the nature of the bottom. In spite of the considerable range of variation in bodily

form, mode of fixation and spiculation, the Antarctic and the more northerly forms

appear to me to come within the limits of one and the same species, but I regard the

latter as belonging to a variety var. solida. The microdiscohexasters, too, are

considerably larger in the typical Antarctic specimens than in the northern variety.

If the anchor spicule figured by Schulze (6, pi. lv., fig. 12) really belongs to the

specimen from which it was obtained, its presence suggests that the sponge, now solidly

fixed without a root-tuft, was derived from a form with such an appendage.

Specimen A. (Plate I., fig. 1, and Plate IV., fig.
2 a-g.)

This, which is the smallest of the three specimens, closely resembles the original

one obtained by Sir James Ross and diagrammatically figured by Carter (2, pi. x.,

fig. 4). The total length is 7 cm., the body being 4 cm., the root-tuft 2 cm., and

the oral fringe nearly 1 cm. in length. The greatest breadth is 3 cm. The velum

is about 7 mm. from the surface of the body. Numerous oval or pyriform buds, each

about 2 mm. in length, are present amidst the dense tangle of the velum. The orifice

is narrow, oval, about 1 cm. in length, and acute-angled at each end. The diactin

marginalia surrounding it form a sloping palisade which meets in the middle line

above, the inclination increasing from without inwards. The root-tuft, which encloses

debris of worm-tubes, fragments of Polyzoa, etc., is formed of pentactins in the shape

of four-pronged anchors with thick curved prongs. The surface of the body is level,

though here and there small, barely perceptible conuli occur. The skeleton is mainly

formed of long wavy bundles of slender diactins.

SpiculeS. The principalia . are long slender diactins, often with roughened,

rounded or bulbous ends. There are also parenchymal regular hexactins (IV., 2a)

scattered about. The marginalia are sharp-pointed oxydiactins 1 5 cm. long and

160/x thick. The basalia are long, slender, four-pronged anchors 4 cm. in length, with
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:.'. p.
in length. The autodermalia (IV., 2 b-b*) are hexactins (2b'),

IK-MI
'M. and rarely staura. tins (2b*), each ray being 75 x 1 1 /t, wholly spined,

lv cylindrical, and with Munt end. The peirtactins have a well-developed distal

spiny kii"l>. The hypodermalia lire slender oxypentactins with paratangcntial rays

with rou^hcne.l -iirface and with large prickles. These well-known spicules are not

tii; ii red owing to want of space. The autogastralia (IV., 2c) are large slender

hexnctins, each ray U-ing I7M X 6
/i.

Some of the hexactins, a little below the

surface, are very large, with the radial rays (each 252 x 21 /i) longer than the

other four. Tin- intermedia. The holoxyhexasters (IV., 2d, d l

), hemioxyhexastcrs

(1\ .. _'.! ). and inonoxyhexasters (IV., 2d*, 2d4

), about 104 /i in diameter, have very

.slender roughened rays, the primary rays being very short or almost absent The

calycocomes (IV., 2f) are 80 /t in diameter, with long tulwrculatcd primary ray, each

_'_' p. in length, ending in a solid hemispherical capitulum from which the only slightly

divergent secondary rays proceed, presenting, as farter put it, a dinner-fork-like aspect

in optical section. Another kind of calycocome (IV., 2g) has shorter, thicker, and

smoother primary rays, a knob-like capitulum, and more divergent secondary rays.

Medimn-M/ed holodiscohexasters, like those figured by Schul/e (6, pi. lv., fig. 15) do

occur, but rarely. Plate IV., Fig. 2e, shows a mollified hemidiscohexaster 45 '5 p in

diameter, having bulbous primary rays, and terminal discs little more than a circle of

spines. The microdifw-ohexasters (IV., 2h), 50 p. in diameter, have long primary rays

10 /x in length, ending in a conical point, the secondary rays being given off in two

circles a little separated from each other.

Scattered over the outer surface of the upper part of the specimen are numerous

small flattened pyriform buds about 52 mm. in length, each bud being supported on

one or two pleuralia which penetrate it None of the buds are sufficiently developed

to show oscule or central cavity. The hypodermal oxypentactins have their paratan-

gential rays much more curved than in the adult state, and the prickles are hardly at

all developed. The soft tissues appear much contracted by the strong spirit A
M-, ti.. ii shows an outer tralwular layer surrounding a central mass of choanosome,

there Wing only a slight development of an inner trabecular layer, and that so

contracted as to appear solid rather than reticular.

Specimen B. (Plate I., fig. 2, and pi. IV., fig. 3h.)

This is a large spheroidal sponge, 15 '5 cm. in height, with a dense velum

resembling a tangled thicket, extending about 1
*
1 cm. away from the surface, and

with a thick root-tuft. The orifice, which is oval and with sharp angles at each end,

is 3 '
7 cm. in length by 1

*
4 cm. in its greatest breadth.

Tin- marginalia, projecting about 2 cm., lean towards each other across the orifice,

the innermost layer extending almost horizontally across from one side; on a level

with the oscule U a depression, looking like a second .>-.-uI<-. Inn the a]>iK>anmcc its duo
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to the presence of a worm-tube in the wall of the sponge, thereby leading to a dis-

arrangement of the pleuralia and velum.

The gastral cavity is capacious, and is lined by a continuous gastral membrane.

The wall of the sponge is about 2 cm. thick. The spicules, with certain exceptions,

resemble those of specimen C described below.

Specimen C. (Plate I., figs. 3, 4 and pi. IV., figs. 3a-3l, excepting 3h).

This is a remarkable twin specimen, ovate spheroidal in shape, and with two oscules.

The height is 14 cm. and width 19 cm. The massive, dense root-tuft is 5 '5 cm. in

length. The edges of the oscules are slightly inverted, so that the innermost margi-

nalia, projecting 2' 5 cm., slope downwards and inwards. A vertical section through
the line joining the oscules shows the sponge body, apart from the massive root-tuft,

to be somewhat hour-glass-shaped with the long axis horizontal.

The common gastral cavity is nearly divided into two by a thick, central,

pyramidal boss reaching from floor to roof, but not forming a complete partition.

The wall of the sponge attains in one part the great thickness of 3
'

8 cm. The

gastral surface shows numerous circular orifices, from 1 to 3 mm. in diameter, in this

respect differing from other known specimens of this species, in all of which the

gastral surface is covered with a continuous layer.

The twin condition of the specimen cannot be regarded as one of any specific

importance. Among the specimens of R. antarctica obtained by the
'

Challenger
'

from 274 m. off Kerguelen Island is a twin specimen with a short common base

whence spring two thick cylindrical tubes
;
the shape somewhat resembles that of a

gigantic tuning-fork. The gastral cavities communicate through an oval foramen

below, and the gastral membrane is continuous throughout.

Spicules of Specimen C. The principalia are diactins with rounded or

bulbous, roughened ends, and large regular hexactins with smooth tapering rays each

640/i in length.

The marginalia are smooth, thick, fusiform diactins, about 4 cm. in length,

and 270/i in thickness in the middle.

The basalia (IV. 3a, a1

)
are anchor pentactins with four prongs, usually curved,

but sometimes straight. Both in B and C these anchor spicules are present among the

hypodermalia some distance above the root-tuft, and some have the prongs anortho-

tropal, thus supporting Schulze's supposition that pentactiu basalia are often modified

hypodermal pentactins.

The autodermalia (IV. 3b.) are chiefly pentactins with or without a distal knob ;

hexactins being fairly common in B, but rare in C.

The oxypentactin hypodermalia, as might be expected, are larger than in

specimen A, and have thicker rays with longer prickles.

The autOgastralia (IV. 3c) are mainly hexactins with spined, blunt-ended rays,
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each 83 x 1 1/x ; in C uutogastral pcnbictins (IV. 3c') are, in addition to the hexactins,

ijuik- common.

< tn iv-rx.-iiuiniiig the autogastral hexactins of A, B, C, I find the differences arc not

90 great as is ilrj.i.
-ted in IV. 2 and IV. 3c. The spictilc ahmvn in IV. 2e lias excep-

tionallv Imii: :nnl -Iriider rays, and that shown in IV. 3c has exceptionally .short and Munt

rays. In sptviincii B the rays (266 x 1 5/i) are slender, sharp-pointed and slightly spined.

Intermedia. The holoxyhexasters, hemioxyhexasters and monoxyhexastera show

a considerable amount of variation and abnormality, especially in the twin specimen C.

Tin- holoxyhexastere and hemioxyhcxasters are on an average from 100 to 110/x in

diiimeter ; fig. 3d shows a small holoxyhcxastcr (in optical section) only 62fi in

diameter. Usually the primary rays arc small hut distinct. The monoxyhcxasters

(IV. 3d*"
4

), 126ft in diameter, have sharp-pointed secondary rays with rough surface,

are broad at the l)asc and tapering to a sharp point The abnormal spicules figured in

fig. 3d* have the primary rays reduced to a central node or sphere, and the secondary
to a few spines. In some hexastcrs (IV. :Je) the secondary rays terminate in two

"i- three sharp prickles.

3d* shows a stauractin-likc monoxyhcxastcr, 145/i in diameter, the rays having a

roughened surface. That these spicules are not young uutodcrmal .stauractins is shown

by the fact that the axial canals extend only a short distance from the centre.

The calycocomes (IV. 3f-h), 80 to 90/x in diameter, show considerable variation,

not only in specimens B and C, but also in the same specimen, viz., variation in size, in

length and thickness of the primary rays, in the length and degree of divergence of the

secondary rays, and in the presence or absence of terminal disks. Fig. 3h, from

specimen B, is evidently abnormal ; here some of the secondary rays have fine bifid or

tritid terminations.

Hemidiscohexasters of medium size (IV. 3e, e
1

), average about 85/x in diameter ;

tln> rays are sometimes thicker and straighter than is usual in this species.

Monodiscohexasters, 90/x in diameter, occur rarely. Prof. Schulzc figures

(6, pi. LV., fig. 8) a spicule of this kind the only one found by him from a

specimen from Kcrguelen Island.

The microdiscohexasters (IV. 3k), 50/t in diameter, are mostly similar to those in

specimen A, with a narrow conical capitulum, whence two circles of secondary rays

originate; some, however, have a more disk-like capitulum (IV. 31); the secondary

rays in both kinds are extremely slender,' being almost invisible under any object-glass
lower than *Jy inch. Curiously enough, these rays are much more easily discernible in

the younger and less developed specimen A.

All from W.Q., June 3rd, 1903. No. 10 hole ; 238 m. (130 fms).
Other specimens have been found at :

Lat 77$ S., long. 175 W. ; 548 m. (300 fms.) ; Sir J. C. Rosa's Expedition.
Prince Edward Island, 256 m. (140 fms.); Voy. 'Challenger.'
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Wand. 384 111. (-J10 fms.); Voy. 'Challenger.'

l-l.iu.l, 274 m. (150 fms.); Voy. 'Challenger.'

East of Bii.'im, Ay res, 1097 m. (600 fms.); Voy. 'Challenger.'

Unssi i i \ |'<UA:K<I-V\.

(Plate III., figs. 2, 3, and Plate V., figs, la-m.)

Sponge cylindro-conic, broadest about the middle, with wide, oval, thin-edged

, armed with upright marginalia ; the walls thick and firm, with a well-developed

root-tuft, composed of diactins and of oxypentactins of the same character as those of

the velum. With a velum about 5 cm. from the surface ; with buds of considerable

si/r, solidly attached to the parent by a broad base. The hypodermalia OZjpeatecttnj

with rough or smooth rays, without prickles.

The calycocomes with relatively short primary rays ; discohexasters with long

secondary rays.

There are ten specimens of this species, one of large size, four of medium size,

and five small ones, some of which are probably detached buds. All the larger and

three of the smallest specimens possess relatively large buds, with oscule and -a.-n.-il

cavity, and fixed by a broad base ; compared with these, the buds on one of the

specimens of R. antarcticn (see page 7) are very small, leing only 2 mm. in

diameter, and detached from the main body, though still adherent to the pleuralia.

The largest specimen (PL III., fig. 2) is 20 cm. in length, and 8*5 cm. in greatest

breadth ; the orifice is 2*5x2 cm. in diameter ; the walls attain a thickness of

J 5 cm. Two buds and the scar of a third are present on the outer wall.

Beneath the fine, gauze-like dermal layer are seen the round openings of the

ostia from * 5 to 2 mm. in diameter.

The diactin marginalia project alx>ut 1 8 cm. The root-tuft is about 3
'

5 cm.

in length. A few slender diactin pleuralia project a little alx>ve the general velar

surface. The gastral membrane, which forms a continuous, finely pilose layer, with a

sharply-defined circular rim a little below the edge of the orifice, roofs over the

openings of the postira with a fine, sieve-like network, the meshes of which are formed of

bundles of diactins covered with autogastral hexactins. In one specimen the lower part

of the gastral membrane is cavernous. In all but the smallest specimens the central

cavity is deep, but in the latter it only extends to half the length of the sponge body.

The skeleton is mainly formed of bundles of diactins with a few large hexactins.

The spicules. Principalia. The long diactins mostly smooth, or only very

faintly roughened near the ends, usually straight, tapering very gradually to slender,

sharp points, a large spicule being 8
' 25 x 054 mm. Hexactins of two kinds, either

regular with thickly spined rays, each 380 x 10/t (V. Ib), or with the rays nearly

smooth, and with the odd pair of rays (each 1500 x 45/x) equal or unequal, and longer

than the other four (V. la).

VOL. III. 2 I
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The autodermalia (V. lc) are pentactins with or without a distal knob, with all the

rays (each 180 x 13/t in length) tapering and wholly spined. Hexactins occur, but rarely.

The hypodermalia (V. ld-d2

) (pleuralia and basalia) are oxypcntactins with

rough or smooth rays, orthotropal or anorthotropal, the average length of a

paratangential being 1G60 x 50/n.

The autogastralia (V. le) are hexactins 266 x 12/u, and closely spined.

The intermedia are holoxyhexasters (rare), hemioxyhexasters (V. If, f
1

),
and

abundant monoxyhexasters (V. If
2
,

f
3

), about 169/i in diameter. The calycocomes

(V. Ig, g
1

) are 226/i in diameter. The primary rays are only 8p. in length ; the

capitulum is 14'5/t in length and 22/u, in breadth; the secondary rays, 3 to 5 in

number, are thick, and either without any terminal knob, or with a very small one.

Fig. Ih, a calycocome, with long primary rays, and without terminal disks, is only

87/A in diameter, and is probably immature.

The discohexasters (V. Ik) are of large size, averaging 110/A in diameter; the

primary rays (each 4'5/x in length) terminate in two to four long, disk-tipped

secondary rays.

Fig. 11 shows a monodiscohexaster 120/i in diameter.

The microdiscohexasters (V. 1m) are 5 I/A in diameter ; the primary rays, each

7/t in length, terminate in a convex disk-shaped capitulum, from the distal surface of

which rays two lengths are given off, the longer rays having larger disks.

Rossella podagrosa differs from R. antarctica in that the hypodermal oxypentactins

are without prickles ; secondly, the basalia resemble the pleuralia, whereas in R.

antarctica the basalia are anchor-like ; further, the calycocomes of the new species have

very short primary rays ; and lastly, the buds are entirely different in the two species.

Rossella nuda Topsent, has no velum.

Rossella racomtzce Topsent, is likewise without a velum, and its surface is covered

with conules.

Rossella hexactinophila, a new species about to be described, closely resembles

R. podagrosa, but is distinguished by its hexactin autodermalia, and by the different

shape and larger size of the calycocomes ; also its oxyhexasters have more slender rays.

All specimens were obtained from Winter Quarters by means of the D-net. (l) No.

104, Hut Point, September 24, 1902, 26 m. (14 fathoms) ; (2) Nos. 118, 120, Hut Point,

November 13, 1902, 46m. (25 fathoms) ; (3) No. 137, Flagon Point, January 17, 1903,

18-36 m. (10-20 fathoms) ; (4) No. 139, January 23, 1903, 18-36 m. ; (5) No. 239, 12

hole, 46-55 m. (25-30 fathoms).

ROSSELLA HEXACTINOPHILA.

(Plate III., fig. 4, and Plate VI., figs, la-g.)

Sponge forming an elongated oval flattened sack with a sharp-edged oval orifice

provided with marginalia. With a velum ; and with a root-tuft about 2 cm. in length

mainly composed of oxypentactins resembling those of the velum.
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\u!.liTin:ilia lit \.-i. ims ; oxypentactine hypodormalia with rough or smooth

'l \\itlnmt prickles ; oxyhcxasters with extremely slender raja

iii'.'lr specimen representing the altove species is in a Iwid stale of preserva-

n.. 11. tin- five half-macerated fragments of grayish colour being saturated with mud.

Mr. Il'-'lgson gives the information that on the return voyage the trawl was put

ovrrlioard and dragged for some distance over a dead level bottom of mud, lut that

at one spot the trawl passed over a patch of stones dropped by an iceberg. This

would account for the condition of the specimen. With some difficulty the fragments

van pieced together in the manner shown on PI. III., fig.
4 ; there was no doubt

about the base with its small but indubitable root-tuft, nor almut the oscular end, but

possibly a fragment may be missing from the intervening part; enough remains,

however, to show that the sponge was narrow at the orifice and broader at the lower

end than above. The specimen, as made up, is 16 cm. in length, and 5 cm. in breadth

below the middle. The orifice, which is 1 5 cm. in diameter, is partly surrounded by

diactin marginalia projecting about 1 5 cm. The root-tuft is formed of dense tufte of

basalia caked with mud at the ends. The velum has been mostly rubbed away ; but

patches of it exist, especially in the fragment bearing the oscule. The gastral

membrane is continuous.

Skeleton. The framework is formed of bundles of thin slender diactins.

Spicules. The principalia are diactins very long and slender, averaging

3500 x 1 5/i, mostly entirely smooth, and with sharp-pointed ends, though sonic arc

slightly roughened at the ends.

The autodermalia (VI. la) are hexactins, with rather sharp-pointed rays each

154 x 12/i, and spined throughout; the hexactins give a pilose appearance to the

surface, especially when viewed under a lens.

The hypodermalia re oxypentactins, orthotropal, and mostly with straight

smooth rays, each about 900 x 20fi ; others are larger, 1000 x 25/* (VI. Ib, b1

.),

with slightly curved wavy rays.

The autogastralia (VI, lc) are hexactins, considerably larger than the auto-

dermalia, each ray being 319/n. in length, and 11 *25/i in breadth at the base, tapering

to a sharp point, and only sparsely spined.

The intermedia include holoxyhexasters (VI. Id), hemioxyhexasters (VI. Id1

),

and only rarely monoxyhexasters (VI. Id*), about 110-125/t in diameter; the

primary rays are 8-1 0/x in length ; and the secondary rays are extremely slender.

The calcycocomes (VI. le), 426/i in diameter, have short primary rays, 13/x in

length, continuing each into a long solid capitulum 40ft in length and 16/x in breadth,

whence originates a circle of eight to ten finely spined knob-tipped secondary rays.

The holodiscohcxasters (VI. If, P) of medium size, 125/t in diameter, with

short primary rays dividing into four or five disk-tipped secondary rays, occur

only rarely.

The microdiscohexasters (VI. Ig), 48/x in diameter, have their primary rays,

2 I 2
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7
'p.

in length, each ending in a convex disk-shaped capitulum, from which arises a

circle of disk-tipped secondary rays in two lengths.

The new species comes very near to R. podagrosa, which it closely resembles

in general shape, in the characters of the orifice and of the marginalia and basalia,

and might perhaps be regarded as a strongly marked variety of that species ;
but

R. kexactinophila differs from R. podagrosa in having hexactin autodermalia ;
in having

very much larger calycocomes with elongated cylindrical capitula, the capitula in

R. podagrosa being more or less hemispherical ; and in having oxyhexasters with

extremely slender secondary rays.

Antarctic Circle, Long. 155 21' E., 464 m. (254 fms.).

ROSSELLA RACOVITZ.E.

(Plate I., fig. 5, and Plate IV., figs. 1-7.)

Rossella racovitz, Topsent (11, p. x., and 12, p. 33).

The collection contains only one example of this species, which appears, however,

to have been common in the region explored by the
'

Belgica,' since no less than ten

specimens and fragments were obtained in four hauls.

The present specimen is 16 mm. in length and 13 mm. in breadth, not including

the pleuralia, which extend 8 mm. from the surface.

The '

Discovery
'

specimen differs in several respects from those described by Topsent.

The principalia are diactins with roughened rounded ends, sometimes swollen.

The autodermalia are pentactins and stauractins, hexactins being absent ; the

rays are thick, slightly spined and a little swollen at the ends.

Just below the surface, along with the oxypentactins, are many thick curved

diactins 1080 x 12/A.

The oxyhexasters are not remarkable except in the smallness of their numbers ;

they appear to be replaced by the discohexasters.

The calycocomes are 225/A in diameter, whereas those of the '

Belgica
'

are 400/z.

The discohexasters, 168ft in diameter, are very abundant; the large disks at the

ends of the secondary rays attain a diameter of 16-20/x, and have long sharp denticles;

these spicules present all the transitions from holodiscohexasters, through hemi- to

mono-discohexasters.

The microdiscohexasters (rare), 56/A in diameter, have the secondary rays of only

one length.
'

Discovery,' Winter Quarters, Flagon Point, January 17, 1903 ; Dredge 18-36 m.

(10-20 fathoms).

The '

Belgica
'

Expedition dredged it in Lat. 70 15'-7l 15' S. Long. 80 48'-

87 39' W. 450-569 m. (247-310 fathoms).

AULOROSSELLA.

Sack- or barrel-shaped Rossellince with three kinds of discohexasters, viz.,

calycocomes, medium discohexasters and microdiscohexasters, With surface conules,
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Witli liv|MMlrrmal |H-iit.-n-tins with short, thick, smooth paratangeutials, associated with

(null's or bundles of pleuralia ; hypodermiil pcntactins entirely absent from the areas

ln-twccn tho cnnulet

The new genus resembles Rosstlla in possessing three kinds of discohcxasters

including calycocomes, but differs from it in the character and distribution of the

hypodermal pentactins.

In the alrnence of the hypodermal pentactins from the intcrconular areas Aulo-

roMelln approaches Aulosaccus, in which these spicules are entirely lacking. In

Scyphitlium longispina Ij. the same spicules are restricted to the upper part of the

body, and, in that situation, mostly to the conules ; but Scyphidium is devoid of

the calycocomes, and so also is Vitrollula
Ij. Possibly when pleuralinl bundles

are strongly developed, the autodermal surface is less in need of support by means

of a layer of hypodermal pentactins, and these latter Ixscome restricted to the conules,

and their paratangential rays become shortened till they disappear altogether.

In Aulorossella levin sp.n. only a very few anchor-like pentactins arc present in

the bundles of pleuralia prostalia ; but these spicules are very abundant in the

pleuralial bundles of A. crnssa, the pentactins being here wholly covered by the

dermal membrane. Apropos of the origin of the anchor-like pleuralia and basal ia,

Schulze observes (8, p. 83) :

"
This leads me to suppose that the anchors are to

bo considered as protruded and enlarged hypodcrmalia." At first the three species

of AulorosseWi descril>ed below were placed under Aulosaccus. Prof. Ijimn, in his

description of Aulosaccus schulzei
Ij.,

the type of the genus Aulosaccus, expressly

states, however (5, 112), that no pentactins enter into the composition of the hypo-

dermal skeleton ; and, further, only two kinds of discohexasters occur.

Apropos of the presence or absence of hypodermal pcntactins, it will not, I

think, be out of place to make here a slight correction concerning the species

of Aulosaccus Ijima (5, p. 252 and p. 107), in which genus Prof. Ijima places

three species, viz., A. schu/sei Ijima, A. ijimai Schulze, and A. mitsukurii Ijima.

If Schulze (7, pp. 30, 100, and 10, p. 176) is right in retaining Cafyntaeau for

C. ijimai Schulze on account of its markedly pinula-likc autodermal and autogastral

hexactins with their long obliquely directed spines, then Aulosaccus contains only

one species, viz., A. schulzei Ijima ; the species mitsukurii belongs, as will le

shown below, to Scyphidium.

With regard to Scyphidium mitsukurii Ijima, the British Museum possesses the

specimen referred to by Prof. Ijima (5, p. 121) as O.C. No. 4399, and stated by
him to be specifically identical with the type of Scyphidium (Aul*iccu*) mitsukurii.

The specimen is liadly preserved, and patches of dermal membrane remain only here

and there ; but in these patches, and beneath the autodermalia, there are hypodermal

pcntactins with orthotropal smooth paratangential rays. Prof. Ijima himself says

(5, p. 109) :

"
If A. mitsukurii were only provided with pentactinic hypodcrmalin

1 should have no hesitation in referring it to Scyphidium." Among the autodermal
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stauractins and pentactins are peculiar pentactins with very short, closely-spined

paratangential rays and a long, smooth proximal ray ; the proximal ray of the

ordinary autodermal pentactins is thick and closely spined in its whole length. It

is possible that the specimen O.C. 4399 in the British Museum is not specifically

identical with the type specimen of S. mitsukurii
Ij. in Tokyo.

Aulorossella includes three species, all new, collected by the '

Discovery
'

in the

Antarctic Region, viz., Aulorossella pilosa, Aulorossella levis, Aulorossella longstaffi..

AULOROSSELLA PILOSA.

(Plate II., fig. 1, and Plate VI. figs. 2-2k.)

Sponge in form of an oval slightly compressed sack, having an oval orifice with

thin unarmed margin, the wall provided with large sharp-pointed conuli mostly
with long tufts of diactin and, rarely, anchor-like pentactin pleuralia. Gastral cavity

deep, and with a continuous finely pilose surface. With a dense, massive root-tuft

composed of diactins and anchor-like pentactins.

The intermedia include holoxyhexasters a form in which each primary ray
ends in four or five secondary rays being especially abundant hemioxyhexasters

and, rarely, monoxyhexasters. There are three specimens of this species, all about

the same size. The largest is 14 cm. in total height, and 9x6 cm. in diameters

of the body about the middle ; the pleuralia extend 3 5 cm. from the surface.

The body-wall attains a thickness of 2 cm., and the conuli a height of 7 mm.
The dermal surface shows a fine lace-like network beneath which are seen the

openings of the ostia.

The gastral surface (VI. 2) has a finely pilose appearance when viewed laterally,

and feels rough, these characters distinguishing the species from the nearly related

Aulorossella levis, which has a smooth gastral surface. The surface is finely reticulate,

the meshes being -2 to '3 mm. in diameter and 2 mm. in depth ;
the meshes are

formed of strands of hypogastral diactins, bristling with hexactins
;
about six meshes

stretch over each of the postica.

Skeleton. The framework is made up of bundles of diactins ; beneath the dermal

and gastral surfaces are numerous thick curved isolated diactins roughened at the

ends ; medium-sized parenchymal hexactins occur only rarely.

Spicules. The principalia are diactins varying greatly in length and diameter ;

they attenuate very gradually to roughened, blunt-pointed ends.

The ailtodermalia (VI. 2b) are pentactins with the rays straight, thickly spined,

and diminishing gradually to a thick, blunt end
;
the paratangential rays are each 131

X 18fi in diameter, and slightly bent downwards towards the odd proximal ray.

The hypodermalia are pentactins (VI. 2c) with smooth, slightly curved

paratangential rays, each 320 x 40ft, making an angle of 70 to 80 with the shaft
;
a

distal knob or swelling may or may not be present ; the odd proximal ray is 2400/* in
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li>n'.rth. Sometimes these spicules are fount! among the diactin pleuralin projecting far

in 1 tin 1 .surface, hut usually they are situated beneath the autodcrmal pentactins,

either nrar tin- surface or concealed amidst bundles of plcuralia.

Th.- an< hor liki basalia (VI. 2a) have four thick, straight prongs, 5GO X 80/x,

shar|>lv l-.-nt, so as to form an angle of about 35 with the shaft.

Tin- autogastralia are completely spined hexactins, each ray being 140 x 12/x.

'I'lif intermedia. The oxyhexasters vary from 56 to 80/t in diameter; the

commonest form is a holoxyhexaster, with principal rays 8-1 Oft, each ending in four

straight, sharp-pointed secondary rays (VI. 2d) ; VI. 2d l shows a variety with curved

secondary rays. Hernioxyhexasters in various grades occur, but are not so abundant

as the first kind ; monoxyhexasters are very rare. Fig. VI. 2d* shows a micro-

oxyhexaster 22 '8/1 in diameter, with thu-k club-like primary rays, each ending in three

pri. kles.

The calycocomes (VI. 2e, e
1

) average about 130/t in diameter, the primary rays

being trumpet-shaped, slender at their origin, and expanding gradually up to a disk-

shaped capitulum ; the secondary rays vary in number from three to six. Fig. 2g
shiiws a calycocome with the terminal rays curving in at their extremities. Fig. 2f

shows a portion of a larger calycocome, 210/i in diameter, with a cylindrical capitulum

partly embraced by the bases of the secondary rays : an axial canal extends about

half-way into each capitulum.

Ilolodiscohexasters (VI. 2h), '.' l/i in diameter, with short, slender, bifurcated

primary rays, occur only rarely.

The microdiscohexasters (VI. 2k) are 34/x in diameter ; each primary ray ends in

a sharp-pointed, conical capitulum.

1'ivdgcd from 183m. (100 fras.) off Coulman Island.

AULOROSSELLA LRVI8.

(Plate II., figs. 2, 3, and Plate VI., figs. 3-3h.)

Sponge sack-shaped, with an oval orifice with thin unarmed edge. With conules

mostly tufted with pleuralia. Root-tuft formed of a compact mass of tufts of basalia.

Central cavity deep and spacious. Gastral wall smooth, showing sieve-like groups of

openings. Autodennalia pentactins and (rarely) stauractins, autogastralia pentactins,

and to a leas extent hexactins. Intermedia including, among other kinds, numerous

In-ill ioxyhexasters and monoxyhexastor-.
There are four specimens of this species, one large one of pale yellow colour (A) in

spirit, selected as the type, another (B) much larger, dried, and of dark brown colour,

and two small ones (C, D), in spirit.

The dimensions, in centimetres, of specimen A are as follows : height, 20 ; root-

tuft, 5 ; diameters in median horizontal plane, 12 x 10
; orifice, 3*5 x 2; depth of

central cavity, 1 1 ; thickness of wall, 3 ; height of cones, 1 ; length of pleuralia from

surface of sponge, 3.
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Specimen B is 27 cm. in height and 32 5 cm. in diameter
; the colour is now dark

brown, but Mr. Hodgson states that it was pale yellow when captured ; many of the

couules form large, thick, thumb-like projections.

The larger of the two smallest specimens (II. 3) is 3 cm. in height and 2'2 cm. in

width, the total height and length, including the pleuralia, being 7 cm. Mr. Hodgson
informs me that, on one occasion, he hauled up from 228 m. (125 fms.), No. 6 hole,

a huge specimen, apparently of this species, 2 feet in height and 18 inches in diameter,

but in spite of desperate efforts to secure it, resulting in his arms becoming like a

pincushion, the specimen fell back into the water and was lost.

The dermal surface shows a fine network in which larger and deeper meshes

formed by strands of hypodermal diactins are filled in by much finer square meshes

formed by the autodermal pentactins.

The gastral membrane (VI. 3) is smooth and shows sieve-like groups of small

orifices, which are much larger than those of A. pilosa. The membrane is supported by

bundles of hypogastral diactins which form a network with large meshes ; usually in

each mesh there is one large oval orifice, 5 to 1 mm. in long diameter, with a sharply-

defined thin membranous edge. The sieve-like groups of orifices are separated from

each other by unperforated areas or zones, which are sometimes of considerable extent

in the upper part of the central cavity.

Skeleton. The skeletal framework is constructed of bundles of diactins, and of

large regular hexactins, which latter are especially abundant in specimen B.

SpiculeS. The diactin principalia are very long and have their ends either

rough or smooth, and sharply pointed (more so than those of A. pilosa). The regular

hexactins (VI. 3a) have thick rays each 060 X 90/i, smooth or rough at the ends ;

many of these spicules are abnormal in having their
"
paratangential

"
rays curved and

bent away from the normal plane like the ribs of an umbrella.

The pleuralia are usually diactins ;
a few anchor pentactins occur in the larger,

but many in the smaller specimens.

The basalia are pentactins, which attain a length of 10 cm. (VI. 3b), and have

very stout prongs, 125/t in thickness at the base.

The autodermalia (VI. 3d) are pentactins, with wholly spined rays; each

tangential ray, 113 x 17/x, tapers slightly.

The hypodermal oxypentactins (VI. c3) are grapnel-like ; they are usually found

entirely below the surface of the conules, but there are only a few in each conule.

Sometimes they project outside among the pleuralia.

The autOgastralia are chiefly pentactins (VI. 3d 1

),
each ray being 150 x 18/u,

and wholly spined ; many hexactins, slightly smaller than the pentactins, also occur ;

at the nodes of the hypogastral network there is usually a hexactiu about twice the

size of the autogastral hexactin and with the rays smooth at their bases.

The intermedia. Oxyhexasters. Holoxyhexasters are very rare. Hemioxy-

hexasters (VI. 3e, e
1

) are 120/A in diameter, and with almost aborted primary rays.
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mn..\s liexasters (VI. 3o
s

) arc fairly common ; they arc about 100ft in diameter.

1 IK- calycocomes (VI. 8f, f
1

) are 220ft in diameter, the primary rays being 14/x in

l.ii'.'tli. ill'- -Ii'l hemispherical cup-shaped capitulum is 9/* in length and breadth;

the secondary rays form a plume-like circle of six to eight slender, slightly divergent

rays, tipped with very small disks.

Hol.xliscohexMtaH (VI. 3g), 96/i in diameter, are very rare; the short primary

rays, './i
in length, divide into two to four secondary rays ending in disks with four

ve sharp recurved teeth. The microdiscohexasters (VI. 3h) are 40/x in dinmeter.

This new species closely resembles A. pilom in its outward appearance, but differs

from that species chiefly in the structure of the gastral membrane (VI. 3), and in the

absence of the holoxyhexastcrs, so abundant in A. pilosa.

Numerous macerated fragments, consisting solely of a skeletal framework of

bundles of diactins with large hexactins, and occasionally autodermal pcntactins, were

obtained from 10-20 fathoms in McMurdo Bay. These, together with a sack-shaped

skeleton and a tuft, 20 cm. in length, of diactin and anchor-like pentactin battalia, found

by a sledge party on the ice, all belong to Auloro*#;Ma levis.

Winter Quarters : (1) two large specimens taken in the trawl 150 yards south of

the ship, in 18-36 m. (10-20 fms.) ; (2) two small young specimens from No. 5 hole

(Seal Hole), August 7, 1902, 325m. (178 fms.); (3) Macerated fragments from

McMurdo Bay, 18-36 m. (10-20 fms.).

AULOROSSELLA LONO8TAFFL*

(Plate II., fig. 4, and Plate VII., figs, la-k.)

Sponge barrel-shaped, almost solid, with only a very shallow gastral cavity with

wide circular orifice having a thin unarmed edge. Surface irregularly tuberculatcd and

ridged, pleuralia almost entirely absent (there being only two or three scattered alraut).

Inferior end without a definite rootrtuft, but with a few large conules with a few

basalia. Autodermalia thick pentactins, autogastralia thick hexactins. Amongst the

parenchymalia curious tctractins.

The sole specimen of this interesting species is 6*8 cm. in height, 3*9 cm. in

breadth about the middle ; the orifice is nearly 2 cm. in diameter, and the gastral

cavity only 1*4 cm. in depth. In its stumpy fleshy appearance, the specimen some-

what resembles a kind of cactus plant Both the dermal and gastral surfaces are

smooth and glistening, and almost opaque, scarcely showing any trace of a hypogastral

network. The shallow gastral cavity has in its floor two depressions separated by a

ridge.

The skeleton is mainly constructed of bundles of diactins ; and in addition to

these, large regular hexactins are distribute.! in the sponge body.

The species name is given in honour of Mr. LongsUff, whose munificent donation of 25,000 made

possible the fitting-out of the expedition.

VOL. in. 2 K
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SpiculeS. The principalia are diactins varying in length and thickness, but

sometimes very thick and strongly tuberculated at the ends (VII. la). Large regular

hexactins, with rays spined at the ends, also occur. Among the principalia must be

reckoned the remarkable pyramidal tetractins (VII. ib, b1

)
with usually equal rays

varying in length in different spicules from 320-1 000/A, spined only at the ends.

Sometimes below the point of junction of the rays there is an enlargement, apparently

an aborted fifth ray. Some of the hypodermal pentactins resemble the tetractins in

having their four paratangential rays pyramidal.

A few anchor-like pentactin pleuralia with straight prongs making an acute angle

with the shaft are present.

Only diactins are visible in the few short broken tufts of basalia, but possibly

some of the spicules with broken ends may be pentactins.

The autodermalia (VII. c.) are thick, closely-spined pentactins with rays each

169x24'5/t.
The pentactin hypodermalia are found beneath the tubercles and conules ; they

vary considerably in shape ; in some (VII. Id1

)
the paratangential rays make an angle

of 70 to 90, others (VII. Id, d2
, d

3

)
an angle of 30 to 45 with the shaft

; they may
be wholly smooth, but are usually spined at the ends of the prongs.

No less than eighteen of these spicules were found beneath the surface of one conule.

The autogastralia (VII. le) are hexactins with closely spined rays, each ray

being 118 x 15'5/t.

The intermedia. Oxyhexasters (VII. If, f
1

,
f
2

)
of the three kinds (holo-, hemi-

and monoxyhexasters) occur, the first and last kind being rare. The diameter is about

115/*. The calycocomes (VII. Ig, g
1

), 230/A in diameter, have slender primary rays

8'3ju,in length, and the solid capitulum 12/x, in length and 8'5/t in breadth. The

terminal rays, four to seven in number, are roughened and tipped each with a small disk.

Each ray has an oval swelling (VII. Ig
1

)
near its origin and on the inner aspect, at

alternately higher and lower levels. Discohexasters are rare. Fig. Ih shows a

monodiscohexaster 55/A in diameter. The axial canals extend only to the end of the

basal thickened part (primary portion) of each ray. The microdiscohexasters (VII. Ik)

are 40/x. in diameter, the primary rays being 7 5/x in length.

W.Q., June 3, 1903. No. 10 Hole. 238 m. (130 fms.).

ANAULOSOMA.*

Rossellinse without a central cavity, but with the gastral surface flat and exposed

at the superior end of the sponge. Without hypodermal pentactins. With oxy-

hexasters, calycocomes, discohexasters, and microdiscohexasters. The new genus

resembles Bolosoma, Caulopliacus, and Aulochone in having an exposed gastral surface.

Among the Rossellinse, Anaulosoma agrees with Aulochone and Aulosoccus in being

*
d, privative ; aiSXij, hall ; <ra>na, body.



without hyjHxItTinal {wntactins. Auloc/ion<; which has an everted gMtral surface,

ilitliTS fr<u tin- new genus in being stalked, and in possessing only one kind of

diacohexastcr
*

\N VI I.H-..MA - III 1MB,

(Plate III., figs. 5, 6, and Plate V., fig. 2 a-m).
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at t he lower end, and with a free gastral surface at the upper end. Surface smooth,

without pleuralia, with a few diactin marginalia at the junction of the dermal and

gastral surfaces. With a few very small tufts of diactin basalia extending downwards

from the mammilla). Principalia, bundles of diactins, also hexactins, pcntoctins,

suuiractins, and tauactins. Autodermalia, pentactins ; hypodermalia diactins in bundles

I'.. i m in- a network. Autogastralia, pentactins, with a few hexactins.

There are two specimens (A, 0) and two fragments (B, D) of this sponge.

Specimen A (III., 5), the type, from McMunlo Bay, is 6*5 cm. in height, 4 '5 cm. in

width, and 3*3 cm. in thickness. The texture of the sponge is loose. The thin felt-like

gastral surface, with several thin-edged exhalant orifices, is easily distinguishable from

the lace- like dermal surface, the two being separated by a sharp edge. The oval gastral

surface, 5x3 cm., which occupies the whole upper end of the sponge, slopes down-

wards a little ; the largest of the "
oscules

"
is oval, and 1 x 5 cm. in diameter ;

the walls of the large canal into which it leads are lined simply with scattered

canalaria in the form of oxyhexasters. The autngastralia are pentactins, and rarely

hexactins. Two or three deeply curved diactins are present on or near the gastral

margin, but it is doubtful whether they are really marginalia, or, indeed, whether they

belong to the specimen at all. The lower end of the sponge is prolonged into two

rounded extensions, each with a small tuft of luisalia.

The small specimen C (III. 6) is somewhat wedge-shaped, the inferior end

narrowing to a ridge, with a small tuft of Iwisnlia projecting obliquely downwards and

outward* from only one of the ends of the ridge. The upper end, or gastral surface,

1 1 cm. in diameter, is in the form of a small circular area, with one small circular

orifice (1*5 mm. in diameter) of an exhalant canal. Round the margin is a circle of

small diactin marginalia projrrting about 6 mm. The two fragments (B, D) are the

lower halves of broken specimens ; in them the broken surface shows the openings of

numerous canals passing vertically upwards from the base.

In Ainittltnnnna achulzii there is a marked difference in the appearance of the

dermal and gastral surfaces, the former showing a fine lace-like reticulum perceptible to

the naked eye, while the latter has an opaque, felt-like appearance. This difference is

chiefly due to the arrangement of the hypodermal skeleton. In the dermal region

I have recently found microdiwobexMten in Auloekont (Craleromorpha) lanknlrri Kirkp. from South

Aftjca. TbeM ipicnk* escaped my notice when I Ant described the ipongc (Ann. Mag. N.H. (7) VII., 1001,

2 K 2
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there is the extremely fine square-meshed reticulum formed by the tangential rays

of the autodermal pentactins. Beneath this are subdermal spaces separated by the

proximal rays of the pentactins from the hypodcrmal network with its much larger

triangular or trapezoidal meshes. The strands of the hypodennal network are formed

of straight tangentially arranged bundles of rather thick diactins. The gastral region,

on the other hand, is without subgastral network and spaces, and the bundles of diactiu

principalia are not distinguishable from those of the rest of the parenchyma.

Canal-System and Soft Tissues. The main exhalant canals run vertically

upwards from base to summit, receiving lateral branches in their course. A section

shows circles of the flagellated chambers opening into the finer canals. The subdermal

trabecular network, and the lining of many of the exhalant canals, are crowded with

masses of knollen-thesocytes, each thesocyte being about 8-1 O/A in diameter. In

unstained balsam preparations these masses of thesocytes are clearly distinguished

by their dark yellow colour ; further, they take a deeper stain with borax carmine

than do the rest of the sponge tissues.

The skeleton is formed mainly of bundles of diactins and of separate large

hexactins, pentactins, stauractins, and tauactins.

Spicules. The principalia are diactins which vary considerably in length and

thickness, the average kind being about 7560 x 22/x, tapering to fine points and

spined at the extremities. The spicules, which, in specimen A, are regarded as possible

marginalia, are in the form of two or three long curved diactins about 5 cm. in length.

They have become misplaced, and possibly may not belong to the sponge. The delicate

marginalia in specimen C project about 6 mm., and are about 13 mm. in length.

The little tufts of diactin basalia are about 2' 5 cm. in length.

The large regular hexactins (V. 2a) have rays 800 x 60/x, slightly spined at the

ends ; large pentactins, stauractins, and tauactins (V. 2b, c, d) also are present.

The autodermalia (V. 2e) are pentactins with rays 172 X 24'5/x, closely spined.

Young pentactins with fine, smooth, sharp rays occur both in the dermal and gastral

layers.

The autogastralia are mostly pentactins similar to the autodermalia ;
a few small

regular hexactins also occur, especially in specimen C. Plate V., figs.
2f-2f

4

,
shows

several modified hexactins and a pentactin from the region round the single exhalant

orifice in specimen C.

The intermedia. Oxyhexasters. Holoxyhexasters (V. 2g), 197/i, with bifurcate

primary rays, short or almost absent, are not uncommon ;
a kind (V. 2g

1

), 86/*, in

which each primary ray ends in a disk, whence five to six sharp-pointed secondary rays

diverge, occurs less frequently.

Hemioxyhexasters (V. 2g
2

),
about 180fi,

are abundant ;
and monoxyhexasters

(V. 2g
8

),
also about 180/x in diameter, occur, but rarely ; fig. 2g

2 shows a hemi-

oxyhexaster in which one of the secondary rays has a trifid termination. (The small

" 2
"
of 2g

2 has been omitted in the plate.)
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The calycoeomes (V. 2h, h 1

) are, on an average, about 225/i in diameter, the

priin.iry rays Unrig l)/x in length; each capitulum, G'75/i in length and 14'5/t in

l'iv;i-lfh. rnds in two to four roughened secondary rays tipped with button-like dinks.

II. iiiidiscohcxastcrs (V. 2k, k 1

), 100/* in diameter, occur but rarely ; the primary

rays end in one to three secondary rays tipped with disks having four to six long

recurved teeth. Fig. 21 shows an exceptional form, Dl/i in diameter, with thick

primary and secondary rays, the latter again dividing into two or three short

branches

The mirrodiscohexasters (V. 2m) are 43/i in diameter, with primary rays 5 5/t in

length, and with a convex capitulum, whence about six disk-tipped secondary rays arise.

Winter Quarters : (1) one specimen (A), the type, and a fragment (B), February 28,

1902, McMurdo Bay, 36 m. (20 fins.) ; (2) a small specimen (C), No. 4 hole, January

30, 1902, 75 m. (41 fms.) ; (3) a fragment (D), No. 12 hole, September 8, 1903,

45-55 ra. (25-30 fms.).

SUB-FAMILY LANUGINELLIN.*.

ANOXYCALYX.

Lanuginellinae without Oxyhexasters, with Graphiocomes.

ANOXYCALYX IJIMAI.

(Plate III., fig. 7, and Plate VII., figs. 2-2g'.)

Sponge in form of a small compressed pyriform sack, with the surface studded

with small conules and small flattened pyriform buds. With slender tufts of long fine

diactin pleura] ia and basalia. The orifice narrow and oval, with a plain rim, and

without marginalia. Autodermalia stauractius (mainly) and pentactins, with the odd

ray proximal, more rarely tauactins and angular diactins ; hypodcrmal pcntactins
confined to the conules ; autogastralia hexactins, with large microdiscohexosters, with

graphiocomes, and very large strobilocomes.

The largest of the three small specimens is 2 2 cm. in the length of the body, and

7 '5 cm. in total length, i.e., including the plcundia ; the greatest width is 1'7 cm.

and the thickness 7 mm. ; the slit-like orifice is 4 mm. in width. The largest buds

attain a length of 2 mm.
The skeleton is mainly formed of bundles of diactins.

Spicules. The diactin principalia of the bundles are very slender, wavy,

tapering to fine points, and roughened at the ends ; a much thicker kind are isolated, or

with slender comitalia. PI. VII., fig. 2a, shows a parenchyma! triactin'x 150. The
slender wavy pleuralia attain a length of 5 cm.

The autodermalia are chiefly stauractins (VII. 2b), with each ray 234 x 12/i,

slightly spined, curved inwards, rounded at the end ; occasionally these spicules have

thick club-like rays (VII. 2b4

).
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The autodermal pentactins (VII. 2b*) are fairly numerous ; the odd proximal ray

is spined. Fig. 2b2 shows a tauactin. The rays of the curious angular diactins

(VII, 2b3

)
form an angle of 60.

The hypodermalia are pentactins (VII. 2c) with long, deeply-curved paratan-

gential rays 1240 x 55/x, tapering to a sharp point. In one or two instances these

spicules project out a small distance, and might be regarded as basalia.

The autOgastralia (VII. 2d) are hexactins with slender, sparse!y-spined

cylindrical rays, each 188 X 5 '6^.

Intermedia. The strobilocomes (VII. 2f, f
1

) are 175/u, in diameter; each primary

ray (13'5/A in length) ends in a cone or strobilus rounded at the distal end, and giving

off a series of four verticils of long slender S-shaped rays, each tipped with a toothed

disk ; the verticils increase in length from below upwards, the lowest and outermost

being the shortest, and the highest and innermost the longest. The plumes of the

secondary rays are more loosely tufted than is the case in most other species, where

the rays of the verticils and the verticils themselves are more closely packed.

The graphiocomes (VII. 2e, e
1

)
are 150//, in diameter

;
each primary ray is

7'25/A in length and ends in a broad disk, from the whole distal convex surface of which

a diverging tuft of fine raphide-like rays is given off.

The microdiscohexasters (VII. 2g, g
1

)
are of large size, being GO/A in diameter

;
the

primary rays end in a circle of disk-tipped secondary rays surrounding a central cone

continued into a ray ending in a disk.

The new genus is near to Lophocalyx, but differs from it and from other genera of

Lanuginellirwe in having no oxyhexasters.

PI. VII., fig. 2, shows a thin section of one of the largest buds, which has an

oscule and central cavity.

The section has been made in a direction slightly oblique to the long axis, and

shows the convex outer ends of the flagellated chambers ; although several of these

outer ends have been cut through, the artist has put them in, the figure being a

combination one, and, I fear, slightly diagrammatic.

W.Q., January 2, 1904. No. 14 Hole. 329m. (180 fms.).
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H.ATK IV.

KI.J. It-g.HyaUtnu ktdfum. Spicnle*. (Page 4.)

i<. Aatodermal hexactin. (x l

Fio. 1*. Autodermal penUctin. (xlfi".)

. <'. -Modified antodermalia. (x 1C".)

:</, l</>. Hypodormal oxrpenUctiM. (x 50.)

n-. Irf
1

. AnUfattnl hexactin. (x 160.)

Fio. lr- Holoxyhexarter. (x 240.)

I' 1

. -Hemioz.Thwiter. (x 240.)

Fiu. !. llonoxybexaster. ( x .

I/. HolodiaoohexMtar. (x .' ;

I/
1
. The Mine (put). ( X 700.)

Fni. 10. MicrodiaoohexMter. (Optic. Met.) (x 700.)

-a-g.R*t*Ua antaretica Cuter. Spiealee of Specimen A. (Page (',.)

Fro. 2o.- Parenchymal regular hexactin. ( x ICO.)

Fio. 26. Antodennal penUctin. ( X 160.)

Fio. SA 1
. A ntodenual hexactin. (x 160.)

Fio. 2**. Aatodennal staumctin. ( X 1C<>.)

Fio. 2e.Antogaatral hexactin. (x 160.)

Fio. -id, 2J1
. Holoxyhexastere. (2d> in optic, teot.) (X 160.)

2<P. Hcmioxyhexattir. (x ICO.)

W. Monoxyheiaster. (x 160.)

Fio. 2<f . Central part of 2d*. ihowing termination of axial canali. ( x 700.)

Fio. #. HemidwcoheXMtcr (modified). ( x 700.)

'f. Calycocome. (Optic, sect.) ( x 700.)

Fio. 2y. Portion of anotbcr caljcocome witli ihorter smooth abaft and divergent rays. ( x 700.)

Fio. 2*. MicrodiMohexMter. (Optic, met.) ( X 700.)

Fio. Sa-k. RuttUa mtarrtica. Spicuk* of Specimen C, only .SA being from Specimen B. (Page 8.)

Fio. So, So1
. Oxypentoctin basalm. ( x 50.)

Fio. 8ft. Aatodennal pentactin. (x 160.)

Fio. 9e. Antogafltral hexactin. ( x 160.)

V 1
. Autogastra] penUctin, a kind only found in Speciinen C. ( X 160.)

Fio. 80*. Holoxyhexaster. (Optic, sect.) ( x 240.)

Fio. 3d1
, SfcP. HemioxyhrxMten. (x 240.)

Fio. :5d, 3d4
. Monoxyhexarten. ( x 240.)

Fio. 3d*. Stnnrectiu-like monoxyhexaster. ( x 240.)

Fro. 8d*. Three spheroidal reduced oxyhexaatert. (x 24o.)

:l*. Seven ducohexaatera, showing variation in form. ( x 240.)

:$#>. Hemidiaoobexarter. (x 700.)

Fio. a/1 Calycocome. (Optic, sect.) ( x 240.)

Fio. y >
. The tame (a part). ( X 700.)

Fio. Sff. Part of another calrcocome. ( x 700.)

Fio. 8A. Abnormal calycocome, from Specimen B. ( x 700.)
Fio. 8*. Microdiacohexaater. (Optic, sect.) (x 700.)

Fio. 87. Portion of a variety of microdiaoohexaiter. ( x 700.)
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PLATE V.

FIG. I.J-IH. Rontlla podaffffta. Spfculw. (Page 11.)

i(i. Panachymal hezactin. (x 60.)

Fio. 1ft. Parenchymal hexactin. (x 50.)

Fi'i. !<-. Aut.xlermal penUctin. (x 160).

\ti, \d\ Id1 . Hypodermal ..xypenUctiM. (x 60.)

l. Autogutral hexactin. (x 160.)

Fio. I/ !/>.- Hemioxyhexasteri. (x 160.)

If, I/*. MonoxyheiMton. ( X 160.)

Fio. !/. Small monoxyhexaflter. (x 160.)

\g. Calycocome. (Optfc. ect.) (x 240.)

Fio. 1^>. The tame. ( x 700.)

\h. Small calycooome, without diiki. ( x 240.)

Fio. 1*. HoloduoohexMter. (x S40.)

Flu. II. Monodiaoohexuter. (x 240.)

Fio. 1m. MicroducohexMter. (Optic, sect.) (x 700.)

Fio. 2a-m.Anaulooma vhubii. Spicnlog. (I'age 22.)

-'a. 1'arcnchyiiiul hexactio. ( X 50.)

Fio. 2ft. Parenchyma! pentactin. ( X 50.)

Fio. :<. Parenchymal itaaractin. ( x 50.)

Fio. 2<i. Parenchyma! Uiiactin. ( X 50.)

Fio. 2. Autodermal pentactin. ( x 160.)

-'-2/
4

. Modified (Autogwtral ?) henctini, and pentactin, all

from Specimen C. ( x 160.)

Fio. 20, *f>, 2p*, 2^. Hole-, Hemi-, and Mon-oxyhexasten. (The
mall u 2

"
of 2g i> not visible on the plate.) ( x 160.)

Fio. 2A.- rslycocome. (Optic, ect.) ( x 240.)
Fio. 9k1

. Part of lame, (x 700.)

Fio. 1'*. Hemidincohexarfer. (X 240.)

Fio. 2**. Part of the same. ( x 700.)

Fio. 2). Cnriom ducohezMter, with three orden of rays, (x 700.)

Fio. 2. Microditcohexaftter. (Optic. Met.) (x 700.)
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IM.ATE VI.

\a-g.-Routtla kffartiiMfiuia. Hpiculw. (Page 13.)

. i A iiUHlermal hexactin. (X 1

1 /,/'. Hypodenual uijpeiitactins. ( x 50.)

l'i'.. if. AutogMtrml hexactin. (x 1'

: I. IMoxyhexiMter. (x i'

UP. llnnixjhexMter. (

1-- MnnoxyheiMter. (

Kir; U.-Culycocome. (Optic. *.) <xl"".i

l/.- HuliidiKohexaater. (Optic, nect.) (X-.MM.J

i/
1

. The Mine, one woondary ray. ( x 7*

Ki.i. I-/. Mi<TodMcohcxartr. (Optic. ect.) (x 700.)

v. AtlhroMfUa jMloM. (Pagi 16.)

!'; i'. Gattral membrane, (x 10.)

L'. BaMlial oxypentaetin. (x

Kii;. .'/-. A uU -dermal penUtrtin. I x 10.)
-v. Hypodcrnial penUctin. (x

xyhexMtr. (Optic, sect.) ( X 1

Flu. S</'. Hlxvhexater, a variety. (Optic. Met.) (x 42.V)

Kii.. i/f. Dwarf holoxjbexaMer. (x 7"

.y. -Calycocome. (Oj,tic. sect.) (x I

Fii.. !'.- -Portion of 2*. (x 7un.j

Fiii. i/. I'ortion of caJycocomt- from another specimen, (x 700.)

L'7. Ditto, with incun-ed necondary ray*. ( x 7i'.i

Fi... -/, HolodwoohexjMter. (xl'-
Fiii. i'/.. Mi.-rodigoohexMttT. (Optic, iwct.; ( x 700.)

! nlfTMnOa fom. (Page 18.)
1 .istral membrane. ( x

Ki... :t/i. Pareni-hynial hexactin. ( x

Fni. *. B^aliaJ oxypenUiiin. ( x 50.)

Flu. .V. Hypodermal oxvjientavtiii. (x 50.)

Km. 8rf. Antodermal penUtctin. (

Ki... :-/'. AntogMtral penUctin. ( x 1'

Fiu. .V, .V. Hemioxyhexacten. i x ii

Kn;. :> l
. MonoxyhexMter. (x :

KK;. .y.
-

faljcooome. (Optic, sect.) (

\r Ditto, part, (x 7

Fi., ^/. H..lodfacohexartr. (Optic, aect.) (x24o.)
M < rodincohezaater. (Optic, sect.) (x 700.)
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PLATE VII

la-k.-Aubrouttla longitafi. Spiculea. (Pag.

ml of laiye parenchyma! diaotio.
(.

1

l A, 1ft
1

. Pyramidal parenchyma! tetractin.
i.
x 50.)

Fi... l . Aatodermal pentootin. (x 160.)
! I./, !/', Irf

1
, Id*. Hypodennal peuUctina. t

-

irutral hexactin. (x 160.)

xyhexanter. ( x i'

Ft-,. ir"
1

. Il.'ini-.xvlifxaoU-r. i x 240.)

FIG. I/
1

. Mouoxyhexnrter. (x iM

!</. C'alycocome. (Optic, wet.) (x -.'I

n of mt. i x Too.)

Fro. l*. MonodMoohexaster. (x 700.)

U. Mi.Toduoohcxater. (Optic, iect.) (X 700.)

;. 2-ty
1

. -Antxycalys ijimai. (Page 23.)

FIG. 2. Section of bud. ( x 80.)

FIG. 20. -Parenchymal triactin. ( x 50.)

ii>. Autodenual utauractin. ( x 160.)

Flo. Si 1
. Autodermal pentactin. (x 160.)

Aatodermal taoactin. ( x l

-'. Aatodermal augolar diactin. ( x 1<>

Fi-.. i'/.' Modified aatodermal stauractiu. (x 100.)

--. Hrpodermal pentactin. ( x
-'/. Aatogartral hezactin. ( X 160.)

Gruphiocome. (Optic, wet.) (x2l
>'. A part of lame. ( x 700.)

Strobilocome. (Optic. Beet.) (x 24

2/
1
. A part of same. ( X 700.)

FIG. tg. Microdiaoohexaater. (Optic, aect.) ( x 840.)

FIG. 2^
1
. Tbeiame. (x 7
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MARINE ALG2B.
I.-PH.EOPHYCE.S; AND FLORIDE^E.

By ANTONY fJurr, M.A., F.L.S., ami ETHRL S. GKIT.

(Four Plates.)

THOUQH the number of species, apart from the Corallinacete, collected within the

Antarctic Circle by the British Antarctic Expedition is but small, and the specimens

themselves are mostly fragmentary and badly preserved, yet among them arc included

some interesting novelties. Some of these were briefly described in the Journal of

Botany, April, 1905, pp. 105-109, with the algaj of the Scottish National Antarctic

K.\|H'dition. One of them, which is common to both collections, Gracilnrin ftim/>ft'x

(Leptosarca simplex), is unfortunately only represented in the present collection by
dried and crushed material ; and though it is markedly distinguished by its

vegetative structure, the details of this could not be worked out until the clue was

L'ivrn us by some pickled material in the 'Scotia' collection. A second .sjnvies of

< . ilnria, G. dumontioides, comes from Cape Adare, and is extremely interesting

from the point of view of distribution, for it appears to be the same as an Arctic

species which was collected in 1853 by Dr. David Lyall in the very northerly latitude

of Northumberland Sound, and was named Halosaccion dumontioides by Harvey, but

never described ; for he had dried sterile material only, in which, through the collapse

of the inner cells, the structure is obscured.

Magnificent specimens of Lfssonia grandifoliii were brought back by the

'

Discovery,' the largest lamina attaining a length of 24 feet before it was dried.

Infant plants of the same species (alx>ut one inch long) were found attached to

Dfftmarestia hanxyaii. We erroneously recorded (Journal of Ilotany, b>c. cit.)

L. grandifolia as having l>een collected in the South Orkneys by the Scottish

K\l>fdition. Though we found the two plants so much alike in external habit, we

have been compelled, after a further examination of their minute structure, to separate

them specifically. The '

Scotia
'

plant will )>e found l>elow, described under the name

L. sirnulun*. The occurrence of two such large new species of alga? is a rattier

startling indication of how much may yet remain to lie investigated in the South l'<.lar

marine flora.

VOL. Ill '_' 1'
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A small plant of Zonaria was found, which is too young to identify ; but it is

interesting as the first record of this genus from the South Polar regions.

Desmarestia harveyana (D. media of the Flora Antarctica) appears to have been

abundant, and a specimen of over six feet in length has been brought home in the

collection.

Pliyllophora antarctica is the Antarctic congener of the northern species

P. interrupta.

Spongoclonium orthocladum is a new species, allied to S. hirtum (Callitliamnion
hirtum of the Flora Antarctica).

The conditions of life that control the algal flora at both poles are peculiar,
and are not easily realised by those who have never visited the polar regions. The
two totally distinct seasons on the one hand, the prolonged winter night, together
with the impenetrable crust of ice that effectually cuts off the sea from contact with

the gases of the atmosphere sometimes for years, the increasing salinity of the water,

due to the rejection of salt during the formation of the deep layers of ice, the

equable, low temperature of the denser, deeper waters below the ice ; on the other hand,

the long summer day, accompanied by the breaking of the ice and melting of the

ice and snow, the layer of fresher water on the surface, which slowly mingles with

the sea-water below, the renewed absorption of atmospheric gases, the assimilation of

carbonic acid excreted by the animals living there these and other factors must

profoundly influence and modify algal life and development ; and data concerning
the effect of these conditions upon algse have yet to be accumulated.

A critical comparison of the marine floras of the two Polar regions should bring
out points of great interest ; and a fair field in this respect lies open to that expedition
which is the last to publish the report of its collection of marine algae. Any attempt
to draw up such a comparison now would necessarily be premature and incomplete.
We await with interest the publication of the results of the other expeditions, in

the hope that they may yield a more complete representation of the algal flora

peculiar to the Antarctic region, and that incidentally they may throw light upon
those points which we are compelled to leave in obscurity.

PMOPHYCE.E.

1. ZONARIA sp.

Off Cape "Wadsworth, Coulman Island.

A small, immature plant, 2 cm. high, the thallus of which is still monostromatic

throughout. Though unable to name the species, we think it worth while to include

the plant in our list, as the genus has not yet been recorded from the far South.

Zonaria is here used in its old and wide sense, as the specimen is too fragmentary to

admit of further classification.
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2. LBSSONIA ORANIUKOLIA.

(Plates I. mill II
, figs. 5-9.)

rwutybto, Gepi>, Journal of Botany, UK (ft, p. 105.

Callus radicalis dense et irregularitcr ramosus, coriaceus. Stipes vaKlc mm-

pressu.s, inanj;inil>us obtusis, his vel ter vcl quater dichotomus, suhtcr quamquc
dichotomiam complanate expansiis ; rami sectione transversal! plano-convexi ancipites

marginibus acutis, laxe torti. Stipes totus e callo usque ad lamina* 30- 120 cm.

Limin;i' lanceolato-lineares longissimac (1-8 met), latae (8-45 cm.), inarginiluis groMe
undulatis integerrimis, apice deleco, fissile*, in statu sicco coriaceaa scd fragiles.

Stipitis substnntin lacunis annulisque carens. Lamina? substantia coriacea e stratis

trihus composita ; cellulis corticalilms minutis fuscis congestis in series verticales

breves dispositis ; subcorticalibus rotundatis 1-2 seriatis quam corticalibus

magnitudine duplo majoribus ; hyphis medullaribus hyalinis extrorsum dense intmrsum

laxe inviccm juxtapositis flexuosis tubulos multos subinfundibuliformes vagina e cdlnlis

(Mrvulis fomposita vestitos circumstantibus. Zoosporangia ignota. Figs. 1-9.

C'apo Adarc (Jan. 9, 1902), hauled up with anchor from 18 fathoms; Coulman

Island, off Cape Wadsworth, 18 fathoms.

In our previous account of this species (Journal of Botany, /.-.) we quoted

specimens gathered both by the Scottish and the British Expeditions, and from the

order in which they were cited it would naturally be inferred that the type described

was the '
Scotia

'

plant We wish to state that the type was and is the
'

Discovery
'

plant, and that the diagnosis was founded upon it alone, the
'

Scotia
'

material being
too fragmentary to furnish data for a complete description. Though at the time we

regarded the
'

Scotia
'

fragments as belonging to L. yrarulifolui, we are now convinced,

after having examined more carefully their microscopic structure, that the '

Scotia
'

ami '

Discovery
'

plants must be distinguished specifically. We therefore dcs<-ril>e

them both in detail.

L. gnnulifttlia is one of the larger species of Legxmiii, but is not one of the

dendroid members of the genus, that is, it has not the sturdy, round, tough, persistent,

well-developed stem, apically branched, and showing rings of secondary thickening,

which is so marked a feature of L. fuscencens and L. nigrescent. In L. (jrnndifulia the

stem is subsidiary to the lamina;, and the species is distinguished from all the rest of

the genus by the great size of its unsplit lamina; ; the largest lamina; previously

recorded for any of the species were 60-90 cm. in length, and occurred in L. fusce*cen*,

Bory (H.H.kn. Flora Antarctica, I. 1847, p. 458).

In our specimens of L. ffnmtKfolia the largest lamina is 5'7m. when dry,

and, when first taken out of the formalin solution in which it was preserved, measured

7*3 m. in length by 45 cm. in width. Another lamina measured 4*5 m. by 35 cm.

wide when moist before desici-ation. None of the mature fronds arc complete at the

apex, but we arc unable to say whether or not this means that the previous year's

2 L 2
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growth has died off above. These laminae are simple, with undulate margins, and in

this respect resemble somewhat those of Laminaria saccharina
; but are of course far

larger, and arise from a branched stem (figs, la and lit).

The main stem is attached to the substratum by a dense ramified mass of leathery

holdfasts, and is very short (15-22 cm. long), much compressed (5 cm. wide by about

1
'

5 cm. thick), in transverse section concavo-convex with rounded margins (fig. 3a,

diagrammatic). It is divided above dichotomously into two branches which are much

compressed, two-edged, laxly twisted, simple or 2-3 times dichotomously branched,

and much flattened and expanded below each dichotomy. These branches vary in

length from 15-105 cm., the younger branches being the longest ; they gradually

taper upwards, and before expanding gradually or quickly into the great flat fronds,

are reduced to a width of 1 5- 2
*

5 cm. when moist, and 3-0 7 cm. when dried. At
this thinnest point they tend to decay most readily when being dried.

The branching of L. grandifolia is dichotomous, and we can find no indication in

either the mature or very young specimens that the dichotomies are the result of a

splitting of the developed frond such as is characteristic of some of the other species

of Lessonia. Further, in some very young plants (fig. 2) of L. grandifolia, which we
found growing on Desmarestia harveyana, it is interesting to note that though but

1-2 inches long, they are already as much branched as the huge mature plants ;
and

this shows that the dichotomous branching occurs very early in the life-history of the

plant, and is not a feature of subsequent development.
The structure of the mature lamina, as seen in transverse section

(fig. 5a), consists,

like that of the stem and branches, of three strata. Externally is a cortex of small

brown cells, placed in short vertical rows, and crowded
; beneath it is a subcortical

stratum of about 2 rows of rotundate cells twice as large as the cortical cells, and

containing a coloured globose mass of contracted protoplasm. This subcortical stratum

passes almost at once into the closely packed, short-celled, irregularly flexuose, longi-

tudinal hyphse which form the external limit of the medulla and which in transverse

section form a band of tissue apparently composed of 8-10 rows of subrotundate cells

of varying size ; the interior of the medulla is composed of hyaline hyphse mostly

running longitudinally, laxly juxtaposed in the gelatinoid matrix and separated from

one another by 1-2 times their diameter. Embedded in this medulla and dotted

along an irregular median line, which stretches across the lamina from edge to edge,
are a number of trumpet-hyphse, rather resembling those described by Grabendorfer

(Bot. Zeit., vol. XLIII., 1885, p. 645, tab. VI., fig. 11) for L. ovata, but unlike the

latter, they are enclosed each in a sheath of very small cells (fig. 5b). These trumpct-

hyphae run in a sinuous course both longitudinally and transversely, and are found

even in the youngest plants. They serve, perhaps, as mucilage tubes. When seen in

longitudinal section
(fig. 7), they exhibit on their walls very fine and faint transverse

striations (confer fig. 9). We have failed to find any such trumpet-hyphse at all in

any other species of Lessonia (except L. simulant
;
see p. 6), e.g.

L. fuscescens, L.
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;//.//v/*vtt, and 1.. litt"i 'id oven in /.. <>r.it,t i IK-
"

Tri.-liicr
"
(aa (Jraln-ndorfer

calls tlii-iii) differ in being more inflated nt tlu-ir funnel-shaped cndH and quite

destitute of a special sheath.

In the very young lamina ( in. long), the structure is much simplified (fig. 6).

The cortical rolls an- . n.w.l.-d, and obscured liy coloured granules and form a mono-

stromatic layer, Iwneath which is the subcortical stratum of about 2 rows of large cells,

round in transverse section, or sometimes twice as long as broad in longitudinal section

of lamina (fig. 8). In the middle lies the medulla, consisting of some three or more

rows of longitudinal or transverse hyaline hyphae ; among them are very few trumpet-

hypha:, each in its sheath.

As to the structure of the stipes, it is in the main similar to that of the mature

lamina, but the cortex is a little thicker and more deeply coloured, the medulla is

far thicker and the sub-cortical layer much less distinct. In a transverse section

there is a narrow, more opaque, median band stretching right across, along the widest

diameter, distinctly visible to the naked eye (fig. 3b). This, under a low power of the

microscope, is seen to contain dots and streaks (fig. :?. and 4), which, under a higher

power, are seen to be trumpct-hyphte in transverse and longitudinal section (fig. 9).

The structure of the basal holdfasts is simple, the main tissue being composed of

thin hyaline hyphae mainly longitudinal, most of them exhibiting a contracted glolxmc

mass of coloured protoplasm ;
this tissue contains no cnshcathed trumpct-hypluu and

passes gradually through a cell-like subcortex to a submonostromatic cortex of small

cells obscured by coloured granules.

Neither stem nor lamina possess any lacuna; like those that characterise /..

nitjrescen* and other species.

L. grandifolia resembles our L. simulans in external habit, but differs in structure,

as we show under that species. It also approaches /-. laminarioides in habit, but

differs from it in leing 10-20 times as large, in having the stems flat and twisted, and

the medullary hyphju interspersed with the ensheathed trumpet-hyplijc mentioned

above. L. twain, though, as we have said, possessing trumpet-hyphae somewhat like

those of our plant, is otherwise very different, having small oval lamina) less than

20 cm. long, and a stem which, according to Grabendorfer
(<*p. cit., p. 643), may attain

a length of several metres and a thickness of alxmt 10 cm.

3. LBSSOXIA SIMTLAN-

(Plate II., fig. Ifi.)

L. simulans Gepp, Journal of Botany, 1'JOG, p. 425.

L. ffnuuKfolia, pro partc Gepp, op. eil., 1905, p. 105, tab. 470, t

Planta incomplete. Frons laminarioidca ut in L. grandifolia, stipite complanato

ancipitc suffulta simplex, lanccolato-lincaris, longa, lata (12 '5 cm. plusve) marginibus

integerrimis. Laminae substautia pergamentacca vel coriacca e stratis tribus com-

posite ; cellulis corticalibus monostromaticis quadratis grauuloso-obscuris ; subcorti-
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calibus oblongis parenchymaticis in circa 6-7 series dispositis ; meclullaribus elongatis

angustis strictis 9-10 seriatis tubulos perpaucos subinfundibuliformes vagina e cellulis

parvulis composita vestitos foventibus. Caetera desunt
(fig. 10).

South Orkneys, Scotia Bay, near surface ; April, 1904, leg. R. N. Rudmose Brown.

A section of the lamina of this plant was figured in the Journal of Botany (loc.

cit.) as representing that of L. c/randifolia. We had at the time no doubt that the

'Scotia' specimens which, though fragmentary, presented so striking an external

likeness to the type, were identical with it ; for such differences of structure as were

apparent seemed to be due to a different method of preservation. The '

Scotia
'

specimens were' preserved in spirit, and exhibited a simpler and clearer cell-structure

than the
'

Discovery
'

material, which was preserved in formalin or merely dried. But,

after having made a more careful comparison of their microscopic structure, we are

convinced that the
'

Scotia
'

plant must be separated off as a proper species, though the

material is insufficient to enable us to describe its complete habit.

As regards the structure of the lamina, the cortex is monostromatic and composed
of quadratic thin-walled cells with granular contents (not rotundate and densely

obscured, as erroneously figured in the Journal of Botany, loc. cit.). The subcortical

tissue consists of about six layers of larger cells, rounded or oblong, lengthened parallel

to the axis of the frond
;
and the medulla is composed of some nine to ten rows of

narrow elongated cells, thick-walled, with a few ensheathed trumpet-hyphse scattered

among them. The medullary cells are sometimes filled with a pale brown mucilage,

and their limits are then barely distinguishable.

In the stipes the medulla is the main tissue, and consists of a dense pale-brown

mass of hyphse, chiefly longitudinal (fig. 10) and straight, but here and there mingled

with interwoven hyphse. Scattered in the medulla are a very few trumpet-hyphse,

some with and some without a sheath of very small cells. The medulla externally

changes into a pluristromatic subcortex of large round and oblong cells which, passing

outwards in radial rows and subdividing, gradually changes to a cortex of three to four

rows of small quadrate cells, bounded by distinct cuticle.

The structure of the holdfasts rather resembles that of the stipes, but the strata

are less definitely marked ;
there is a dense medullary mass of hyphse which towards

the periphery change into lax, larger, thin-walled subcortical cells, and these in their

turn becoming smaller and smaller, pass into a cortex of small dense-coloured quadrate

cells. There are no trumpet-hyphse in the medulla of the holdfasts.

The most obvious difference between L. siinulans and L. yrandifoliuis found in the.

medulla of the lamina. This in the former plant is a very pale-brown tissue of elongated

cells with very few ensheathed trumpet-hyphse. In L. grandifvlia the medulla is

colourless and composed of hyphse mostly longitudinal, and laxly juxtaposed and

separated from one another by one to two times their diameter. The ensheathed

trumpet-hyphae are numerous and obvious, and scattered along an irregular median line.

L. siinulans differs also in having a monostromatic cortex of quadrate cells.
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It might IM; urged that L. <//vi///Y.'//</ and I.. .iinnl'in* arc sufficiently distinct

from LtMKHua to constitute a separate genus on account of the following characters :

The lamina- are huge and undergo no multiplication by longitudinal splitting, the stem

is poorly developed and exhibits no rings of secondary thickening, and no lacuna; are

present in lamina) and stem ; moreover, L. </rim///"// is markedly characterised I>y

the presence of numerous trumpct-hypha? in the medulla, as also is L. simiilniix to a

lesser extent. But though, at one time, we were tempted to separate these species from

Luaonia, we feel that such intermediate links as L. laininarioide* and L. oixitn are too

strong to admit of a generic separation, however great the contrast may be between our

plants and the typical dendroid species, L. fuscescen* and L. mgtUOHlt, 14x111 which

the genus was founded. Further, we would suggest that whereas L. fusceacenx and

L. <V//vce we evidently sturdy perennials, L. yrmuiifolia and L. ximulmix, with their

weak stems, may possibly be mere annual or biennial plants. Moreover, as mentioned

in the introduction, the local conditions of life in the Antarctic Ocean arc peculiar, and

though during the long winter night the growth of our two species may be inhibited, or

even replaced by decay, yet during the perpetual daylight of summer they may

possibly have a special capacity for rapid growth, and thus perhaps attain in one season

the huge dimensions of our specimens. If such be the case, we would suggest that the

trumpet-hypha), the actual function of which is unknown to us, may perhaps facilitate

rapid growth by providing channels for the ready transference of food-material and

waste products. That these trumpet-hyphse are connected in some way with the local

conditions of life seems evident from the abundant occurrence of similar ensheathcd

hyphaj in Desmarestia harveyana (figs. 14a, 13b), an Antarctic species which grows to a

considerable length.

4. DKSMAKKSTIA HARVEYANA.

(Plate III., figs. 11-15.)

Dttmartttta harityana, Gepp, Journal of Botany, 19<5, p. 106 (figi. 11-15).

It. media Hook. f. et Harv. Flor. Antarct. II. (1847), p. 40C ; Kittling, Tab. Phjc. IX. (1*59), tab. 95,

fig. II. ; hand Grev. Synop*. (1830), j>.
XL.

D. ofiilfiln var. comprttta Reinach in Flora, 71 (I***), p. 190 ; et in Internat. Polarforsch. 1KX2-188S,

iK-utach. Exped. Band II. (1890), p. 408, tab. XVII., fig. 3.

Off Cape .Wadsworth, Coalman Island, 18 fathoms ; Cape Adare, February 24, 1904.

Geogr. Distrib. Cockburn Island. South Georgia.

Specimens of this plant were preserved both dry and in formalin. One of the

latter is as much as G feet long, but being incomplete, must have been longer still when

growing. They agree absolutely with those from Cockburn Island, collected by D. Lyall

on Ross's Antarctic Expedition (1839-1842). Lyall's specimens in the British Museum

are named D. media in Harvey's MS. Harvey, indeed, was strongly of opinion that

they are identical with D. media Grev., i.e., Spvrochnus media* C.Ag., collected at

Unalaschka by Chamisso, and figured by C. Agwdh in his Icon, Alg. inn I., tab. 16

(1822). Although we have not seen Agardh's type, we arc so convinced that it is
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distinct from our Antarctic plants that we are compelled to separate these latter off

under a new specific name. Agardh's plant appears to have stem and branches terete,

and the branches become gradually thicker towards their base as they are traced down-

wards into the stem. In D. harveyana the stem and branches are flat when dry,

elliptical when moist, and the branches gradually become attenuated towards the base

before joining the stem. Setchell and Gardner (Algae of N.W. America, 1903, p. 247)

also keep these plants separate, maintaining that the Antarctic D. media Kiitz. (Tab.

Phyc. IX., p. 40, t. 95, II.), which equals D. harveyana, is not the same as the North

Pacific D. media (Ag.), Grev., which they call D. aculeata, var. media J.Ag. Under

the latter name they cite No. 353 of Tilden's American Algae, a specimen of which we

have examined. It bears a descriptive label saying
" stem and branches traversed

(axially) by an articulated filament surrounded by a layer made up of larger (air

cavities) and smaller cells." This we take to be the structure of typical D. media Ag. ;

and we do not find it to be identical with the structure of D. harveyana. For in D.

harveyana a transverse section of the elliptical stem (fig. 13a) shows, in addition to the

primary axial articulated filament, two or more parallel articulated tubes cut across and

situated at irregular intervals more or less on the longest diameter of the ellipse,

running longitudinally up and down the stem, each of the tubes being ringed round by a

sheath of small cells (pi. iii., figs. 13b and 14b). The actual position and inter-relations

of these tubes are at once seen upon examination of a fairly thick median longitudinal

section
(fig. 14a), cut parallel to the flattened surfaces of- the complanate thallus.

Sufficiently good sections are quickly obtained by the rough-and-ready method of

shaving off the opaque cortex and then slicing down the flat medulla with a sharp

scalpel, the material being held gently between finger and thumb. The primary
filament with its septa and sheath of minute cells is then visible in the axis of the

thallus. At intervals it puts out on one or other side a lateral tube which bends

upwards, and after running subparallel to the axis for about 4 mm. turns outwards into

the next lateral branch above (fig. 14a). There are also two or more thinner secondary

tubes parallel to the axial filament, sheathed, and dividing usually at long intervals ;

these divisions anastomose with one another here and there, and occasionally with

the main filament. We think it possible that these tubes are the
"
einzelne nicht

regelmassig vertheilte grossere Zellen, umringt von urn die Halfte kleineren
"

described by Reinsch (Flora 71, 1888, p. 190) as characteristic of his South

Georgian D. aculeata, var. compressa, which plant would then be a synonym of

D. harveyana.

One of the forms recorded from the southern oceans is D. viridis var. distans

Hook, et Harv., specimens of which are preserved in the British Museum. Though

they somewhat resemble D. harveyana in habit, they differ from it in structure. The

structure is comparable with that of typical D. viridis. A figure (fig. 16) is given here

of a transverse section of the thallus of D. viridis var. distans, for comparison with

that of D. harveyana.
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Wliili- rrl'rrriii!_r t> tin- .Miiitlicrii species of Desmarfstia, it may IHJ worth while to

point out a slight error in the key ! tin- aperies which Reinsch publishes in Flora, 1888,

pp. 189, 190. He ckHMl D. chordnli* with D. virnlin n having its ultimate pinnules

uneortiented. He had apparently never seen D. chordtiliti, and he mimnterpreU'd

Harvey's "apice longe nudis" (Flor. Antarct Part II., p, 467) as meaning uncorticated,

whereas it simply means unarmed with spinules. We would point out that in D.

luirrryniut the axial livphru are corticated to the very tips of the ultimate ramiili

(fig. 12).

5. EtTOCARPUS UKMINATUS.

toterarptu ftminatu* Hook, et Han-., I<omlon Journal of UoUny IV. (1845) p. 251.

Cape Adare, with plurilocular sporangia, epiphytic on Detnntirextut fuirveyann.

( .
: I

'

. ;
I i; I ! ;i. l-'.i! ..H..1 I -1 .'.-. l\. !_";. !.-n.

This species is well figured by Hariot in Mission Scientifique du Cap Horn

(1882-3), torn. v. 1889, Algae, pi. 3, tigs. 1, 2. Our attention has lieen called l>y Dr.

Carl SkottMl>erg to Reinke's note in the Atlas Deutscher Meeresalgcn II. 1892, p. 4G,

where he proposes to transfer this species to the genus

FLORIDE^K.

G. ll:ll> 1 \ MICAN8.

Iritlaa mirant Borj, Voyage Coquillc, 1828, p. 110, tt. 13, IS 14
*.

McMurdo Strait, upon the ice of Bay between Blark and White Islands, among a

heap of sandy matter, a mile north of rock-debris heaps, five miles north of tide-rrack

at lu-ad of bay, September 14, 1902.

Geogr. Distr. Falkland Islands, Cape Horn, Valparaiso, Auckland Islands.

A fmiting specimen, weathered, faded and fragmentary.

7. GRACILARIA sp.

Off Cape Wadsworth, Coulman Island.

A fragment without fruit. The habit is that of G. multipartita, and a transverse

section of the thallus shows the large thick-walled inner cells, surrounded by smaller

on I

8. GRACILARIA SIMPLRX.

O. timplfj, Ocpp, Journal of Botany, I'-
1 ""', p. I

Lepto*area timplfje nob. op. cit 11>(>.">, j>p. lo, 1

Frondes plures (8-10) e callo ininuto ortej simplices ohlongse vel lato-cuncatte

planae membranocae, 10-15 cm. longaa (apice destructo), 3-8 cm. laUe, a 230/A

vouin. 2 M
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crassse, inferne in stipitem plus minusve sensim augustatum, 1-3 cm. longum

attenuate, stratis duobus context* cellulis interioribus rotundato-angulatis magnis

2-3 seriatis pachyderinis (frondis sterilis majoribus maxime leptodermis collabcntibus

submonostromaticis) ;
cellulis corticalibus filamenta ramosa verticalia efficientibus,

tetrasporangia magna cruciatim divisa foventibus (frondis sterilis majoribus mono-

stromaticis).

Off Cape Wadsworth, Coulman Island.

Geogr. Distr. South Orkneys.

This species is represented in the '

Discovery
'

collections by one specimen only, a

single thin dried frond 22 '5 cm. long by about 1'5 cm. broad at its widest part.

Blunt and incomplete at apex, it tapers very gradually down to its attenuated stalk-

like base. This frond is quite sterile, and owing to the collapsed condition of its cells

as the result of drying, was not in itself sufficient for determination, for we altogether

failed to make the cells swell out again. Fortunately we found in the
'

Scotia
'

collection from the South Orkney Islands two specimens, which clearly belong to the

same species, and being preserved in spirit, and uncrushed, revealed to us the interior

tissue in its natural condition. These
'

Scotia
'

specimens were also sterile, and we

described them under the name Leptosarca simplex (loc. cit.). Subsequently we

received a more complete plant, also from the S. Orkneys, which with a few other algae

had been overlooked in the
'

Scotia,' until she was cleared out previous to being sold.

This plant bore ten fronds, some sterile, others tetrasporiferous. The two kinds of

frond exhibited differences of structure, the sterile being characterised by an internal

layer of large, extremely thin-walled cells, bounded by a monostromatic cortex, as

described for Leptosarca (loc. cit.}, while the sporiferous fronds with their large cruciate

tetraspores, thicker-walled internal cells and pluristromatic cortex compelled us to

transfer this species to Gracilaria, of which genus it should perhaps form a new section.

9. GRACILARIA DUMONTIOIDES.

(Plates III. and IV., figs. 17-20.)

ffalosaecion ditmon/ioides Harv. ex Dickie, Journ. Linn. Soc. IX. (1867), p. 239 (noinen tantum).

Leptosarca dumontioides nob. in Journal of Botany, April, 1005, p. 108 (noinen tantum).

Frons (vetusta incompleta) linearis, 6 5 longa, 4 mm. lata, complanata, membra-

nacea, prolificationes plurimas, intervallis irregularibus circ. 4 mm. latis invicem

separatas, maxime e marginibus ambobus emittens ; prolificationes 4-15 cm. longae

infra medium valde attenuatse tune sensim sursum expanses vel anguste lineares 4mm.

latae simplices vel cuneato- lineares latiores apiccm versus dichotomy, ramis vaklc

divergentibus. Color rosaceo-ruber. Cystocarpia et tetrasporangia ignota.

Northumberland Sound, 76 N. lat., July 1853, leg. D. Lyall (fig. 20); Cape

Adare, 72 S. lat., February 24, 1904 (fig. 17).

The only Antarctic specimen (fig. 17) which we have seen consists of a scrap of

an old frond, destitute of base and apex, encrusted by a zoophyte, and bearing laterally
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from ite edges about fifty proliferations. The whole plant is quite sterile, of very
thin t-\tiiiv, .-iii-I consists of an internal tissue enclosed in a cortex which is mono-

stromatic except at the margin. The structure, however, owing to the crushed

"M'htiMii of its interior cells, affords hut little clue to the systematic position of the

plant, and all our efforts to make the internal tissue swell out to its original dimensions

were in vain. We were therefore unable to figure the structure except near the much-

thickened margin of the proliferating scrap of old frond mentioned above
(fig. 18).

The cells of the monostromatic cortex are large (fig. 19).

In li.-iliit it iv-mililes J)unnmtin,]mt has not the hollow thallus and filamentous

cell -structure of that genus. Our plant has a solid thallus, and for that reason we

should not have searched for it under Haloaaccwn, but strangely enough wo find

the Cape Adare plant to be apparently identical with //. dumontwides Ifarv., an

undcscribcd species from the far North. The habit, the thin texture, the mono-

stromatic layer of rather large coloured cortical cells, and the permanently collapsed

internal tissue are the same in both. The proliferations in Harvey's plant arc linear

and very long (fig. 20) ; in the Cape Adare plant they are half as long, and arc

cuneato-liuear and tending to be forked at the apex. Dickie (Journ. Linn. Soc. IX.

[1867], p. 239) stated that //. dumontioides was first described by Prof. Harvey
from specimens found by Dr. Lyall in Lat. 76 N. We failed, however, to find any

published description, and applied to Dr. E. Perceval Wright, Keeper of Harvey's

herbarium, Trinity College, Dublin, for information. He kindly replied :

"
I think

that a description of JIalosaccion dunwntioides has never appeared. Dr. Lyall's

specimens were collected in July, 1853. Harvey was on his Australian tour, 1853-56,

and in 1857 was busy with his Phycologia Australian (1858-1863). All our sheets

with Lyall's specimens are marked in pencil with the name and ' Harv. MS.' Now
when Harvey published a name, he mostly wrote the name in ink on the sheet. On
one of our sheets he has written, still in pencil,

' Can this be a var. of //. ramen-

taccum ?
'

It is strange that J. G. Agardh did not write to me for a specimen in

1876." that is, before publishing his Epicrisls.

Harvey, having only dried material to work upon, and being therefore unable to

determine the character of the internal tissue, was in doubt as to the affinity of the

plant, and placed it in llalosaccitm near If. ramentneeum. There we should have been

compelled to leave it, had we not found a similar crushed tissue and monostromatic

cortex in another species, Gracilaria simplex, of which we had received not only dried

specimens, but also spirit material, and to which we regard our plant as closely allied.

However, none of the specimens of either species have cystocarps, and their systematic

position may have to be reconsidered later.*

Dickie (/<*?. cit.) records plants collected in Cumberland Sound (66 N. lat.) by

Since tbe*e line* were lent to preu we hare wen MOM wy fine Antarctic Hpccimcnii, collected by Dr. C.

HkotUberg during the Swedish Booth Polar Expedition, which lead u to believe that oar Antarctic plant in not

fully grown, and U not conspeciflc with Harvey
'

plant of O. dumontioidet. Dr. Skotfeberg will deal with the

qoectiog in hu own report.

2 M 2
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James Taylor. These are in the British Museum, and are small (about 10 cm. long).

They appear to be the same species, but are stouter in texture. Lyall's specimens, of

which there are fine examples in the British Museum and in the Kew herbarium,

measure 30-40 cm. and bear the MS. note
"
a small specimen." They were collected

in Northumberland Sound, Queen's Channel (76 5' N. lat., 97 W. long.) on July 14,

1853, during Belcher's Expedition.

The distribution of the species is notable. It occurs only in the extreme north

(76 N. lat.) and in the extreme south (72 S. lat.).

10. PLOCAMIUM COCCINEUM.

Plocamium coccineum Lyngb., Tent. Hydroph. Uanic. 1819, p. 3'.), t. 9

Off Cape Wadsworth, Coulman Island, with cystocarps.

Geogr. Distr. Mediterranean, N. and S. Atlantic, N. Pacific, Cape of Good Hope,

Australia, Tasmania.

11. DELESSERIA QUERCIFOLIA.

Delesseria quercifolia Bory, Voyage Coquille, 1828, p. 18C, t. 18, fig. 1.

Off Cape Wadsworth, Coulman Island.

Geogr. Distr. North Pacific, Falklands, Cape Horn, Kerguelen.

Sterile and somewhat battered specimens.

12. PHYLLOPHORA ANTARCTICA.

(Plate IV., figs. 21 and 22.)

Phijllophora antarctifa Gepp, Journal of Botany, 11)05, p. 109.

Off Cape Wadsworth, Coulman Island.

Frons e stipite brevi mox in laminam membranaceam ligulatam ssepius opposito-

siuuatam simplicem vel dichotomam expausa, ramis aprjroximatis sinu angustissimo et

ad apicem et secundum margines prolificantibus ; cystocarpiis marginalibus pedicellatis ;

tetrasporangia ignota (figs. 21, 22).

This species is represented in the collection by several specimens, both fertile and

sterile, mostly fragmentary, and exhibiting considerable variability of external form

(fig. 2lb). The longest specimen (fig. 21a), though incomplete, is about 17 cm. high

and about 1 cm. broad, with a single dichotomy. The smallest complete specimen is

5 cm. long and unbranched. The lamina is membranaceous and ligulate, slightly

undulate at the margin, with shallow constrictions at intervals of about 2 cm. ; where

a dichotomy occurs the branches are very close together, almost touching. The pro-

liferations along the margin are often numerous, and are usually quite small, whilst

those at the apex are sometimes as large as the primary frond ;
and where three or

four occur together, they give the plant a digitate appearance. In transverse section

the thallus is seen to be composed of two strata. Within are two to three rows of lax,

empty, polygonal, very thick-walled medullary cells, surrounded by a cortex of two to

three rows of minute flattened coloured cells
(fig. 22). The cystocarps are marginal,
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eitlier sessile <>r VITV ~h.>nl\
|><

<li< i-llatc, ovoi<l and bluntly rostrate. The pericarp is

composed of six or more rows of cells in vertical scries.

Its nearest ally IB P. intfrrn/'i.i. which it somewhat resembles in cxtcrnnl form ;

but it differs from that species in having simpler and more longly dichotomous

branching (being very rarely or never palmate), and the apices of the branches ligulatc

and not renifonn or rotundate. The thallus is not moniliform or torulose, but merely

opposite-sinuate. P. interrupta is more shortly diehotomous, and often has a triangular

expansion below its dichotomy, and palmate branching. The constrictions, too, are

often reduced to almost stalk-like thinness, which is not the case in P. antarctica.

P. inttrrupta is an Arctic species, and P. antarcticti appears to IMJ its Antarctic*

congener. Possibly they are antipodal polar descendant* from a common ancestor.

P. Brodicfi J. Ag. differs in its long stipes cuneately expanded into a more or less

palmate frond, and is apparently the Arctic congener of the Antarctic P. cunfifolln,

which has shorter stipes, broader less-lobed frond, and broader shorter lobes with

shallower sinus.

13. SPONGOCLONIUM ORTHOCLADUM.

(Plate IV., figs. 23-25.)

Frons 8 cm. alta dense fruticulosa axi centrali erecto tereti rhizoidibus liaud

corticate ramulis ascendentibus velato, quoquoversum ramoso, ramis cauli similibus

ramulis ultimis longis erecto-patentibus simplicilms strictis subulatis, articiilis diamctro

sesquilongioribus, articulo basali nunc nudo mine procarpium intra ramcllorum

minutorum fasciculum emittcnte. Tetrasporangia ignota.

i

![..
A'l.-nv, .Linn ir\ '.'. 1 !()_'.

This is a densely bushy plant (fig. 23) of moderate size, about 8 cm. high without the

basal attachment and without tctraspores, but bearing young procarpia with tricho-

j\ ncs (figs. 25a, 25b), and so thickly infested with diatoms that it is difficult to obtain

a clear view of its ramification. S. orthrtlarluin is remarkable for its long straight

subulate ultimate branchlets (fig. 24), and differs in this respect from all the fruticulosc

Callithamnioid species which we have seen. Its nearest ally is found in certain

states of S. hirtum [Cnllithamni<m hirtum Hook. f. and Harv. in Flora Antarctica, II.

(1847), pi. Ixxviii., figs. 3 and 4], a plant recorded from the Auckland Islands and New

Zealand. The typical plant, it is true, differs inter alia in having ultimate pinna;

si-tin<r of a flexuose rachis bearing sub-distichous incurved obtuse ramelli. There is,

however, in the British Museum a specimen from Cook's Straits, New Zealand, collected

by David Lyall and named by Harvey, whi<-)i, though normal in most respects, yet has

a few branches which break up into long, straight, subulate ramelli like those of

our plant
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES I IV.

PLATE I.

Lessonia grandifolia nob. Figs. 1, Ib. Mature fronds, showing flattened stipes dichotomously

branched and usually twisted, bearing long, simple, flat fronds with undulate margins and broken apex ;

-,V natural size. Fig. 2. Three very young plants attached to a branch of Desmarestia harveyana, and

exhibiting even at this early stage almost as much branching as is found in a mature plant ; natural size.

Fig. 30. Transverse section (diagrammatic, and showing no cell-structure) of stipes at base of fig. la,

showing concavo-convex form and rounded-obtuse margins ; natural size. Fig. 3&. Transverse section

of stipes, being the top of the cut branch on the left of fig. 1 b, and showing two acute margins and

a long, light-coloured intra-medullary band ; natural size. Fig. 3e. Portion of same (about two-thirds

of its width), showing that the intra-medullary band is composed of the cross-sections of scattered

trumpet-hyphic ; the bulk of the section consists of medulla, limited on the outside by the indistinct

subcortex and the pigmented cortical stratum, (x 10.) Fig. 4. The same in longitudinal section ; the

medulla here is also indicated by the trurapet-hyphic, which appear as longitudinal streaks, (x 10.)

PLATE II.

Lessonia yrandifolia (continued). Fig. 50. Transverse section of mature lamina, representing one-

half only of its thickness, and showing on the left the short, vertical rows of pigmented cortical cells ;

beneath this is the snbcortical stratum of about 2 rows of rotundate cells, which are twice as large as the

cortical cells and pass into the closely packed hyphse which form the outermost portion of the medulla

and appear here as round cells, but are shown to be hyphse in longitudinal section (compare fig. 7) ;

these hyaline hyphrc become more and more separated towards the middle of the medulla, and run in

various directions through the gelatinoid matrix, and among them are shown a few ensheathed trumpet-

hypha). (x 110.) Fig. 5J. Small portion of similar section, showing four trumpet-hypha; with their

sheaths of small cells and a few of the ordinary hyaline hyphac of the medulla, (x 450.) Fig. C.

Transverse section through a very young lamina (as in fig. 2), showing a monostromatic cortex of

granular coloured cells, a subcortical layer of 1-2 rows of large clear cells, and a medulla composed of a

few lax hyphse and one ensheathed trumpet-hypha. ( x 450.) Fig. 7. Longitudinal section of mature

lamina representing half the thickness of the frond, and showing (as in fig. 5) the short vertical rows of

pigmented cortical cells ; the subcortex of 1-2 rows of rotnndate cells twice as large as the cortical cells ;

and the medullary hyphse densely packed on the outer side and becoming gradually more laxly arranged

towards the interior, where, interspersed among them, are portions of three trumpet-hypha; in longitudinal

and one in transverse section, (x 110.) Fig. 8. Longitudinal section of very young frond, showing the

three strata already described for fig. G. (x 340.) Fig. 9. Portion of medulla of stipes in longitudinal

section, showing a trumpet-hypha with its sheath of small cells and its wall densely marked with transverse

stria; ; the cell-contents have contracted into a narrow strand along- the axis of the cell. ( X 450.)

Lessonia simulant sp. nov. Fig. 10. Outer part of a longitudinal section of stipes, representing the

external part of the medulla, which is composed of densely packed straight hyphre ; these latter externally

pass gradually into a pluristromatic subcortex of large round and transversely oblong cells which, running

radially outwards towards the periphery, subdivide more and more, forming a cortex composed of short

vertical rows of small quadrate cells. (X 110.)

PLATE III.

Desmarestia liarveyana nob. Fig. 1 1 . Small portion of a large plant, showing that the ramification

is always opposite ; natural size. Fig. 12. Apex 'of an ultimate branchlet in surface view, showing that

the cortex is continued to the very apex of the axial filament, (x 110.) Fig. 13. Transverse section

of a mature stem, showing its compressed form ; in the centre is the ensheathed primary axial filament and,
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to the right and left, aome fifteen secondary similar tilamt-nis each in its sheath of small cells, (x 25.)

Fig. 18ft. Part of the HUM, showing an ensbeathed necomlury filament apjwrently conUininf tjlon ; the

large cavity on the left is merely u ordinary cell of the ilialltis. (x 450.) Fig. Ha. Longitudinal

Motion of mature stem, showing the primary axial tilunicnl with its limnetic* (sMondary MlamrnU) and

their anastomoses; all these filaments are distantly articulated, (x 4.) Fig. 14ft. Small portion of

longitudinal section of item, showing a secondary filament fuintly indicated within it* sheath of small

cells, (x 340.) Fig. 15. Transverse section of an ultimate ramulus showing the primary axial filament

in the centre, (x 11".)

Dttmarutia viridit Lam. var. distant, Hook, and Han-. Fig. 1C. Transverse section of stem, showing

a denser medullary tissue in which the primary axial filament hit* Income obliterated, (x 25.)

Gracilaria dKmmtioidts nob. Fig. 17. Antarctic specimen consisting of numerous cuneato-Iincar

proliferations arising from a fragment of an old frond ; natural size.

PLATE IV.

Qracilaria dumontioidtt (continued). Fig. 18. Transverse section of the above-mentioned fragment
of old frond near its margin, where the cortex becomes thicker and polystroinatic ; the internal tissue

consists of Urge cells permanently flattened in drying the plant, (x 400.) Fig. 19. Monostromutic

cortex in surface view, (x 650.) Fig. 20. Arctic plant named by Harvey Halonattion dinwintioidei,

collected by Dr. Lyall in lat. 7ft" X., and preserved in the British Museum ; it* proliferations are very

long and simply linear ; natural size.

Fhyllopliora antarriiea nob. Fig. 21 a. Plant bearing marginal cystocarps ; natural size. Fig. 21ft.

Sterile plant bearing large and small proliferations ; natural size. Fig. ii'. longitudinal section of

cystocarpic branch, containing a compound cystocarpic nucleus. ( x 80.)

Spoiiffoflonium orthocladum sp. nov. Fig. 23. Part of plant; natural size. Fig. 24. Rather

diagrammatic representation of apical part of a branch, showing the long, straight, subulate rumellt.

(X 35.) Figs. 25o, 25ft. Young procarpia with trichogyne.
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MARINE AI/LE.

II.-CORALLINACE^E.
By M. FOSLIK.

LITHOTHAMNION COULMANICUM.

AMONG the Natural History collections made in the Antarctic regions by the

'DinoYery* Expedition are some specimens of a calcareous alga, which has l>oon

kindly sent me for determination. They proved to represent a species new to science

belonging to the genus Lithothamnion, which I shall now dcscril)c. The species has

Iwen shortly mentioned in
" Det Kgl. nornke Videnskaliers Selskalw Aarsberctning

"

for 1904, p. 16 (Trondhjem, 1905), under the name of

LITHOTHAMNION COULMANICUM Iteuu.

The plant forms incrustations on pebbles. The crust is closely adherent to the

sulistratum when young, but when older it is here and there rather easily detached,

LmiOTHAMSIO* COCLMAXICCM FOM. NAT.

particularly when attacked by animals or when covering extraneous object*. It is

thin, in the specimens brought home the tlii-kin-s- nt exceeding 800ft, fro<|iii'ntlv

being less, or about 300/i. The shape of young crusts is frojurntly more or less

irregular, but now and then almost circular, and so also when older, but then tin- plant

sometimes fully surrounds the substratum. It is sometimes in.li-iin< t >n-ntric

zonatc, and the edge is crcnulate or irregular. Several crusts are often found on the

same substratum. They may run into each other, in some cases not showing any
visible mark where the joining takes place, in others here and tln>r- forming slightly

elevated ridges. The nature of the surface is determined l>y that of the substratum.

If this is smooth the crust is also smooth, and shines slightly when young. Older

VOL. III. .-'
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crusts often become a little uneven and finely rugged on the surface by growing over

small extraneous objects. Besides, in most of the specimens collected the surface of

the crust is somewhat rubbed, probably owing to the friction of the water by a rather

strong current. A similar appearance is often to be seen in northern Lithothamnia,

particularly in sounds where the tides run strongly.

In a vertical section of the crust the basal hypothallic layer is distinctly, but not

strongly, developed, and the convergence of the lower anticlines of this layer towards

the substratum is very feeble or wanting. The cells are 12-18/x long and 4-7/u.

broad. In the perithallic layer there is no stratification to be seen. The cells are here

partly squarish, often with rounded corners, 5-8p. in diameter, partly and more

frequently vertically elongated, and 8-1 2/x, long, with a breadth of 6-8/i. Here and

there are to be seen cells with the longest diameter in the vertical direction, always,

however, in very small numbers in proportion to the squarish or vertically elongated

ones. The cell-walls are frequently rather thick.

As regards the organs of reproduction, the cystocarpic conceptacles are somewhat

crowded, subhemispheric-conical, but not quite superficial, as is frequently the case in

this genus, 300-350 or up to 400/x in diameter, when seen from the surface. They

have been found only in one specimen, and most of them are in a state of decomposition.

In a few other specimens conceptacles of sporangia occur. They are in some cases

rather scattered here and there in the crust, in others somewhat crowded, convex, and

but little prominent, often when older almost disc-shaped, 300-400^ in diameter seen

from above. The roof is intersected with about thirty to forty muciferous canals, which

are crowded in the central portions. The sporangia are two-parted, 90-1 20/x long

and 40-50/i broad. These organs were ripe in the latter half of January. However,

the greatest number of conceptacles observed were dissolved, leaving a shallow hole

or a cup-shaped scar, which later on becomes effaced by new-formed tissue. Once I

met with overgrown conceptacles in the thickest part of a crust, showing that these

organs may become fully dissolved only in the thinner and rather young specimens.

The present species stands nearest to Lithothamnion magellanicum, the latter,

however, being a coarser plant with, as a rule, larger and more prominent conceptacles

of sporangia and frequently larger cells. Besides, the sporangia are always four-

parted (tetraspbric) in L. magellanicum. On the other hand, the species in question in

some respects reminds one of the Arctic species Lithothamnion Iceve. Sterile specimens

can on a superficial examination easily be confounded with Lithophyllum decipiens.

This is the first species known from the Antarctic regions bearing two-parted

(bisporic) sporangia. Such were hitherto only known in some species of the genus in

question from the Arctic regions.

The plant was collected off Cape Wadsworth on Coulman Island, near South

Victoria Land, about 73 30' S., 170 W. Here it was picked up from a depth of

18 fms. It seems to have been pretty plentiful, as some sixteen pebbles with

incrustations of the
species

were collected.



MUSCI.
Par J. CARDOT.

(2 Planches.)

PRBSQUR toutes les mousses antarctiques connues jusqu'ici provcnaient <lo 1'an-liipcl de

Graham et des lies voisines, c'est-a-dirc de cette partic de 1'Antarctide situe"c au sud tic

1'Amerique, et comprise cntre le GO*"" et le G5*~ parallcles. IMS mphod rapj>ort<V8

de la Terre Victoria par 1'expedition de la
'

Discovery/ bien que peu nombreuses,

pr&entent done beaucoup d'intrret . non sculement parce qu'ellcs nous vicnnent d'une

region dont nous ne connaissioas absolument rien jusqu'alors au point de vue l>otaniquc,

ma is aussi parce qu'elles sont actuellement les espeees les plus aust rales comaics, ayant& r&oltfes entre 77 et 78 de latitude Sud.

II est fort proltable qu'elles constituent, avec quelques Lichens, les dcrnicn et

i-ln'-tifs representants de toute vegetation terrestre dans la direction du Pole austral.

Si Ton refle'chit que, d'apres les observations thermotnetriques faites au port d'hivcrnage

de la 'Discovery,' par 77 50' lat S., de fe'vrier 1902 a fe'vrier 1904, la temperature

moyenne des deux mois les plus chauds, deccmbre ct Janvier, est dc 3 * 80 (.'. au dejwoun

de zero (= 24 '95 F.) ; que le maximum observe', en ilcVniibrc 1903, a e't de 5 '55 C.

au dessus de ze"ro (=42 F.), mais que, mfime pendant ces deux mois d'ete, le thermo-

mfetre est plusicurs foi.s descondu CM <l.^..us de 10 C., et qu'en Janvier 1904, il a

marque* 15' 55 C.
(
= 4 F.), on peut 6tre surpris qu'il soit encore possible a des v/'g^taux

d'une organisation aussi delicate ct relativcmeut aussi com]>li<|ui
;c que ICH mousses de

se de*velopper et iK* vivre dans de semblablcs conditions climaU'riques.

Lt plupart portent d'ailleurs lea traces de 1'apre lutte qu'elles soutienncnt pour

I'existence. Toutes forment des gazons extremement compacts, afin de pouvoir register

a la pression des ^paisses couches de neige qui les recouvrent pendant les longs mois

d'hiver. Le Bryum nryentrum, espece cosmopolite, se pr^sente ici sous un aspect

tellcment rabougri que les plus tongues tiges que j'ai mcsur^es ne d^passaient pas une

hauteur de 3 millimetres, et que les plus grandes fcuilles atteignnient sculement 0*35

inilliin. Le Bryum <!/</</<>. <lont les touffes, souvcnt a dciui noy^es dans la IHUK-

glaciaire, peuvent atteindre une pn>fon<lriir de 6 centimetres, prrsentc frAjucmment dca

tiges d'un aspect malade, offrant des parties pres<|ii<- c<>iiipletemeiit o!i'-i)ii<I^ea ;
sa nervure

s'^carte du type caractt'ristique du genre par 1 'absence des stfrlides, et ses fleurs r-n-

ferment parfois des organes itnparfaits, qui semblent etre des arch^gones mal conformed.

I * S
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Les tiges du Ceratodon purpureus emettent souvent des innovations greles, garnies
de feuilles deformees. Dans le Sarconeurum glaciale, il est presque impossible de

trouver une feuille adulte entiere : toutes sont brisees vers leur tiers superieur, la pointe
ainsi detachee servant fort probablement a la reproduction de 1'espece. Aucune des

sept mousses rapportees par la
'

Discovery
'

ne presente d'ailleurs de sporogone

developpe ou en voie de developpement ; ce n'est vraisemblablement que dans des

circonstances tres exceptionnelles que 1'uue ou 1'autre peut arriver a miirir une capsule.

Un autre interet de la petite collection de mousses qui fait 1'objet de cette etude

est de nous montrer que, comme on devait d'ailleurs s'y attendre, la flore polaire

antarctique est probablement tres uniforme, puisque sur sept especes recolte"es a la Terre

Victoria, cinq (dont trois speciales a la region antarctique) sont deja connues de

1'archipel de Graham et du detroit de Gerlache.

Voici la liste et la position geographique des localites, avec 1'indication des especes

fournies par chacune d'elles :

I. Granite Harbour, lat. S. 77, long. E. 160. Jan. 20, 1902.

Ceratodon purpureus Brid. forma.

Didynwdon gelidus Card. sp. nova.

Bryum amllyolepis Card.

alt/ens Card. sp. nova.

II. Mount Terror, lat. S. 78, long. E. 169. Jan. 22, 1902.

Sarconeurum glaciale (Hook. fil. et Wils.) Card, et Bryhn.

Bryum argenteum L.

III.
'

Discovery' W.Q., lat. S. 78, long. E. 176. Dec. 1903.

Sarconeurum glaciale (Hook. fil. et Wils.) Card, et Bryhn.

IV. McMurdo Sound (lat. S. 77-78, long. E. 166), islet in old ice. Dec. 1903.

Bryum argenteum L.

algens Card. sp. nova.

antarcticum Hook. fil. et Wils.

V. Cape Royds, at the foot of Mount Erebus, lat. S. 77, long. E. 166. Jan. 11,

1904.

Bryum argenteum L.

Les recoltes de la 'Discovery' portent a 51 le chiffre des especes de mousses

actuellement constat^es dans la region antarctique propremcnt dito.

DITRICHACEAE.

CERATODON PURPUREUS.

C. purpureus Brid., Bryol. univ. I, p. 480 (1826).

Granite Harbour, Jan. 20, 1902 ; ster.

Forme en gazons denses, ordinairement assez profonds (4-5 centimetres), plus ou

moins encombre's de terre. Feuilles courtes, petites, tres variables, tantot aigues, a
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uv |H>n-urriMito ou subcxcurn nt.'. tiiiit.'.t ..l.tuse, h norvuro disparaisHant sous Ic

Mninmct ; .-ii mitrr, -.111 ri-it.iin- . < Iiaiiiill..ns, lea tiges sc termincnt par des innovations

irnii : : lilK-sA rtft .

'
'

rn<>ll< . i-
ujM'Tifiin III m |J m ll

l'ii> \ciii< Dt arumiiit'Ts, ou obtuaes-arrondiea ct Mouvcut cucull&a au sommct, et a

in rvurc dispuraissaiit alurs avant lVxtr : iuit-. Cea variations dans la forme des fcuilles,

variations qui peuveut sc rcncontrer sur la moinc tige, sout proluiblement dues ii des

causes rliniatmqucs. II existe dans la flore arctiijuc unc forme analogue : c'eat Ic

C. heterophyllu* Kindlx, de 1'ile 8t Paul, dans la tner de Bering, dont lea tiges ^mcttcnt

dea innovations greles et allongf^cs, garnies de feuilles obtuses ; et Limpricht a dn-rit

WO**, sous le noni dc var. >Jiin*!/liu.<it unc forme des Alpcs de Styric (jui a ('>gakment

les feuilles obtuscs et la ncrvurc disparainsant avant Ic sonimet (ZoMftmoOM, I, p. 487).

-PL I, fig. 12 a 17.

POTTIAOBJt

B&R< "M , i:i \i . .1 \. i \i i .

Aflaciole (Hook. fil. ct Wik) Card, ct Hrjhn. romb. nora.

IMyiHoiion (.') ghtfialut Hook. fil. ct Wils., Fl. anUrct. II, p. 408, tab. clii. fig. vi. (1847).

Sarrontiirum antarrtieum Hrvhn, in Xyt Mag. f. Natnrvidcimkab, B. 4(>. II. Ill, pp. 2<)4-307, tab. i.

et ii (1902).

Mount Terror, Jan. 22, 1902. '

Discovery
'

W.Q., Dec. 1903 ; stcr.

Cettc curieusc mousse fut recolto'c pour la premiere fois en 1843 par Sir Joseph
Hooker sur 1'ile Cockburn (archipcl de Graham), ct dcKirite en 1 847 dans Ic Flitni (infarction,

par Hi>oker fils et Wilson, sous le nom de Didymadon(?) glacialis. Beaucoup plus tanl,

en 1899, M. Borchgreviuk la rapporta de la Terre de Gcikie et de la Terre dc Ncwnes
;

lea echantillons furent communiques a M. Bryhu, qui, en 1902, crea pour cux Ic genre

Sarconeunun, et decrivit 1'espece sous le nom de S. antarcticum. Ayant pu comparer
nit re eux des echantillous originaux de la plante recolU'e par Hooker ct dc cclle

recueillie par M. Borchgrevink, j'ai reconnu leur complete identiu1
, et d'accord aver

M. Bryhn, je substitue au nom de Sarconturum antarcticum cclui de S. glac'ude.

La densit4 des touffes dc cette mousse est onlinaircment rcmanjuablc ;
nmis Tun dca

spcnimens provenant de la station d'hivernage dc la
'

Discovery
'

est particulicremcnt

curieux sous ce rapport : c'est un petit gazon excessivement compact, profond dc 15 a

20 millimetres, forme' par lea tiges tres serrdes les unes contre Ics autrcs, et envabies

jusqu'au sommet par un feutre radiculairc bruu tres alwndant ; cette masse dense se

moule ^troitement sur les debris dc lave au milieu desquels clle vit, et dont elle

rccouvrc et entoure completement quelques-uns des plus pctits. Toutes les feuilles

adultes ont la pointe brisee ; seules, les jeuncs feuilles en voie de de'veloppement au

sommet des tiges sont enticres.

I.'organisation de cette plante semblc adapted d'une facon remarquable aux dares

conditions climateriques au milieu desquelles elle est appel^e a vivre : la denaiti'*

extraordinaire de 8W toufies lui permet de supporter sans iiKunvcnient la presaion des
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masses de neige qui la recouvrent en hiver, et de resister victorieusement aux alterna-

tives de gel et de degel auxquelles elle est exposee pendant le court ete polaire, tandis

que la fragilite et le sectionnement spoutane de 1'extremite de ses feuilles lui assurent

un mode de reproduction asexuee suppleant efficacement a la propagation par spores.

M. Bryhn a donne de cette espece une excellente description et de bonnes figures,

faisant bien ressortir les caracteres si particuliers de la nervure, qui se terminc par une

pointe charnue, dilatee, formee de cellules tres riches en chlorophylle.

DlDYMODON GELIDUS.

Caulis gracilis, erectus, simplex vel parcissime ramosus, 3-6 millim. altus. Folia

remota, minuta, erecto-patentia, breviuscula, ovato-lanceolata, late acumiuata, acuta

obtusulave, 0'7-0'8 millim. longa, 0' 4-0 '45 millim. lata, marginibus integris, tantum

in parte superiore papillis prominulis minute crenulatis, ubique planis vel superne parce

et anguste revolutis, costa dorso rotundata, basi 50-60 p, crassa, pro more lutescente,

sub . summo apice evanida vel subpercurrente, cellulis inferioribus rectangulis vel sub-

quadratis, Isevibus, pellucidis, mediis et superioribus minutis, obscurulis, subquadratis,

papillosis. Caetera desiderantur.

Granite Harbour, Jan. 20, 1902 ; ster.

Je n'ai trouve que quelques brins de cette espece, melanges parmi les autres

mousses. La tige est pourvue d'un faisceau axile bien distinct, ordiuairement brun ;

les cellules corticales sont plus petites que les cellules sous-jacentes, mais peu differentes

d'ailleurs. Sur une coupe transversale, la nervure presents une couche epidermique

ventrale, formee de cellules analogues a celles du limbe, en dessous de laquelle on trouve

des cellules un peu plus grandes, en une ou deux couches, recouvertes sur la face

dorsale par deux ou trois assises de cellules plus petites, a parois epaissies et jaunatres

(substereides). II n'y a ni vraies stereides, ni stenocystes. Par ces caracteres

anatomiques, de meme que par la forme et le tissu des feuilles, cette mousse me parait

devoir prendre place dans le genre Didymodon. On peut la comparer au D. luridus

Hornsch.
,
dont elle differe par ses faibles dimensions, ses tiges plus greles, et ses feuilles

a bords plans ou tres peu re'volute's, et a tissu basilaire plus lache, forrn^ de cellules

rectangulaires, lisses, pellucides, subhyalines. PI. I. figs. 1 a 11.

BRYACE.E.

BRYDM ARGENTEUM.

B. argmteum L., Sp. plant, p. 1120 (1758).

Mount Terror, Jan. 22, 1902 ; islet in old ice, MacMurdo Sound, Dec. 10, 1903
;

'

Discovery' W.Q., Dec. 15, 1903 ; Cape Royds, Jan. 11, 1904 ; ster.

L'aspect de ces e"chantillons prouve que cette espece, qui jouit d'une dispersion
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r<ksni<>|>olite,M trouvo UdusdesoooditUMM tn'-scl.'l'av. .rableit ItttigMn'attcignent quc
2 a 3 millimetres de limit, et Ic.s plus ;jrandes feuillea incsiirent Hculcment 0*35 milliin.

BRYITM AMBLYOLKPI&

B. ambli/olf/'u Cud. in Rev. bryol. zxvii, p. 45 (1900), ct Kult. Voyage
'

IWgicm,' Motum, p. ", pi.

xi, fig. 1 all (1901).

Granite Harbour, Jan. 20, 1902; ster.

Beaux et nombrcux echantillons, furmant dos gazons etendus, vclout ;s. On
trouve 9-a et la des feuille.s qui se rapprochent Iwiucoup de celled du /?. art/minim,

inniM I'asjwct general de la plaiita reste different, et la plupart dos feuillea noiit oltttiKCH

ou sultapiculoes.

Cette especc nVtait encore connue quc du d<;tn>it <le Gerlachc.

BRYUM ANTARCTICUM.

B. anlartJirum Hook. fil. et Will., FI. antarct. II, p. 414 (1847).

Islet in old ice, MacMurdn Sound, Dec. 1903 ; stcr.

Decouvertc par Hooker, a 1'ile Ccx-.kbuni, cettc espece a ^t^ rctrouvtH; aux iles

Paulct et Seymour par M. C. Skottdlterg, liotaimto de l'cxpc
ldition antun-tiquc

suedoisc.

BKYUM ALGENS.

dnisissimi, valde oohannta^ iii'n- i'u-. .,; -ill.. Hi. -
up. in. \ i! i<h In). - ir- ~.

terra lutxjsa sacpc obrutl Caulis crectus, rulr, parce radic-uloHiis, nunc brcviwimus,

simplex, 3-10 millim. altus, nunc elongatUM, uwjuc G ccntiin. longUH, dichoUunc diviHitg,

ramis eret-tis, plus minus clavatis. Folia nunc apicc caulis et ramorum glomonita,

nunc subiequaliter conferta, crecta vel patenti-crecta, infcriora minora, saepe valde

remote, l'6-2 millim. longa, 0*6-0*9 millim. lata, lanceolate, marginibua plains,

suporiora vel comalia majora, concava, polymorpha, late breviteriue ovate, ohlonga vel

elongato-lanceolate, 1*7-3 millim. longa, 0*7-1 millim. late, sat breviter vel longiuH-

culc acuminate, marginibiu* intogris, plus minus longc revolutis, interdum planis, coata

basi pro more rubella, 100-150 /i crassa, in cuflpidem Isvem, viridcm breviuMcule vel

longiuacule excurrente, ccllulis inferioribus tencriM, .sulirectenguliB, hyalinis rubelliave,

mediis et Buperioribufl Hubrhoml>oidalil)U8, oblongis, chloropbyllosu, marginalilms

angustioribus longioribtuique, el limbum ilistiiirnim non ciformantibua Infloreac^ntia

monoica, forsan polyoioa. Fructus dcsidcratur.

Granite Harbour, Jan. 20, 1902, c. flor. ; islet in old ice, MacMurdo Sound, Dec.

1903; ster.

Cette especc nouvelle resseniblc l..-;uii
..uj. au It. irw0MWflMI Gbld., do <li'-tnit dc

(ierlache, mais elle s'en distingue par sea gazoiw tre <-'ln'n nt- < t eonpMte, Mt tigM

plus greles, sea feuilles de forme variable, onlinaircment agglomen-es en touffes au
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sommet des tiges et des rameaux, a bords moins longuemeut ct moins re'guliercmeut

re'volute's, souvent presque plans.

Sur une section transversale, la nervure presents ordinairement un groupe de

stenocystes en dessous de 1'assise d'eurycystes ; mais les ste'reides font defaut
;

cllcs

sont remplacees par des cellules plus petites que les elements e'pidermiques, mais a

lumen cependant assez large et a parois peu epaissies. Dans deux especes du detroit dc

Gerlache, B. inconnexum Card, et B. Gerlachei Card., la nervure est egalement de'pour-

vue de vraies ste'reides, et ne preserite que des substereides, et il est tres remarquable

qu'une espece arctique re'cemment de'crite, le B. languidum Hag., de 1'ile Disco, sur la

cote occidentale du Groenland, possede une nervure organise'e exactement comme cello

du B. algens* II est probable que cette alteration de la structure typique de la

nervure dans le genre Bryum est due a 1'influence du climat polaire.

Les echantillons de B. algens de Granite Harbour m'ont presente trois sortes de

rleurs : les unes males, contenant un grand nombre d'antheridies, entremelees de

paraphyses tres nombreuses, plus longues, hyalines, legerement attenuees au sommet
;

les autres femelles, reufermaut des archegones plus ou moins parfaits, entoures de

paraphyses plus courtes qu'eux ; enfin, des fleurs renfermant a la fois des antheridies et

d'autres organes mal developpes, mais qui paraissent etre des archegones imparfaits,

plus ou moins atrophies ; 1'espece serait done polyoi'que. Ce caractere la rapprocherait

du B. languidum Hag. , dont il vient d'etre question, et auquel elle ressemble aussi par

la forme et le tissu des feuilles, mais qui s'en distingue d'ailleurs par ses gazons laches,

peu cohe'rents, par ses feuilles distinctement marginees, et par sa nervure moins large

(diam. 60-70 yx).
PI. II.

EXPLICATION DES PLANCHES.

PLANCHE I.

Fig. 1 a 11. Didymodon yelidm Card. 1, plante, grandeur naturelle. 2, une tigc X 3. 3, partie

d'une section transversale de la tige X 360. 4, 5, 6, 7, feuilles X 35. 8, tissu de la partie basilaire d'une

feuille x SCO. 9, tissu de la partie moyenne d'une feuille x 360. 10, tissu du sommet d'une feuille

X 360. 11, section transversale de la nervure x 360.

Fig. 12 a 17. Ceratodon purpureus Brid. forma. 12, 13, 14, 15, 1C, 17, feuilles de formes diverses

X35.

PLANCHE II.

Bryum alyens Card. 1, 2, plantes, grandeur naturelle. 3, sommet d'une tige X 3. 4,5, 6, 7, feuilles

infe'rieures des innovations x 17. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, feuilles moyennes et supe'rieures des innova-

tions X17. 16, 17, sommet de deux feuilles X 43. 18, tissu de la partie basilaire d'une feuille X 184.

19, tissu de la partie moyenne d'une fenille X 184. 20, tissu de la pointe d'une feuille X 184. 21, section

transversale de la nervure x 360.

*
Cfr. Hagen et Porsild, Meddel. om Grocnl., X.XVI. p. 463, pi. XV.

LOXDOX : PRINTED BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND BOSS, LIMITED, DUKE STREET, STAMFORD STREET, S.K., AND GREAT WINDMILL STREET, W.
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